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Empowering The lndividual Within A Productive 
Franchise Relationship 

Abstract 

1. The rapidly changing economic and social environment, in our ever shrinking 
global Community, calls for a drastic review and rcappraisal of the 'way we do 
business'. A projected doubling of the world population in the next 50 - 70 
years, all of it within the already struggling developing nations, must be taken 
as a 'wake up call ' for the world's ' Community of Professionals'. 

2. The National Centrę for Work Bascd Learning Partnerships has embarked 
upon a mission designed to assist Professionals to update their own knowledge 
and skills portfolios whilst at the same time providing a 'produet' containing a 
distilled, rcflcctcd and thought out treasure trove of experience. Such practical 
experience will help build up the 'body of knowledge' of the greater 
Community in which they operate i.e. other Professionals. 

3. The candidate himself has embarked on a personal journey which, when 
started, was struetured to achieve the following: 

• To capitalise upon previous professional learning, taking advantage of 
a unique opportunity to reflect upon the merging of formal and 
informal study, practical experience and new insights gained over the 
years to produce a brand new composition of far greater quality and 
scope than previously achieved. 

• To capture the essence of own Franchising experience, knowledge and 
feel for the benefit of Franchisees, Franchisors, Government and 
Academia, i.e. to the benefit of the greater Community. 

• To think 'outside of the box' and offer new ideas and suggestions for 
consideration i.e. how a revitalised and courageous Franchising can 
contribute to the well being of the global and local communities. 

• To gain the pleasure of achieving the Doctoratc in Professional Studies 
degree. 

• To bc recognised ' in the public domain' by other Professionals in the 
economic, social and Franchising communities. 

4. As far back as 1943 Sir Winston Churchill recognised and acknowledged that 
skills and expertise, as well as, the wide distribution of same throughout society 
arc the key to success, when he said: 
"The empires of the futurc arc the empires of the mind". 
(From a speech given at Harvard University 06.09.1943) 
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1. The M G personal vision for the D.Prof Submission -

Setting out on a long and arduous journey is not a trifling matter. Neither was 
the decision to seek to join the Doctorate in Professional Studies Programme 
at Middlesex University taken lightly. Nevertheless, the candidate embarked 
on a route which as far as he was concerned - (having spent some 40 years in 
the study and practice of Franchising) - he was almost pre-destined to travel. 

1.1 Why was it considered necessary to produce the Submission -

Franchising, it is said, is tried and tested and can trace its origins to 
Feudal Europe1; although the type or style of Franchising with which 
the Submission is concerned is more closely related to the 
manufacturer/retailer distribution system implemented by the Singer 
Sewing Machine Company around 18602. Yet, despite the ever 
increasing recognition and utilisation of the Franchising concept (in 
one form or another) by major Corporations in growing and vital 
sectors of the economy, especially 'becoming a general feature of the 
automobile industry'3 in the U S A and elsewhere; it is the view of the 
candidate that: 

Many aspects of Franchising are quitc subtle and in 
conséquence not always clcarly understood, cspecially by 
newly established Franchise Companics employing the 
'Business Format Franchising' version. This encourages 
misunderstandings, mistrust and conflict, and can lead to in-
efficicnt utilisation of resources, as well as. to emotional 
hardship and at times complète fmancial ruin. 

'The Business Format Franchising Concept' has basic 
distinctive features which are at the heart of both its popularity 
and the conflicts which affect it. One such aspect is "the close 
and continuous control exercised by the Franchisor 
Franchisors prefer it because they believe that the Franchisées 

"Fraunchisc (Nonmin French 'Fraunchisc') has a technical meaning at common law. It is a royal privilege or branch of ihe 
Crown's prerogative subsisting in the hands of a subject either by grant or prescription. Franchises arc of two classes: 

i. Those originally forming part of the Crown's prerogative and exercisable therefore by the sovereign before 
being granted to a subject e.g. wrecks, royal fish, forests: and 

ii. Those which can only be created by granting them to a subject e.g. fairs, markets etc. The owner of a 
Franchise lias the right of preventing all other persons from interfering with iis exercise" 

Adams et uL, 1987 

"The earliest recognisable form of modem distributorships began in the United States after the Civil War when the Singer 
Sewing Machine Company instituted a manufacturer/retailer distribution system''. 
Jack 1957 

•'In the inter-wars period franchised distributorship agreements were to become a general feature of the automobile industry. 
Indeed Ford was able to extricate itself from financial difficulties in 1921 by off-loading inventory on lo iis distribulors" 
Mucaulay 1966 
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will work barder, which in turn wil l bencfit them more in the 
long tcrm than distribution through managers"4. 

This specific évolution of'sharing the market opportunity' with the 
Franchisée is scen by some business people to be a "particularly 
suitable strategy to adopt in the case of business where employées 
behaviour is difficult to monitor. This would explain why it seems to 
have developed ftrst in the catering industry. In business format 
Franchising, the franchisor retains similar control over the franchised 
outlet, as over a managed outlet. The reality is that it is a kind of 
managed outlet, in which the franchisée risks his capital. The risk of 
capital is itself a control device"5. 

The Candidate view is that the diverse opinions expressed on 
pivotai issues such as the degree of 'control' exercised by 
Franchisors are an excellent testimony to the need to increase the 
numbers of practising and reflective Franchisors and Franchisées 
Willing and able to contribute from their own expérience to the 
knowledge base and practice base of Franchising. 

1.2 Some of The Challenges Inhérent in the Nature of the Franchising Concept-

The Franchise (or System Leasing) Concept is a powerful marketing 
tool for the effective distribution of producís and/or services to the 
customer. Ideally, it combines the energy, enthusiasm, commitment 
and aspirations of the individual with the Systems, Expertise, Branding 
and Expérience of the successful Franchisor and therefore offers the 
customer an opportunity to obtain quality services and/or producís in a 
positive and professional environment. A i l parties gain from the 
exercise: 

i . The customer by getting excellent value for money and product consistency. 

i i . The Franchisée by establishing a successful and profitable business rather 
quicker than he could have donc on his own and without the risks of taking 
incorrect décisions on major aspects of the business. The System is there 
and the Franchisée needs only follow it diligcntly. 

i i i . The Franchisor achieves a much faster market pénétration and ovcrall 
greater market share by 'sharing' the market with the Franchisées. 

Through this 'market sharing' Concept the dynamics which the Franchisor 
expériences arc as follows: 

"As well as raising capital, a rcason for adopting the system in the motor trade was the general need for purchasers to trade-in 
their existing model against a new one. It is difficult to sec how any other system could have coped with this peculiar feature 

of the industry". 
Sloan Jr. 1964 

5 Adams et al.. 1987 
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- The actual capital invested in each Franchised 'unit' is provided by the 
Franchisee. 
The Franchisor reduces his risk exposure but also receives only part of 
the turnover generated by the activity. 
Although the Franchisor only receives a small part of the turnover of 
each 'unit' because of the reduced requirement for Franchisor risk 
capital the actual return on capital employed can justify the Tost 
income opportunity' when the Franchise System is large enough and is 
operating efficiently i.e. enjoys economies of scale. 

However, no economic activity is ever without its sensitive areas and 
Franchising is no exception. The fact that the Franchisor shares the market 
opportunity with a substantial number of individual Franchisees (actually 
'business owners') may lead to areas of tension and its better to be aware of 
them and the reasons for their emergence in advance in order to be able to deal 
with them successfully, and in good time. 

- A Franchisee is an independent businessperson who puts his/her 
capital, as well as, his aspirations at risk. The ultimate success of 
the outlet/unit wil l depend on both Franchisor and Franchisee 
understanding, accepting and meeting their respective 
responsibilities. Treating the Franchisee as a glorified employee is 
not likely to achieve the desired personal and/or business success. 

- Franchising success on a 'grand scale' can be achieved and 
maintained only when the Franchisee is able and willing to 
implement the excellent Operating System and Business Methods 
developed and constantly updated by the Franchisor whilst 
injecting into the challenging daily activity all the passion and 
commitment which business ownership requires and success 
reinforces. 

The practice of Franchising, could be said, to resemble, to some 
extent, the trials and tribulations experienced in managing the 
affairs of a democratic state; especially where the population is 
composed of widely diverse ethnic and interest groups. Sir 
Winston Churchill summed up the situation as follows: 
"No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed, it 
has been said that democracy is the worst form of government 
except all those other forms that have been tried from time to 
time. "(Hansard 11/11/1947) 

The following list is being produced to highlight the issues which 
are representative of the experience of Franchisors and 
Franchisees. It can be claimed that the Franchise concept is 
successful despite the constant power struggle taking place 
between Franchisor and Franchisee which is so typical to it. The 
successful Franchise system, it could be said, is the one where the 
balance of power remains in the hands of the Franchisor but the 
balance of benefit is enjoyed by the individual Franchisee. 

8 
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Additional research and study of thc following issucs wi l l always be 
welcomed by the Franchising community. 

1.2.1 Franchisees -

• Despite the fact that the individual Franchisee will have invested 
substantial sums in the business (in the larger Franchises often 
committing the matrimonial home as security for Bank borrowing) 
it is not a forgone conclusión that the Franchisee wil l diligently 
follow the Business Systems of the Franchise. 

• Thc Franchisee is responsible for dcveloping the market and 
cstablishing a positive relationship with the customers. Thc 
Franchisee does not always either put in the level of energy 
required ñor the quality of service and valué. 

• The Franchisee is expected to use the Franchisor H.Q. personnel to 
help him develop the business by way of back-up support teams, to 
answer questions and offer direction. To establísh these lines of 
communication into a 'two-way street' is not an easy task because 
the Franchisee all too often either fails to share with the Franchisor 
his issues and problems as they develop or resents Franchisor input 
as interfcrcncc. 

• Franchisees at a different stage of their development, growth or 
success levéis have different needs, demands, expectations and 
attitude. It is a demanding task for the Franchisor to try and 
rcconctle these divergent views and stiH keep a good club or family 
feeling within thc System. 

• Because Franchisees 'own* their individual business (although they 
don't own the Franchise, they only have a Tease' to the System -
or a licensc to opérate it in a certain location or geographical área -
for thc duration of the relationship) there is a strong opporhinity for 
'misunderstanding' about the 'rights' and how the individual units 
or the Franchise itself opérate. The faets are clear in as much as the 
System is owned exclusively by the Franchisor whilst the 
Franchisee is expected and contracted to opérate this System vis 
the customer. The relationship with the customer and the 
management of the Unit are the responsibility of the Franchisee. 

• tn large Franchise Systems it is not unusual to find some 
Franchisees seeking to engage in a power struggle with the 
Franchisor and to this end enticing fellow Franchisees into 
distractive and at times even destructive polítical manipulations. In 
a small customer facing business the time of the owner/Franchisee 
must be dedicated exclusively to the proper running of the business 
and thereby to meeting customer needs. 
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Empowcring ihc Individuat Wilhin A Productive Franchise Rclationship 

1.2.2. The Franchisor 

• It is not easy for Franchisées to understand and accept the full 
extent of the Franchisons responsibilities and complète 
ownership of the 'Brand'. This ownership extends to the Logo 
(and its modifications from time to time) the Operating 
Systems, Corporate Identity, Shop Fitting Style (where 
appropriate) etc. The Franchisor is responsible for updating 
every aspect of the business whenever it is necessary - usually 
to reflect changes in market conditions, customer need/tastes, 
technology, etc. The individual Franchisée is not always aware 
of thèse changes or keen to make the necessary investments. 
The good Franchisor wil l be aware of the emotional difficulties 
which the Franchisée is experiencing in such circumstanccs i.e. 
the Franchisée, whilst the acknowledged 'business owner', 
could be advised by the Franchisor that it's time to make 
additional investments including possibly changing the internai 
and external design of the premises. The Franchisée is 
experiencing two demands: the need to find the funding 
necessary to carry out the work whilst at the samc time having 
to cope, once again, with the réalisation that the Franchisor is 
entitled to make décisions which affect his business in a 
fondamental way. The good Franchisor wi l l be sensitive to the 
impact which such décisions are likely to have on Franchisées 
and will seek co-operation rather than reach out to impose its 
will through coercion. The Franchisor wi l l consult with 
Franchisées possibly through a working group composcd of 
Franchisées and HQ staff, as well as, maintain a continuous 
flow of information about ideas and progress so that the 
ultimate décisions should not be a complète surprise to the 
individual Franchisée. 

• One of the Franchisons greatest challenges is to keep a 
dialogue open between HQ and each individual Franchisée. 
Evcn when the Franchise has a représentative body for the 
Franchisées (Franchisée Association) it is essential to 
communicate directly with each Franchisée. Not ail Franchisors 
are able to keep thèse Unes of communication open and ensure 
that the information flowing represents the facts. A U HQ 
personnel must bc educated to deal with the Franchisées in a 
transparent, honest and sincère way. 

• The Franchisor is challenged to recruit good quality employées, 
offer reasonable terms of employment and appropriate training 
so that each person can deliver quality service to the 
Franchisées and value to the System as a whole. 

• The overall demands on the time of the Franchisor and the HQ 
employées are substantial. Therefore, effort and commitment 
are needed in order to assure that everything which needs 
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Empowcring thc Individual Within A Productive Franchise Relationship 

attention is actually receiving the skills and time allocation 
which is required. A Franchisor which fails to meet thèse 
standards will be unable to implement the Systems throughout 
the Franchise and maintain integrity and quality. 

• To maintain a significant market share is a difficult proposition. 
The Franchisor is responsible for the development of market 
Knowledge and understanding and subsequently the production 
of marketing plans, sales campaigns, sales aids, etc. The 
Franchisor is also responsible for communicating to the 
individual Franchisée the rationale for the proposed marketing 
and sales-building activity and further to try and motívate the 
Franchisée to implement the programme as recommended. 
Here too the Franchisor needs to invest not only a great deal of 
energy but also use subtlety in order to achieve the desired 
impact. Franchisées need to be motivated rather than dictated 
to. 

• In most cases the size of the Franchisors' own business is not 
substantial. It wi l l qualify as a small to médium size business. 
Considering that from this modest base the Franchisor is 
reaching out to a substantial network of Franchisées and a large 
community of customers means that the Franchisor is 
challenged to manage its own affairs effectively. This also 
means being aware of cost controls, effective management of 
staff, cash management, etc. One of the issues Franchisors have 
to be very careful with is crédit control and collection. A 
Franchisor which is lax about the collection of on-going 
Franchise Fees (and other fees/rents when applicable) wil l very 
quickly find its relationship with Franchisées deteriorating and 
its actual survival as a business threatened. Franchisors need to 
install proper business Systems and apply them diligently. 

1.2.3 Parent/Child Relationship -

• The Franchise relationship starts, mostly, with the Franchisée 
being acutely aware of the need to rely on the expertise and 
support of the Franchisor. This is a period of intense éducation, 
learning and training; a magical process of knowledge transfer 
and sharing of expertise. 

• The initial stage of total dependenec upon thc Franchisor is 
over before the Franchisée is 'let loose' on thc market. The 
Franchisée has been 'equipped' to a high enough level to be 
able to meet the needs of the customer. Naturally, at this stage 
the new Franchisée has a great deal yet to learn, not least about 
the subtleties of customer/supplicr relationship. 

• From this point in time the balance of power starts to shift i.e. 
the Franchisée is building up his/her own confidence and 
begins to re-assert own personality and opinion. This is a 
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healthy process since the success of the Franchisee's own 
business depends on his ability to operate independently and 
with confidence in the designated market. 

• At some stage, the timing depends on the individual; many 
Franchisees start to feel that, as they are the ones who operate 
at the sharp end, it is they who are best placed to make 
decisions regarding the direction of their individual unit as well 
as the Franchise as a whole. 

• Throughout the Franchise Relationship there is an ongoing 
sense of slight friction between Franchisor and Franchisee 
regarding who knows best what is best for the system. The 
successful Franchise is the system, which involves the 
Franchisees in the various activity areas such as marketing, 
technology, training, etc. The Franchisor, through this 
interaction, is able to extract valuable opinion and expertise 
from the Franchisees and use it to add further substance to the 
store of business skills and greater vision, which the HQ team 
must possess. 

1.2.4 Paying fees -

• Franchisees do not like paying their ongoing fees. 
• Once the individual Franchisee is up and running, he/she 

continues to pay a weekly or monthly percentage of sales (not 
profit). The Franchisee pays the fee for the use of the brand, 
the operating system, the marketing program, etc. 
Unfortunately, much of it seems to the Franchisee, after the 
initial sense of awe is over, invisible or too abstract. 

• The Franchisor can never change the sense of frustration which 
many Franchisees feel, as they write the cheque each 
week/month, especially in the large Franchises where the 
absolute amount is substantial. The good Franchisor is the one 
where the overall benefits package which is available to the 
individual Franchisee offers good value and where by 
following the system the individual Franchisee can earn a 
decent return on his investment in time and money. 

1.2.5 Maximising the market potential -

• The Franchisor, by licensing the individual Franchisee to 
operate in a specific market, is giving up his own option to 
establish a unit there. Therefore, it is important to the 
Franchisor that the Franchisee invests a great deal of effort in 
order to maximise the potential benefit. For the franchisor the 
benefit comes in the form of brand awareness, market share and 
income (by way of the ongoing fee). 
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• Despite ail efforts by the Franchisor to cajole the Franchisée to 
maximise the potential which the Franchisor estimâtes the local 
market can provide, it is the individual Franchisée who decides 
(by will or omission) the level of activity which will be 
transacted. 

1.2.6 Business owners or glorified managers -

• As stated earlier, in the good Franchise System the Franchisée 
is clearly a business owner, not an employée. 

• A good Franchisor wants the Franchisée to run the business 
with passion, energy and détermination. The Franchisée puts a 
great of his worldly goods at risk - often the matrimonial home, 
too - and must be motivated to succeed. 

• The Franchisée is expected to be an Enterpriser rather than an 
Entrepreneur (sec M G définition). 

• The Franchisor needs to invest a great deal of effort to cxplain 
and impress upon the individual Franchisée the fact that the 
long term guardián (as well as owner) of the System and the 
Brand is the Franchisor and not the Franchisée. 

• A good Franchise System which has been operating for some 
ycars has a large number of Franchisées. Each individual 
Franchisée is located at another point on the * participation 
curve' i.e. how many more years before they exit. Thcrcforc, 
their needs are obviously différent and their expectations from 
the Franchise are différent. 

• The good Franchisor must make sure that each Franchisée, 
including the new one who has just started and the older one 
who is about to départ, are catered for but in différent ways. 
The individual Franchisée ready to seil his/her business and to 
move on, is not as concerned as the new Franchisée about the 
long term viability and prospects of the Franchise as a whole. 
The Franchisor has both business and fiduciary 
responsibilities towards each individual Franchisée. 

1.2.7 New mvcstments/Updating the Unit -

• Every business must continue to invest in itself over time or it 
wil l go bust. 

• Sincc the Franchisée is the owner of the unit which hc opérâtes, 
it is the Franchisée who makes the additional investment and 
takes the additional risk when future updating is required. 

• More often than not it is the Franchisor who raises the issue of 
future branding investments and/or equipment outîays. The 
Franchisor invests in the development of the branding éléments 
and the Franchisée is expected to make the specific investment 
required in the unit. 
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• It is not unusual for the individual Franchisée to reject. or at 
least resist, the call of the Franchisor to make additional 
investments, especially when they are for branding aspects. The 
Franchisée is not always able or willing to see the value of 
updating the brand; thèse could include investments in new 
shop fittings, etc. 

• The Franchisor, despite the almost instinctive résistance of the 
individual Franchisée to make further investments in 
what may seem to him to be an intangible, needs to persévère 
through explanation and démonstration. A Franchise System 
which fails to update itself wi l l lose market sharc, market 
pénétration and eventually, fail altogether. (Somc Franchisées 
have a tendency to overinvest in equipment.) 

• Quote -
"There is a différence between formai independence (as 
expressed in the contract) and operational independence (as 
experienced in the course of the relationship)".6 

1.2.8 Keeping to the System -

• The underpinning reason a good Franchisée joins a Franchise 
System has to be that the individual has corne to a reasoned 
décision that being able to capitalise on the brand, the business 
opportunity and the operating System of the Franchisor is well 
worth the up-front fees, ongoing fees and restriction on the 
'scope' of the business. 

• One of the strengths of the good franchised business (like any 
good business) is that it has a focused approach to meeting the 
needs of the market place i.e. the Franchisor has developed a 
business opportunity and market offer, which enough 
customers are willing to buy and pay for, in order to provide a 
décent living for the individual Franchisée. 

• Within the framework of the market niche which the brand is 
targeting the Franchisée is free to be créative. However, the 
best use of the Franchisées time and the most rewarding 
financially would be to stick closely to the successful package 
of 'tools' which the good Franchisor is providing. Therefore, 
the good and successful Franchisée is not likely to feel that they 
are being restricted. 

6Stanworth 1984, 1991 
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• It is often a Catch-22 situation. The Franchisée who for some 
reason is not Willing or able to keep closely to the System is the 
one to criticise it and offer opinions that the system docs not 
work. Only when it cornes to 'changing the System' or trying to 
establish, without the Franchisor's permission, additional units 
in non-licensed territory the following quote is correct: 
"Even though a Franchisée owns his own business he is not his 
own boss". 

1.2.9 Expansion -

• Within his licensed territory the Franchisée is encouraged to 
build up the business to the extent that the potential of the 
market is maximised. 

• The Franchiser (and other Franchisées) discourage the 
individual Franchisée rrom seeking business in markets other 
than the one(s) licensed to him by the Franchiser. 

• Pure retail Franchises are less of a problem. The conflict can 
arise when the Franchisée opérâtes from a van or the franchised 
business (like printing) encourages the Franchisée to canvass 
for trade from the local business community. 

• In the case of the 4print-shop' franchisée, it has been proven 
that the greatest benefit wil l be derived (assuming the unit bas 
been located within a good catchment area) from investing the 
marketing effort on the business community closest to the unit, 
say within a radius of a few hundred mètres. 

• The Franchisor has a duty to try and avoid a price war 
developing amongst his own Franchisées. Unnecessary 
aggressive marketing and pricing by some Franchisées in their 
own, but especially adjacent markets, not only damages their 
and their neighbour's bottom line but could also bring the brand 
into disrepute. 

• When a Franchisée wishes to acquirc an additional licence for 
an additional territory(s) the Franchisor needs to be certain that 
not only wil l the Franchisée develop the business successftilly 
in the new location but also continue to do so in the existing 
one. Operating two successful units (or more) is much harder 
for most business people than doing so in one location; it 
requires différent expérience and a différent set of business 
management skills. Yet, many Franchisées are reluctant to 
accept this view. 

7 Baillicu, 1988:4 
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1.2.10 Brand Décline -

• As stated earlier, any 'customer proposition' which is not re-
visited, updated and re-vitalised regularly and fails to meet 
perccived customer needs is bound sooner or later to falter. 
These days customers are far less inclined to continue to 
patronise a business when their real or perceived needs are not 
met. 

• A Franchisée of a Franchise System which is in serious décline 
is likely to be in a very difficult position. The reasons for the 
décline are important e.g. is the market where the Franchise 
opérâtes declining or is the problem the resuit of new and more 
aggressive competitors. 

• The individual Franchisée in a weak Franchise System is more 
likely to be able to act as an independent business owner 
because one of the reasons the system is in décline has to do 
with the ability of the Franchisor either to understand market 
changes or to implement internai changes necessary to refocus 
the System. 

• In this particular case the following quote may be relevant: 
"Others take the more extreme view that being a Franchisée is 
a greater risk than starting a 'normal ' independent small 
business (Wcinrauch 1986; DNES 1989). 
Hough (1986:221) when discussing the termination of 
Franchise contracts maintains that: -
"Franchisées could suffer financially more than they 
would have donc if the business had not been part of a 
Franchise". 

This she attributes to the fact that the task of disposing of 
equipment and stock trademarked with the Franchisor's name 
may be harder than disposing of non-trademarked equipment 
and stock. Thus the cost of withdrawing from a franchised 
business may be greater than withdrawing from a non-
franchised business." 

Forward and Fulop, p.25 
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1.2.11 Internal Politics -

• It's a funiiy 'thing' politics. It seems whenever a group of 
people gather, someone enjoys the acquisition of power. 

• It is a fact of life that within the Franchise System, over time, 
political activity will develop. 

• The good Franchisor needs to be aware of this inévitable 
development and address it by suggesting to the Franchisées to 
establish working groups comprised of Franchisées. These 
groups will work with the Franchisor on specific issues such as 
marketing, technology, training, etc. The close interaction with 
the Franchisor will gencrate a lot of new ideas, allow the 
Franchisor to understand the frustrations at the sharp end but 
also give the Franchisées the feeling (and assurance) that their 
views are wanted and respected. 

• The good Franchisor is also likely to suggest, when the body of 
Franchisées is large enough, that the Franchisées may wish to 
consider establishing a process for the sélection of Franchisée 
représentatives to meet with the Franchisor in regulär intervais 
to discuss the progress of the Franchise. These meetings should 
not be a stage for individual Franchisées to vent their 
frustration with the Franchisor. 

• The relationship betwcen Franchisor and Franchisée is not one 
of pure independence on either side. The Franchise concept is 
dependent on the interdependence of the parties. 

• Therefore, the following quotes and the spirit in which they are 
made are not appropriate: 
"Rubin (1978) and Hamilton (1984) believe that Franchisées 
are not independent and are merely company managers 
'dressed up ' and are not entrepreneurs. Felstead (1992:259) 
considers Franchisées to be part of the 'controlled seif 
employed'. Others also express doubts as to the independence 
of Franchisées ". 
'The industry should abandon the myth that a Franchise holder 
is an independent smali business man.'(Burek 1970:152)"9 

9 Forward et al. 
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1.2.12 Franchisor Team -

• The Franchisor Company itself is for most part a fairly small 
Company. 
"The majority of Franchisées, and most Franchisors, are 
SME's".10 

This means that Franchisors have limited resources with which 
to create and later maintain a winning System. 

• One of the main issues which will détermine the success of a 
Franchise System over time is the quality of the team at HQ. 

• The sélection, training and motivation of the Franchisor team is 
essential for its ability to harvest ail the knowledge which 
exists within the System, as well as, garner ail the up to date 
appropriate/applicable techniques from the market place. 

• The individual Franchisée and the body of Franchisées have an 
important rolc to play in the évolution of the team at HQ. 
Although at times the individual Franchisée enjoys venting 
his/her frustrations at the individual HQ employée and/or the 
people at HQ office, it is important to remember that thèse are, 
for the most part, employées and therefore entitled to receive 
considération, as they are trying to do their best in 
a very difficult and challenging environment. 

1.2.13 Franchisée Sélect ion-

• It goes without saying that the quality of Franchisées wil l 
détermine the success of the Franchise. 

• The question to be asked is how does a Franchisor détermine 
what type of Franchisées are needed to deliver the specific 
business proposition which is being offered? The answer has to 
be: By study and estimatc but also by trial and error. 

• The successful Franchisor wil l continue to invest revenue in 
evaluating how the changing needs of the market arc to be 
reflccted in the properties of the ideal Franchisée. But, also to 
leam wherc such potential Franchisées arc to bc found and 
whether the business proposition on offer is likely to be 
attractive to them. 

• The good Franchisor wil l resist recruiting Franchisées which 
although Willing, even keen to join the System are clearly 
unable to deliver the characteristics and/or expérience which 
the System requires. 

• Franchisée sélection is extremely important to the ongoing 
success of the System and the good Franchisor wi l l not delegate 
the recruitment process to outside consultants nor to 
inadequatcly prepared internai staff. 

Slanworth, Report to DTL March 1994 
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• In good Franchise Systems the Franchisor requires that 
potential Franchisees visit existing Franchisees. This offers a 
benefit to the potential Franchisee by acquainting him/her with 
the business and allows him/her to ask difficult questions. The 
on-site visit is also an opportunity for the Franchisor to obtain 
feedback from the host Franchisee i.e. to what extent the 
existing Franchisee was impressed or otherwise by the visitor. 

1.2.14 Franchisees having financial difficulties -

• Unfortunately, despite all the good intentions, even in the best 
run Franchise System there are failing Franchisees. 

• The reason could be the failure, by what seemed at the 
interview and training stages to be a good prospective 
Franchisee, to make the transition from being an employee 
(with a salary cheque coming in at the end of the month) to a 
small business owner running a business. 

• The reason could also be a Franchisee who despite being able 
to demonstrate a modest success earlier is discovered to be 
unable to dedicate to the business the level of energy and 
commitment necessary to achieve and maintain success. 

• The good Franchisor wi l l have in place the expertise and 
support team to help guide the faltering Franchisee and try to 
nurse him to good health. 

• Experiencing financial problems is a difficult time for both 
Franchisee and Franchisor. This is likely to strain relations 
because for the most part the Franchisor wi l l be trying to 
help the Franchisee by encouraging the him to implement more 
of the marketing and business building tools available to him. 

1.2.15 E x i t -

• Franchisees do not seem to plan ahead. Often, a Franchisee wi l l 
join a Franchise System without actually working out an 
overall 'benefits plan'. 

• Both Franchisee and Franchisor would benefit greatly by 
establishing a 'benefit plan' to define the income, savings and 
exit time for the individual Franchisee - ideally, this should be 
discussed and agreed upon within the first six months of the 
granting of the licence. 

• The Franchise Relationship would be more focused with the 
Franchisee working to specific targets and probably, more 
successful. 

• The good Franchisor invests in the generation of Franchise 
enquiries for both new and re-sales. The Franchisor can 
facilitate the process of 'exit' by providing prospective 
purchasers for the business. 
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• A possible point of'power struggle' with the Franchisor can 
arise at the departurc time. The Franchisée may be able to 
identify a prospective purchaser Willing to pay the asking price 
whilst the Franchisor may refuse to accept the individual 
because in the view of the Franchisor he/she do not possess 
the personal and/or financial properties required by the 
Franchise for new Franchisées at this time. 

• The Franchisor's absolute right to veto prospective Franchisées, 
including at the departurc point, is paramount to the continuing 
health and integrity of the Franchise. Departing Franchisées 
would have very little concern beyond getting the maximum 
amount of cash for the business. This absolute right may be 
disputcd i f the Franchisor also has the right to force the 
Franchisée to seil the unit to him at a price below that offered 
by a genuine third party buyer (pre-emption right). 

What are the opportunities -

.3.1 Providing employment opportunities -

"The growth of Franchising in the UK, and Europe generaily, 
appears set to continue on a long term basis, despite 
setbacks .... 
....A number offactors appear likely to promote franchis ing 
growth. First is the general Worldwide decline of traditional 
manufacturing industry and its replacement by service-sector 
activities. Franchising is especially well suited to exploit 
service andpeople-intensive economic activities, particularly 
where they require a large number of geographically dispersed 
outlets serving local markels. 
A second factor is the growth in overall popularity of self-
employment. Most governments in the Western world are 
looking towards self-employment and small business as an 
important source of future jobs"11 

1.3.2 Qualityjobs-

• The Franchisor provides a proven business opportunity and a 
tested operating System. 

• The Franchisor provides training. 
• The Franchisor provides a recognised and respected brand 
• The Franchisor continues to develop and update the business 

opportunity and the operating System to meet the changing 
needs of the market. 

• The Franchisor provides technical support. 

Stanworth, DT1 1994 
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• The Franchiser has the interest to see each individual 
Franchisée succeed in their designated market place and wil l 
invest effort to help the Franchisée gain success. 

1.3.3 A Brave New World -

• Franchising has the potential to provide an extremely 
productive and very cost effective distribution method for the 
dissémination of quite complot services, especially throughout 
the developing world where effective and consistent 
distribution of anything is a rarity. 

• Micro-Banking -
"... / lay in bedfeeling ashamed of myself thaï I was 

part of a society which could not provide $27 to forty-
two able-bodied, hardworking skilledpersons to make a 
livingfor themselves. 
..../ decided to approach the local bank manager and 
request that his bank lend to the poor. What was 
required was an institution that would lend to those who 
had nothing. It seemedso simple, so straight forward. 
.... We have corne a long way; from $27 lent to forty-
two people in ¡976 to $ 2.3 billion lent to 2.3 million 
families by 1998. A Micro-Credit summit was held in 
1997 to launch a Worldwide campaign to reach 100 
million families by theyear 2005'.nU 

- The candidate is proposing a new program for an M B A 
in Enterprise Economy which would lead to the setting 
up of a Micro-Banking Franchise. The Franchise, with 
the support of the World Bank, the U N , etc. wi l l aim to 
expand to ail underdeveloped/developing nations. 
Expérience in Bangladesh, where the Gramean Bank 
(the First Micro-Bank) was established, proves that not 
only are borrowers (often women) able to improve the 
immédiate standard of living of their families, but, in 
thc long term birth rates drop whilst the level of 
éducation and care offered to the smaller number of 
children produced rises significantly. 
Micro-Banking has the potential to re-vitalise small 
communities and rcach into the most inaccessible of 
places. The amounts being lent are often tiny but able to 
change the life potential of the bénéficiaires, the 
Community and the country in which they operate. 
"When the Indonesian Government launched its $490m 
initial public offering of Bank Rakyat Indonesia last 
month, investor demand was so strong the Government 
received orders for almosi 15 times the number of 
shares available 

1 2 Yunus 1998 
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The reason for this confidence is simple - BRI is one of 
îhe world's largest 'micro-lenders ', doing much of its 
business with farms and small business owners. These 
stnall borrowers, few of whom defaulted even during the 
¡997/1998 Asian financial crisis, are seen as offering a 
sensé of security not available elsewhere in the banking 
sector Everyone also knows theyield on micro
finance is quite high but the risk is quite low. 

....It is difficult (to growfast) because ofthe (small) 
amounts that we lend.... but we think there are many 
more people we can lend to ".13 

• Birth Control Networks -

World population is projected to double within the next 
5 0 - 7 0 years 
The six billion additional individuals are bound to bc 
born in the underdeveloped and developing world i.e. 
increasing their population in total to some eleven 
billion people 

- The candidate is proposing that Franchising could be 
used to establish a vast network of birth control points: 
These simple 'structures' could reach into the most 
remote village at little cost 

- It is suggested that the people who undertake thc Micro-
Banking Franchise should be encouraged to support the 
establishment of the birth control network, too. 

• Seed and agriculture information Franchise -

The world population is about to double (50 - 70 years, 
as stated above) 

- The population of thc undcrdcvelopcd/developing 
nations could reach as high as eleven billion people 
What can be done to avert famine and world strife on a 
catastrophic scale? 

- It is expected that the U N , the World Bank and the 
govemments ofthe Western world wi l l be able to 
overcome current objections to the production of 
genetically modificd crops - whilst at the same time 
embedding effective ways to monitor undesired 
spontaneous wholesale cross-fertilisation. 
It is expected that commercial organisations will be 
prepared to invest heavily m thc development of higher 
yield and pest résistant crops only i f those plants wil l 

1 3 Financial Times 2003 
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produce infertile seeds i.e. new seeds wil l have to be 
purchased each year for sowing. 

- It is suggestcd that at présent, too, the subsistence 
farmer finds it very difficult to carry his stock of seeds 
intact into the next sowing season. Vermin, birds, 
thieves, floods, firc, pests and hunger ail conspire to rob 
him of his mcagre reserves of seeds. 
Franchising is in an ideal position to roll out rapidly a 
global network geared to the dissémination and 
distribution of seeds and technical information. 
The Franchisor wil l be able to choose the right seeds for 
the région, negotiate with various suppliers, and obtain 
funding front the World Bank, U N , govemments and 
others interested in averting a global catastrophe. 

- Considering that one planted seed probably produces 50 
to 100 markctable seeds, this must be the cheapest way 
for the Western world to alleviate hunger and eventually 
poverty in the developing world (50 to 100 fold return!). 

- On 21/02/2004 Matthew Parris published the following 
article in The Times: 
"Whoever, wrote Jonathan Swift, 'could make two ears 
ofeorn or two blades of grass grow where only one 
grew hefore, would deserve better of mankind than the 
whole race of politicians put together '. I have just met 
such a man. 
....Dr. Borlaug has been a key transitional figure in his 
field. He has spent his life in the cusp between 
traditionalJarming and biotechnology. He has 
concluded that only by the responsible application of 
science to agriculture can we save the worldfrom 
famine His Indian experimeni succeeded beyond the 
wildest hopes. Wheat production quadrupled in a 
décade; by today that increase is ten fold. The régions ' 
population has more than doubled, yet, its people are 
better fed than they have been in more than half a 
Century. For Dr. Borlaug the Noble Peace Prize 
followedin 1970. 
....Most projections see a graduai increase until a point 
öfter the middle ofthis Century when the world 
population may stabilise at about double its présent 
level. 

starvation is not an effective form of birth control. 
In fact, the more secure and well fed people become, the 
fewer children they have. The harsh but seemingly 
plausible argument that producing more food is 
pointless because extra food will be met by more hungry 
mouths to feed is wrong. 

better cropyields do not add to the pressure on 
rainforests or on wild or marginal land; they reduce it. 
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...Mepersuadedme that the challenge, though 
immense, is finite; to feed another six billion people in 
the half Century ahead. He believes this is possible. His 
dream, he told me, is that bio-technolog}' wili find a 
way to impart to other cereals the famous hardiness of 
the ricefamily. This may be achievable by genetic 
modification ". 

2 The 'Product' Aims and Objectives -

2.1 Is additional 'Franchising Knowledge' contribution wanted-
2.1.1 In a fast moving world economic environment every economic sector 

stands to benefit from continuous examination and exploration of its 
constituent parts. 

2.1.2 Franchising is acomplex method ofdoing business. The basic 
relationship of interdependence bctween Franchisor and Franchisée i.e. 
neither of them is able to achicve and maintain ongoing success without 
the other, is by itself a challenge. Even an average size Franchise 
System is likely to have in excess of twenty to thirty independent 
minded Franchisées. To succeed the Franchisor must find a way to 
harncss the cncrgy and ambition of each individual Franchisée under a 
homogeneous structure and operating System. This is not an easy task. 
For Franchising to succeed it would be extrcmely useful i f the various 
constituent parts would acquirc the habit to reflect upon the issues and 
develop the practicc to cxchange and share with each other ideas for 
improvement. 

2.1.3 Quotcs cullcd from Franchise literature -

i. "Franchising has been increasingly utilised as a method of business 
expansion over the last thirty years. Despite this expansion there has 
been little in-depth research into Franchising, resulting in a low level 
of understanding".14 

i i . "The objective has been to construct an up to date comprehensive 
review and thus attempt toßll a gap which up until now has existed\]S 

i i i . "There exists very little British published in-depth research on 
Franchising''.16 

îv. "There is also a suggestion that researches have disproportionately 
dwelt upon issues which have limited relevance to the opération of 
Franchised Systems in practicé"}1 

,JStanworth 1984,1991 
1 5 Forwardetal. 1993 
1 6 Hough 1986 
1 7 Forwardetal. 1993 
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2.2 The 'Central Thème' for the Project -

i. Wc live in turbulent and fast changing times. We have corne, reluctantly, 
to 'accept' the daily hardships experienced by a large proportion of the 
five billion people living in the developing world. The question being 
asked is: Is it inévitable that such a vast number of people are consigned 
to live in misery? In addition, the onc billion people living in the 
Western world do not casily widerstand the impact of the winds of 
change which are blowing around them, cither. Much is talked about the 
aliénation and unemployment in socicty. A research paper was quoted to 
the candidate purporting that by the ycar 2020 some 20% of the US 
population will be suffering from clinieal dépression! 

An article in The Times on 19/02/2004 states: 

"Mark Latton, the labour leader tipped by many to become the nexl 
Prime Minister, said that the latest génération of Australian blokes 
was bewildered, uneducated and unhappy. Growing numbers were 
dropping out of school, over dosing on drugs and committing suicide. 
As blue-collar muscle jobs have declined, their identity and 
relationships have become blurred and confused We need to give 
our boys a new centre to their lives, one grounded in Community, 
support and mentoring... " 

i i . The candidate's central thème throughout the project and the Submission 
is designed to suggest and provide support to the idea that Franchising 
could help a wide swath of the business Community and society tackle a 
large number of grave issues. Franchising is a local player par 
excellence because it provides local support and value to local people. At 
the same time Franchising, by définition, is a system for the distribution 
of products and services which has been developed to facititate the 
duplication of activity and therefore becomes a global player able to 
share expertise, knowledge and économies of scale. The candidate's 
opinion and thème is that Franchising is a marvellous method for 
dissémination, distribution and duplication of hope; hope for opportunity 
and livelihood. 

i i i . The following is a partial list of the subjects which the candidate had 
set out to tackle in the Submission, in one way or another (at times 
fleetingly because of time and space constraints) -

2.2.1 Issues to do with SME's and their constant struggle to stay one step ahead of the 
compétitive and changing tastes and needs of their customer base. The candidate 
holds the opinion that it is the value of the Franchising concept and its operating 
system which converts the individual S M E into a Franchisée "the majority of 
franchisées, and most franchisors, are SME 's ".18 

Stanworth 1994 
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2.2.2 The one theme which holds the whole Submission together is Franchising. Tt is 
deemed unnecessary for the candidate to re-iterate once again his conviction of 
the current and future valué of Franchising. 

2.2.3 Employment as we know it is changing. In fact, the terms and expectations for 
employment have changed drastically ovcr the past few years already; from a 
lifetime employment with one employer to a life of ever changing careers. 
Franchising offers another carecr opportunity or career Option. However, 
Franchising also offers a path for individuáis to pick up business and 
management skills later in life. At a time when many other options and doors 
wil l seem to have closed to them. Permanently. 

2.2.4 Opportunity is what everyone wants. Opportunity is something everyone 
deserves to have. Without the belief that opportunity beckons most enterprise 
will be extinguished. Franchising offers opportunity to many of those who have 
been denied it elsewhere. Franchising offers a second or third opportunity when 
the individual may feel the 'cold Shoulder' everywhere eise. Franchising can be 
said to be ushering in a period of greater 'demoeraey of opportunity'. 

2.2.5 In the years to come demoeratie governments wi l l be unable to meet all the 
expectations of their Citizens. (Despotie regimes 'mostly' do not recognise that 
their population is entitled to have any expectations). The difference between 
what is wished for, even expected, and what can be had wi l l be greater than at 
present because technological progress wil l make new and better Services 
possible. Governments wi l l need to plough vast amounts into education, health 
Services, roads, safety, etc. There will never be enough money for every desired 
value. Franchising could help the voluntary sector play a more important role in 
society because Franchising can pick up a good idea and fairly quickly duplicate 
it manifold - to the benefit of all. 

2.3 Aims -

2.3.1 Encourage greater professionalism amongst the people who practise Franchising 
and/or who offer Services to the Franchise Community. A greater degree of self-
awareness and the recognition of the benefits both to seif and others, from this 
process, is likely to encourage more active, open discussion and the active 
exchange of views; leading invariably to greater insight and professionalism. 

"It is in the very act of trying to help others that we are likely to be allowed a 
sense of their inner selves - of their thoughts, valúes and feelings and that 
process unlocks for us many insights into our own selves. This opening of others 
to seif and seif to others is a pre-requisite for reeiprocal behaviour and 
therefore the foundation stone of our own growth and development. 
Opportunities for such behaviour are constantly with us ifwe choose to take 
them"19 

1 9 Addlam & Plumridge 1995 Critten 
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2.3.2 The Submission and its constituent parts are aimed at a diverse group of 
potential readers. The idea was to call their attention to the issucs, highlight 
opportunities, explain challenges and offer new idea which could be explored 
further in the years to come. The first Step to the construction of a boat is the 
insight that a log of wood floats on water. The candidate's aim was to capture 
the imagination of the readers on different levels i.e. for somc to better 
understand how Franchising operates, for others how Franchising could be 
improved and for others to open a small window through which they can realise 
that a far greater Franchise opportunity is twinkling brightly for us in the fiiture. 

2.4 Objectives -

2.4.1 Better Franchising Practice -

Through the detail incorporated in the Submission the objective was to impact 
the practice of Franchising by Franchisor, Franchiscc and advisors. 

2.4.2 More Franchise Systems -

Through the scope and ränge of the Submission it is hoped more Franchise 
Systems would be established. Franchising has a great deal to offer to the 
Business Community. A young business short of cash but strong on concept can 
roll out a national, even international network by capitalising on the funding and 
ambition of Franchisees. A n established business can choose to expand part (or 
all) of its business by way of Franchising thereby reducing its overall risk 
exposure whilst not necessarily reducing its overall benefit opportunity. 

2.4.3 Innovative Franchise Systems -

Through the scope and ränge of the Submission it is hoped that the international 
Community wil l realise that somc of the more entrenched challenges which are 
facing the global village could bc tackled successfully through the setting up of 
a new type of a hybrid System of Franchising. Issues such as poverty, 
employment, birth control, agriculture have been discussed in the Submission. 
Hopefully, there wi l l be a successful follow up at some time. 
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3. On what basis has the material been compilcd and justified -

3.1 Available knowledge sources and their characteristics -
(See Appendix 7.2 Bibliography Listing) 

3.1.1 Franchising related literature written by the legal profession -

i . Every single Franchisce/Franchisor Relationship is (or should bc) 
underpinned by a legal agreement i.e. the licence which the Franchisor 
is granting the individual Franchisée (in exchange for a benefit) to 
operatc the System in a specific location/market i.e. the Franchise 
Agreement. 

i i . Much of the anguish/friction which takes place in Franchising has to 
do with the lack of understanding and/or follow up/implementation by 
the Franchisor and/or Franchisée subséquent to the 'entering' into the 
relationship as expressed in the Franchise Agreement. 

îii. The publications written and published by solicitors are intended to 
explain the various clauses and the impact which they are bound to 
have on the respective responsibilities of the parties. 

3.1.2 Franchising related literature written and published by Franchise 
Consultants -

Franchise Consultants are in the business of selling their services to the 
various parties who have, from time to time, an interest or arc in nced of 
support and guidance in Franchising matters e.g.: 

Advising a Company on how it could couvert itsclf to a Franchise 
System 
Advising a Company on how it could set up a subsidiary activity which 
uses the Franchising Concept way to expand 
Advising a Company on how it could expand its Franchising activities 
overseas 
Advising a Company how it could maximise thc process of choosing a 
Master Licence or a Master Licensee and managing the relationship 
Advising a Franchisor experiencing fast growth 
Advising a Franchisor experiencing slow growth 
Advising a Franchisor how to improve the Franchise recruitment 
process 
Advising a Franchisor how to manage a time of strife i.e. 
(confrontation with Franchisées) within the Franchise, etc. 
Franchise Consultants also offer their services to Franchisées: 

How to select an appropriate Franchise opportunity 
Advising a group of Franchisées in their time of différences 
with their Franchisor, etc. 

i . 

i i . 

i i i . 

iv. 

V. 
vi. 
vii. 

vi i i 

ix. 
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3.1.3 Franchising related literature published by the International Franchise 
Association (IFA) -

The IFA is the US Trade Association of Franchisors (although it now also 
invites individual Franchisees to join). The IFA publishes (as an example): 

i . The annual directory of Franchisors called Franchise Opportunities 
Guide 

i i . A whole ränge of publications: 
: Help in buying a Franchise 
: Help in running a Franchise 
: How to franchisc a business 
: 'How to' manual for Franchisors regarding the establishment of 
Advisory Councils with Franchisees 
: Legal information 
: Reference material 

3.1.4 Franchising related literature published by the US Department of Commerce 
aimed at promoting the establishment of ethical Franchising in the U S A and 
the provision of Jobs 

3.1.5 Franchising related literature published by the Association of Small Business 
Development Centres (USA) 

3.1.6 Franchising related literature published by the British Franchise Association 
(BFA) 

3.1.7 Franchising related literature which is based on the 'How to' book format 

3.1.8 Franchising related literature written and published by practising 
Franchisors: 
Comments: 

i. A comprehensive book published by a Franchisor whilst actively involved 
in the business can only be a rare event because of the time constraints 
which the practising Franchisor experiences. 

i i . The practising Franchisor would be tempted to use the publication as a 
promotional tool for thc expansion and support of the brand. 

3.1.9 Franchising related literature written by or sponsored or published with the 
financial support of banks interested in thc dcvelopment of the Franchising 
coneept-

Thc NatWest - B F A Annual Franchising Survey 
The NatWest support to the International Franchising 
Research Centre at the Univcrsity of Westminster 
The Lloyds Bank support to the International Franchising 
Research Centre at the University of Westminster 
Various publications published under the banner and with 
the financial support of various U K Clearing banks 
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3.1.10 Academic publications researching and exploring issues of Franchising and 
the S M E sector -

3.2 The target audience(s) and their characteristics -

3.2.1 Their characteristics-

3.2.1.1 Franchisees -

i . There are tens of thousands of Franchisees in the U1C alone 
i i . The common denominators amongst Franchisees are: 

They are mostly very small businesses (exceptions are large 
corporate franchisees, Franchisees of the Hilton, Holiday 
Inn hotels, etc.) 
Franchisees opérate under a licence from a Franchisor 
They are likely to have had relatively little personal 
experience in running a business before becoming 
Franchisees 
They are not homogenous in their education, ethnic origins, 
temperament, work cxpcricncc or ambition levéis 
They are not all that interested in what is happening in other 
Franchisc systems 
They are interested in their own well being and on the 
wholc are hard workers 

3.2.1.2 Franchisors -

i. There are a few hundred Franchise companies in the U K at present. Their 
numbers are estimated at 695 business format Franchise Systems overall. 
The British Franchisc Association has some 150 Franchisors as members. 
There are some 32,000 franchised units in total. 

ii . Many are quite small in terms of number of Franchisees, system sales and 
profitability. The British Franchise Association estimates that the average 
Franchisor has 46 Franchisees, generating £14 miílion in system sales per 
annum and possibly not earning more than £1,5 million gross incomc p.a. 
(10%) to cover all operating and marketing costs. Note: These average 
figures mask a grcat diversity of activity and incomc. For cxamplc, 25% of 
all Franchisees report an annual turnover below £50,000. Also, 47% of 
Franchisors have less than 20 franchised units and only 20% have more 
than 51 units. 

i i i . The fact that most Franchisors are SMEs themselves and quite vulnerable 
to the same management, commercial and capital i sation issues as all SMEs 
and Franchisees highlights the importance of adequate knowledge sharing 
and the development of greater professionalism within the ranks of the 
people running Franchise companies. 
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3.2.1.3 S M E s -

i. Most of the SMEs fall into the small or tiny category i.e. the one-man-
band outlet, rather than qualifying as medium size organisation. 

i i . Much of his time thc S M E owner is struggling to survive. 
i i i . Thc SME owner often does not himself have the skills necessary to run the 

business nor access to professional advice which is costly (cspccially when 
of good quality.) 

iv. SMEs cannot fulfil their destiny or rather deliver the ambitions of their 
owncrs in terms of profit and the expectations of government (in terms of 
job création) unless they share available knowledge and learn from the 
expérience of others. 

3.2.1.4 Business and Franchise Advisors -

i . Accountants and solicitors offer advice and support to thc Franchising 
Community. 

i i . The quality of the advice on offer varies greatly. Much of it is useless 
unless dispensed by a quality advisor who has taken the time to learn the 
specific nccds of the business. Most SMEs cannot afford the cost and 
cannot evcn justify it. 

i i i . Business advice support being offered via various schcmes funded by 
government are said to be inadéquate. 

iv. There are a number of solicitors Specialising in Franchise issues. Some of 
them are good. 

v. There arc a number of Franchise advisors offering support to both 
Franchisées and Franchisors. A small number of them offer decent advice. 

vi . There are equally a number of aecountancy practices which have acquired 
expérience in Franchise aecounting over the years. Their input in terms of 
the Systems of the Franchisor could bc relevant. 

3.2.1.5 Académies -

i . Thc number of académies in the U K who have dedicated themsclves to thc 
study of Franchising is very small. 

i i . The number of académies who study and teach Small Business issues is 
more substantial. 

i i i . The number of publications on Franchising published in the U K by U K 
académies is limited. 

iv. U K académies have observed and commented on the paucity of U K 
Franchising publications. 
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3.2.1.6 Government-

i. Government and government agencies proclaim great interest in the 
welfare of the S M E sector. 

i i . Government expects the S M E sector and self-employment to be the engine 
for job creation rather than the large Company sector. 

i i i . Government is aware of the *skhT gap and is quite active in the 
encouragement of the public to engage in lifelong learning and therefore in 
constant skill acquisition and skills updating. 

3.2.2 Aims and Objectives -

3.2.2.1 To inform the Community listed above 
3.2.2.2 To share knowledge and experience with them 
3.2.2.3 To cncourage the various parties to reflect upon the input 
3.2.2.4 To invite other Professionals to do Ukewise and accelerate the process of 

Knowledge and expertise sharing. Wc necd to create a stronger Community 
of Franchising Professionals. 

3.2.2.5 Help Franchisees widerstand better the elements of the Franchise 
Relationship 

3.2.2.6 Help Franchisees understand the issues faced by the Franchisor. 
3.2.2.7 Encourage Franchisors to improve their operating System, the quality and 

the level of support they are providing their Franchisees with whilst at the 
same time running the busincss on commercial lines to assure that they 
survive, even make a good retum on their investment and effort. 

3.2.2.8 Provide a new vision to the Franchising Community and government 
regarding the fact that the Franchising Concept can be adapted to many 
other areas and thereby provide Solutions to major arcas of societal 
concerns. 

3.3 What are the hoped for benefits and potential impact -

3.3.1 The Submission is hoping to encourage the development of better 
Franchising, more Franchising, and creative Franchising. 

3.3.2 Bcttcr Franchising wil l reduce the number of failures amongst Franchisees 
and Franchisors. It wi l l reduce the friction and the power struggles which 
are taking place. It wi l l make more money for everyone (including 
government) and it wi l l give better value to the end user. 

3.3.3 More Franchising wil l help create more Jobs, offer more training and 
education, and provide more skills updating and upgrading. More 
Franchising will mean extending activity into the more remote regions, 
offer more Services, more choice, better value and more competition. More 
Franchising will mcan more Franchise practionners with more expertise. 
This wi l l hclp create a virtuous cycle of benefits. 
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3.3.4 More créative Franchising means the establishment of new Franchise 
Systems in sectors which Franchising has not tackled before. It means 
expanding into the voluntary sector, overseas (and possibly in the U K ) in 
areas such as Micro-Banking, agriculture and many other fields of 
endeavour we are yct to identify. Creative Franchising may be limited only 
by the need to be ethical and to offer a sustainable business modcl. The 
sky is its limit. 

3.4 How will the benefits be achieved-
The paths open to the candidate to reach/impact the members of the 
community of interest and effect a change are as follows: 

3.4.1 Articles which could be published in Franchise magazines, S M E 
publications and others. Thèse articles would be based on the Submission. 

3.4.2 A book for Franchisées -

There is clearly a potcntial to produce and publish a book aimed 
specifically at Franchisées. It should be possible to work together with 
people already associated with Franchising to facilitate the process. 

i . The British Franchise Association - the B F A could very well encourage its 
members (Franchise companies) to either purchase the book and give it 
(free/at reduced cost) to their Franchisées or encourage their Franchisées to 
buy it directly. The B F A could do this by way of its ongoing newsletters 
and/or during its various meetings with members of the Association. 

i i . The various Franchise magazines - thèse magazines could very well décide 
to add the book to their list of publications and sell it to would-be 
Franchisees/existing Franchisées/ Franchisors. 

i i i . The B F A could possibly décide to buy copies of the book and send one 
copy to each one of its members as an encouragement to take the 
opportunity to do something with it with their Franchisées. 

iv. Académies, too, could be reached via the BFA. 
v. The académies who are already interested in Franchising are likely to learn 

about its existence in the normal way. Other académies interested in SMEs 
have to be approached by the publisher, possibly by way of a direct mail 
shot and/or advertisements and éditorials in the relevant publications. 

3.4.3 Lectures -

i . The candidate had given over one hundred lectures in past years on 
Franchising issues at universities, at Franchise exhibitions, at seminars, 
etc. The B F A wil l definitely provide opportunities to do so under its 
auspices. 
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3.4.4 Publications for Franchisors, Government. Académies and others -

i . 1t is feasiblc for the candidate to prépare a focused présentation for 
Franchisors and another for government. 

i i . Either of thèse publications could be distributed in a digital format. The 
marketing could be donc directly. It is even an idea to consider sending it 
for évaluation without upfront payment. 

3.4.5 The Voluntary Sector -

i . The candidate has already started to discuss the potential of Franchising 
within this sector and once the project is completed good use will be made 
of the Submission to help interested parties within the voluntary sector get 
a better understanding of the issues and potential. 

3.5 The Methodology-

3.5.1 What is 'special' about Franchising knowledge contributed by the candidate -

The Candidate's love affair with Franchising started in 1960 
on the bustling strects of New York City. The réalisation that 
Franchising had such a great deal to offer the individual and the 
business Community was like a religious révélation. As is often the 
casc, the initial thunder-bolt happened in a coffee bar/restaurant, just 
across from Columbia University, called Chuck-fiill-O'Nuts (the 
spelling may not be totally accurate). The young Student enjoyed the 
fare, the fair prices, the convenience and the idea that an attractive 
'business opportunity' was there to be had as a Franchisée and an even 
bigger onc was waiting for the entrepreneur as a Franchisor. 

This was the first step. One small step on a long and arduous road of 
learning and eventually practice. Throughout his journey on the 
Franchising track the candidate 'devoured' whatever documentation 
and literature which time, place and resources made available and 
possible. At différent stages and at various junetions the candidate 
attempted to convert theory into practice but to no avail. Until the year 
of our Lord 1978. At last the stars and the constellations were all in 
alignment and the birth of Kall Kwik was announced. The birth of 
Kall Kwik was a new beginning for the candidate. At once, a great 
ambition which had corne true, and a 'nightmare' just beginning to 
unfold. The birth pangs of a new venture have to be experienced to be 
understood. The pain of nursing a new Franchise on its earlyjourney 
could be compared to a chicken giving birth to a turkey chick. 
Throughout his twenty one years at the heim of Kal l Kwik the 
candidate had experienced a continuing journey of challenges, 
learning, joy, pain, sucecss and failure. Throughout this journey the 
candidate had donc his utmost to understand the issues of Franchising; 
to come to grips with the underlying currents rather than sail 
'innocently' on the surface of seemingly tranquil waters. Throughout 
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thèse long years the candidate had discussed Franchising issues ad 
nauseum with Franchisées, Franchisors, Professional Advisors, 
Business People, Académies etc. etc. Much of this exchange of views 
found its way into the continuing stream of writing and lecturing which 
the candidate had undertaken throughout his Franchising years. 

When the time came to prepare for the D.Prof programme it was clear 
to the candidate (and to the U . K . Franchising Community) that the 
'hands-on' and 'mind-on' accumulated expérience of the candidate 
must be the basis for the work. However, a great deal of previously 
written material which included internal Kal l Kwik documents, 
thoughts, lectures, published articles, seminar handouts, etc. was 
available and very useful. 

Thc candidate set out to writc a book to the benefit of Franchisées to be 
titled ' 100 Steps to Becoming a Successful Franchisée' and the 
Submission itself was titled: 'System Leasing for Productive Franchise 
Relationships'. As can clearly be deduced from both titlcs the 
emphasis of the work was directed towards the Franchisées. This 
choice would not have corne as a surprise to any of the U . K . 
Franchising Practitioners. The reason is the general knowledge that the 
candidate was recognised for constantly exploring the issues to do with 
the Franchise Relationship/Franchisor-Franchisee Relationship but also 
because ail Practicing Franchisors are pre-occupied with this issue. 

The D. Prof, journey for the candidate, from start to 'finish', has taken 
fivc years. Düring this journey thc candidate has dug deep into his 
massive inner accumulation of Franchising expérience, observation, 
practice and feelings. The process of sifting through both physical and 
mental stores of knowledge took a long time. Düring this process the 
candidate experienced a change of direction and emphasis. From a 
practicing Franchisor totally committed to the needs of the immédiate 
Community of Franchising interest he evolved into a 'social scientist' 
who is equipped with a great deal of Franchising expérience and 
expertise. The Franchising Practitioner wrapped himself in a new 
mantle containing a wider social responsibility. As a resuit of the 
distance of time and perception the emphasis of the contents evolved 
from examining only the needs of the Franchisée into a new structure 
which sharcs with the reader insights into conventional Franchising 
and its challenges but also encourages the reader to see Franchising in 
thc light of a far greater role for it in thc Global Economy of the 21 s t 

Century. Arriving at this changed point of departure, as well as arrivai, 
obliged the candidate to examine all his personal sources, analyse the 
contents and makc decision(s): what subject matter is appropriate, for 
which audience and how best to créate a totality which adds a great 
dcal of value to the individual constituent parts. 
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3.5.1.1 Leading edge expérience and knowledge -

i . "Most practionners do not share Moshe 's académie interests or ambitions, 
nor his passionate désire to further the fortunes of Franchising and those 
preparing to use it." 
Brian Smart, Director General, British Franchise Association, 1999 

ü. "He has a profound understanding of the industry and what prospective 
franchisées need to sueeeed in, what are often, challenging and compétitive 
markets." 
Lynn Lister, Managing Editor, Business Franchise Magazine, 1999 

i i i . Uniquely equips him to write one of the most authoritative books on the 
subject .... certainly ahooktolookforwardto." 
Dr. Dennis Chaplin, Group Editor, FDS Publishing 

3.5.1.2 Hands-On Practionner-

i. "Moshe has some 21 years expérience of Franchising and his knowledge 
and expertise give him a formidable réputation in the Franchise industry." 
Nigel Toplis, Joint Managing Director, Kal l Kwik, 1999 

i i . "His own 21 years of expérience in setting up and master-minding the high-
profüe Kall Kwik organisation in the UK." 
Dr. Dennis Chaplin, Group Editor, FDS Publishing, 1999 

i i i . "Moshe has had some 22 years expérience of Franchising, having built Kall 
Kwik in the UK from nothing to its présent position where it is regarded as 
one of the leading franchise companies in the country." 
Dr. Martin Mendelssohn, Solicitor, 1999 

iv. "He is the ideal person to write such a bookfor three reasons - he has had 
20 years hands-on expérience of establishing a highly successfulfranchise 
network..." 
R.T. Riding, Publisher, Franchise World Magazine, 1999 

3.5.1.3 Crcativity: 'Thinking-outside-the-box* -

i . Creativity in connection with the proposed Submission -

The candidate had taken the décision to delve into his own 
lifelong expérience of Franchising and business, especially 
the twenty one years of hands-on practical expérience at 
Kall Kwik, in order to distil original material which could 
add-value to all franchising and S M E practionners i.e. from 
Franchisées and other S M E owners to Franchisors, advisors 
govemment, banks and académies. 

The candidate used the four plus years of distance from 
active Franchising to reflect and review his own expérience. 
In the light of the review and reflection exercise, the 
candidate came to the conclusion that the idea/theme for the 
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Submission necdcd to be expanded to incorporate not only 
ideas for best practice for 'domestic' Franchising but go 
beyond this remit and proposc a portfolio of opportunities. 
Taking the broader approach Franchising could contributc 
toward a global transformation, especially in meeting 
specialiscd needs of the developing world. 

The candidate reviewed and edited material which was 
written earlicr; some of which was published (mostly in 
Franchise magazines). 

The candidate has written a substantial proportion of the 
Submission specifically for the purpose of the D.Prof project. 

From the start the focus of the Submission was to capitalise 
on original intellectual capital assemblccV created by the 
candidate over the years and based on a deep understanding 
(and caring) of Franchising and S M E issues. This spccialised 
understanding had itself evolved from a process where 
internalised instinetive insight and continuous accumulation 
of data are converted into knowlcdgc and practical Output for 
the benefit of a Community of practionners. 

The candidate belicves that, in Franchising, issues of 
intellectual capital and the wide distribution of this capital is 
much more relevant to the current Situation than the provision 
of statistics i.e. empirical studies. 

A n important part of the Submission are the creative ideas of 
the candidate as regards to the greater role which enhanced 
Franchising could play in meeting the huge challcngcs which 
our global society is to face in the near futurc. 
In fact, it is proposed, there are two creative parts to the 
Submission: 

• How to enhance the efficiency and sucecss rates of 
Franchising as it is practiced in the Western world at 
present 

• How to use the greater potential of Franchising to 
deal with challenges which technology, the changing 
nature of competition and the spiralling expectations 
of the individual are ushering unto the global 
Community 

ii . Creativity in connection with the promotion of the Franchising Concept and 
its properties (including the challenges) -
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The candidate has given some one hundred public lectures 
including in universities (City, Durham, London Business 
School, The Judge Institute, Middlesex), in the British 
Franchise Association seminars, Franchise exhibition 
seminars, bank seminars, foreign Franchise seminars, etc. 
The candidate has published some one hundred various items 
over the years. They were ail intended to expand the 
knowledge base of Franchising. For the most part, thèse 
pièces were published in Franchise publications i.c. intended 
to be read by practionners in the Franchise community. 
The candidate has written a booklet titled AH About 
Franchising which was distributed to many thousands of 
prospective Franchisées. Thèse booklets were handed out 
freely at Franchise exhibitions and sent as part of the initial 
information pack which prospective franchisées approaching 
Kall Kwik would bc sent. 

i i i . Creativity during the long years at Kall Kwik -

A few examplcs: 

Considering that the candidate launched Kal l Kwik U K in 
late 1978 from Scratch, and at a point in time when the 
Franchising concept here was either unknown, unfamiliar or 
in disrepute (it was being compared with the pyramiding 
format), it is clear that merely to survive creativity, as well 
as, persistence were the order of the day. 

Kall Kwik was started with under £100,000 funding. The 
candidate is fond of saying that one man and a dog started the 
business, but, that the dog left soon thereafter because of 
poor prospects. 

To obtain shop lcascs was even in 1978 and 1979 a 
nightmare. Thcrc were issues of adéquate covenants (offered 
by the lessce to the landlord) and the payment of 'premiums'. 
How docs a new, underîunded company strugglc through...? 

One way to obtain lcases which required the payments of 
substantial premiums was to identify a charitable trust (which 
paid no tax on its own income) and do a sale/leascback of the 
acquired lease to them. A few such transactions even yielded 
surplus cash without which the business would probably have 
failcd in its inception years. 

Kall Kwik was a business concept which fused high street 
retail locations with on-site manufacturing (printing/design). 
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It was important to convey from day one to prospective 
clients (mainly the SME community) that Kall Kwik was a 
new, better equipped and more créative supplier - able to 
meet existing needs with flair but also offer new services 
hitherto unavailable to the S M E segment. Ka l l Kwik was 
able to develop in-housc a unique hi-tec shopfitting and shop-
layout system which was leading edgc in its Styling for its 
time and very efficient and cost effective for its Franchisées. 
In fact, several features of the shopfitting system werc copied 
by various retailers. 

At some point in time Kal l Kwik ordered from Colombia in 
south America a pop-up multi-page brochure to describe its 
business which was a world first. Hitherto, the Colombian 
company (a world leader in hand assembly work) specialised 
in Publishing pop-up children's book. A year later Kall Kwik 
ordered a 14-months-7-tableaux pop-up calendar from the 
same publisher. Both of thèse items were reeeived with great 
enthusiasm by the many Kal l Kwik clients who reeeived 
them as corporate promotion (many thousands). 

Between 1994 and 1996 Kal l Kwik proposed, fiinded and 
actively managed for The Prince's Trust the "Celebrities 
Painting Masks Fundraising Campaign". More than five 
hundred world-renowned celebrities including politicians 
painted or decorated clay masks for the charity. Exhibitions 
were held in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Birmingham and 
London. More than 50,000 beautiful catalogues were printed 
and sold. The masks were sold at auetion with all the 
proeeeds going to charity. 

3.5.1.4 Définitions: Two relevant définitions contributed by the candidate to 
enhance Franchise understanding and improve operational produetivity -

i. The Enterpriser définition (see Appendix 7.5) -
' What is a Franchisée ' is a question which consumes a great 
deal ofenergy. Opinions vary from "... The industry should 
abandon the myth that a franchise holder is an independent 
smali businessman. (Burek 1970)" "... or should U beseen 
as little more than a branch outleî of some larger 
enterprise."20 In fact, the word 'entrepreneur' is used on 
occasion as in "Rubin (1978) and Hamilton (1984) believe 
that franchisées are not independent and are merely 
company managers 'dressed up' and are not entrepreneurs". 
'Felstead (1992) considers franchisées to be part of the 
'controlled self-employed" 1 

20Stanworth 1984 
2 1 Forwardctal. 1993 
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The discussions and explorations by académies and others 
are of great importance to the larger picture of Franchising 
because it is essential that both Franchisor and Franchisée 
have a clear knowledge of and are in agreement about their 
respective roles and responsibilities. In the case of the 
Franchisée, for examplc, i f the Franchisée was to corne to the 
conclusion that he/she is in fact only a glorified employée the 
individual is likely to fail to manage the demands of the 
business in a successful way. 
Whilst in order to succeed the Franchisée has to have and be 
able to demónstrate certain qualitics which are necessary to 
run a business, at the same time, the Franchisée cannot be a 
true entrepreneur because a true entrepreneur is less likely to 
be Willing to follow diligcntly the uniform System prescribed 
and enforeed by the Franchisor. 
For the purpose of offering assistance to both Franchisor and 
Franchisée (and possibly the académie community) the 
candidate has written many years ago the aforementioned 
définition of the Enterpriser 

i i . System Leasing (see Appendix 7.6) -

Most définitions of Franchising concéntrate on the process of 
the granting of a licence or rights by the Franchisor to the 
Franchisée to opérate or trade in a certain 
location/area/address using its brand name in exchange for 
prescribed payments. 
Whilst the above éléments of the Franchise définition are 
necessary and correct, as a practising Franchisor the 
candidate came to the conclusion (many years ago), that, as 
far as, both Franchisées and Franchisors are concerned, the 
définition was not sufficiently broad to impress upon either 
of them the respective responsibilities which each party had 
assumed through the granting and acceptance of the licence. 
A crucial part of the success of Franchising is the quality of 
the System which the Franchisor had developed and is 
constantly updating and its effective implementation by the 
Franchisées. 
The 'System Leasing' définition was designed to impress 
upon the Franchisor community its responsibility to invest in 
the ongoing development of the 'Business Opportunity' and 
the 'Operating System'. When 'leasing ouf a System in 
exchange for ongoing fees the Franchisor clcarly undertakes 
a commitment to keep improving the System to be able to 
'justify' the ongoing payments. Equally, when 'leasing' a 
System from the Franchisor the Franchisée undertakes to use 
the System as prescribed, otherwise the System could be 
taken from him and 'leased' to another. 
The term most often used by Franchisées and Franchisors 
alikc refers to the 'sale' of a Franchise when actually what is 
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meant is that 'certain rights have been granted". However, the 
perception by the Franchisée that he/she has 'bought' the 
Franchise seems to afFect the résolve of the Franchisée to 
'follow the System' and weakens the hand of the Franchisor 
in motivating the Franchisée to maximise the potential 
bcncfits in the market place. 
The 'System Leasing' définition was written by the candidate 
in an attempt to help all concerned adjust their perceptions 
regarding their true relationship i.e. one where each party has 
to takc responsibility for their share of the bargain. 

3.5.1.5 Expérience Highlights -

i. Life Expérience (see Appendix 7.3) 
Columbia University (N.Y.) 
London School of Economies (London) 
Finance for Industry, Economist, (Tel Aviv) 
Defence Ministry, Senior Economist (Tel Aviv) 
Maritimccor, Finance Manager (Zurich) 
International Business Advisor 
Kal l Kwik, Founder 
The Prince's Trust (charitable project) 
Non-Violent Communication 
British Franchise Association (Council) 
CB1 (London Council) 
Middlcscx University (Business School, University Board of 
Govemors) 

i i . Industry Applicable Expérience (see Appendix 7.4) 

Kall Kwik Founder, Managing Director, Chairman 
21 years at the heim 
Two hundred franchised business centres (1500 employées) 
Franchise HQ with seventy employées 
£ 75 million per annum in system sales (Europe's largest in 
sector) 
Master Licenscc of Kwik Kopy Corporation, Texas 
Franchisor Of The Year (Kall Kwik) 
Franchisée Of The Year (Kall Kwik Franchisée) 
Companion of the British Franchise Association (personal 
award) 

i i i . Level 5 Accréditation-

The accréditation of 'prior and work based learning' to Level 5 was 
achieved on the basis of the candidate's extensive: 

Hands-on expérience 
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• The candidate prior to Kall Kwik had a career packed 
with responsibility, as well as, opportunity to acquire 
knowledge and experience by sharing these years in the 
company of respected professional colleagues. 

• The Kall Kwik experience was an exciting journey of 
twenty one years of continuous challenge. Establishing, 
developing and managing a two hundred strong 
Franchise of high street locations servicing the needs of 
the business community (up to 100,000 businesses) for 
design, printing and communication material is not an 
easy task. The candidate was exposed to everything 
business can conjure up except the personal experience 
of total failure. Although, over the years as a Franchisor 
the candidate experienced the issue (and pain) of failure 
of Franchisees' businesses. These twenty one years 
allowed the candidate to grow and develop, to reflect 
and review. 

• Through the British Franchise Association work ( 14 
years on its Council) and the CBI work (6 years on its 
London Regional Council) the candidate had the 
opportunity to learn from the experience of colleagues, 
many of whom could be termed Captains of Industry. 
But, also employed the work done and the experience 
gained on these councils to review his own perceptions 
and activities. 

The writing 
• The candidate was committed throughout his twenty 

one years in Kal l Kwik to writing down on paper for the 
benefit of his colleagues at Franchise HQ and the 
Franchisees and their people, thoughts, ideas, 
suggestions, guidelines, arguments, reflections, vision, 
etc. This was done in order to help the individual and 
the community of Kal l Kwik (HQ employees, 
Franchisees, staff of Franchisees, their families and the 
Kall Kwik client) to understand what the vision of 
Kal l Kwik was, what were the important issues, what 
was needed in order to meet the targets, what was 
needed to deliver to the market place to exceed 
customer expectations. The amount of writing which 
the candidate had done 'internally' over the years was 
substantial. 

• Throughout the Kal l Kwik years the candidate was 
heavily engaged in writing for publication. At some 
point in time the candidate was publishing material in 
two Franchise magazines simultaneously. A l l in all, 
some one hundred items written by the candidate have 
been published, most but not all, were published in the 
Franchising media. 
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• The ' A l l About Franchising' booklet which was written 
by the candidate had been distributed widcly. In all, 
possibly over 20,000 copies of the booklet have been 
distributed. 

• The candidate had written the text and organised the 
recording of an audio tape (in the 1980's) which was 
sponsored by NatWest Bank and distributed by the 
British Franchise Association. The tape was distributed 
in large numbers over many years (the initial run itself 
was 10,000 copies) providing first hand accessible 
information to prospective Franchisees. 

The Lectures 
• The candidate presented own material and lectured 

to Kal l Kwik HQ employecs on many occasions. 
• In regular meetings with Kal l Kwik Franchisees in 

which the candidate has taken part, his 
responsibility was to talk not only about the visión 
of the Franchise but also to discuss and share 
practical day to day management and Franchising 
ideas. 

• Over twenty one years the candidate gave 
talks/lectures in each of the annual conferences 
which Kal l Kwik held in the U K and in many of the 
Kwik Kopy annual conferences which took place in 
the USA. 

• Over the years the candidate spoke/lectured in a 
large number of seminars held by the British 
Franchise Association to the benefit of prospective 
Franchisees attending Franchise opportunity 
exhibitions. In addition, the candidate 
spoke/lectured on occasion in other British 
Franchise Association events, e.g. seminars for 
Franchisors, the annual conference, regional 
meetings, etc. 

• On many occasions the candidate presented talks 
about Franchising aspeets on behalf of a number of 
U K clearing banks (Lloyds, Royal Bank of 
Scotland, NatWest), as wcll as, for other 
organisations, e.g. 3i, etc. 

• Over the years the candidate gave talks and lectures 
to students in a number of universities, e.g. London 
Business School (repeatcdly), City University 
(repeatedly), Durham University, Judge Institute in 
Cambridge, Middlesex University. 

• A l l told the candidate estimates that on more than 
one hundred occasions he was gíven the opportunity 
to sharc in public his views and experience of 
Franchising practico and study. 
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The Final Project: The Submission -

The Submission has the dual purpose of: 
• Providing new added-value knowledge in a format 

which can be easily accessible by a defined 
community of interest. The knowledge contained 
therein has to be of high standard and high quality 
and in demand by the target audience. 

• The Submission is further intended as a 
confirmation that the candidate in fact possesses the 
'set of generic capabilities specified in the Level 5 
descriptors'. 

The Submission contains: 
• Original work which examines the workings of 

Franchising from various points of view i.e. 
Franchisor, Franchisee and the global community. 
Much of this material wil l find its way to a book 
intended for Franchisees and Franchisors. 

• Some reflections for Franchisors regarding 
intemational expansión and the issues associated 
with them. 

• Innovative ideas and creative suggcstions i.e. how 
Franchising could engage in the fíght against 
poverty and overpopulation. 

Large Scale Projects -

The final project is also intended to help the candidate 
enhance his own skills and expertise in conceiving and 
managing large scale projects. The emphasis is on large 
projects with the potential to contribute to the well being of 
an organisation anuVor a community of professionals. Such 
a project requires the individual to organise the project, 
harness the data, harness personal resources, engage in time 
management and produce a focused, relevant document 
which addresses the issues with clarity and quality. The 
Submission has to be clear and able to transfer the larger 
message, as well as the detail to those it is intended for. 

It is the candidate's own opinión that the Submission: 
Empowering The Individual Within a Productive Franchise 

Relationship is capable of making a valuable contribution to 
the store of practical Franchise knowledge, as well as, make 
quite a few people think and ponder regarding the greater 
potential of Franchising to contribute to the well being of 
the Global Economy in the Twenty First century. 
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3.5.2 PreunderStanding -

• The Submission is a produet of a joumey of a lifetime. The candidate has 
set out to capture and distil his very own experience within the field of 
Franchising. Forty years of study and twenty one years of intensive hands-
on practical experience at the heim of Kall Kwik are the basis for the 
Submission. 

• The candidate wanted to produce the Submission in order to share its 
contents with his peers i.e. the people who make up the Franchising 
Community. 

• The candidate believed that his first-hand and hands-on experience in 
setting up, developing and managing a substantial U K Franchise System is 
well worth gathering and conserving for the benefit of others. To add 
substance to a collection of recollections the candidate added consideration 
and retlection, as well as, aspects of creativity and vision. 

• The U K Franchising Community acknowledged their expectations and 
enthusiasm for the proposed Submission in 1999 with their letters of 
endorsement sent to the National Centre for Work Based Leaming 
Partnerships. 

• The U K Franchising Community acknowledged their pereeption of the 
high value which they attribute to work provided by successful hands-on 
practionners by writing the following words: "Moshe's twenty one years 
experience as practionner in franchising is possibly unique in the U K . His 
intention to add to the organised body of knowledge on franchising with 
work intended to educate prospective members of the franchise 
Community about its realitics is most welcome". Brian Smart, Director 
General, BFA. 

• Considcring that the Submission constitutes a significant part of the 
D.Prof. Degree program, the following paragraphs are aimed to explore 
this question: 

What is the view of academic wisdom as reflected in literature 
regarding the validity of research which is based on the capture 
of first-hand experience and reflection undertaken by an 
experieneed and literate practionner? 

The candidate has chosen the publication 'Qualitative Methods 
in Management Research' by Evert Gummesson (2000) as the 
source material for the cxploration of the stated query. 
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• The traditional methods of rescarch -

The methods of research which are traditionally recommended 
by the académie establishment and propagated in the business 
school environment "enhance desk research of existing written 
material together with field studies in which survey techniques 
are deployed to acquire empiricai data. The surveys use 
questionnaires and interviews and Statistical, quantitative 
processing of data. Preferably. the researcher should Start with 
a set of hypothesis which are tested by means of the empiricai 
data."1 

The question to be asked even at this early juneture is whether 
the traditional empiricai research approach referred to above is 
the ideal method to capture knowledge, conventions and 
practices within an organisation. "It is my belief that these 
methods can be used only to complément the analysis of 
processes within a Company. If each method is used on its own, 
processes of décision making, implementation, and change wil l 
tend to be examined in a far too fragmented and mechanistic 
manner, which wil l scarcely inform the reader and indeed may 
only lead to misunderstandings." 

• The process of extracting or mining information within an organisation 
with the intention to classify the data, understand the true mcaning of the 
various Strands which have been picked up, analyse it and distil the bulk 
into a managcable quantity and then convert this raw data into a written 
report requircs a range of skills. The following three mnetions seem to be 
relevant to the work done by the candidate in pursuing the data for the 
Submission: 

i. Analyst -
"Intellectual work; performed by one or a small group of individuals; 
duration could range from very brief to several years; occasional Visits 
to the Company; tends to make fréquent visits to other groups e.g. 
Centres and suppliers; considérable deskwork involved; written report 
essential". 

i i . Catalyst-
"Intellectual work but with considérable emphasis on human 
relationships and emotional states; based on expérience and judgement; 
discussions with one or a few individuals; may comprise anything from 
a few hours to a long tenu assignment carried out at the Company". 4 

1 Gummesson 2000: 35 
3 Ibid: 35 
3 Ibid: 39 
4 Ibid: 39 
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i i i . Changc Agent -
"Assígnments may comprise all or only some of the above roles; in 
addition, provisión of expert recommendations that in practice may be 
interpreted as mandatory; strongly aetion oriented; assumes active 
participaron for a period of several months up to a couple of years; 
regular periods of residence at the company." 

• The Franchising industry and its practices is the subject of the Submission. 
The success or failure of Franchising in general and of every Franchise 
System in particular depends on the ability of the two to harness 
knowledge and expertise, as wcll as, cultivate its brand awareness, in order 
to duplícate success. Success means to roll out as large a network of 
Franchisees as market conditions warrant. As the Franchise System is 
based on a multi-tier ownership structure it's success and fmancial stability 
clearly depends on "the valué of customers, employees, internal 
procedures, and the potential to improve and innóvate; these are 
increasingly referred to as intellectual capital.'''6 

• Each Franchise System serves the needs of the customer and the market 
place one step removed i.e. through the interaction of the individual 
Franchisee with the individual customer. The fact that the Franchisee is the 
one closest to the customer - (the sourec of life for the Franchise) -
requires that a great deal of thought and skill are invested in identifying the 
overall capability which the Franchisee needs to bring to the party. The 
individual Franchisee will be expected to follow the System since 
Franchising activities "are designed in detail around well-tested success 
formulas that must be strictly adhered to by each outlet; no drifting 
allowed. In this way, it is possible to open restaurants and stores in new 
locations at a fast pace; growth is based on the multiplication of the exact 

•7 

same concept over and over again." 

• The candidate has chosen to assemble knowledge and reflection culled 
from personal first-hand expericnce rather than through the search for and 
examination of empirical material as is practiced in the traditional research 
method. This was done on the basis that there exists a school of thought 
which claims "It is generally recognised in quality management that those 
who are closest to a problem are also those who are best suited to identify 
the problem and the right solutions" 8 

It is further argued that "this Prcunderstanding refers to things such as 
people's knowledge, insights, and experience before they engage in a 
research program or a consulting assignment; understanding refers to their 
improved insights emerging during the program or assignment".9 

The litcrature goes on to state that "Sir David Nicholson claims that 
management consultants cannot understand the problems of strategie and 

5 Ibid: 39 
6Ibid: 42 
7 Ibid: 41 -42 
8 Ibid: 41 
9 Ibid: 57 
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structural change unless they have practical experience of running a 
company". 1 0 

• An important contribution in support of an ongoing structured program for 
the capture of experience and practice in general but in Franchising in 
particular, is the following quote: "It has become increasingly apparent to 
me that the central role played by experience in the development of 
understanding and insight is a frequently recurring theme among 
philosophers, authors and others." 1 1 

• The question of whether the personal experience of the individual is 
relevant or sufficient for the exploration of the issues under consideration 
is explored as follows: "The term preunderstanding is used in a wider 
sense than just knowledge; preunderstanding also implies a certain 
attribute and a commitment on the part of the researchers/consultants. It 
involves their personal experience as an essential element in the process of 
collecting and analysing information. Moreover, researchers/consultants 
must demonstrate theoretical sensitivity and be able to change their 
paradigm - their basic worldview - i f reality requires them to do so. The 
researcher/consultant would thus be able to generate new concepts, new 
models and new theory." 1 2 

• Researchers, including those associated with Franchising, need to be aware 
that opinions can be entrenched. The individual Franchisee quite often is 
new to business ownership. The business which they operate could be 
quite small and demand a great deal of hard work to make it successful. 
Therefore, once a Franchisee is in the business a year or two it becomes a 
challenging task to try and introduce new concepts which are in conflict 
with their established understanding. The literature explains "the term 
blocked preunderstanding refers to knowledge and approaches that are 
selective because they are closely associated with a specific paradigm and 
the theories, models and procedures that emanate from this paradigm. 
Knowledge maybe detailed and comprehensive but still function as a 
prejudice: One continues to dig in the same hole; one becomes an expert 
ad absurdum. In trying to force reality into received theory, reality 
becomes distorted rather than explained." 1 3 

• One of the aspects which the candidate wished to examine in this review 
of literature was to identify whether there is a recognised distinction 
between experience gained directly i.e. at first-hand by the individual and 
experience obtained otherwise. The following statement "The traditional 
researcher's preunderstanding is primarily formed... on the basis of the 
experience of others, which is communicated through books, lectures, and 
so forth; this is knowledge by description to use Russell's terminology. To 
emphasise clearly the difference between knowledge based on the 

1 0 Ibid: 59 
" Ibid: 60 
1 2 Ibid: 60 
1 3 Ibid: 62 
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individual's own expériences and Knowledge based on the expérience of 
others, I wil l use the terms preunderstanding - and understanding -
firsthand and second-hand']4. It is quite clear that the twenty one years 
expérience gained by the candidate from first-hand practice of Franchising 
with Kall Kwik is definitively a recognised and acceptable académie 
format. 

• Whilst the preunderstanding option recognises, even encourages, the prior 
knowledge based research format, there is of course the traditional school 
of thought which can be described as diametrically opposed to it. 
"Rubenowitz characterises positivism in the following terms: The 
prédominant research tradition in the social and behavioural sciences has 
been of a quantitative, empirical nature. This research tradition can be 
considered to be still prévalent. It is based on the Statistical analysis of data 
collected by means of descriptive and comparative studies and 
experiments. This approach is usually termedpositivistic. It assumes that 
only knowledge obtained by mcans of measurement and objective 
identification can be considered to possess truth. The view that this logical 
empiricism provides the only true basis for explanation and gênerai theory 
has occasionally come into conflict with a hermeneutic, interprétative 
approach". 1 5 

• Although the positivistic approach is a well established research method as 
mentioned "the hermeneutic paradigm leads us to quite the opposite 
conclusions. According to this view, it is not possible to follow an 
interprétative approach at a distance. It requires a personal commitment on 
behalf of the researcher such that hc invests his personality and expérience 
into the field of research; a personal commitment is an actual requirement 
for understanding ... hence personal expérience of the area of study is 
considered to be a scientific merit. Indeed hermeneutics views it as a 
requirement rather than just a merit." 1 6 

• To summarise: Following this investigation of literature regarding the 
question whether basing the Submission on first-hand personal expérience 
is not only acceptable to the Community of Franchise practionners but also 
recognised by academia, the answer could be said to be summed up as 
folio ws : 
"According to this quotation, the positivistic researcher aims at being a 
spectator, whereas the hermeneutic researcher endeavours to be part of the 
action." 1 7 Andfinally, 
"Both positivism and hermeneutics place demands on creativity and the 
ability to see reality in a new light. Analytical requirements however, 
receive a higher priority in positivistic research than creativity and novel 
approaches." 1 8 

1 4 Ibid: 67 
1 5 Ibid: 177 
1 6 Ibid: 179 
1 7 Ibid: 179 
1 8 Ibid: 179 
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3.5.3 The Role of Litcrature -

• Within the numerous pages of the Submission the candidate addresses a 
myriad of Franchising and business issues and takes the reader on a widc-
ranging exploration of ideas and suggestions containing a new, boldcr 
vision for the future. Many of the issues discussed have appeared and re-
appeared in different guises. This is the nature of an in-depth exploration 
of a complcx subject matter. 

• Franchising is a business concept. Franchising is a method for the 
distribution of products and Services. It is not a distinct economic sector 
itself. As such, the Franchising Concept is employcd, on a non-exclusive 
basis, by many economic sectors and industries. The ränge of industries 
employing the Franchising Concept is almost as diverse as the cconomy 
itself: from luxury hotels to budget hotels, from car distribution to car 
rentals, from printing to drug dispensing, from tax computation to drain 
Clearing and from flowcr shops to department stores and so forth. 

Although the ränge of applications in Franchising is imaginative, the basic 
operational and conceptual issues which detcrmine the success or failure of 
the individual Franchise Company - from the point of view of Franchising 
practice - arc quite similar, often identical. It should be kept in mind at all 
times that the Franchising issues which the Franchise Company has to dcal 
with are quite distinct from the sector specific issues which determine the 
evcntual success in the market place, i.e. the Holiday Inn hotel chain is 
operating in the hospitality industry although it is employing the Franchise 
Concept to rcduce its financial risk and accelcrate the build up of its 
geographical coverage worldwide. A Franchise Company or rather a 
Company employing the Franchise concept is in fact operating in two 
sectors, i.e. the core one is the industry itself (say hotels), and the other is 
in the Franchising 'industry'; which in the U K in 2003 is estimated to 
'transact' just under £10 billion per annum. It is estimated that just under 
seven hundred U K companics are employing Franchising to speed up and 
facilitate their development plans. (Sourcc: BFA) 

In order to support the fledgling U K Franchising companics, to facilitate 
the acquisition of knowlcdge and skills and to encourage the sharing of 
practical experience, the industry started to attract Publishing 
entrepreneurs as early as 1978. Franchise World Magazine (published by 
Bob Riding) was the first on the scene and persisted in its attempt not only 
to 'warehousc' interesting Franchise related news storics but also to offer a 
platform to practionners to share their views and hands-on experience. 
Eventually, two other Franchise magazines were launched to tap the 
Potential of the market. These Franchise magazines (Franchise World, 
Business Franchising and The Franchise Magazine) providc the Space and 
the distribution to Franchisors, Franchisccs, academics, advisors, 
solicitors, aecountants, banks etc. to sharc their views and make 
recommendations regarding Best Practice Franchising experience. There 
are also a number of U K based academics who have shown continuing 
interest in Franchising, e.g. Professor David Kirby, Professor John 
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Stanworth (who also heads the International Franchise Research Centre at 
Westminster University), Dr. Anna Watson, Dr. A . Felstead, Christina 
Fulop with John Forward, etc. Amongst the professional advisors, Dr. 
Martin Mendelsohn (solicitor) has been extraordinarity committed and 
prolifíc in terms of the long series of Franchising text books which he has 
publishcd and the vast number of lectures and serninars which he either 
organised and/or lecturcd in. 

• Franchising is a process which captures our commercial and social 
imagination because of its innate ability to duplícate success whilst 
cmploying a concept which harnesses the energy and capital of a group of 
disparate Franchisees (not a homogenous group) with delegated authority, 
as far as customer interface is concemed, reprcsenting a national (or 
international) brand. It stands to reason that in Franchising those issues 
which have to do with the harnessing and the management of knowledge 
and people are the key to success. At the same time, because Franchising 
aspires to the establishment of truly substantial distribution networks 
(some are vast), often spread over great geographical áreas, another aspect 
to examine would be; to what extent the organisational and operational 
structures used by Franchising companics could benefit from observation 
and input gleaned from the experience of the non-franchised economy and 
as reflected in literature relating to knowledge as an asset to the 
organisation. 

3.5.3.1 Franchising, Knowledge and Intellectual Capital -

- A Franchising company starts with an individual entrepreneur who at some point 
in time decides that the launch of a new business idea or the expansión of an 
existing business could benefit from the employment of the Franchising Concept. 
Ideally, a Franchising offer would not be made available to the public at large 
until such time that the entrepreneur had invested the time and money required to 
'perfect' the business proposition and captured the cssence of the activities. At 
such time it can be said that "the intangible assets - the talents of its people, the 
efñcacy of its management systems, the character of its relationships to its 
customers -that together are its intellectual capital" 1 9 are the underpinning valúes 
of the business. 
The attention paid to the capture of the experience gained is so important and 
"intellectual capital has becomc so vital that it is fair to say that an organisation 
that is not managing knowledge is not paying attention to business".2 

It is not elcar whether the vast majority of Franchisors and Franchisees are 
actually aware that "the management of intellectual capital is like a ncwly 
discovered, still-uncharted ocean, and few executives understand its dimensions or 
how to navigate it. They may know a bit about codified intellectual assets likc 
patents and copyrights. They may have an inkling of the valué of others, such as 

l9Slewart 2000: 55 
2 0 Ibid: 56 
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brand cquity. They may intuit that rraining and expérience gained on the learning 
curve belong somehow in their asset base. But talent is intellectual capital too."2 1 

- The lack of awareness in Franchising of the différent issues of intellectual capital 
- well beyond the terms contained in the Franchising Agreement itself - is not 
unique to the Franchising industry. "Harvard Business School's Michael Porter 
found that 'capital is more likely to be dedicated to physical assets than to 
intangible assets whose retums are more diffïcult to measure. For most 
companies, Investments in plant and equipment with easy-to-mcasure cash flows 
are more confîdently valued and justified than Investments in R & D, rraining, or 
other forms where the returns arc more diffïcult to quantify.'"2 2 

The goal of creating a true awareness and understanding of the issues of 
intellectual capital in Franchising has a tangible value "Charles Handy .... 
estimâtes that the intellectual assets of a corporation arc usually worth three or 
four times tangible book value." 2 3 

Franchise companies have in reality only two assets: Intellectual Capital, i.e. the 
intangible intellectual capital which is contained in one way or another within the 
people and semi-permanent intellectual capital which is rcflectcd through the 
System which they operate and the physical network of Franchisées (operating 
under licence). "By définition the intangible is hard to grasp. It must be rigorously 
defined in ways that make it palpable and useful, that create understanding and 
have a bias toward action. To find the hidden gold, one must have a map." 2 4 

How do we define intellectual capital? Hugh MacDonald, futurologist at ICL, 
says: "Knowledge that exists in an Organization that can bc used to create 
differential advantage - in other words, the sum of everything everybody in a 
company knows that gives it a compétitive edge"2 5 whilst the Klein and Prusak 
définition is: "Intellectual materiał that has been formalized, captured and 
leveraged to producc a higher-valued asset."26 

A simple way to describe intellectual capital is "packaged useful Knowledge."2 7 

It is important to accept and acknowledge that when it cornes to the accumulation 
of expertise "Everyone can contribute. Every single person."2 8 The understanding 
that each individual has a role to play is an integral aspect of Franchising where 
each Franchisée is entrusted with the responsibility to meet the needs of the 
market place. It is the Franchisée who builds the relationship with the client base. 
"Customer capital is the value of an Organization1 s relationships with the people 
with whom it does business. .. .the depth (pénétration), width (coverage) and 
attachment (loyalty) ofour franchise" and "Edvinsson adds, 'Ifs the likelihood 
that our customers will keep doing business with us.'" 2 9 

21 lbid: 57 
22 Ibid: 61 -62 
23 Ibid: 63 
24 Ibid: 64 
25 Ibid: 67 
26 lbid: 67 
27 Ibid: 67 
28 Ibid: 68 
29 Ibid: 77 
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Each business is substantially dependent on a community of stakeholders not only 
on clients, therefore, when talking about intellectual capital the definition "could 
be broadened to include the value of relationships with suppliers - call it 
relationship capital! Whether the relationship is upstream or downstream, its 
economics and dynamics are the same."30 It is quite logical that "The better the 
relationship, the more likely the buyer is to share its plans and expertise with the 
seller - that is, the more likely a company can lcam with and from its customers 
and its suppliers. Shared knowledge is the ultimate form of customer capital."3 1 

The interesting thing to understand and explore is that "Lots of intellectual capital 
is unexpressed, tacit knowledge - such as, for example, the background expertise 
and relationships a salesman builds up over many years covering a territory. How 
docs one find that?" 3 2 The Franchisor would need to discover/develop the 
practice to identify and capture even the tacit, unexpressed capital and turn it into 
explicit knowledge. 

In order to be able to maintain the viability of the system over time it wi l l be 
necessary to be able to discover "How can we turn corporate smarts into a 
knowledge management process and system, an intellectual capital asset that 
provides the data and information people need to become knowledgeable, but is 
not cumbersome and wil l not overwhelm them with trivia?" "This approach starts 
at first with the identification of the types of problems you would like to solve 
within the organizations (or opportunities you would like to focus on)." 3 3 

When examining the issue of intellectual capital from close quarters we discover 
that "intellectual capital takes just two forms. First, there's the semipermanent 
body of knowledge, the expertise that grows up around a task, a person or an 
organization. These might be communications or leadership skills, understanding 
the biochemistry of viruses, knowing what customers are really paying for when 
they come to your company and how to price it (its value proposition ...), 
familiarity with an organizations processes, values and culture ('the way we do 
things around here'). The second kind of knowledge assets are tools that augment 
the body of knowledge, either by bringing in facts, data, information - call them 
what you will - or by delivering expertise and augmentation to others who need 
them when they need them, that is, leveraging them. Phone numbers are not 
intellectual capital; phone books are." 3 4 

Therefore, one of the steps that the Franchisor needs to undertake is to help the 
team understand that"... people know more than they realize - that over the years 
they develop huge repertoires of skills, information, and ways of working that 
they have internalised to the point of obliviousness. Identify them, name them, 
package them, and these hitherto tacit capabilities can be the basis of a new 
career." 3 5 In fact,"... organisations and groups ... brim with tacit knowledge: 

3 0 Ibid: 77 
3 1 Ibid: 78 
3 2 Ibid: 69 
3 3 Ibid: 69 - 70 
3 4 Ibid: 71 
3 5 Ibid: 72 
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Intuitions, rules of thumb, mind-sets, unwritten rules of turf and territory, 
unconscious values.'1 3 6 "Much of it exists in the uncodified talents of experts." 3 7 

- The process being described is crucial because " Out of these beliefs and 
assumptions, the organization adopts values, principles, and 'ways of doing 
things' which in turn determine how it makes decisions and shapes the collective 
behaviour of its members." 3 8 

A l l organisations, especially Franchise Systems, are firstly composed of 
individuals and " . . . human capital is 'the capabilities of the individuals required 
to provide solutions to customers'".3 9 It must be remembered that "the distinction 
between human and structural capital is fundamental to managing knowledge. 
Human capital matters because it is the source of innovation and renewal..." 4 0 

It is necessary for the Franchise company to be able to combine the capability of 
the individual and the ability of the organisation to assemble, accumulate and 
process the intellectual capital and convert it to successful working practices. For 
example ". . .the people who work at McDonald's have an average IQ, i f that, but 
it's a very intelligent organization, able to provide the same quality cross-
culturally. They modularized and standardized their knowledge." 1 

However, it is not always readily accepted that "Like human capital, structural 
capital exists only in the context of a point of view, a strategy, a destination, a 
purpose. Thus it is the 'organizational capabilities of the organization to meet 
market requirements'"4 2 

In order to be able to consistently produce the excellent system elements which 
the Franchisees need to capitalise on the human capital being generated through 
the day-to-day activities, it is necessary to recognise that "Sharing and 
transporting knowledge - leveraging it - requires structural intellectual assets, 
such as information systems, laboratories, competitive and market intelligence, 
knowledge of market channels, and management focus, which turn individual 
know-how into the property of a group." 

- In Franchising the system delegates the direct interface and relationship building 
with the customer to the Franchisee who is in fact an 'independent' 
businessperson operating under a licence granted by the Franchisor. In order to 
equip the Franchisee with the intellectual capital required to develop the unit and 
build a successful business, the good Franchisor wi l l be engaged in an ongoing 
program of training. The investment which Kail Kwik committed to training was 
impressive. Therefore, it is interesting to note some observations made by Stewart 
regarding issues of training: 

3 6 Ibid: 72 
3 7 Ibid: 72 
3 3 Ibid: 72 
3 9 Ibid: 76 
4 0 Ibid: 76 
4 1 Ibid: 76 
4 2 Ibid: 76 
4 3 Ibid: 76 
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Firstly, "By defining human capital in terms of what people must know to serve 
customers and benefit themselves." 4 4 

Secondly, " . . . . developed what they call competency models. These describe the 
abilities that customers expect from the people they deal with ....: famiharity with 
its produetline, .... selling skil ls . . . ." . 4 5 

- Like much eise in life those éléments in Franchising which makc the concept so 
attractive to would be Franchisors, as it did to the candidate, also create the 
challenges which give Franchising a slight aura of fragility. 

Dcspitc références in litcrature to observations that "the industry should abandon 
the myth that a franchise holder is an independent small business (Burck, 1970)" 
.... and "Felstead ( 1992) considers franchisées to be part of the 'controlled self-
employed'" 4 6, the fact is that in ail Franchise Systems the Franchisor delegates 
substantially the direct interaction with the end-user (the customer) and the active 
delivery of the service/product on offer to the Franchisée. Although it could be 
argued that a branch manager in a chain, too, has the same delcgatcd authority; 
one différence with Franchising is that the Franchisée cannot be fired - i f not 
performing - with a straight forward two weeks notice. 

The interaction with the customer is the culmination of the sum total of the 
activity in the Franchise: Exceeding customer expectations, being able to 
command profitable priées and enjoying good levels of repeat business is what 
everyone is working for. In order to be able to achieve a high level of brand 
awareness in the market, good pénétration and good market share, a great deal of 
excellent quality activity has to takc place - daily. The input which the candidate 
is seeking from Miterature' would be to gain further insights into what can be donc 
to improve the process of knowledge building and its successful transfer to the 
units and its implementation by the Franchisées. 

- An important point to try and keep in mind is the reality that both the Franchise 
Company and the Franchisées unit arc small businesses. Not many Franchisors 
can qualify as a medium-size Company, definitcly not in their early days. Yet in 
the litcrature it is proposed that "Information seeking in the pursuit of new 
knowledge needs to be simultaneously broad and narrow. Generally, the process 
begins by scanning broadly and sharing information extensively, Connecting with 
many sources inside and outside the Organization. The initial objectives are to 
assess the state of devclopmcnt in an area, to understand the range of possibilities, 
and to identify new opportunitics or market needs. At some stage, when the 
problcm is sufficiently defined and the arcas wherc critical information is laeking 
are apparent, information gathering becomes more narrowly focused and even 
more vigorous." 4 7 Whilst the advice is spot on, the reality in the hectic Franchise 
environment is that both Franchisor and Franchisée wi l l always protest that the 
claims on their time arc such that investing - systematically - in better Systems 

4 4 Ibid: 93 
4 5 Ibid: 94 
4 6 Forward et al. 1993 
4 7 Choo: 144 
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and improvements for the future cannot compete with the need to tackle the Tires' 
of the moment. 

The Franchisor Company, too, has to be 'Ican' in order to be able to stay afloat. 
Aftcrall, the Franchisor receives as its income a small percentage of the 
Franchisec's turnover. In the majority of the Franchise companics, once the 
network reachcs a certain critical mass, the cash flow from the on-going fees is the 
main source of income for the Franchisor. This means that the Franchisor cannot 
simply recruit more people to lighten the load of others. Each individual needs to 
be very effective. Naturally, in such an environment the ability of the Franchisor 
to acquire the skills and expertise needed to build the knowing organisation 
becomes absolutcly critical. "If récent history is an indication, onc-third of the 
companies currently on the Fortune 500 list wil l disappear over the next five 
ycars. Yet there are organizations that have literally lived to be a hundred, 
continuing to thrive décade after décade. These organizations have survived not 
just because of their size or good luck. Many of them have demonstrated a 
capacity to adapt swiftly to changing conditions in the environment, to innovate 
continuously, and to take décisive actions that move their Organization toward its 
goals." 4 8 The attrition rate in business, especially at S M E level, is enormous. 

What are the initial steps which an organisation needs to take in order to 
effectively direct its team and resources towards the desired transformation? 
"Research in Organization theory suggests that organizations create and use 
information in three stratégie arenas. First, organizations Interpret information 
about the environment in order to construct meaning about what is happening to 
the Organization and what the Organization is doing. Second, they create new 
knowledgc by Converting and combining the expertise and know-how of their 
members in order to learn and innovate. Finally, they process and analyse 
information in order to select and commit to appropriate courses of action." 4 9 

Therefore, it can be said that at the heart of the required processes are " ... sensé 
making, knowledge creating and décision making" ... which are "integrated in a 
cascade of information seeking and use that moves the Organization from a broad 
interprétation of ambiguous environmental changes, through the replenishment of 
new knowledge for innovation and relearning, to converge upon the sélection and 
implementation of a particular strategy or course of action." 0 

It is important to keep in mind that the distinct organisational processes described 
"are in fact highly interconnected processes; and that by analysing how the three 
activities energize each other, a holistic view of organizational information use 
émerges." 5 1 

A scrious challenge for any manager, but especially the ever harasscd Franchisée 
and Franchise HQ employée, is to make the time because " organizations must 
make interprétations. Managers literally must wade into the swarm of events that 
construite and surround the Organization and activcly to impose some order on 
them... Interpretation is the process of translating thesc events, of developing 

Ibid: XI 
4 9 Ibid: Xi l 
5 0 Ibid: XII 
5 1 Ibid: 3 
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models for understanding, of bringing out meaning, and of assembling conceptual 
schemes. (Weick and Daft 1983: 74)" 5 2 

Every operating Franchise system has a treasure trove of tacit information residing 
within the team which includes the Franchisee and his employees (where 
applicable) and yet most Franchise Systems are inadequately equipped to harness 
it. "Knowledge creation is achieved through a recognition of the synergistic 
relationship between tacit and explicit knowledge in the organization, and through 
the design of social processes that create new knowledge by converting tacit 
knowledge into explicit knowledge." 5 3 

Much of the knowledge which an individual possesses is defined as tacit 
knowledge. This is "personal knowledge that is hard to formalize or communicate 
to others. It consists of subjective know-how, insights, and intuitions that come to 
a person from having been immersed in activity for an extended period of time." 5 4 

In the specific case of Kal i Kwik, for example, the tacit knowledge, which the 
Franchisee is constantly accumulating, encompasses every function in the Centre 
including understanding each client's (and there are hundreds) individual 
approach to relationship building, i.e. to what extent he/she will be willing to trust 
the supplier (the Franchisee) to provide suggestions and input based on a more 
detailed knowledge of the client's own business and own customer base. At 
Franchise HQ a critical factor is the ability to interface and interact meaningfully 
with a prospective Franchisee, i.e. to achieve a greater understanding of the needs 
and capabilities of the individual whilst at the same time 'selling' the business 
opportunity to him/her. Any new insight, any new understanding of customer 
needs (both end user and prospective Franchisee) is vital to the continuing 
prosperity of the business. But, in order for the team to be able to operate it must 
have access to information when it is already in its explicit format. "Explicit 
knowledge is formal knowledge that is easy to transmit between individuals and 
groups. It is frequently coded in the form of mathematical formulas, rules, 
specifications, .... explicit knowledge does not appear spontaneously, but must be 
nurtured and cultivated from the seeds of tacit knowledge. Organizations need to 
become skilled at converting personal, tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge 
that can push innovation and new-product development." 5 5 

The process which the individual and the organisation need to undertake in order 
to harness the know-how is laborious and may require a culture change in the U K 
as far as small companies are concerned. "There are four models of knowledge 
conversion: from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge through a process of 
socialization, from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge through externalisation, 
from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge through combination, and from 
explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge through internalization." 5 6 

Seeking information starts with the " individual selecting messages to act upon 
from the larger body of information found during" 5 7 the process of trawling for 
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data. This process "may be thought of as comprising three stages - the recognition 
of information needs, which leads to information seeking, and then information 
use. In practice, these stages tend to fold into each other . . . " 5 8 

"Information seeking and use is part of a larger human and social activity through 
which information becomes useful to an individual or group." 5 9 

The aspect, raised earlier, of conflicting calls on the limited attention span of the 
individual and the business operation is referred to as follows: "Sensing, or 
noticing potentially important messages in the environment, is problematic 
because the organization is simultaneously immersed in multiple streams of 
interaction with many different parts of the environment, and because almost 
every part of the environment is interconnected with other parts in complex and 
unpredictable ways." " . . . . scanning can be made more effective i f it is systematic, 
thorough, participatory, and integrative. The core process of scanning is 
information management - casting a wide information net by involving as many 
participants as possible to act as sensors, and systematically processing and 
integrating the gathered information into a usable knowledge base." 6 0 

In summary, a commercial enterprise which has chosen to capitalise on the 
Franchising Concept for its method of distribution is operating in effect in two 
sectors, i.e. Franchising and the specific economic sector it aims to serve. The 
impact of this choice is that the enterprise needs to be aware of the opportunity to 
create and capture knowledge and expertise in both fields of endeavour. 
For the Franchise community to succeed it is essential for it to understand and 
implement the three stages of the development of intellectual capital as proposed 
by Stewart: 

i . Human Capital - which refers to the development of the knowledge and 
capabilities of the individual, as well as, the team in order to be able to 
provide solutions. 

i i . Structural Capital - the way which the organisation structures its ability to 
manage knowledge which is the source of innovation and renewal which 
ultimately allows it to meet the needs of the market. 

i i i . Customer Capital/Relationship Capital - the means by which the 
organisation learns from its network of stakeholders including customers 
and suppliers. 

To be able to capitalise on intellectual capital which resides in the business or the 
potential intellectual capital which may develop in the future the enterprise must 
be able to establish the relevant structures, systems and tools, i.e. those structural 
assets which wil l be used to convert the know-how held by the individual into a 
property which can be exploited by the whole team or at least by additional 
members. 

The process of capturing the potential expertise is divided by Choo into three 
parts: 

Ibid: 51 
Ibid: 63 
Ibid: 67 
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i . Interpretation - thc information collectcd is interpreted in order to 
understand the meaning of what is actively happening to and within the 
organisation at the particular point in time and in relationship to the market 
place. 

i i . New Knowledge - the additional knowledge is created through a process 
of Converting and combining the expertise and know-how of the individual 
members of the team to share knowledge and innovate. 

i i i . Analysis - thc accumulated information is analysed to sclect and focus on 
the most approprïate course of action. 

lt would be interesting to reflect upon an actual expérience at Ka l l Kwik which 
may demonstrate thc difficulty of turning tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge 
and explicit knowledge into a 'goldmine': 
A new Franchisée obtained a job to produce 10,000 double sided black and white 
copies. The Franchisée ran 10,000 copies one side at the end of the day. When the 
Franchisée tried to complète the job the next day, he discovered that the paper 
started to curl (effect of the copying process the day earlier; he should have done 
both sides immediately) and would not pass through thc copier. Having observed 
the predicament of the Franchisée, and after sharing the real pain being 
experienced by him, the candidate decided to approach thc two hundred 
Franchisées and invite each of them to send 'one practical, not necessarily obvious 
pain saving idea' to Franchise HQ. The Franchisor would then (after editing the 
input) produce a booklet containing all the non-duplicated and tested ideas. To 
engage the Franchisées the Franchisor promised that each Franchisée would 
reccive such booklet(s) (free of charge, of course), plus a few prizes would be 
rafîled amongst the 200 or so participating Franchisées. The idea was that each of 
the Franchisées (even those who had been in business for a while) would be likely 
to benefit from thc input. To the great surprise of the candidate only a handful of 
suggestions were reeeived. The big prize? It was a round-the-world free airline 
ticket for two! (Economy). 

It is quite elear that "knowledge/intellectual capital combined with Systems and 
procédures which are capable of facilitating the participation of ail individual 
members of the team are esscntial to the development of a successfiil 
enterprise."61 

And finally, "Knowledge création extends the organisation's capabilitics by 
leveraging the expertise of its own members, and by lcarning from and with others 
outside the Organization. In mobilising internai knowledge, information processes 
are managed to promote thc sharing of information, conversion of tacit 
knowledge, expérimentation and prototyping, and the migration of knowledge to 
other parts of the Organization." 6 

6 1 Ibid: 152 
6 2 Ibid: 153 
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4. Is the D.Prof Submission dclivering the 'goods' in the light of: 

4.1 Thc candidate's vision for the project -

4.1.1 Empowering The Individual Within A Productive Franchise Relationship -

Franchising and Globalisation are interesting bedfellows. Both concepts are 
capable of evoking strong sentiments - not neccssarily positive. Yet, both 
concepts have been around for quite a while in one form or another. Both 
concepts are capable of supporting economic growth and facilitate an 
improvement in the standard of living within the communities where the 
concepts are practiced with skill and integrity. It is clear that principles of 
good Franchising and good Globalisation need further airing. There is too 
much hype, anxiety, ignorance and often political manipulation to allow the 
public at large to undcrstand the true potential of both concepts to help usher a 
more equal, economically progressive, démocratie society. Démocratie 
Capitalism is more likely to spread its wings within the environment of a large 
scale parti cipatory Enterprise Economy than under any other potentially 
known and practiced economic structure. 

It is the submission of this paper that Franchising and Globalisation are 
both essential tools to the development of a more sustainable Enterprise 
Economy throughout our globe. 

4.1.2 Community of Franchise Practionners -

In order to speed up the process of integrating Franchising, on a much grander 
scale, into the global economy, especially in the devcloping world, it is 
necessary to invite the community of Franchise practionners to consider, 
observe, investigate, assess, reflect, research, draw upon their expérience and 
eventually producc new and improved ways for practicing the Franchise 
Concept. Better Franchising will help communities, nations and the global 
economy manage, with less disruption, the vast structural changes which are 
happening ail around us. 

4.1.3 Entrenched Opinions -

Improving upon existing franchise knowledge and practicc is an important task 
but not an easy one; opinions are entrenched. Franchise practionners are too 
busy earning a living and ail too often those who find the time to write are 
either too remote from the day-to-day points of friction to be able to add thc 
new practices which are necessary to lubricate the 'stiff joints', or, are too 
close to the 'smouldering fire' to have a sufficient level of detachment and 
objectivity. It is necessary to rally the community of Franchising 
practionners and on a regulär basis - at least once a year - pursue together a 
clear agenda of issues - selectcd for discussion and research on the basis of the 
respective importance which the group had considered and identified. 
Tapping the combined knowledge, theoretical and practical, of the 
practionners' community wil l inevitablv lead to greater understanding of the 
underlying issues and culminatc in new ideas and approaches to be tried at the 
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sharp end. The candidate sees the Submission to be a contribution towards 
a vision of greater effort by ail concerned to harness the intellectual 
capital which resides with every practionner. 

.4 [mproving existing understanding and practices -

Enhancing existing understanding and practices of Franchising will be an 
important contribution to the well being of the individual Franchisée, the 
success rate of Franchisors and the value received by the customer. A more 
effective Franchise Relationship is also likely to encourage individuáis and 
existing businesses to choose the Franchising Concept as an attractive 
business option i.e. as Franchisées or Franchisors. The Banking community 
will be keener to provide funding to both Franchisors and Franchisées when 
the climate of success improves. A véritable virtuous circlc. It is important to 
emphasise that having additional Franchise Systems in opération can be vital 
for the weil being of the economy, locally and globally. Not only more jobs 
will be creatcd but also more people wil l be gaining the skills which good 
Franchisors as a matter of practice impart to their Franchisées and System 
employées. Franchising, in addition, has an indirect positive impact on the 
S M E sector because it helps disséminait 1 good practice in the management 
of small business. On the other hand, Franchising is also involved in 
'substitution' within the market place i.e. a newly arrived franchised print shop 
may actually impact negatively on the business of a few independent print 
shops in the arca. Whilst the 'substitution effect' is a considération, often the 
reality of the situation is onc of expansion. If the franchised unit is extremely 
efficient and employs good marketing tools and techniques (provided by the 
Franchisor) the likelihood is that the ovcrall local market would expand 
beyond the amount of business garnered by the new local participant. 

.5 Franchising and Innovation -

Every local Franchisée, to be successful, has to be equipped 
with a system that is 'just a little bit better1 than the 
équivalent independent S M E . This is so because the 
Franchisée is likely to be carrying higher overhead costs 
(including the Franchisor's share) which can translate into 
investing in up to date equipment/facilities (where 
appropriate), investing in branding, etc. Thercfore, the 
Franchise System will have been 'obliged' to introduce a 
number of innovations into the opération of the business to 
facilítate the génération of higher average sales and thereby 
produce a rcasonable rcturn for the Franchisée (on average 
higher than that achieved by an independent business in the 
same sector and operating in the same market.) 

Franchising offers the global economy and the local 
community a tried and tested business format ready and 
ablc to tackle scrious product and service distribution issues 
in the developing and underdevelopcd nations. Some of 
thèse countries are finding it difficult to come to grips with 
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simple public service functions. The tendency to 
concéntrate a good deal of economic activity in the hands of 
government émanâtes from the désire to maintain a tight 
political grip on the nation and its resources but also in part 
because alternative distribution Channels do not exist (to 
some extent because of the stranglehold the politicians have 
on the structures). Franchising, supported by the U N , 
World Bank, western governments, etc. could roll out 
very quickly new and effective distribution Channels 
reaching out even to remóte régions. The impact of such 
activity would go far beyond the actual distribution of the 
specific product/service. The method itself, the boldness of 
the change and the fact that it offers the unique individual 
thc opportunity to better himself wil l bring the sweet scent 
of hope to thèse nations. The Submission contains 
arguments to encourage Franchisors and public 
organisations to consider the concept but also offers a 
number of specific ideas regarding services which could 
provide a great deal of added-value to the local and 
global markets. 

4.2 The Objectives -

4.2.1 Personal Objectives -

4.2.1.1 As Franchising Practionner 
Objective: To increase the existing Knowledge base of 
Franchising and share own expérience and practicc -

: Delivery: Thc Submission is wide ranging and 
incorporâtes input of value to Franchisées, Franchisors, 
government, advisors, académies 

Objective: To promote the expansion of Franchising as a 
safer route to business and personal success -

: Delivery: Although the Submission is written in a 
positive light, to encourage interest and support for 
Franchising, thc text is balanced and factual 

Objective: To encourage greater understanding of business 
issues which need to bc addressed by ail SMEs (including 
Franchising) -

: Delivery: Throughout the Submission business and 
management issues are tackled and discussed. This 
should benefit Franchisées and Franchisors alike 

Objective: To encourage the establishment of new 
Franchise Systems from Scratch -

: Delivery: Reading and studying the Submission is 
likely to discourage some from attempting to undertake 
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what is quite a task. However, the candidate is confident 
that the text, when read (and the context understood)by 
the appropriately equipped individual, will help bring to 
life the challenges, the excitement and the business 
opportunity 

Objective: To provide prospective Franchisees with an easy 
access to Franchising knowledge and practice -

: Delivery: The Submission is designed to enable and 
guide the individual towards acquiring a reasonable 
understanding of the issues of operating a franchised 
small business. This overview and knowledge should 
help the individual make a more accurate/reliable 
business decision 

4.2.1.2 As a Citizen of the World -

Objective: To call the attention of governments and 
international financial institutions (UN, World Bank, etc.) 
to the benefit which Franchising can bring to the 
underdeveloped and developing nations -

: Delivery: The Submission describes the attractions and 
potential benefits of Franchising to developing nations 
where distribution networks are often inadequate 

Objective: To encourage the World Bank, U N and western 
governments to sponsor innovative ideas with the capacity 
to bring about a transformation in the dire economic and 
social straights of the underdeveloped and developing 
nations -

: Delivery: The Submission is detailing a number of 
innovative ideas which singly, but preferably together, 
could support and have an important impact on the war 
on poverty. Large scale poverty reduction is a key to the 
survival of the species. 

4.2.1.3 As an Individual-

Objective: To improve the candidate's own knowledge of 
Franchising -

: Delivery: The review of personal learning, personal 
Franchising knowledge, personal Franchising practice, 
review of literature, reflection and especially the writing 
process have made a substantial contribution to the 
nature, shape, depth and appreciation of candidate's 
own Franchising expertise 

Objective: To share own knowledge with the Franchising 
community (a debt of honour) -

: Delivery: The Submission could be turned into a 
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number of publications which could be made available 
to the various interest groups 

Objective: Sec a book(s) about Franchising published and 
distributed (including libraries) -

: Delivery: The Submission will be edited to produce 
a number of relevant publications 

Objective: To gain the D.Prof Degree -
: Delivery: Time wil l tell 

4.3 Level 5 Descriptors -

The following paragraphs are presented by way of a re-enforcement or 
re-iteration to the candidate's capacity to exhibit Level 5 descriptors; a 
capacity which is demonstrated by the wide ranging, innovative and 
comprehensive discoursc containcd within the Submission. 

4.3.1 Knowledge -

The process of designing and preparing the overall structure for the 
Submission, the sifting through the accumulated data, the sélection 
of the contents, the reflection upon the long years of practice, the 
development of innovative and ambitious business ideas for 21 s t 

Century Franchising and the writing of the Submission itself are 
évidence of: the significant depth of knowledge, of an 
interdisciplinary nature - in a complex - area which the candidate 
has been able to demonstrate. 

4.3.2 Analysis-

The examination and analysis of a whole range of complex issues. 
Including, for example, the éléments which make up the power 
struggle between Franchisor and Franchisée - which can be a 
destructive featurc of Franchising - and in turn wil l slow down the 
évolution and development of the Franchisor/Franchisce 
relationship. 

4.3.3 Synthesis -

The opportunity to take the Franchising Concept which works so 
well in known conventional sectors, say fast food, and translate the 
network potential into the delivery of poverty alleviation programs 
via, for cxample, a Micro-Banking Franchise in the developing 
world. 
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4.3.4 Evaluation -

The Submission contains some 140 Questions and Answers (see 
Appendix 7.7). Each question raises a different Franchising or 
business related issue. Each answer offers an opportunity to present 
the reader with a reply which whilst founded on the issue, attempts 
to widen the business or ethical horizon of the beneficiaries. 

4.3.5 Self Appraisal/Reflection on Practice-

The candidate served for fourteen years as a member of the 
Council of the British Franchise Association. Much of the 
work/engagement there was to reflect upon the development of 
Franchising in the U K . The candidate used this information also to 
reflect upon what was being done in Kal i Kwik and to appraise 
own performance vis the other Franchising executives, and 
Franchising companies, represented on the B F A Board. The 
candidate took full advantage of the observations, experience and 
knowledge gained at the leading edge of Franchising whilst on the 
British Franchise Association Council, in the preparation and the 
methodology for the Submission. 

4.3.6 Planning/Management of Learning -

The candidate continued to reach out for opportunities to learn and 
enhance own and corporate knowledge throughout his professional 
years. The D.Prof. commitment is an example. The process of 
preparing for the D.Prof itself entailed the examination and re
examination of all the previous experience, practices, opinions, 
views, accumulated knowledge and writing in order to obtain and 
create first an overview and direction and then focus on the detail. 
During the long process the candidate gained, learned and 
benefited from the interaction with the National Centre for Work 
Based Learning Partnerships. This process was enhanced by 
revisiting literature especially Franchising sources. Throughout the 
planning process the candidate was keenly aware of the need to 
maintain a steady view of the needs of the community of interest 
(Franchising Practitioners and Franchisees) for whom the product 
has been designed. 

4.3.7 Problem Solving -

Throughout the development and writing of the Submission the 
candidate had to undertake and tackle different issues and 
problems, make choices and reach decisions. In addition, a central 
section of the Submission, the Q & A section (see Appendix 7.7), 
is wholly composed of some 140 operational and Franchising 
problems and the proposal of specific solutions. Furthermore, the 
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proposals for the Micro-Banking Franchise is an excellent examplc 
of creative/innovative problem solving at the highest level. 

4.3.8 Communication/Prcsentation -

In the context of the development of the D. Prüfprogramme the 
candidate had written and produced three booklets detailing own 
life journey, learning achievements and professional experience 
gained, as well as, defendcd them and obtained approval and 
accreditation from the examining pancl. Throughout the years of 
writing the D. Prof the candidate had numerous mectings with the 
team at the National Ccntre for Work Based Leaming Partnerships 
and on each occasion was challengcd to present and defend his 
ideas and submissions. On a fair number of occasions the candidate 
was required to review the material, re-submit and argue the case. 
Thc candidate submits, that his ability to defend thc Submission, as 
well as, present it to the Community of intercst for whom it was 
intended in the first place, is solid. 

4.3.9 Research Capability -

Whilst the Submission was based wholly on the personal 
experience, illumination and hands-on practices gained by the 
candidate over many years of engagement in Franchising, the 
process of preparing for the D. Prof involved a great deal of 
rescarch into and careful selection from the candidates personal 
archives. These archives were assemblcd throughout a life time of 
intercst in Franchising, but, in terms of bulk, evolved during the 
twenty one years at Kal l Kwik. The issue of objectivity is an acute 
one and the reply to it was the interval of almost five years now 
since the departure of the candidate from active Franchising. 
Research practices and experience per se were acquired by the 
candidate during the formal educational years and during 
employment with the Company for thc Finance of Industry and the 
Defcncc Ministry. The approach followed was autobiographical, 
capitalising on the preunderstanding of the candidate and using the 
D.Prof, as a facilitating framework. 

4.3.10 Context-

The Submission is packcd with ideas, innovations, and problem 
solving suggestions which arc at the leading edge of current world 
Franchising thought and practice. The candidate managed to 
harness Franchising Knowledge together with operational business 
knowledge, as well as, to marry Franchising solutions to major 
economic and social problems facing the developing world. Thc 
marriagc of Franchising and Micro-Banking, the combination of 
Franchising and Birth Control are two examples of innovative 
cross-diseiplinary approach and unders tan ding. 
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4.3.11 Responsibility -

The Candidate has taken the task of knowledge sharing and writing 
for the benefit of the Franchising community very seriously. One 
reason the candidate had undertaken the D. Prof programme was in 
order to have the discipline to write a professional account of his 
experience. The innovative ideas proposed within the Submission 
regarding the ways that innovative/hybrid Franchising could help 
tackle issues of poverty and opportunity, reflect the high degree of 
commitment and social responsibility which guide the candidate. 

4.3.12 Ethical Understanding -

The D. Prof programme itself is very much about Ethical 
Commitment and Responsibility. Understanding the ethical issues 
and dilemmas which we encounter in our professional life is only 
the first step. During the process of writing the Submission the only 
relevant external interface the candidate had were the people at the 
National Centre for Work Based Learning Partnerships. (There was 
no employer to answer to.) As such there were very few issues of 
ethical discrepancy or ethical dilemmas. However, within the 
context of the Submission, the candidate had dealt with many 
ethical issues e.g. Franchisor/Franchisee Relationships, The Power 
Struggle in Franchising, the Advantages and Disadvantages of 
Franchising, the issues of poverty, over population, skill dilution, 
immigration, etc, etc. The Submission is packed with ethical 
dilemmas but also with exciting ethical solutions and opportunities. 

5. The Global Transformation -

5.1 It should be quite clear from the Submission that the candidate is keen to sec 
and determined to contribute towards a greater understanding of the complex 
societal risks which the global community is facing, but, also ready to propose 
ideas for change. 

5.2 The candidate is convinced that Franchising has an important role to play in 
tackling, head-on, the main issues of our time, i.e. of poverty and opportunity 
(which are interlinked). 

5.3 The candidate believes that a global transformation which would bring each 
individual a little closer toward an equality of opportunity could be facilitated 
by investing a great deal of time and effort to capitalise on the intrinsic 
structures of Franchising, i.e. 
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- Know-how 
- The sharing of expertise 
- Constant renewal 
- Branding 
- Economies of scale 
- Geographica! reach 
- Multiplication 

5.4 The candidate believes that the contents of the Submission contain valuable 
input which is likely to be welcomed by those already calling for 'new' tools 
to tackle and harness the winds of change. 

6. Personal Leaming: reflections upon the expérience -

6.1 In gênerai 
• The wholc process of getting to grips with the project took 

about five years. Somc of the time was absorbed by 
unavoidable issues such as protracted i l l health and death in 
the family. 

• The inclusion within the Submission of Empowerment 
issues (both local and global) turned the candidate, in a 
way, from a Franchisor writing about his years of 
expérience in Franchising into a 'visionary', a social 
scientist, a professional concerned with greater issues, with 
change and transformation. 

• The interaction with the team at the National Centre for 
Work Based Learning Partnerships itself had made a 
significant impact on the candidate. Therc is little doubt that 
the shared discussions, numerous exchanges of ideas and 
demands made in terms of scope of reflection and the 
examination of issues had translated themselves into a more 
wide ranging exploration within the Submission and of the 
issues contained therein, e.g. even in the early stage of the 
D.Prof, program, when the candidate was engaged in 
préparation of the booklets in support of the accréditation 
claims, the interaction with the advisor was extremely 
uscful. Although the advisor's input was by way of 
direction/guidance only the candidate recalls the clear 
observation, upon re-reading the matcrial, say twelve 
months later, that the overall quality of the work was 
enhanced as a resuit of the exposure and the impact of the 
challenges offered and advice given. 
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Submission in Particular 

• The candidate set out intcntionally on a joumey designed to 
explorc and exploit his own experience and the insights 
gained during forty years of great interest in Franchising. 
And twenty one years of intensive hand-on experience. 

• The years at Kall Kwik were intense and challenging. It 
was a 'passionate love affair' with both the Franchise 
Concept and the Kall Kwik extended family. However, this 
intensity made the tackling of the subject matter more 
challenging. Not that the candidate was not aware of the 
'friction-points' of Franchising. (The 'scars' embedded on 
his back are proof enough!). Nevertheless, it was important 
to allow time for some distance to develop and a new 
perspective to emerge. 

• The considered examination of issues and the continuing 
accumulation of ideas were just right in Order to be able to 
keep things in perspective and not rush into conclusions. 

• There is no question that putting together and writing the 
Submission was the Single most demanding and most 
challenging and most exciting piece of writing which the 
candidate had undertaken to date. But, this should not be a 
surprisc since the Submission contains the fruits of forty 
years of study and practice of Franchising. 

• The work done and leaming gained from the progress of the 
Submission have prepared the candidate for the next 
project. This is going to bc to explore and assess the needs 
of society for a greater input from the voluntary sector and 
how Franchising can help. 
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Appendix 7.1 

Is Franchising a Magical Road to Riehes? 

How Franchising could have started 

What is Franchising? What is a Franchise? Is it some kind of a confidence trick - or a 
magical road to untold riches? lt is, of course, neither a gimmick nor a miracle path to 
quick wealth. Yct, the author can say with a confidence derived from expérience: "If 
you apply the contents of this book to the mil , you could well achieve financial and 
personal rewards beyond your wildest dreams even become a millionaire". 

Let's begin with a true-to-life business story, one which explains succinctly what 
Franchising is, what roles the différent parties involved in it play, why Franchising 
works, and how ail parties involved benefit. 

lt is more than a story, which might have happened; it is in fact a story whose basic 
éléments are happening every day of the year in many parts of the world - the story of 
two men weTl call B i l l Brown and Harry Smith. 

Bi l l Brown was a very prosperous businessperson, the owner of a large, successftil 
flower shop, "Flowers Delighf', which was the tahc of his neighbourhood. Not only 
did the shop seil a large range of excellent plants and flowers, beautifully presented, 
but the attractive shop was ingeniously planned and designed so as to maximise the 
operating efficiency and profitability of the business. The "Flowers Delight" name 
above its high street shop-front was widcly known and had become a synonym for 
quality; customers came from ail over town to buy there and some even travellcd from 
surrounding suburbs to seek it out. 

Harry Smith, who had for some time been onc of Bi l l ' s loyal and satisfied customers, 
one day came to the shop to have a private chat with its owner. He told B i l l he had 
just been told by his Company to relocate overseas, but that being asked to move 
home was this time once too many. He was tired of being shunted about trom city to 
city at the whims of his Company, especially as his children were at last settled down 
happily in their local school. It was just impossible for the entire Smith family even to 
consider the pain and disruption of another relocation. He was fed up, ready to quit, 
and was thinking seriously of going into business for himself. Being independent and 
owning a business had always appealed to him; he was now anxious to become his 
own boss. He had always liked the "Flowers Delight" concept and feit that he and his 
wife could do well operating such a business for themselves. 
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What he now wanted to know was whether Bi l l Brown would be Willing to let him 
duplícate the "Flowers Delight" shop design and methods of Operation, as well as, to 
use the "Flowers Delight" brand, thus benefiting from the positive public image and 
wide market awareness Bi l l Brown had established for the name of his shop. 

While Bi l l Brown was flattcrcd and delighted to hear Harry Smith compliment him on 
his shop, he utterly rejected out of hand the idea of allowing Harry to capitalise on the 
success of the "Flowers Delight" concept. In fact, it seemed to B i l l that Harry was out 
of his mind even to have suggested such a notion. 

For one thing, B i l l was himself thinking of opening additional "Flowers Delight" 
branches and thereforc wasn't in the least amused by the idea that Harry Smith might 
Start operating somewhere eise in town, serving some of his current customers and 
potential customers under the "Flowers Delight" brand name and benefiting from the 
brand réputation. 

Harry took Bill 's rejection in his stride and told him he fully understood his position. 
Howcvcr, he wasn't suggesting something for nothing; he would be Willing to pay for 
the value he was so keen to obtain. "Flowers Delight" was a valuable brand-namc; 
starting a flower shop under that name would, he believed, be a certain success, 
especially i f he also copied Bi l l ' s methods of opération, shop design, and much eise 
that have proved so profitable and popular with customers. 

Digging in his heels, B i l l Brown said he would not even consider allowing Harry to 
acquire competing rights within his market for anything less than £500,000. The 
business was an excellent one and the profits were substantial; his own plan to open 
additional units would allow him to capitalise on his past success by rcaping big 
future rewards. Harry's idea was out of the question. 

Smith was crestfallen; all the more so after Brown had told him the potential profits of 
the business were substantial. He knew he could never raise anything remotely like 
the £500,000 Brown seemed to want. Nor would that be the only expense; in addition, 
he'd bave to find premises, shop fit them, hire shop assistants and ineur losses Over a 
period of time before the new business started paying its way. Leaving the shop, 
Harry said he'd consider the points B i l l had made and come back to him shortly. 

The next 24 hours were anxious ones. Therc were a number of crucial décisions Harry 
had to consider. He needed to teil his boss whether he would aeeept the new posting 
or whether he'd resign. But, at 40 ycars of age, Harry was not certain he could find a 
comparable position in another Company i f he decided to quit his job. Uncertain what 
to do, he nevertheless feit there must be some way to convince Brown to let him 
duplícate the "Flowers Delight" concept and allow him to capture part of the market 
for his very own. Finally. Harry had what Struck him as a brilliant idea, and he rushed 
to share with Bi l l Brown the following formula; Instead of paying B i l l Brown an up 
front lump payment of £500,000 which he could not manage, Harry would pay an 
initial one-time payment of £10,000 plus a continuing monthly fee of six per cent of 
the total sales turnover of his unit as long as the business was in Operation. 
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That way, he argued Brown would over the years obtain the £500,000 which he felt 
was the value of his concept, combined with his loss of his market share. In fact, 
insisted Harry, Brown would very likely end up with substantially more than just 
£500,000 possibly even double or treble that amount. 

Moreover, Harry would, in addition, be willing to pay a monthly fee of four per cent 
of his sales turnover into a fund, if Browrn would also put four per cent of the sales 
turnover of his own shop into this fund; the combined money would be used to 
advertise and promote the "Flowers Delight" concept and brand for the benefit of both 
parties. 

Harry added that he would only be willing to pay these substantial on-going sums on 
the understanding that Bi l l would offer him on-going assistance in the form of access 
to new marketing and product ideas which he would promise to develop, as well as, 
providing him with an introduction to Bi l l ' s own suppliers so that he could benefit 
from better price and payment terms. 

B i l l could see the advantages that might accrue to him from the proposition. O f 
course, he recognised the commitments he would be required to make by way of on
going support, as well, as that he would suffer an irrevocable loss of sales in the 
location he would be "selling" to Harry. He also recognised he would be in for a big 
investment right from the start for he would need to build a support team to guide 
Harry and any others like him in the future to greater success. 

However, Bi l l saw that if he allowed a number of people like Harry to "lease" his 
system he would get better efficiency from his support team, eventually make a good 
return on his initial investment, and recover part of the loss of the alternative 
opportunity he'd be giving up - operating his own units. 

When Harry Smith and Bi l l Brown shook hands on their deal, a Franchise system was 
born. Bi l l Brown became the Franchisor and Hairy the first of his "Flowers Delight" 
Franchisees. The rest is history. 
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Appendix 7.2 
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Appendix 7.3 

The Candidate: Moshe Gerstenhaber 

Candidate Background Information: Life Expérience Highlights 

Middlesex University - National Centre for Work Based Lcarning 
Partnerships. 
D. Prüfprogramme 
Project Title: Franchising - A Local Participant in the Global Economy 

7.3.1. Formai Education: 

• Primary and Secondary éducation in Israel 
• Economies: Columbia University N Y , U S A . 
• Post Graduatc Business Administration: London School of 

Economies 

• Further Post Graduate Studics at the L S E (1966-67) 

7.3.2 Life Long Learning Knowledge Accumulation: 
• Enjoyed unlimitcd curiosity regarding matters of économies, 

Franchising, business, technology and the impact on society 
and the individual from the globalisation of trade and the 
relentless advance of technology. 

• Attended substantial number of seminars, work shops and 
lectures to do with Franchising and diverse other economic and 
social issues (including at the RSA). 

• Voracious reader of professional magazines and books to do 
with many areas of interest (business, franchising, history, 
technology, society, etc). 

• Met over the ycars a large number of business people, 
académies and technology people. Used each opportunity to 
acquirc additional information and cutting edge knowledge. 

• Served over the years on a fair number of diverse working 
groups and committees, both in Franchising and Business in 
général and have had the opportunity to investigate important 
economic and business issues in the Company of talented and 
very experienced people. 
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7.3.3 Major Career Developments -

• Finance for Industry, Israel ( 1968-69) -

Major investment Company established by the 
Government to stimulate industrial growth. 
Economïst: Function required analysing proposais for 
the expansion of existing plants and establishment of 
new manufacturing facilities. 

• Defence Ministry, Israel (1970-71) -

Senior Economist: Responsible for evaluating major 
contracts being placed with manufacturers with the aim 
to utilise expenditurc to stimulate local industrial 
growth and employment. A t the same time expected to 
apply business management methods in negotiating 
better terms from major local suppliers. 

• Maritimecor S.A. Zurich (1971-75)-

Finance Manager: The Company was the main holding 
subsidiary of the Maritime Fruit Carriers Group which 
established itself as one of the world's largest 
independent owners of modern refrigerated shipping. 

• Business Advisor (1975 - 78) -

Independent Business Advisor in matters of finance, 
shipping and general investment to a number of 
substantial international companies. 

• Kall Kwik Printing (UK) Ltd (1978 -1999) -

Founder, Managing Director and Chairman of the 
Kal l Kwik Franchised Network. 

Negotiatcd the terms of the license from the Kwik Kopy 
Corporation of Houston, Texas. 

Assembled the investor group, including ICFC 
(now 3i). 

The business was taken over in 1999 when it had some 
200 Printing Centres in the United Kingdom with 
annual System Sales of some £75m (highest industry 
turnover in Europe). 
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Kal l Kwik was the beneficiary of the following British 
Franchise Association awards: 

: Franchisor of the Year 
: Franchisée of the Year 

The Candidate was personally awardcd by the British 
Franchise Association the honour of'Companion to the 
British Franchise Association'. 

7.3.4. Major Volunteering Experience -

• The Princes Trust (PT) -

Proposed the idea of the Masks fund raising and 
awareness building Campaign to the PT - which is part 
of the charitable activities of The Prince of Wales. 
Raised the seed capital and managed a complicated but 
very exciting campaign over a period of two years. 
Secured over 500 painted Masks from celebrities. (1500 
blank masks were sent out). 
The Masks were sold in both public and silent auctions 
to raise substantial funding to support young people 
from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
The Campaign gained a substantial level of media 
coverage for the PT and helped to reinforce its brand 
values. 

• Royal National College for the Blind -

Initiated a fund raising campaign subsequent to the 
Masks event for the PT to the benefit of the National 
College for the Blind. 
The motive of the campaign was Team Building 
through Creativity i.e. Mask Painting. 
3500 Chief Executives of the U K top companies were 
approached (2000 of whom received also a personalised 
letter from the Chairman of 3i). 

• Non-Violent Communication (NVC) -

N V C is a concept originally developed by Dr Marshall 
Rosenberg in the USA. It facilitates less 
confrontational relationships by teaching people to 
express their feelings and needs whilst making every 
effort to understand the other party's feelings and needs 
too. The process is aided by encouraging the N V C 
practitioner to be very precise with their observations 
and requests. 
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Supported activities of N V C in Israël. 
Have been encouraging Middlesex University to 
establish a National Skill Centre for Conflict Resolution 
and Violence Prévention (using the N V C methods) as a 
way to differentiate the University, support the 
development of its Brand Values and create an 
additional income stream from tcaching schools, 
universities, the police, the commercial sector, etc how 
to operate in a less confrontational and more open 
environment. 

• Lecturing-

Over the years, on many occasions lectured on matters 
of Franchising and issues associated with SMEs 
(probably over 100 times) on behalf of various 
universities (e.g. London Business School, City 
University, Durham University, Judge Institute -
Cambridge, Middlesex University), the Clearing Banks, 
British Franchise Association, etc. 

7.3.5. Public Service -

• British Franchise Association - (BFA) -

Served 14 years as a member of the Council of the 
B F A . 
Served twice as the Vice-Chairman of the B F A . 
Served on the B F A Committee which was asked to 
advance the cause of greater Franchisée participation in 
the activities of the BFA. 
Conceivcd the concept 'Franchisée Register' (now 
rcnamcd 'Franchisée Forum') which was adopted by the 
B F A to incorporatc Franchisées in the B F A without 
diluting both Franchisées focus on their businesscs and 
Franchisor Companies overall control over the 
Association (which is an Association of Franchisors). 

• Confédération of British Industries (CBI) -

Served for five years as a member of the CBI London 
Régional Council. 
Served on a number of working groups. 

• Middlesex University-

Served for five years on the Middlesex University 
Business School Advisory Board. 
Since 2000 (3 years) Independent Member of the Board 
of Governors of Middlesex University. 
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Major Education al Expérience 

• Columbia University -

Workcd closely with Prof. Usa Mintz 
The project: Open Market Operations of the 
USA Fédéral Reserve Bank (final year degree 
research) 
A n interesting lcarning expérience; How the 
USA influences/régulâtes the rate of interest in 
the world's largest capitalisme market. 

• Initial Exposure to Franchising -

This happened whilst in the USA as a young 
Student. 
In i960 there was very limited published 
literature on Franchising. 
Followed developmcnts in the Franchising 
Community ever sinec. 

• London School of Economies -

Worked closely with Prof. B.S. Yamey. 
Rcsearched and investigatcd material for a 
dissertation titled: Foreign Private Industrial 
Investment in Israel. The idea was to examine 
the Israeli law for the Encouragement of 
(Foreign) Capital Investment and assess to what 
extent it was successful and to what extent it 
created unhealthy anomalies in economic 
growth. 

• Finance for Industry -

Market Research: Investigating relevant sectors 
and industries. 
Studying Business Plans submitted for funding. 
Prcparing investment assessments and making 
recommendations. 

• Defencc Ministry -

Large bureaucratie structures: How they work 
and their weaknesses. 
Ncgotiating large scale industrial and purchasing 
projects. 
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• Maritime Fruit Carrier Groups (MFC) -

Exposed to prívate enterprise on a very large 
scale; the M F C Group became one of thc 
world's largest owners of refrigerated shipping. 
Exposed to risk taking and bold business 
decisions. 
Understood that 'risk' must be backed up with 
very 'focused' day-to-day management. 
Learned (as the Finance Manager of an 
International large subsidiary) to manage Cash 
Flow on a very large scale. 

• Independent Business Advisor -

Working with a number of quite substantial and 
active international groups helped acquire 
greater understanding of the issues associated 
with Entrepreneurship and Enterprise. 
Exposed, once again, to business on a global 
scale. 
A n opportunity to enjoy exposure to a range of 
activities (experience of diversity). 

• Kal l Kwik -

Business Start-Up experience: Launching 
Kal l Kwik the Franchisor. 
Business Start-Up experience: Working with 
hundreds of SMEs i.e. Kal l Kwik Franchisees 
and suppliers. 
Experience with the Kwik Kopy Corporation of 
Houston, Texas; Kal l Kwik 's own Franchisor. 

: The initial transfer of knowledge from 
the US to the U K organisation. 

: Sharing and working with US 
Franchisees. 

: Sharing and working with US Franchisor 
individual managers. 

: Learning 'how not to do it' (critique of 
US development and style of operation -
also 'ego' and 'conflict'issucs). 

How to build a National Brand with lasting 
'brand valúes'. 
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How to build a Franchised National High Street 
chain of 200 units with almost 1500 employées 
at the 'sharp end'. 

• Middlesex University -

Middlesex University Business School Advisory 
Board. Five years of flux, change and excellent 
progress. 
Middlesex University Independent Member of 
the Board of Govcrnors: Three years during 
which time much délibération has taken place 
i.e. what needs to be done to steer the University 
towards a sustainable quality future for staff, 
students and society. 
Excellent opportunity to learn how académie 
institutions think, fccl and operate. 
Lcamed about the strains finance places on the 
development opportunity of U K Higher 
Education. 
Expandcd my thoughts on where the Global 
Market for Education wil l lead us in the ncar 
future. 

• D.Prof-

An opportunity to examine my ovcrall 
expérience of Franchising and business i.e. 
twenty one years as hands-on practitioner and 
some forty years altogether. 

• The Future -

A personal view of the likely trends in 
éducation, technology, pensions, employment, 
etc. 
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Appendix 7.4 

The Candidate: Moshe Gerstenhaber (MG) -

• Candidate background information: Industry Applicable 
Expérience. 

7.41 The Kall Kwik Story -

• Started the study of Franchising in 1960 - as a newly 
arrived Student at Columbia University, New York, 
USA. 

• Started thinking about and planning the development of 
Franchised Business in 1965. 

• In 1968 made first contact with a Franchisor Company. 
This was a newly launched U S A based Franchise called 
Mini Pearl Fried Chicken. The idea was to find a way to 
bring the Concept to Israel (füll story later). M G was 27 
ycars old at the time. 

• 1976 came to London after working 4.5 years in 
Switzerland with a view to stay one year and then return 
to Israel. 

• In 1977 decided to focus on the Quick Print industry; 
Which was already fairly well represented in the U K , 
relatively speaking. Prontaprint was about 7 years old 
and with some 80 outlets. The Franchisor of Prontaprint 
(which was the only large Quick Print chain in the UK.) 
had previously built successful distribution networks. 

• As a 'believer' in the power of 'Knowledge Transfer' 
which is at the heart of the Franchising Concept M G 
was Willing to pay for 'past expérience' and 'future 
support' despite own constantly accumulating 
theoretical Franchising Knowledge over the ycars (see: 
Franchise Knowledge Accumulation: 6.2.2.) and the 
réalisation that the US Franchisor's Brand is unlikely to 
be known to any relevant extent in the U K . 

• In 1978 managed to assemble an investor group 
including ICFC (now 3i - which was owned at the time 
by the clearing banks and the U K Government) and 
negotiated the Master License for the U K with options 
for Europe. The füll capital payment for the Master 
License was 510,000 and the 'down payment' $500 -! 
the rest to be paid in $500 instalments each time a unit 
is opened. In addition, it was agreed that an on-going 
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monthly payment i.e. on-going Franchise Fee of a fixed 
percentage of thc sales turnover of the Units to be 
established (ex. V A T ) shall be payable until the license 
expires. 

• The Master Franchisor was the Kwik Kopy Corporation 
of Houston, Texas, USA. The Company was established 
some 13 years earlier and already had some 350 
operating units all in the U S A - mostly in the States 
eloser to Texas. The U K operation was to be the first 
International expansión. The format agreed was a 
Master License for the U K with European options. 

• Ln August 1978 M G started 'officially' to work full time 
for the project although many elements including the 
funding and the conclusión of the Master License 
Agreement were still in progress. 

• In order to be able to gather the necessary local Industry 
Knowlcdge and relevant practical industry experience, 
yet keen to save time, M G recruitcd as 'pilot units' two 
existing Quick Print shops operating in Central London 
under the ñame Express Print. The two owners joined 
as partners/investors, as well as, 'technical advisors' 

• The funding contract/agreement proposed by ICFC 
tumed out to be too onerous. It took a few months and 
not an insubstantial part of the funding itsclf (spent on 
legal fees) to negotiate the agreement. The funding was 
received early in 1979. 

• The total funding available to thc new Franchise at the 
beginning of 1979 was £10,000 in equity, £40,000 in 
subordinated shareholders loans (excluding ICFC) and 
£47,000 in médium term loan from ICFC. In addition, 
there was (questionable!) an overdraft arrangcment in 
place of £30,000. 3i required a debenture over the 
business to secure its loan. 

• Two important issues at this point in time which 
required a great deal of attention were the 'brand' and 
the 'shop fitting' package. 

Brand: The Kwik Kopy ñame was used in the 
U K in 1978 by two existing Quick Print units 
operating in North London. As soon as 
Prontaprint learnt of the change of ñame by the 
two Express Print 'Pilot Shops', recruitcd for the 
purpose, to Kwik Kopy, the owner and sénior 
management of Prontaprint encouraged the 
owners of the two North London shops to serve 
an injunction against the new Company claiming 
that it was 'passing of f and therefore benefiting 
from the reputation already established by the 
existing (and competing) Kwik Kopy U K 
operation. Initially, solicitors and barristers 
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were consultcd and substantial amounts of very 
scarce resources (time and money) were wastcd 
trying to défend the action. However, eventually 
the décision was made to drop the name 
Kwik Kopy Printing and adopt the name 
Kal l Kwik Printing. The US Franchisor provided 
the alternative name and the graphie design 
which, although the word Kal l is substantially 
différent from Kopy, provided a very similar 
visual impact - though not one of pronunciation. 
The word Kall became a bit of a problem. Many 
clients referred to it as Kai and not Call (as in 
Cali for Quick Printing). The fact that the brand 
became Kall Kwik m cant the UK Company 
could not purchase from the U S A Franchisor 
small quantities (as required) of promotional 
materiał to be used by the new units to build 
awareness and strength for the brand. The U K 
Company had, in order to obtain économies of 
scalę, order fairly large runs of promotional and 
packaging materiał and store them. Thereby, 
tying up scarce working capital and requiring a 
warehouse opération. 

Shop Fitting: It was elear that the Kwik Kopy 
Corporation of Texas, which was launched by a 
'printer', was not as concerned at its inception to 
create a uniform shop-fitting package, as it 
should have. By the time it had 350 units it was 
making a greater effort yet the design which it 
had adapted was not judged by M G to be 
sufficient for London and the U K . (It probably 
would not have been sufficient for New York 
City either). Much anguish and a great deal of 
effort was directed towards designing for 
Kal l Kwik a unique, high tech, shop fitting 
package which in 1979 combined ground 
breaking shop fitting design, relatively low cost, 
flexibility, speedy assembly and using on the 
whole readily available éléments which could be 
personalised and stored in the Company's 
warehouse to better serve the needs of the new 
units. One rcason Kall Kwik managed to make 
an immédiate impact on the market place was its 
innovative, eye catching and practica! shop and 
shop Attings design. 

• The first two new Franchiscd Units were opened in 
Central London in May 1979 bringing the total number 
of Central London Units to four. 
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• The first two Franchisées wcre: 

A partnership of two female owners with 
previous quick print expérience as employées of 
Express Print. They were backed fînancially by 
the owners of the two 'pilot' units. 
An ex-employee of an Advertising Agency. The 
advertising agency was approachcd by the new 
Franchise Company to discuss potcntial ideas 
for its launch. The advertising executive decided 
on the spot that he would likc to be the First 
Kal l Kwik Franchisée. The unit he owned was 

in Pall Mal l , West End, London. 

• The Franchise continued to grow: 

The first Franchise H Q was near Paddington. 
The second Franchise HQ was in Hanwell, West 
London. 
The third Franchise HQ was in Ruislip -
attached to a Cash & Carry complex. 
Thc fourth Franchise HQ was in Ruislip, 
Middlesex. At this point Ka l l Kwik had acquired 
the freehold of a stand alone building of some 
14,000 sq ft (this movc took place about 1989). 

• After 7 years of opération Kal l Kwik had 100 units. 
• After 12 years of opération Ka l l Kwik had 200 units. 
• Thc Sales turnover of all the units together referred to as 

System Sales was in 1999 some £75m p.a. 
• Kall Kwik became Europe's largest Operator in its 

niche activity in terms of sales (not only in the UK) . 
• The Prontaprint (the main national competitor) average 

sales turnover per unit was in 1999 about 60% of the 
average sales of a Kall Kwik unit. 

• Düring the years Kal l Kwik developed in the U K far 
better than its US Master Franchisor. This in itself is an 
interesting area to explore i.e. the Master Licensee 
continues to pay on-going 'Franchise Fees' even for 
reducing or non-existent System improvements/ 
innovations. At thc same time the Master Franchisor 
can dcmand compliance with non-effective and/or not 
applicable, in the licenscd market, practices. For 
example: 

- Brand Redesign: An interesting exercise took 
place around the year 1990 (about 12 years from 
thc commencement of the Master License). It 
was decided in the U K that the original graphie 
représentation of the Kall Kwik Brand provided 
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by the Mastcr Franchisor in 1978 was damaging 
the visión the U K Management was guiding the 
U K Business Opportunity towards. The problem 
for the U K was that the Brand is owned by the 
Master Franchisor and idcally the Visual Brand 
should be identical (as far as possible) 
throughout the world e.g. McDonalds. The U K 
team hired a fírm of Branding specialists and 
produced a new Logo which was blue rather 
than red and although had undergone signifícant 
graphic revisión looked superficially very 
similar to the original logo. The U K itself paid 
substantial amounts to develop the new design. 
M G and another sénior manager flew to 
Houston, Texas to share the new design with the 
Master Franchisor and the Canadian and 
Australian Master Licensees (two other 
substantial Master Franchisors). The end result 
of this meeting was that Kal l Kwik was allowed 
to use the new logo in the U K whilst the others 
indicated that they were going to follow suit -
sometime in the future. Until 1999 the U K did 
not receive any contribution towards its re-
design costs and the U S A , Canadian and 
Australian Franchisors have not officially 
adopted the logo although they stated that it was 
a much improved versión of the original. A strict 
Master Franchisor would have either adopted the 
new logo - over time - and paid the cost (or 
substantial part of it) or refused the U K the 
request to update the Brand. A really good 
Master Franchisor would have initiated the 
updating itself. 

From its early days Kal l Kwik was committed to an on-
going process of change, innovation and training. The 
Kal l Kwik training department was entrusted with the 
task to prepare and deliver a wide range of courses 
which were expected to reflect the ever developing 
Kal l Kwik business proposition. The training 
opportunities which are available to Franchisees and 
their staff are designed to encourage and guide them 
with the visión, understanding and skills required to run 
the business efficiently and provide the client with a 
range of high quality Added Valué desirable services. 
Without the on-going transfer and acquisition of skills 
the Kall Kwik Franchisees and their staff would be 
unable to opérate their Centre (s) effectively and 
efficiently ñor understand and accept the changes of 
direction which the market place dictates. 
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• The Kall Kwik Franchising Concept allows for the 
recruitment of individuáis without previous print 
related experience (almost 100% of the Franchisees). 
A l l too often these individuáis also lack a 
comprehensive business management training. 
Therefore, the training function at Kal l Kwik has a 
pivotal responsibility to 'inject' over a short period of 
time - during the initial training - a high dose of 
business skills. Therefore, the on-going training 
modules are planncd to build upon both the initial Kall 
Kwik training and the life - experience of the 
individual Franchisee. 

• In the context of the Kall Kwik Business Concept the 
Franchisee is not expected to provide 'commodity 
service' at 'commodity prices'. The setting up cost of a 
Kall Kwik Centre, the cost of the Franchisor overheads 
and the income aspirations of the Kall Kwik individual 
Franchisee demand higher operating margins. A 
'commodity produets' commercial policy consigns 
most operations to higher risk, a life of drudgery with 
relatively low margins and meagre profits. Therefore, 
the Kal l Kwik formula is based on a market positioning 
where the clients are being offered more sophisticatcd 
Added Valué produets and services. Life at this end of 
the spectrum is more demanding in terms of regular 
capital investment, on-going training requirements and 
change-management, but the rewards are also 
substantially greater - when the system is applied 
diligently. Another potential benefit is more consistent 
clíent loyalty. 

7.4.2. Franchising Knowledge Acquisition & Accumulation -

• Started the study of Franchising in 1960 - as a newly 
arrived student at Columbia, New York, U S A . 

• Started thinking about and planning the development of 
Franchised Business since 1965 (1965 - Laundromats 
in the UK) . 

• In 1968 made fírst contact with a Franchisor Company: 
This was a ncwly launched U S A based Franchise 
called: Mini Pearl Fried Chickcn (named after a well 
known Country & Western singer by the ñame of Mini 
Pearl). The idea was to try and find a way to bring the 
concept to Israel although M G was only 27 and without 
the financial means to do so. 
A general enquiry letter to the USA Company resultcd 
in a telegrammed response stating 'we are coming'. 
Unnerved M G replied by telegram asking for written 
details for which there was no reply. Eventually, it 
turned out that the people who set-up the Mini Pearl 
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Franchise (ex-Kentucky Fried Chicken executives) sold 
some 3000 Franchises in a very short time but were 
unable to establish the Franchise System and the whole 
venture became a sad fiasco and thousands of 
Franchisées lost their investment. 

• In 1971 tricd (unsuccessfuliy) to intcrest investors 
(family friends in Germany) to invest in an 'exhaust 
repair' Franchise for Israel (like Kwik Fit). 

• Around 1972-3 whilst working in Switzerland started 
the process of conceiving and planning three possible 
Franchise Concepts: 

Quick Printing 
Quick Picture Frames 
Quick Photography Processing/Development 
(Photographie Laboratories) 

• It should be noted that good quality publications about 
Franchising Practice were always fairly scarce. In about 
1973-4 purchased in Germany a private publication 
which contained a séries of useful articles about 
Franchising (unfortunately, M G can't locate the 'book' 
any longer). 

• In 1976 M G moved to the U K — initially with a onc year 
horizon. In 1977 decided to focus on the Quick Print 
industry - which was already fairly well represented in 
the U K , relatively speaking. (The plate making caméra 
which made the Quick Print market possible was only 
developed in the second half of the 1960's). Prontaprint 
was already about 7 years old in 1977 with a network of 
some 80 Franchised outlets (the largest in the U K by 
far). 

• In 1977/8 started the process of acquiring the Master 
Liccnse from the Kwik Kopy Corporation of Houston, 
Texas, as well as, organising the funding. The process 
of acquiring the Master License was not an easy one 
and offered M G an excellent opportunity to leam a 
great deal of first hand information about a Franchisor 
Company, how it opérâtes, its Franchisées and their 
views and to start the process of leaming about the 
complex interaction referred to as the 
'Franchisor/Franchisee Relationship'. 

The initia] corrcspondencc with Kwik-Kopy 
yielded a polite ' N O ' . The Corporation had no 
intention at that time to expand overscas. It was 
too busy expanding in the US. Further 
correspondenec with Kwik-Kopy elicited an 
invitation to the Annual Conference - where 
normally some 60%-70% of the Franchisées 
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corne to be briefed by the Franchisor and share 
knowledge. expérience and socialise with fellow 
Franchisées. 

- The 1978 Kwik Kopy Annual Conférence took 
place in Vale, Colorado. M G met with the 
Franchisor's Senior Managers (and owners), as 
well as, had an opportunity to leam how the 
Annual Conference is organised and how 
operational information is shared. M G met and 
talked with possibly a hundred (or more) 
Franchisées. M G was trying to talk to as many 
of the Franchisées présent (possibly some 200 
plus) and learn from them indirectly whether the 
Business Opportunity was working, 

Whether they were satisfied with the 
support of the Franchisor. 
What makes the Franchise Relationship 
work. 

Following the 1978 Conference M G flew to 
Houston, Texas to visit the Kwik Kopy 
Franchise HQ and meet with the Franchisor's 
Senior Managers. M G visitcd ail the 
departments operated by the Franchisor and 
spoke to almost every employée on the 
premises. 
Düring this visit M G discovered that 
Kwik Kopy had also explored the idea of having 
the following associated Franchises: 

: Quick Photographie Processing 
: Quick Picturc Frames Shops 

This was an interesting 'révélation' to both M G 
and the Kwik Kopy peoplc. 

- It was during this visit that the Kwik Kopy 
people asked M G 'how many units wi l l be 
'opened' in the course of the first year of 
opération in the U K \ M G voluntecred ' 5 ' and 
was concerned to see a smile on the lips of both 
the Chairman and President of Kwik Kopy. It 
transpired that during the récent year 
Kwik Kopy established during a 12 months 
period 150 new units. 
Despite the fact that the rate of initial openings 
in the U K meant very little to the Cash Flow of 
the Kwik Kopy Corporation, they agreed to 
allow M G to obtain a Master License with only 
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a $500 down paymcnt. The reasons they agreed 
to do so were: 

: They came to the conclusion that M G 
will be able to establish an independent 
indigcnous opération in the U K which 
wil l not require too much 'hand holding1 

from the U S A (resource conservation). 
: They came to bclieve that the 

opportunity to announce the International 
expansion of the Kwik Kopy brand will 
give thcm a worthwhile compétitive 
advantage in the home market. 

: They realised that in the long term the 
flow of income from the U K (from the 
'on-going' fee) is going to be meaningful 
and worth having. 
(Eventually, the annual payments madc 
by Kal l Kwik to Kwik Kopy were about 
£350,000. Düring difflcult periods in the 
U S A the Kal l Kwik payments - which 
required very littlc cost to service them -
meant a great deal to the survival of the 
Kwik Kopy Corporation. Subséquent to 
the U K Master License the USA granted 
similar licenses to organisations in 
Canada and Australia. 

In late 1978 the Master License Agreement was 
concluded and in early 1979 funding was in place. The 
Kal l Kwik Franchise was launched officially as the first 
U K Franchise which had both A Master License 
Agreement with a scrious US Franchisor and 
Institutional financial backing (ICFC). M G ' s 
educational, professional and practical expérience was 
also un-typical in the U K Franchise Community at the 
time. 
M G continued to partieipate in the Annual Kwik Kopy 
Conferences, meet with US Franchisées and observe 
their knowledge and expérience. 
M G and various Kall Kwik HQ personnel spent timc in 
Houston, Texas undertaking the initial training like all 
new Franchisées plus reeeived induction and access to 
all personnel, departments and activities of the 
Franchisor. 
Kal l Kwik established immediately a training school in 
the U K which trained all new Franchisées. Years later 
Kwik Kopy decided that all new Franchisées 
(irrespective where they were destined to operate) must 
come to Houston to undertake the initial US training 
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(this was in part a financial décision). Kal l Kwik 
continued to run its own training school too i.e. the U K 
Franchisée undertook both the US and U K training 
programmes. 

• In 1979 Kal l Kwik opened its first Centres and in 1980 
it had its first Conference, though the scale was quitc 
modest at that time. Düring Annual Conferences but 
also in the many Regional Meetings which Kal l Kwik 
held (several times a year - in various parts of the 
country) information and knowledge were shared with 
the individual Franchisées, ideas rcceived and problems 
aired. 

• Around 1980/81 M G took Kal l Kwik into the British 
Franchise Association. At the time the B F A was at its 
early days. M G continued to support the B F A and 
served some 14 years as a member of its Council (twice 
as Vice Chairman). Düring these years M G was at the 
heart of all the issues surrounding Franchising. From 
trying to differentiate Franchising from Pyramiding, in 
the eyes of the public to encouraging ethical 
Franchising practices. 

• M G wrote continuously on Franchising matters both 
internally addressing the needs of Ka l l Kwik the 
Franchise and externally in articles and Questions and 
Answers which were published simultaneously by two 
of the thrce U K Franchise magazines. 

• M G lectured throughout the years to substantial 
audiences of would be Franchisées and other 
Franchisors in B F A Franchise Exhibitions, Seminars, 
Clearing Banks seminars, 3i seminars, Institute of 
Directors, London Business School, City University, 
Durham Business School, The Judge Institute 
Cambridge, Middlescx University Business School, 
(and other Higher Education Institutions) as well as, 
B F A Conferences and international venues organised in 
Italy, France, Greece, Portugal, Israel, etc. 

• M G continued to discuss issues of Franchising with 
fellow Franchisors on a constant basis. After a while -
as the réputation of Kal l Kwik and M G grew in the U K 
and elsewhere - Franchisors and othcrs would approach 
Kall Kwik and M G for advise. 

• M G constantly interacted and discussed Franchising 
issues with professional advisors (solicitors, 
accountants, etc) and the bankers who provided funding 
for Franchising. M G was invited to speak and/or attend 
many 'exchanges of ideas' seminars which were 
organised over the years by both Professional Advisors 
and the U K Banking Community. 

• The fact that Kal l Kwik devcloped to bccome Europe's 
largest Franchise (in terms of sales) in its niche market 
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and one of the U K ' s and Europe's larger Franchisors 
overall, is a testimony to the skills of the Kal l Kwik 
team and M G . 

• M G started as the Founder, M D and Chairman of Kall 
Kwik (ail at once) but later first nominated a General 
Manager to report to him and later a Managing Director 
to take responsibility for the day to day opération. 
Nevertheless, M G always remained very close to the 
business and retained a close knowledge of the main 
issues especially thosc to do with Franchising and the 
Franchise Relationships. 

• During the years M G continued to meet Franchisors, 
Franchisées, Accountants, Lawyers and other 
Professional Advisors both in the U K and abroad 
including at the International Franchise Association 
(IFA) Conférences. A i l thèse venues offered a great 
opportunity to exchange views and learn from first-hand 
Franchising expérience and be exposed to new 
académie research in the area (more in the U S A than the 
UK in previous years). 

• Throughout the years M G has taken time to study 
Franchising, read available material and reflect upon the 
issues which are at the heart of Franchising. 

• The constant activity of considering, discussing, talking 
about, writing and presenting Franchising and operating 
issues has helped M G to broaden own understanding of 
the strengths, weaknesses and opportunitics associated 
with business in gênerai and Franchising in particular. 
In order to be able to Share Knowledge and Expérience 
it is necessary first to reflect upon the issues and 
'reducc' the matter into a format which will be readily 
understood by the target audience. 

7.4.3. The M C Franchising Expertise - (Summary) -

: Qualifications to Undertake the D.Prof. Programme on 
Franchising -

• Twenty one years of hands-on Franchising practice 
• Forty years of study and interest in Franchising, 
• Established one of the larger and more successful U K 

Franchise networks. 
• Established Europe's largest network of Print, Copy, 

Design business support services. 
• Recognised as one of the most experienced Franchise 

experts in the U K . 
• A prolific published writer on Franchising and business 

issues. 
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• A prolifïc Speaker on Franchising and Franchising 
practice. 

• Recognised as a serious, reflective and committed 
Franchising practitioner. 

• For 14 years member of the Council of the British 
Franchise Association (twice its Vice-Chairman). 

• Récipient of the 'Companion of the British Franchise 
Association' récognition award. 

• Winner (via Kal l Kwik) of the 'Franchisor of the Year' 
and 'Franchisée of the Year' Awards (Kall Kwik was 
the first Franchise to win both awards). 

• Encouraged by the Franchising Community to write 
about own expérience and views. (See letters). 

• Supports, under the auspices of the B F A and Middlesex 
University the 'Moshe Gerstenhaber Annual 
Franchising Essay Awards' (awarded for Knowledge 
enhancement in Franchising matters). 
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Appendix 7.5 

Definition 

The Enterpriser 

" A person who sets out on the path of self-employment and thereby demonstrates 

his désire for the rewards of enterprise and the willingness to take risk but who 

is not planning either to specifically devetop and exploit own new technology or 

create new markets or to expand and build the proposed activity into a large scale 

business - all targets which are the domain of the Entrepreneur." 

M . Gerstenhaber 

In most Franchise Systems it is préférable i f the Franchisée is an Enterpriser, not an 
Entrepreneur. 
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Appendix 7.6 

Franchise Definit ion 

System Leas ing 

"Franchising is not an industry nor a business, it is in essence a practical marketing 
concept employed for the effective distribution of products and/or services. The 
Business Format franchising formula is a sophisticated way of doing business to the 
benefit of ail concerned i.e. the Franchisée, Franchisor, customer and thc community 
in which they opérate. In ail franchising transactions a Franchisée [a person, group 
of individuáis or corporate body] obtains from a Franchisor the license to duplicate 
the Franchisons existing and succcssful System of providing a product and/or service 
to the end user. Thereforc, an alternative and more descriptive name for franchising is 
'System Leasing' since the Franchisor agrées in exchange for an up-front fee and on-
going fees to lease to the incoming Franchisée, for a specified period, the use of its 
proven System including operating methods, know-how, good-will, corporate identity, 
trade marks and the services of its corporate personnel. In conséquence, the 
Franchisée is able to launch, without a demanding period of apprenticeship, an 
independent business fully equipped by the Franchisor from the start with ail the tools 
which combined with hard work, dedication and adhérence to the System are needed 
to aehieve business success. Thc Franchisor, on the other hand, is offered by 
franchising the opportunity to establish within a few ycars a significant market share 
via a substantial network of identifiable outlcts thereby creating a valuable economic 
enterprise by employing the financial commitment and business dedication of its 
Franchisées. 

Franchising is a powerful and calculated blending of the best cléments in "big* and 
'smair business. It is an effective mixture of conformity and individuality allowing 
thc Franchisée the opportunity for self fulfilment whilst diligently following the 
proven Systems laid down by thc Franchisor. 

It should be remembered, that to establish and maintain an ethical and successful 
Franchise System thc product and/or service offered to the public must serve a real 
and on-going need and offer perceived value-for-moncy to the end user to assure 
repeat business". 

M . Gerstenhaber 
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Appendix 7.7 

All the Franchise questions you should have asked 

Questions and Answers 
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UK FRANCHISE INDUSTRY 
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Q: Although I am 'entitled", even encouraged, to use the fancy 
'title' of 'Franchisel'* I still see myself unglamorously as a small 
businessman working very hard to earn a decent living. Can you 
please explain to me why should I want to spend any of my very 
limited spare time on matters to do with the Franchising Industry 
rather than on my own business and/or family? 

A : You will be pleased to know that F too agree that the prime 
responsibility each business owner has is to his clients, employees, 
'bottom line' and family. There is no justification and I could never 
understand the rationale of a business owner dedicating his time to 
matters outside the business whilst the business itself is suffering from 
the neglect. Only a well managed business can become successful and 
remain profitable. Only a profitable business is entitled to make a claim 
on the limited economic resources of the community. Therefore, the 
simple answer to your question is that you are better off to direct all your 
energy to the business, serve your clients well, hire good people, offer 
them appropriate training, lead them by example, reap the financial 
rewards and enjoy the benefits of a happy and secure family life. 

Yet, there are other aspects which should be considered and discussed. 
For example; it is my view that the combination of a good Franchisor 
and a good Franchisee is a wonderful way to maximise commercial 
benefits for all. The Franchisee still owns and runs a small business but 
is much more focused, better trained, better able to meet the needs of the 
market place and more likely to achieve higher and better standards of 
income let alone survive the rigorous of competition. Therefore, the 
'health' and prosperity of the U K Franchising Industry is something that 
everyone who has a stake and an interest in the 'health' of the U K 
economy should be concerned about. 

It has become quite clear over the last few years that 'big business' is 
not going to continue to be the 'repository of excess employees'. Not 
only have the de-nationalised industries undergone massive cost and 
people cutting exercises. The same process is impacting all large 
organisations and will continue almost unabated in part because of the 
introduction of new technologies into the work place. Efficiency, 
decentralisation and cost reduction wil l go hand in hand with greater 
investment in the fewer people who wil l be allowed to stay with the 
slimmed down companies. 

This process of greater focus and constant rationalisation by the larger 
companies coupled with the abandonment of life-time-employment 
guarantees means that more people, many more people wi l l have to take 
the route of self-employment. I personally believe that the best route -
by a wide margin - to self-employment is the Franchising way of doing 
business. As the Franchising slogan says 'In business for yourself but 
not by yourself. 
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If we agree that Franchising is a most important method of doing 
business and if we also agree that the Franchising industry is in fact a 
'partnership' of two independent though unequal [in size] parties i.e. the 
Franchisor and Franchisee, the oft raised question is how do we make 
sure that the views and interests of the individual Franchisees too are 
incorporated successfully into its fabric. 

Although I am convinced that every good Franchisor understands that 
unless his individual Franchisees are able to build and maintain 
commercial success his business too is not likely to thrive into the 
future, I would not recommend that Franchisors choose to operate their 
Systems without seeking the input, ideas and comments from their 
Franchisees. In the same way that any good commercial operation seeks 
the views and comments of its clients to even greater extent the 
Franchisor needs to extract from his Franchisees the essence of their 
experience, mood and expectations. Therefore, I wholeheartedly support 
the principle that individual Franchisees of specific Franchise Systems 
should be encouraged to offer some of their precious time to the benefit 
of the whole Franchise. 

Nevertheless, I have reservations regarding the amount of time which a 
Franchisee should allow for these activities and in principle wi l l always 
suggest that only successful Franchisees should even consider taking on 
such roles. Also, the Franchisee should never be allowed to spend time 
sitting on unproductive committees. The Franchisee should be ruthless 
about the proper employment of his time and beware the 'seduction' and 
illusion of corporate power. The only valid reason for a Franchisee to 
take on the responsibility of owning a Franchised unit is to build a 
profitable and valuable business. Power games or power struggles with 
the Franchisor could be fun and seem easier than serving the needs of 
the customer but are far less profitable or financially rewarding. 

We seem to have come a full circle. On the one hand I am very definite 
that the Franchisee's prime responsibility is to look after his business 
and yet I am greatly conscious of the need to capture the energy, 
experience and expertise of Franchisees both to the benefit of the 
individual Franchise Systems and the Franchising Industry. This is the 
dilemma which has been plaguing U K Franchising for the past 15 years. 
How do we reconcile the fact that most Franchisees operate small even 
very small and rather fragile businesses with the desire to seek their 
input and involvement for the greater benefit of Franchising over a l l . 

And there is a further item to consider. In Franchising like in any 
society it is often the view of the silent majority which is ignored or at 
best does not get the weight or recognition which it deserves. Often, it is 
a small minority of individuals with a strong personal point of view or 
interest which captures the limelight and the power to influence. 

There is no doubt that you as a Franchisee should have a vested interest 
in a solid, vibrant, ethical and successful U K Franchise Industry. For 
one, when the time comes to sell your business you are much more 
likely to find a buyer willing to pay a reasonable price for it. The 
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question which remains unanswered is how can every individual U K 
Franchisée impact U K Franchising without taking his eye off the ball 
and, thercfore, retain his füll focus on serving customers? Possibly, one 
way forward is for the British Franchise Association to open a Register 
For Franchisées. 

Each U K Franchisée will be invited to join. The Annual Fee will be very 
low say £10 - £25. In return for the fees - which could add up to 
between £200,000 to £500,000 p.a. i f ail U K Franchisées joined and 
paid up - the Trustées of the Register wil l commission a number of 
professionally prepared and assessed Franchise surveys every year. This 
means that every single Franchisée wi l l be invited to express his/her 
views on a whole range of Franchising issues - issues which could have 
in the first place been raised by Franchisées - and through them give the 
Franchisors and others involved with the industry, politicians included, a 
wonderfiil, direct and effective tool upon which to build a stronger and 
more succcssful Small Business Sector in the U K . Subsequently to the 
surveys ad-hoc Franchisée working groups could be assembled by the 
B F A and the Trustées to discuss specific issues which have been 
highlighted. These working parties wil l be expected to deal only with 
the targeted issues, operate effectivcly and be dissolved after a small 
number of meetings in order to préserve the health of the business of the 
individual Franchisée. To protect individual Franchisées no single 
Franchisée will be able to sit on more than one working party at any one 
time. 
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Q: Why is thc choice of Franchise Opportunités in the U.K. 
still fairly limited? 

A: Altogether, I believe that therc are just under 400 firms in the U . K . 
which claim to be Franchisors and to offer Franchise Opportunitics. 
The British Franchise Association has 150 Members and associate 
Mcmbers. Although membcrship of the B .F .A does not guarantee 
either the success of the Franchisée or the eventual survival of the 
Franchisor [managing a Franchise Company over time is quite a 
demanding task] the B.F.A. requires ail its Mcmbers and Associates to 
undertakc to abide by the Code of Ethics. I think that the existing 
choice offcrs the prospective Franchisée an intercsting scope and range 
of business opportunities. I also agrée that 1 too would like to sec in 
the U .K. somc 1000 excellent Franchise Companies offering a far 
greater range of products and services. I believe that the desired 
increase in the number of Franchisors wi l l corne when a far greater 
awareness of the excellent carcer option which Franchising is offering 
will be established. At the moment not enough ambitious and talentcd 
people with financial resources are entering Franchising as 
Franchisées. However, there arc now some 15-20,000 operating 
franchisées in thc U.K. Over time the individual success stories wi l l 
become bctter known. Young people wi l l understand that by 
becoming a Franchisée they will leam thc secrets of being in business 
with far reduccd risk. People will leam that you can move into 
Franchising and back into employment and back again into 
Franchising. Some wil l take the Franchising option after a successful 
career in corporate life because as we ail know there are no longer lifc-
time jobs around. I am very optimistic that U . K . franchising wil l 
become an even bigger business in the future especially i f the 
Government and the Clearing banks would get together and contribute 
both commitment and money to increase awareness and confidence. 
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Q: Is the British Government taking the Franchising Concept 
seriously enough? 

A : The answer unfortunately has to be a clear no. I am aware that the DTI 
has commissioned a preliminary report on U K Franchising in 1994 and 
that may well lead to a change in perception, cspecially i f this fîrst 
report stimulâtes further in depth investigation. However, at this point 
in time, to the best of my knowledge, the Government has not donc 
anything to increase the awareness and/or the growth of U K 
Franchising. In fact, when the Government sponsored part of the cost 
of consultants to stimulate the introduction of BS5750 Franchisées 
were actually excluded from benefîting. 

It is my personal opinion that the British Government should - jointly 
with the British Clearing Banks and the British Franchise Association -
devise and implement financial and marketing plans to educate the 
British public and the U K business community to the value and strong 
économie benefits which professional and dedicated Franchising 
provides. 
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Q: Do you believe it would be in the best interest of the franchise sector for 
the UK to remain in the EU? Please comment briefly on the reasons for 
your opinion. 

A : Franchising preferred mode for International expansion is by way of National 
Master Licenses. Therefore, it is unlikely that non-EU membership will have 
a substantial impact on the overall picture of Franchising Opportunities for the 
U K . 

Non- E U membership, however, may have a negative effect on the supply of 
goods from or to the U K . Therefore, Franchise Companies which rely on the 
importation of goods sold (especially in the early days before significant local 
demand is established) may find themselves disadvantaged. On the other 
hand, it is likely that the E U wil l be more active in the promulgation of 
restrictive Franchising legislation which could stall the growth of U K 
Franchising. 

Over all, my personal view is that the U K should be part of the E U . This is 
not only an economic issue but also one of long-term political stability in 
Europe. I would like the U K to become one of the core E U leaders and 
thereby earn the capacity to influence its future. The U K could use its 
experience of privatisation to guide others, especially France, to allow private 
enterprise to create quality jobs and new wealth. A n 'inner core' U K might 
be able to start dismantling the E U bureaucracy and its associated costs and 
waste. 
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Q: What is the British Franchise Association? 

A: The B.F.A. is a trade association which in a strict and narrow scnse 
rcpresents the shared interest in ethical franchising of some 150 
Franchisors together supporting some 12,000 franchisées and 50 
Affiliâtes [Banks, Solicitors. Accountants, Consultants, etc]. The main 
thrust of the activities of the B.F .A. has been to foster and encourage 
Franchisors and Franchisées alike to develop an ethical and successful 
Franchise 'Industry' in the U . K . The B.F .A. understands the great 
value of good and successful Franchising to the U . K . economy and the 
thousands of Franchisées which are its foundation. The B .F .A . is 
intent on doing everything it can to help Franchising become firmly 
established within the fabric of the U . K . economy and to this end has 
developed the Code of Ethics, the Franchise Exhibitions, the 
Franchisor and Franchisée of the Year Awards, and an information 
pack which is available from its offices. The B.F .A. is investigating at 
the moment ideas on how it can stimulate greater Franchisée 
participation and suggestions to this end from the readers would be 
warmly received. 
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Q: Ail politicians express their sincère désire to help 
crcate/stimulate the growth of new and meaningful jobs to counter 
the structural changes in employment which we have been 
suffering from. Has Government donc anything tangible to 
promote UK Franchising? 

A: The simple answer is no. On the other hand, we in the U K are pleascd 
that Parliament has not burdened the industry with specific Franchising 
législation. Other countrics have seen the introduction of législation 
or experienced litigation précédents which seek to allow the individual 
Franchisée much greater freedom to exit his Franchise System and still 
be able to remain in the same location offering the same services only 
under his own banner. Unfortunately, i f such a practice became wide 
spread many companies would reject the Franchising option as a 
marketing concept for their future expansion and growth. Thereby, 
depriving many would be Franchisées of the opportunity to share in the 
success of a good and profitable concept. 

[It should be notcd here that the Small Firms Government Guaranteed 
Loan Scheme has been extremely useml to the establishment of 
numerous franchised units because it had made it possible for 
Franchisées with very limited equity or security to obtain funding 
because it is substantially guaranteed by the Government]. 

If the U K is to create a great indigenous Franchising industry it wil l be 
necessary for the British Franchise Association, The Clearing Banks, 
Government, the Professions and the Académies to get together and 
work together to increase the amount of capital and effort which is 
invested in creating Franchising Excellence and achieving greater 
public awareness. We don't nced législation to improve overall 
Franchising standards. The dishonest Operator ignores the law anyway 
and is gone long before it catches up with him. What we need is a 
better understanding of the key areas of Franchising, especially, what 
makes both Franchisées and Franchisors meet their obligations. A 
greater Knowledge of what makes Franchising work and a greater 
awareness of the business opportunity which is available to serious and 
hardworking Franchisors and Franchisées alikc is more powerful than 
dry, inflexible législation. Government could and should be a catalyst, 
a visionary leader with the long term mission to bring the parties 
together and oil the wheels of change with capital which wil l bc used 
to sponsor the study of Franchising on a larger scalc but also to fund 
on-going public awareness campaigns to increase the flow of better 
informed would be Franchisées. Franchising is a great tool for 
increasing business training and sharing expertise. It is a rclentless 
machine which créâtes quality jobs and encourages the création of 
wealth. The DTI has an important rôle to play and an opportunity to 
help the U K become a world class winner in the contest for leadership 
in the Franchising stakes. 
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Q: Is British Business taking the Franchising Concept seriously? 

A : I suspect that it is not widely recognised that a few major U K 
companies are taking Franchising very seriously indeed and currently 
own very large International networks of Franchised outlets. In thc 
main, this position was achieved by acquisition rather than through 
organic growth. For example, GrandMet are the owners of the Burger 
King chain which they acquired in the USA. At the same time 
GrandMet has invented the Háagen Daz brand and is developing a 
Franchise Network for its distribution. Ladbroke bought the Hilton 
International Franchise, Bass bought the Holiday Inn Franchise and 
Aliied Domeq [previously AUied Lyons] owns the Baskin-Robbins and 
Dunkin Donuts chains. Even Marks and Spenccr franchise some of 
their stores outside thc U . K . 

It is interesting to note that the Wimpy Brand was owned by Aliied 
Lyons in the 1950's. The Brand was franchised internationally and, at 
the time, was probably larger than McDonalds. Unfortunately, AUied 
Lyons saw Wimpy as a cash cow and perhaps, did not have the visión 
to anticípate the valué of the business given greater dedication and 
commitment to quality which is the McDonalds hallmark. 

A few years ago the management of Wimpy acquired the Company 
[with the financial support of 3i] from GrandMet who in turn had 
bought it from United Biscuits. The new Wimpy under its 
owners/managers is a fast expanding Company. There are of course a 
few indigenous Franchise Systems which have done well both in the 
U K , such as Thornton and Dyno Rod, and internationally, such as 
Body Shop and Tie Rack. 

At the same time it is my víew that ovcrall and despite the world class 
ñames which I have listed above [and there are others] British Business 
and the British public are not altogether elcar about the truc potential 
of Franchising. The opportunity for Britain to créate quality U K j o b s 
[stable, well paying, challenging jobsj, develop a substantial group of 
fínancially successful enterprisers [the Franchisees] and an 
International Network for the distribution of U K goods and services is 
vast. The Concept of Franchising is not a simple or an easy Concept to 
implement successfully but it is well worth the effort. There is enough 
expertise in thc U K to allow Britain to become - given a decisión and 
the resources to do so - the Centre for Franchising and Franchising 
Excellence in Europe and second only to the enormous success which 
Franchising is enjoying in the USA. 
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Q: Should UK Franchisors voluntarily adopt a type of 'disclosure 
document' which will provide the prospective franchisée with some 
kind of untform information about the Franchise Companies 
which they are investigating? 

A : The answcr is yes. The prospective Franchisée should be able to 
understand the business proposition which they might be undertaking 
and the background to the Franchisor Company. I am not advocating 
that each Franchisor be instructcd to prépare their disclosure document 
in a spécifie way. Howcver, disceming prospective Franchisées wi l l 
certainly approach a number of companies before making up their 
mind. Once they start reading différent 'disclosure documents' they 
will immediatcly be able to notice the différence in thc quality of thc 
information provided. Naturally, thc professional advisors to whom 
prospective Franchisées turn wil l be able to highlight the différences in 
attitude and approach. 

Thcrefore, it is my view that once a few U K Franchisors start 
offering a 'disclosure document' others will have to follow suit. Given 
time, most 'disclosure documents' wil l become very similar and a 
certain level of professionalism and disclosure wil l be reached. The 
cost of preparing a disclosure document wi l l be significant to very 
young Franchise Companies, but, to some extent i f they are properly 
managed it might turn out to be a selling tool for them. 
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Q: Recently, I have read an article concerning the BFA's discussions on the 
possibility of Franchisees being offered courses which may lead to the 
acquisition of a professional qualification and/or an accreditation. Can 
you please tell me anything about it? 

A: The Council of the B F A has invested a great deal of time and thought during 
1993 in trying to find ways which will enhance the benefits and value which 
Franchisees can obtain from Franchising. It is thought that by identifying 
further benefits to Franchisees it can be possible to harness their energy and 
presence to the advantage of the 'industry' as a whole. 

Since there is no reason to assume that the B F A can teach/impart the special 
skills needed to operate the specific Franchise Opportunity which the 
Franchisee has selected better than the Franchisor himself, the aspects which 
the B F A can attempt to enhance are: 

1. The B F A can identity general business courses which arc 
available on the open market and prepare a well defined database for 
same which will be open to Franchisors/Franchisees to interrogate. 
[Possibly by way of the internet]. The B F A could establish a link with 
the Technical Colleges [TECS] and negotiate favourable terms for 
Franchisees and their staff. 

2. The B F A can commission a scries of courses which are specific to 
aspects of Franchising which deal with the Relationship between 
Franchisor and Franchisee e.g. How to build and maintain a business 
relationship based on mutual trust and respect. What are the aspects 
of the Sharing of Markets, what does it mean Division of 
Responsibility? 

For the Franchisee and Franchisor to be able to derive the maximum of 
benefit from the business opportunity they need to work together with 
harmony and mutuality of interest. Possibly, the B F A could provide 
this type of training better than the individual Franchise Company 
itself. 
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Q: What is the purposc of the Franchise Exhibitions? 

A : Each prospective Franchisée is expected to invest time and money 
investigating the various business opportunities which are on offer by 
the Franchise Companies. The Franchise Exhibitions are a very 
effective way to gain an excellent overview of the available business 
opportunities whilst not having to criss-cross the country visiting 
Franchisors offices. 

Normally, a Franchise Exhibition would accommodate over 100 
Franchise Companies covering a multitude of différent industries. The 
prospective Franchisée wi l l have the opportunity within one day to 
spend a few minutes with each Franchise Company. The Franchisée 
could also spend extra time with those companies which seem more in 
line with his expectations and make appointments to visit a few select 
Franchisors in order to study their propositions in depth. Thc Franchise 
Exhibitions are the best value for money the prospective Franchisées 
wi l l have during his lcngthy search for thc desired business 
opportunity. 
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Q: What is the attitude of the Clearing Banks towards Franchisées? 

A : Although there secms to be a great deal of interest in the welfare of 
Small Business and a réalisation that Britain needs to support and 
encourage the development of its Small Business community, there is 
also concern that the funding currently available for Small Business is 
insufficient. Also, there is concern by the Banks that the Small 
Business owner is reluctant to invest in improving his own business 
skills nor offer training to his staff activity which could reduce the risk 
of failure of the business. 

On the other hand, the Clearing Banks have been active supporters of 
the British Franchise Community for many years. The reason for the 
différence in approach is due to the fact that Franchisées are tested, 
selected and trained by the Franchisor. The Franchisées are provided 
with a business System which works, with manuals which contain the 
System and with training to opérate the System. The Franchisor 
continues to monitor, guide, train and support the Franchisée. The 
Franchisor wil l also continue to analyse the business opportunity and 
update it to mect the changing needs of the market. It is no surprise 
therefore that on the whole the Banks are Willing to lend to the 
Franchisée 2 pounds for every pound which he has to invest [subject to 
availability of some securities]. 
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Q: If American franchisors are looking to this country as a 
'doorway' to Europe, what will that mean to British 
franchising - and what safeguards will British 
franchisées have? 

A : Any good franchisor should be welcomed to Britain. 
American or otherwise, and by way of a master license, 
joint-venture or branch opération, because it means greater 
opportunity and choice to prospective franchisées, [f an 
American franchisor sets up in the U K as a first step to 
moving into the continent, this means that we get first look 
at the opportunity. British franchisées necd to examine the 
pedigree of any franchise company whether British, 
American or otherwise. The décision to join a franchise 
System dépends on thc business opportunity, on the strength 
of the company and the quality of Us management team. 
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Q: lf a franchisor is not a BFA member, how can I find ont more 
unbiased information? 

A : Assuming that you have met the franchisor and its senior people and was 
satisfied with the information provided by them and met operating franchisées 
and was reassured that the concept does work when properly implemcntcd the 
following list of contacts could be helpful: 

1. Most clearing banks have a franchise department. Contact 
them directly or ask your local bank manager to obtain information for 
you. The bank, of course, wil l be very careful what information they 
can provide but persistent questioning could produce results. Also, i f 
the franchise does not have a finance package with the bank it could 
mean that they are not well established or well regarded. 

2. Solicitors specialising in franchising should be able to comment on the 
quality of the franchise cither from gênerai knowledge or by looking at 
the franchise agreement, 

3. Many accountancy firms have people with extensive franchising 
expérience. They should be able to offer advice by studying the 
financial information provided by the franchisor. 

4. Franchise exhibitions are a good place to compare franchise 
companies. Every one is in an expansive mood and are more 
inclined to talk to with you. 
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Q: Is there any scheme or organisation that offers the 
Franchisée some protection - such as ABTA does for the 
travel industry? 

A : The A B T A scheme is designed to protect the travcller 
mainly from being abandoned on foreign soil i f the tour 
operator fails. There is no scheme to protect the travel 
agency itself [or the tour operator] from failure relating to 
bad management and/or adverse business conditions. The 
moral of the story is that owning a business always carries a 
degree of risk and the possibility of failure. The fact that the 
Franchisée is 'leasing' a proven System from the Franchisor 
should offer some comfort. The 'comforf is the knowledge 
that other Franchisées who have followed the System have 
on the whole been successful. This means that should the 
Franchise do likewise the chances are that he/she too will be 
successful. Yet, each prospective Franchisée must realise 
that failure is likely to happen if the individual Franchisée 
rejects the System and tries to 're-invent the wheel' or finds 
reasons why he can't meet the standards set by the 
Franchisor. 

Franchisées should hc aware that the British Franchise 
Association, although the Tradc Association for British 
Franchisors, is also interestcd to hear from Franchisées who 
are able to provide tangible proof that they have not been 
treated in a business like fashion by their Franchisor. 

The B F A will willingly question and investigate behaviour 
by member Franchisors which seem to contradict the code of 
practice for Franchisors which is written up in the Ethics of 
Franchising. You need to send a letter with detailed 
description of the business grievanec and support it with 
documentary proof, i f possible. The address of the B F A is 
Franchise Chambers, Thames View, Newtown Road, Henley 
onThames, O x o n R G l 1HG. 
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SELECTING A FRANCHISE 
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Q: What type of Franchise is the most profitable? 

A : The ultímate profitabilité of any Franchise Opportunity which you decide to 
undertakc will dépend for thc greater part on you and your commitment to 
the business and to the extent that you are Willing and able to understand and 
adhère to the Business Concepts and Systems of your Franchisor. Therc are 
sufficient examples of Franchisées earning reasonablc profits from more 
limited business opportunities whilst other Franchisées fail to profit despite the 
fact that they are members of some of the high-flying Franchise Opportunities. 
The Franchisor can only go so far in encouraging and guiding you to meet 
your share of the Responsibility in the Franchise Partnership. Having said ail 
of the above, therc arc, of course, Franchise Opportunities which by their very 
nature offer greater potential reward to the dedicatcd Franchisée. 

The prospective Franchisée when doing his/her investigative pre-sclection 
work should examine in depth the following aspects in order to determine the 
likely profit potential: 

1.1. Thc track record of existing Franchisées. A Franchise where operating 
Franchisées are willing to disclose profit levéis which are attractive to 
you is a good starting point. 

1.2. You need to assess whether the business is seasonal i.e. whether the 
income is generated only during limited times of the year. A seasonal 
business may seem attractive [less work during thc rest of the year!] 
but in rcality it's introducing an additional risk factor because there 
could bc a negative external influence during the short season which 
could ruin the trade. A seasonal business is more likely to be affected 
by the weather, fashion, etc. 

1.3. You need to consider whether the industry is under threat from 
Franchiscd and non-Franchised compétition or even compétition from 
outside the Industry. Is technology going to play a greater role? How 
likely is your Franchisor going to bc able to deal with the resulting 
opportunities and threats? 

1.4. Look at the potential gross and net margins. Is there at the end of the 
day a reasonablc net margin left for you? Can you mect ail the 
operating costs from the gross margins and still make a reasonable 
profit? Can you offer a reliable product/service and gain repeat 
business? is the business built on repeat business? If not, it may bc a 
lot harder to build value in the business which you could seil at the end 
of thc day! 
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1.5. Wi l l the Franchisor allow you to seil the business [not the 
Franchise] at the end of thc day to another approved Franchisée? [see 
the Franchise Agreement] In a good Franchise there is normally a good 
opportunity to build a valuable Capital asset which you can seil for a 
substantial sum. Do take this into considération when calculating your 
overall bcnefit from thc business. 

Note 

Consulting with a good accountant [especially one familiar with the U K 
Franchise Community] could bc hclpful to you in cvaluating the Franchise 
Opportunitics which would match your skills and financial resources. 
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Q: How do potential Franchisées distinguish a good Franchise 
Company from the rest of the bunch? 

A : There are three separate áreas of investigation which you should 
undertake simultaneously i f you are to succeed in selecting the Good 
Franchisor. The first is the question of the Business Opportunity 
which the specific Franchise Company which you like is delivering. 
There are possibly scores of différent areas of economic activity which 
the various existing U K Franchise Companies are attempting to serve. 
Some sectors are definitely a better business bet than others. But 
which ones? Also, when you are considering becoming a Franchisée it 
is a stcp which is likely to demand a commitment for at least 2-3 years 
and probably more like 5-10 ycars. There fore, you need not only 
evalúate the current success of the product/ service/concept but also the 
likelihood that the market place wil l still want it in 10 years time. 
Moreover, i f you were to be able to profitably seil the business which 
you have developed during your years with the Franchise it is 
necessary that your successor too is able to acknowledge [at such time] 
that he/she wil l have the opportunity to continue and develop the 
business and later seil it on. Tt is up to you to assess whether the 
current earnings potential of the business and in the future are likely to 
meet your reasonable expectations and constitute a good return for the 
effort and the capital which you wi l l be investing, as well as, the risk 
which you will be taking. There is always a risk in business and no 
one should try and prétend or expect Franchising to eliminate risk 
altogether. Good Franchising can reduce risk but never eliminate it. 

The second question which you need to ask yourself i f whether your 
accumulated expérience, préjudice, expectations, and willingness to 
work hard and follow the Systems of the Franchisor are in fact 
compatible and in tune with the needs and demands of the specific 
Franchisor. There is no sensé in trying to ignore the facts i f they are 
staring you in the face. If you arc not willing to follow the System 
why join it. Furthermore, i f you don't have the funding necessary for 
the preferred business opportunity i f s better to postpone the décision 
unless you can get a third party to acquire equity in your business. The 
Franchise Relationship is a crucial élément in the success of the 
individual Franchisée. It stands to reason that i f the Franchisée does 
not trust the Franchisor and does not follow the System nor listens to 
the advice given that the risk of failure is increased substantially. 

The third élément in the équation is the Franchisor Company itself. It 
is really not that difficult to assess the quality of a Franchise Company 
which has been operational for any length of time if you are willing to 
invest the time to seek it out. You need to combine visits to the 
Franchisor HQ to meet with its senior personnel with visits to its 
operating Franchisées. A i l good Franchisors are very interested to 
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meet good prospective Franchisées. The impressions which you gain 
from the HQ and the quality of its personnel are very important. The 
place should not be plush but you need to be able to observe a 
professionally run opération. The people you meet need to be 
equipped with the skills necessary to run both their business [HQ] and 
the on-going services which they offer their Franchisées. The great 
intangible which you have to décide upon is whether the Franchisor 
looks like they are going to be able to continue to develop the Business 
Opportunity so that in years to corne you and your successors and their 
successors have a good chance of continuirtg. to eam reasonable 
income assuming you are meeting your own obligations under the 
Division of Responsibility between Franchisor and Franchisée. The 
assessment of the Franchisor's current fmancial status can be obtained 
from Company House [a récent set of accounts] and its service 
performance will be easy to discover from its Franchisées. These are 
the people who are most familiär with the level of commitment and 
expertise which the Franchisor is displaying in its on-going interface 
with Franchisées. The clearing banks and the professional advisors 
[solicitors and accountants] too could offer you their personal opinion 
and expérience with the Franchisor over the years through their 
interface within the Franchising community. 
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Q: 1 am a Student taking a business course at üniversity. We 
touched upon Franchising all too briefly in class and I would 
like to learn more about it. What is the best course of action open 
to me? 

A : The British Franchise Association at Newtown Road, Henley on 
Thames Oxon RG9 1HG has an information pack which costs £18. 
This pack contains the list of all B F A mcmbers, affiliâtes, etc as well 
as a number of items which help explain the Franchising Concept. 
The Public Library should have a number of books about Franchising 
writtcn by Solicitors, Accountants or the Consultants who serve the 
necds of Franchisors and Franchisées. Düring the time of Franchise 
Exhibitions, Franchisors, Franchisées and Consultants offer free 
Seminars to the attending public. These are approximately 1 hour in 
duration each but in the course of a day you will be able to hear a 
number of différent speakers talking about différent subjects so the 
cumulative total of time and information could be substantial. You 
could also visit some Operating Franchisées and ask nicely whether 
they mind spending half an hour with you to talk openly about their 
own expérience with Franchising. The words of a successfiil 
Franchisée are probably the most valuable comments you could obtain. 
The words of an unhappy Franchisée are just as valuable but you need 
to ask the right questions in order to be able to understand for yourself 
the underlying reasons for the problems. 

The ultimate way to learn about Franchising is to become a Franchisée 
of a good Franchisor. Maybe, one day following your research you'll 
décide to do just that. 
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Q: What in your opinion, makes one Franchisor better from another 
within a particular sector of the Franchise Industry? 

A: A Franchisor Company is subject to all the 'rules' which apply to 
the achicvement of business success. These are: excellent management, lots 
of hard work, a good conccpt, visión, a sense of mission, flexibility, desirc to 
learn and change, understanding of the market, desirc to satisfy customer 
nceds, etc, etc. However, for a Franchise Company to succccd it also needs 
additional ingredients. Firstly, the Franchisor [the people who make up the 
HQ team and the shareholders] have to understand and be willing to put up 
with the unusual 'tug of war' which takes place cither constantly or 
occasionaliy bctween the Franchisee and the Franchisor. 

Because the Franchisee is at the same time an independent businessperson and 
a member of the Franchisor 'family' and as such expected to comply with the 
System of the Franchisor, there is an opening for conflicts and inconsistencies 
in the behaviour pattern of the Franchisee. The skills of the Franchisor in 
selecting, training and motivating the body of Franchisccs wil l help reduce but 
probably never eliminatc some of these tensions. The more successful 
Franchisors are those Companies which manage to combine the general 
business expertise which their team have with a greater understanding of the 
demands and commitment that the Franchising relationship requires. In 
addition, like everything else in life, every individual is different and each one 
of us has a different set of priorities. The more successful Companies are 
those where the sense of mission is combined with great visión and a genuine 
caring for the individual. 
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FRANCHISE BUSINESS ISSUES 
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Q: I am planning to buy an existing unit [a re-sale|. The 
Franchisor is cxpecting me to undertake additional 
investments in upgrading the shopfïttings and equipment. 
Please give me your view whether I should comply? 

A : When a prospective Franchisée has settled on a specific Franchise 
opportunity it is in his interest to investigate whether there are existing 
units up for sale. Most Franchises will have some Franchisées Willing 
to seil [for whatever reason] espccially in Franchise Systems which 
have been in opération for over 10 years. Sometimes the only way to 
join a specific Franchise in a specific location is to acquire the unit 
which is already in opération there. The incoming Franchisée has to 
décide whether he believes he can do better i.e. increase sales and 
thereby profitability [but also by improving operating efficiency] to 
allow for the costs of acquisition. If we follow the same line of 
thought i.e. that the incoming Franchisée should wish and be able to 
increase both sales and operating efficiency, it becomes easicr to 
understand the reasons for the expectation of the Franchisor that 
additional investments in image and production capacity should be 
made. 

The Franchisor is very keen to see an increase in the market 
pénétration and market share which your unit will achieve in the 
location increase. The Franchisor is qualified to advise you on the type 
of investments which you'll nced to make in order to give you the best 
chance to enhance the business and thereby justify the purchase pricc 
and meet your profit expectations. 

The prospective Franchisée should ask the Franchisor, before agreeing 
to a final price for the business, to specify the type of further 
investments and costs which will be required in addition to the 
purchase price paid to the vendor. Thercafter, the prospective 
Franchisée can add up the additional costs and investments and décide 
whether the overall pricc is justified, taking into considération the 
existing profitability of the business being sold. It is quite possible, 
that you will have to reduce the price which you are offering to the 
vendor. Remcmber, the profitability of the current business may be in 
part because the original finance has been repaid or the vendor's 
family is working therc and are not being paid a market salary. When 
buying a unit you are paying mostly for what the existing Franchisée 
has achieved and not for the füll potential of the business which you 
are going to try - through hard work - to exploit. 

In summary, it is cssential that you listen to the advise of the 
Franchisor regarding the upgrading of the business because only with 
the additional éléments you are likely to have the package necessary to 
give you the opportunity to exploit the current market and the current 
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trends. In addition, you should put money aside every year to 
accumulate resources for further capital expendinire which wil l be 
requircd in the years to corne. Enjoying and building the business is 
an on-going process. 
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Q: Why shouldn't I expect my Franchisor to guarantee my 
success? After all, what do I pay him the Franchisée Fee for if not 
for the guarantee of the success of my business? 

A: This type of Statement and the personal expectations which It 
expresses, are a clear indication that the writer does not understand the 
'division of responsibility' which is at the heart of the Franchise 
Concept. In addition, the writer demonstrates a degree of commercial 
'naivetc', which should be addressed immediately. 

The Franchisor offers interested individuáis the prospect to join his 
Franchise System and utilise the expérience gained in delivering a 
specific 'business opportunity' to a specific Community. The 
Franchisor wil l Liccnse/Lease to the Franchisée the use of his 
Opcrating System and offer training and guidance on how best to 
develop the specific market where the Franchisée has chosen to 
opérate. Everything that has to be done in the local market is then 
dépendent on the Franchisée. The Franchisor obtains only a small 
percentage of the sales turnover which is transacted by the Franchisée 
and can not even be expected to have an on-going physical présence 
within the local business in exchange for it let alone guarantee it. The 
success of the individual unit is fully dépendent on the Franchisée 
himself A good prospective Franchisée will invest a great deal of 
time, effort and money in evaluating the various 'business 
opportunités ' and the numerous Franchising Companies offering 
them. A good, dedicated, hard working, ambitious Franchisée who has 
matched himself with a good Franchisor operating a successful 
'business opportunity' wil l not talk about the need to seek the 
guarantee of the Franchisor. The Franchisor and Franchisée share the 
bürden of the success but it is the sole responsibility of the Franchisée 
to utilise the System in identifying, serving and meeting the needs of 
the customer in the individual market place. 

The on-going Franchise Fee which the Franchisée is paying either 
every week or month, is intended to fund the Franchisors HQ 
activities which include R & D, training, marketing, support services 
and its profits. The on-going Franchise Fee is not a direct insurance 
premium for success. The good Franchisor wi l l use much of its 
income to rc-invest in the business and offer the good Franchisée the 
opportunity to improve his skills and operating methods so that he can 
offer his customers more value for money. 
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Q: My Franchisor insists that I invest fresh funds in a new 
corporate design and identity pack. Considering that I have 
adopted his new corporate identity only a few years ago I would 
rather invest my resources in additional equipment which is 
income producing and not in presentation and image aspects 
which are not. What is your advice? 

A : Whilst you have my fullest sympathy I am afraid that in principle I 
support the view that investment in Corporate Identity and Corporate 
Presentation is just as important and on-going as the need to invest in 
training and educating employees and in the acquisition of new 
production capacity. 

Building Brand Equity is a complex, on-going and very fragile process. 
Business becomes and remains successful only by providing the 
customer with a product or service the customer needs and wants and 
is willing to pay the price asked because he/she perceive that they like 
the overall proposition and obtain sufficient value for money. If we 
analyse this statement further it becomes clear that each 'customer 
proposition' is made up of a number of independent component parts. 
For example, low prices would not necessarily bring either more 
customers and/or higher revenue. Many products and services do not 
benefit from a high price elasticity of demand. In fact, there are plenty 
of examples where cutting prices results in loss of business. Customers 
prefer to receive Added Value and Value for Money and most of the 
time this does not mean lower prices. Each business has to create a 
positive identity and a clear corporate image which needs to dove tail 
with its current and future strategy. Your Franchisor would be failing 
you i f he did not continually address these aspects of the business. 
Some of the planned changes will be small and relatively inexpensive. 
Other developments wi l l need to be substantial and require significant 
investment. Sometimes, because of changing tastes and/or technology 
the business brings it has to be substantially re-designed and re
positioned or it wi l l be unable to attract the new type of customer it 
must acquire to replace the lost client base. Failure to be fast-footed 
and nimble today is likely to mean eventual failure. 

On the practical side it is important that your Franchisor takes 
professional advice as well as seek input from its Franchisees in order 
to minimise the cost and maximise the benefits of the required 
investments by the units. The bottom line is that a far sighted business 
person understands that it is necessary to put money aside so that it can 
both purchase the equipment it needs to produce the goods for the 
customer and also be able to update its Corporate identity and image 
proposition. Both investments when carried out professionally 
produce revenue and profits. 
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Q: I have a successful business but I feel tike doing more. 
Should I buy another Franchise? Should I buy the same 
business or try something eise? 

A : Running and operating more than one business requires a 
Différent set of skills. Furthermore, the overall risk factor [and in 
every business including a successful one whether Franchised or not 
there is risk] increases substantially. When you opérate one business 
you can be everywhere. Even i f you delégate in a small business your 
finger is on the pulse and you can tell in a glance how well the 
business is doing. If you expand it's likely that you'll need managers in 
both businesses. This factor alone will increase your cost base 
substantially as well as multiply your risk exposure. 

Nevertheless, many people have successfully operated more than one 
Franchise. Therefore, your question is a legitímate one. However, it is 
possible to approach it from a number of angles. 

The most natural expansion would be to acquire another Franchise 
from your existing Franchisor. Afterall, you know the business and it 
should be easier for you to undertake the expansion. You could 
establish a new territory or you could buy an existing unit which is 
either doing well [this wil l mean a premium] or you could buy a 
problem unit and turn it around. There is a logic to buying a unit 
which is fairly close to your existing opération otherwise you'll have to 
spend unproductive time travelling to and from your two units. 

You could seil your existing unit and either buy a larger area from your 
existing Franchisor [a problem unit and an adjacent market for a 
second opération - for examplc]. Alternatively, you could even decide 
to re-examine the market and sce whether Franchising today is offering 
business opportunities which either did not exist when you started or 
which were too expensive for your financial resources then. 
Franchising today has a lot going for it. You are now not only better 
funded but also more experienced. Maybe, you could find a far more 
rewarding Franchise opportunity. A Franchise which wil l offer you 
more profit as well as more challenging personal opportunity. 
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Q: I have a son who wishes to join me in my Franchise with a view 
to buying the business at some time in the future. What is the 
attitude of my Franchisor likety to be? 

A: A i l good Franchisors want to have excellent Franchisées in each onc of their 
units. Thereforc, i f your son turns out to bc an excellent prospective 
Franchisée there is no reason to fear the response of the Franchisor. 
Nevcrtheless, it is correct to rccall that the Franchisor has the right to vet ail 
new Franchisées whether they want to establish a new unit or take over an 
existing onc. In the event that a member of a family wants to takc over the 
existing family unit the good Franchisor should apply exactly the same 
criteria as he does for new Franchisées. For the System and the other 
Franchisées it does not make any différence i f the 'bad' Franchisée is a son of 
an existing good Franchisée or an unrelated neweomer. 

On the other hand, your son wi l l have the advantage of immédiate access to 
extensive on-the-job-training. This means that you should offer your son the 
opportunity to receive as much training as the Franchisor is providing cither 
at HQ or clsewhere and whatever instructions you can give him on the 
premises or even arrange at other Franchised units. Some Franchisées 
neglect training or undervalue the importance of training in the build up of 
the skill base of their employées. The fact that your son was very well 
trained and given an opportunity to prove that he is an excellent employée in 
the business will certainly enhance the likelihood of the Franchisor accepting 
him as your replacement - when the time cornes. On the other hand should 
your son prove to be a lazy and unreliable employée with an attitude problem 
the fact that the Franchisor wil l have an opportunity to observe thèse traits 
will make it more difficult for the son to bc accepted. Howcver, I would not 
have expected a father to want his son to take over a successful business if hc 
was not sufficiently well qualified to succeed. Anothcr alternative for the 
talented, ambitious and hardworking son is to purchasc - with your füll or 
partial funding - a second or even a problem unit which he could develop 
himself with the skills which he has acquired working together with you. 
This arrangement will mean that you wil l be able to seil your unit on the 
open market for its füll value, your son will be a member of the Franchise in 
his own right, enjoying the fruits of his own labour and your investment or 
funds at risk will be a fraction of the value of your successful unit. The 
Franchisor wi l l have had an opportunity to assess your son and give him the 
go ahead to purchase the second unit. 
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Q: We are a fairly young and successful Franchise Company but 
we are experiencing a difficulty in getting the Franchisees to 
participate in the training and educational activities which we 
make available to them. What can we do to change this 
attitude of the Franchisees? 

A : The daily pressures and demands of the business draw so much energy 
from the Franchisée that even the thought of having to make time to 
undertake additional training is a difficult one for him to contémplate. 
Franchisees agree that additional skills training and/or System training 
are valuable and bénéficiai to the business. In fact, most 'small 
business' people think well of training and éducation but in practice do 
very little about it. Therefore, the Franchisor has to make sure that the 
training on offer is both appropriate to the needs of the business and of 
good quality. One way to add to the credibility of the training on offer 
is to consult with the Franchisees and ask them which courses they 
wish to have and which subjects seem to be of the greatest priority. 
The input from the Franchisees is very important because it wi l l let you 
know what the perception of the need in the Franchise is. Naturally, 
the Franchisor may also wish to offer additional training which he 
knows is needed for the future. But, i f the Franchisees are not made 
awarc of the underlying reasons it wi l l be difficult to get them to 
commit their time and moncy. Franchisees are also reluctant to travel 
substantial distances to the training venue. The same applies to their 
willingness to commit their staff to travel. Therefore, i f the Franchisor 
can organise local training groups [it is easier and more cost effective 
for the larger Franchisors] there is a greater chance of Franchisée 
participation and success. 

The overall message has to be that the Franchisor cannot simply 
abandon further training and éducation because of lack of 'vision' by 
Franchisees. The future of the Franchisor and its Franchisees 
profitability is tied to the implementation of an on-going programme of 
improvement. Therefore, the successful Franchisor wil l be the one who 
sueeeeds to communicate to the Franchisees the above message and 
gets them to agree - willingly - to commit their time and money to 
quality and relevant training and educational activity. 
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Q: What is the most practical way for our Franchise to henefit 
from the practical expérience whieh has been gained and 
accumulated by the Franchisées over the years? 

A : The Best Practice expérience which has been gained by the 
operating Franchisées is extremely valuable. Every good Franchisor 
has to try and capture it. However, this may not be as simple as it 
sounds. Individual Franchisées are not always aware of the slight 
nuances which they have developcd within their own Opérations. 

I am assuming that on the whole cach Franchisée is following the 
Systems as prescribed by the Franchisor. However, even when 
operating standard equipment onc finds ways to achieve greater 
efficiency through some operating practices. Sometimes, ways of 
approaching customers, ways of storing supplies, etc. can enhance 
productivity and profitability. 

The Franchisor's ficld people have to be encouraged [by the 
Franchisor and Franchisées] to be on the watch for ail Best 
Practice which they can observe and to capture the relevant 
information. It is up to the Franchisor to assess the information, 
possibly test it with a few Franchisées and if proved to be correct 
incorporatc it in the System and advise the whole body of Franchisées. 
It is also very positive i f the Franchisées themselves try very hard to 
capture such Best Practice. Each individual Franchisée could 
contribute i f only he/she were keen on the idea and willing to writc 
information down and send it to thc Franchisor. 
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Q: I am not happy with the quality and range of supplies which 
I am expected to buy from my Franchisor, What can I do? 

A : The situation which you are describing could become a very serious 
onc i f not managed quickly and with great skill. In many Franchise 
Systems the product which the System distributes to the end user is 
provided by the Franchisor. In such instances the Franchisor assumes 
a great responsibility. A failure by the Franchisor to understand the 
changing needs of the end-user wil l eventually resuit in the démise of 
the Franchisées and the Franchise; i f it persists for any length of time. 
If in addition the Franchisor fails to supply the quality which is 
expected by the end-user or is unable to maintain consistency of 
product quality and/or supply, the Franchisée wi l l lose the confidence 
of the customer and fail to genérate the level of sales required to mect 
the costs and achieve the profits. 

I am assuming that you are not alone within your Franchise System 
who is holding such a view. Thcrcfore, the best way to move forward 
would be to organise a group of successful Franchisées who will seek 
to go and meet the Franchisor. It is best i f you collect data which you 
can présent to your Franchisor and which will substantiate your views. 
Possibly, the Franchisor has other data which may be différent to 
yours. You need to sit down quietly together to discuss the aspects 
which are causing you anxiety. Hopefully, the team at Franchise HQ 
wil l be réceptive to your input and wil l agrée to implement some or ail 
of your suggestions. On the other hand, if the Franchisor is convinced 
that the current policy is correct, it is important that you and your 
colleagues listen carefully to what they have to say. If after ail the 
exchange of views the Franchisées and the Franchisor are still holding 
to conflicting views try to persuade the Franchisor to agrée to one or 
two test sites [Franchisées] where your suggestions could be tested. 
The best way to prove a concept is in the market place. If the business 
and profitability increases [both for Franchisée and Franchisor] there is 
every likelihood that the Franchisor wi l l agrée to adopt this valuable 
input from the troops. 
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Q: I am convinced that the idea of franchising is a great one for 
franchisées when the y start because they get the Systems, training 
and support they require to set up the business and enjoy quicker 
and greater success. VVhat I don't like is the obligation to pay the 
fees forever. Are there franchisors who reduce or elimínate the 
fees in later years? 

A: Successful franchisecs love franchising but very few enjoy paying the 
ongoing fees. The fact that people don't likc making regular payments 
for an abstract concept is one we should recognise and tackle through 
education and communication. 

Of course, there are franchise companies which have accepted the 
continuing pressure by franchisees to reduce fees and are presenting 
this conccssion (which could be until a ccrtain level of turnover is 
rcached or for a specific period of time) as an aid for new franchisee 
acquisition. This means that the message they are conveying to 
prospective franchisees is that when selecting a franchise opportunity 
they are better off opting for the one which offers you a reduced 
ongoing fee structure. 

I do not agree with this approach. I believe that it is in the interest of 
the franchisee to be part of a franchise system where the franchisor 
company itself is a very profitable and successful one. Only a 
successful franchisor wil l have the resources to invest in developing 
the business opportunity and wil l want to do so because they know 
that they will continué to enjoy a secure and growing income stream. 

If the business opportunity does not allow the individual franchisee 
enough income to make the investment in time and money worthwhile 
they should not join the franchise. The extra income from the reduced 
fees should not be the icing on the cake. The business opportunity 
should be strong enough to encourage the individual franchisee to 
invest more in the business (time, cquipment, training, marketing) and 
through these, increase his net income and nct worth. 
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Q: Considering that every Franchisee owns an independent 
business operating under license can the Franchisor request me to 
enter into binding National Contracts with customers? 

A: My reply to this very interesting question will be given from an 
operational point of view rather than the strict legal position which is 
clearly substantially different. M y interest is in exploring those aspects 
which are relevant to the establishment of a successful and profitable 
franchised business. Every Franchisee who thinks only bout his/her 
own unit and ignores or actively disengages from the Franchise System 
which they have joined fails to capitalise on some of the benefits of 
Franchising and at the same time lets down both his fellow Franchisees 
and Franchisor. 

It is true that locally i.e. within the assigned or operational territory, the 
Franchisee is responsible for developing the business opportunity and 
for giving the clients the quality service which a business must provide 
in order to survive and thrive. However, each individual Franchisee is 
also an important link in the chain of the Franchise System which he has 
joined and needs to act in a manner consistent with a larger body of units 
and business activity. 

One of the many stated advantages of being a Franchisee in a successful 
Franchise System is the ability to benefit from the larger size of the 
overall business. There are opportunities for economies of scale in 
purchasing and advertising, the established brand equity and the 
availability of business from larger clients who may be unwilling to do 
business with a 'mama and papa' entity. 

A larger client, say an insurance company, with a national distribution of 
its own offices and a substantial nationally distributed client base would 
always negotiate centrally for a nationally provided service if the option 
is present. The reasons are very simple; it is cheaper to negotiate with 
one party and obtain a service from say 100-200 locations, than having 
to negotiate independently with all these service providers on their own. 
In addition, what the larger client expects is a consistent service, 
dependable delivery to an agreed standard, at a uniform price. It 
probably means, too, that because the client is able to offer a large 
quantity of work that it wil l try to negotiate on price and demand group 
volume discounts. 

As far as the individual Franchisee is concerned, the view from 'his side 
of the fence' is one of a Franchisor arriving with a proposition which 
dictates turnaround time, quality, reliability expectations and a 
discounted price to boot. The Franchisee feels instinctively like telling 
the Franchisor to go away and mind his own business. 
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As attractive as it may seem to the individual Franchisee to be able to 
say to the Franchisor that he is not interested in nationally negotiated 
contracts, my view is that unless a National Franchise is in a position to 
offer such advantages both to its Franchisees and clients in the world as 
it is in 1996 the future security and growth prospects of the Franchise 
may be at risk. 

Distribution Chains which are non-franchiscd will be able to offer the 
market place national contracts which specify all the elements which the 
client desires and as long as they are able to deliver they wi l l have a 
substantial commercial advantage over the Franchised chain where the 
individual Franchisees refuse to undertake National Contracts 
themselves. The owned-chain will make a profit on the business, wi l l be 
able to use the National contract as a testimony to its professionalism 
and employ this information in its marketing and sales activity. 
Furthermore, the greater discipline which the demanding and 
professional client brings to the business wil l help upgrade the overall 
professionalism and delivery of the supplier itself and 'force' it to 
become more efficient and profitable. The bottom line is that Franchise 
Systems must be able to capitalise on their relative strengths i.e. the 
dedication of the individual Franchisees to their own businesses in the 
various markets and at the same time combining all their Franchisees to 
deliver a uniformly high quality service throughout the country. 
Otherwise, Franchise Systems will in fact find themselves inferior and 
disadvantaged vis a vis substantial company-owned competitors with a 
distribution network to match. 

Franchisees should try to resist falling prey to the feeling that they must 
withhold co-operation from their Franchisor's vision and System. The 
strength of Franchising is in its ability to build critical mass fairly 
quickly. Thereafter, this mass has to be used constructively to carve up 
an ever increasing market share. 

One way to help the Franchisor in the process of negotiating and setting 
up profitable National Contracts is for a group of successful Franchisees 
to join forces with the Franchisor and accompany the HQ representatives 
when they are negotiating the terms and conditions. After all, the 
Franchisees understand the market and their Systems' ability to deliver a 
quality product at a specific price. The Franchisees contribution wil l be 
invaluable. The only obstacle I can envisage to the success of such co
operation is when the individual Franchisees continue to think 
independently of the System and fail to recognise the overall long term 
benefit to them which can be derived from capturing more demanding 
business. 
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Q: Do you agrée that there is an argument for the Franchisor to 
reduce the on-going fees payable by a Franchisée once certain 
levels of pre-detcrmined performance are attained? 

A : M y reply is a very clear No. However, as a Franchisor, one might ask, 
why should I say anything eise? Nevertheless, in my professional view 
the concept of reducing fees is not a good base for a healthy long term 
business relationship between the Franchisée and Franchisor. 

A successful business partnership [which franchising should be] has to 
be based on a sound commercial concept which offers a value for 
money service/product to the end user and a good profit opportunity to 
both Franchisée and Franchisor. In order for the Franchisor to be able 
to continuously develop and extend its Operating System, maintain and 
enhance the quality of support and service provided to its Franchisées, 
invest in Research and Development, hire, train and motivate a good 
body of HQ people, and enjoy a good rate of return on its effort and 
capital employed it needs to be assured of a continuing and growing 
stream of income. In the same way that the potential reward to the 
Franchisée is only limited by his/her own effort the Franchisons retum 
from the Franchise should not be limited by anything other than their 
own efforts. Practically, it's difficult to establish a simple formula to 
operate a reducing fee structure: is it to be a flat sum which wil l be 
eroded by inflation or wi l l the Franchisor and Franchisée go into a 
huddle every month/quarter to negotiate a new figure? Wil l the 
Franchisor set the figure when the Franchise is established and destroy 
the System because it wi l l ne ver have sufficient cash flow to meet the 
potential of the business or every 6 -12 months set the levels again and 
unsettle the body of the Franchise every time? However, the most 
convincing three arguments in favour of not adopting the reducing fee 
structure are: 

1.1. The 'business opportunity' which the Franchisée wishes to 
exploit belongs to the Franchisor who is inviting the Franchisée 
to 'share' a specific market with him. The System of the 
Franchisor wi l l makc it possible for the diligent Franchisée to 
earn a décent living and excellent capital gain by employing it. 
The Franchisor too should be able to look forward to great 
financial rewards. 

1.2. It is in the interest of both the Franchisor and Franchisée that 
the Franchisor has sufficient resources to continue to expand or 
at least protect the 'business opportunity' in the years to corne 
and to do this the Franchisor needs a great deal of funding. 
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1.3 The reducing-fee argument normally applies to the higher sales 
lcvels of the Franchisée. At this stage of his activity the 
Franchisée should be achieving higher rates of net margins, 
therefore. the additional profit which will resuit rrom the 
reduced fees will not be needcd to assist the business to 
survive, it's simply another way of increasing profits to the 
benefit of the Franchisée and at the expense of the Franchisor 
and the long term prosperity of the Franchise ovcrall. 
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Q: What can I do as a Franchisée if m y Franchisor refuses to 
stop others from using our Brand name? 

A : It is certainly the obligation of thc Franchisor to détermine and dcfme 
the scope and integrity of the Brand and the trade/scrvice marks which 
rcprcsent the Franchise. I can't understand why your Franchisor is 
failing to do so. I can only speculate as follows: 

1. Your Franchisor does not consider what the third parties are 
doing an infringement of the Mark. Your Franchisor can be 
correct in his interprétation. You could ask the Franchisor for 
the reason and whcther he had taken appropriate legal advise. 

2. Your Franchisor can't afford the cost involvcd in taking the 
proposed action. Would the Franchisées be willing to assist by 
contributing funds towards the action? 

Have you spoken to the Franchisor about your concerns? The 
best way to deal with possible areas of conccrn is to mect with 
the Franchisor and discuss openly your views. Hopefully, the 
Franchisor wil l be able to explain to you the rationale behind 
the line of action which he has decided to adopt. 
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Q: I have read somewhere that one UK Company which started its 
life by Franchising most of its retail outlets now has only about 
10% of its network operated by Franchisees. Why has the 
Company changed its approach? Is it legal for a Company to act 
in this way? 

A : As far as I know it is harder for a Company to start Franchising its 
business than it is for it to reduce its commitment to Franchising. Any 
Company which has a successful business format and wishes to 
embark on a speedy expansion programme should examine the 
Franchising option. By recruiting Franchisees the Company wil l be 
able to capitalise on the funding which is provided by the 
Franchisees and in theory be in a position to offer the customer better 
service [through the commitment of the Franchisee] whilst cutting 
down on the costs associated with the supervision of the distribution 
chain. However, by sharing the Business Opportunity with the 
Franchisee the Company wil l also reduce the gross income which it 
wil l generate from the business in each location/market. Therefore, 
once the Company has established itself and i f it decides that the 
Added Value which it seems to be achieving from the involvement of 
Franchisees does not match the reduction in income it may decide to 
stop Franchising altogether or reduce it. The shift of direction does not 
necessarily mean that the Company wil l ask existing Franchisees to 
leave. The change could simply take place by reducing the percentage 
of Franchisees in the network through the opening of Company owned 
units. In addition, the Company could decide to buy the business of 
existing Franchisees and it is up to both parties to agree a commercial 
price. 

Naturally, a Franchisee who joined a Company which was 
predominately a Franchiscd one may feel lonely within a large network 
of Company owned units. This change is not likely to impact the 
Franchisee negatively as far as the business is concerned because a 
successful Company owned chain will have more funding for product 
development and publicity but the Franchisee may start to miss the 
extended - family feeling which every successful Franchise System 
has. As far as I can recall this development is a fairly rare one. Today 
more and more large Companies with a large estate of Company 
owned operations are taking the route towards inviting Franchisees to 
join them. 
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Q: Will I get a better return on my investment and personal 
effort from establishing a new outlet or by buying an 
existing Franchise Unit which is up for sale? 

A : The profit or rate of return on an existing business will dépend on a 
number of aspects, i.e. the price which you paid for it (the multiple of 
profit), the existing customer base, the further potential of the local 
market and the speed with which your own skills and energy wil l 
contribute to the accélération of the growth of the business. A i l the 
above éléments could be entered into the Franchisors Spread Shcct and 
the estimated projected 'bottom line1 obtained. Buying an existing unit 
can be a very good alternative to starting from Scratch. However, 
buying a successful unit is likely to require a lot more equity 
investment from you. Thereforc, it docs not necessarily mean that 
establishing a new franchised unit is less profitable for you than 
purchasing an existing business. 
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Q: What are the personal characteristics needed to become 
a successful franchisée? 

A : To become a successful businessperson utilising the 
franchise formula the prospect needs to posscss a strong 
désire to succeed coupled with the ability to set targets and 
then proceed with diligence and dedication to achieving 
them. The good prospect wi l l have lots of energy and 
staying power. But, above ail the franchisée w i l l understand 
the value of the Systems which 'make1 the franchise concept 
he has joined and therefore be dedicated to building the 
business by following thèse Systems and utilising ail the 
tools provided by the franchisor. 
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Q: Thcre appears to be a new trend for large firms to lease their 
existing outlets to franchisées. We are being offered pubs, petrol 
stations and hamburger restaurants. Can thèse businesses be truly 
considcred as business-format franchises and do they offer the 
advantages that we are told to expect when we buy a franchise? 

A : In principie the entry of substantial and responsible national and 
international firms into the U K Franchise field should be welcomed, as 
long as, the business proposition allows the prospective franchisée a 
satisfactory profit opportunity. 

At the moment it is a fact that some large companies are testing thc U K 
market to sec whether a Franchise type relationship will bring their 
way a more motivated individual than the employed manager or even 
the self-employed tenant. I am hopeful that thèse 'institutions' wil l 
realise that a simple change in 'title' wi l l not motívate the individual to 
bettcr results. The reason quality 'business format franchising' works is 
bccause the relationship and the balance of benefits are tipped in 
favour of the Franchisée. Thc Franchisée - the one who chooses to 
follow the System - should be able to earn a satisfactory reward for his 
effort and capital commitments. There is no reason why a Petrol 
Station Franchisée will not succeed as long as there is an opportunity 
for the committed and skilled franchisée to add-value and capture the 
business. There must be sufficient margins left for him to justify the 
long hours and the financial risks. Small or large Franchisors should 
not try to take advantage of individual franchisées not only becausc it 
is unnecessary and unethical but also because ifs bad business in the 
long term. 

Thc question that a prospective franchisée considering the 'leasing' of 
an existing business should ask himself is, 'what do I need to do to 
change thc business and improve its profitability in order to mect thc 
expectations of the Franchisor and my own ambitions?' A follow-up 
question would be 'what resources and skills is the Franchisor going to 
invest in both myself and the System to make me confident that 1 can 
meet the challenges of building the business and gaining the desired 
benefits'. 

The prospective Franchisée needs to understand the reasons for thc 
past, possibly poorer performance of the Unit under the 
previous arrangement to be convinced that it is within his powers 
[taking the cost/eamings éléments into considération] to add enough 
value to transform the business. The Franchisor should be able to 
demónstrate that they understand the subtleties of the Franchise 
Relationship and are authoriscd by Senior Managers of the Company 
owned opération to invest in a sufficient level of support activities. 
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GENERAL BUSINESS ISSUES 
(AS SEEN BY FRANCHISING) 
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Q: I am having a Cash Flow problem. What is the best way 
to deal with the situation? 

A : Cash Flow and Cash in Hand are the most crucial financial aspects of 
any business. There is little solace in knowing that a business is 
profitable i f the money is not available to meet the payroll needs or to 
pay your suppliers. 

The answer to your question is quite complicated and would dépend on 
the nature of your business. I wil l try to highlight a few aspects but 
would like to urge you to spcak to your accountant without delay. It is 
also imperative that together with your accountant you prepare a 
présentation to your bank manager. It is a pity that you have waited 
until the business is suffering from cash shortagcs. It is far better to 
speak to the bank in advance of the crisis stage. Bank managers are 
much happier to continue to support business people who use the 
business tools which are at thetr disposai and can forecast temporary 
cash problems rather than hclp the business person who discovers the 
problem when his cheques start to 
bounce. 

If your business is one where you have to offer credit facilities you 
need to be careful how much credit you grant and to whom. Also, you 
must collect on due dates. Credit Control and collection require 
training so takc professional advice. 

I would have hoped that your Franchisor wil l have given you guidance 
on aspects relating to your Business Plan, Credit Control and 
Collection, how to deal with your Bank Manager, etc. Are you sure 
that you are following the Operating Systems of your Franchise? Are 
you sure that you have confided in your Franchisor about your 
problems? I am confident that your Franchisor wil l be eager to offer 
you guidance. But, ifs up to you to opérate your business effectively 
and in line with the Systems provided by your Franchisor. 
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Q: Is location of a Franchise outlet necessarily a main factor 
for success? 

A : In many of the 'fast food' businesses location is of crucial 
importance. However. even within the 'fast food' sector, for 
example a Pizza business, location might become less 
important because of the 'home delivery' aspect of the Concept. 

In 'designing' the business concept the Franchisor wi l l take into 
considération such aspects as rent and rates costs and try to balance 
them with the value of'traffic flow'. However, the Franchise Concept 
which you are considering should bc able to demonstratc that its 
existing units are successful. Therefore, the type of positioning which 
is working for them [the specific franchise] is the kind of locations 
which you wil l have to find. In most good Franchise Companies the 
Franchisor wi l l takc a very keen interest in this process. In fact, it is 
likely that the Franchisor wi l l employ, on your behalf, estate agents 
which are briefed to find the necessary outlets. 

When you are joining a successful franchise you are privileged to the 
extent that you arc able to duplicate the existing concept. Question the 
Franchisor and operating Franchisées before you sign. Seek to 
understand the Franchisors' rationale before you sign the lease but 
rcmember that the reason you have joined the franchise is because of 
the proven expertise of the Franchisor. 
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Q: The last thing I want to do at the end of a long day running the business is 
to keep the books. Am I unique in hating ail the administrative aspects of 
running a business? 

A: The simple answer is that you arc not unique. It is said that the single most 
important rcason for the failure of small business is the fact that they don't 
manage it properly. I can also tell you that some people find selling even 
harder than keeping the administration of the business on track. But, in this 
case two négatives don't amount to a single positive. Therefore, a strong 
word of warning: get your act together. Speak to your Franchisor and ask 
your contact person to take you through the System once again to clarify the 
procédure. If, however, you are sincère in your aversion to keeping the books 
either hire someone who can do it well and in accordance with the procédure 
laid down by the Franchisor or put your business up for sale, before you find 
out you have nothing to sell. 
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Q: After opening my Franchise Unit, I expect to get into some 
'teething trouble'. What might I expect to have to 
overcome and how can I best deal with it? 

A : AU independent start-up small businesses [and probably 
most large new businesses] are constantly on the watch to assure that 
they have managed to corne up with a format which successfully 
delivers to the customer a product and service which they are Willing to 
purchase. This is the suprême worry of ail businesses. If any business 
fails to meet this responsibility it wil l speedily run out of money and 
wil l fail. It wi l l not even have sufficient time to worry about the other 
aspects of running a business i.e. the management of its personnel and 
its financial affairs. 

As a Franchisée of a reputable Franchise System you need not have to 
worry about the Concept nor the Business Systems. The Franchisor 
wil l have developed thèse and wil l have trained you in their 
exploitation. 

The greater risk which is facing the Franchisée is not so much in 
identirying the market place but rather those risks which are more 
related to himself. As a Franchisée you are expected to lcarn the 
System and to opérate it to the füll. Your responsibilities wi l l be to 
hire the employées which will work with you, to ensure that they have 
the skills and the training necessary and then together to capitalise on 
the System and build thc Customer Base. The product and/or service 
which you offer to your customers and its integrity is your 
responsibility. The only 'teething' troubles which you can have arise 
when you decide not to use the Systems as provided and fail to 
communicate to the Franchisor your views and actions. 

The best advise to new and existing Franchisées is always follow the 
given Systems and don't try to 're-invent the wheel'. Share with your 
Franchisor every doubt which you have right away so that the HQ 
personnel can help you make the adjustment necessary to return to the 
Systems. I assume that you have done your 'homework' before joining 
the Franchise and were satisfied with their track record. 
Therefore, don't expect or créate problems. Just follow the System 
with energy, communient and focus. 
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Q: I would very much like to become a Franchisée but my 
Funds are too limited for the required investment, What can 1 do 
to bridge the gap? 

A : There is a différence between having assets and liquid funds. If you 
have no assets at all it wil l be very difficult for you to join any of the 
Franchise Opportunities. However, i f you have equity in your house 
[or other real assets] you might be able to borrow by pledging them as 
sccurity. One way forward for an ambitious enterpriser without the 
financial resources is to find a partner/investor who'll agrée to back 
him. Alternatively, you could seek work with a successful Franchisée 
and by demonstrating your ability to run the business either acquire a 
share in thc business from the increased profits or bc given the 
opportunity to acquire shares - from profits - in an additional Franchise 
which the owner wil l invest in. If you have some capital but little 
assets to support bank borrowing you might qualify for a Government 
Guaranteed Loan under the Government Scheme. This arrangement is 
a life line to many prospective franchisées and most of the Clearing 
Banks make it available. This scheme is not designed to allow pcople 
to shclter their assets from the risks of business. You'U be expected to 
pledge ail the equity which you'll have in thc home but the shortfall 
might be guaranteed to the tune of 70-80% by thc Government. 

Another way to build up your wealth is to start with a lower entry cost 
Franchise and through high success invest the increased equity in a 
more expensive but potentially more profitable Franchise. If you arc 
young enough and very ambitious you could over a period of say 20 
years probably become a Franchisée of 3 différent Systems and manage 
to have both very interesting and financially rewardùig career. 
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Q: I am working for a successful Franchise Company and 
would like to become a Franchisée. Unfortunately, 1 have very 
little cash. Can you tell me what to do? 

A : Franchising is about offering an alternative career option to 
individuáis. An option which when successfully exploited leads to a 
greater development of personal skills and often to a substantial 
increase in the financial well bcing of the Franchisée. It can be 
frustrating for employées of good franchise concepts to realise that 
they are witnessing [and assisting] the création of wealth by others. It 
is healthy to see employées of Franchise Companies taking on the 
license to duplicate such success for themselves. It is relevant to note 
hère that it is not enough to bc 'envious' of the success of Franchisées -
it wi l l take a great deal of hard work and dedication to duplicate such 
success for one self. 

You write that you do not have sufflcient cash? Does that mean that 
you have assets which could be either sold or mortgaged? The 
Government Guaranteed Loan Schcme has been designed to assist 
good people with limited financial resources. Ncvertheless, the banks 
are conccrncd [and for good rcason] that individuáis do not over gear 
themselves. Therefore, the banks will want to see a substantial equity 
investment by the owners of the business. This means that you could 
assemble an investor group [family, friends, business angles etc,] who 
might be willing to put up cash and back your talents, ambition, 
propensify for hard work and good business sensé. The partnership 
agreement should allow you an opportunity to acquire equity from 
profits. This could mean that eventually the majority or even the 
whole business will belong to you. May I suggest that you speak to a 
senior manager in your Franchise Company to find out whether the 
Company has a scheme to assist excellent employées take the route to 
ownership. I also recommend you speak either to an accountant, 
lawyer or your bank manager to assist you understand the extent of the 
commitments which you arc considering. 
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Q: I would like to bec orne a Franchisée but I know 1 lack both 
Financial resources and business expertise. What is your view of 
partnerships? 

A: The concept of sharing risks and augmenting financíal and business 
expertise is an attractivc and sensible one. Even a good Franchise 
System cannot be expected to be able to guide a weak Franchisee to 
success. Therefore, each Franchise System has its own requirements 
regarding the personal experience and financial resources which are 
needed from the individual Franchisees in order for them to build a 
successful enterprise. 

Successful business partnerships are not easy to establish and even 
more difficult to maintain over time. Any business, even a franchised 
business, experiences triáis and tribulations which put strain on 
partnerships. There is no sure recipe to achieving a successful 
partnership, howcvcr, thc following points could be of some valué. 
Since you are looking for an active partner you need to select someone 
with the required financial assets as well as the business experience 
and the right attitude. Attitude is the subtlest personal attribute to 
assess. For a partnership to work each and every partner needs to offer 
the business his máximum attention and dedication. In addition, a 
spirit of tolerance combined with professionalism should be the 
guiding light to thc rclationship between the partners. Ideally, roles 
and responsibilities wil l be allocated [and possibly reallocated] and 
partners management meetings used to discuss objectives and personal 
accountabiiity. The fact that your business wil l be operating under the 
Franchisor umbrella will be beneficia! because the HQ personnel could 
contribute by way of personal counselling and guidance. 
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Q: A fricnd of mine has invited mc to invest in his proposed 
Franchise Venture. What do I need to do to minimise the 
aggravation and maximise the benefits? 

A : I am assuming that you are thinking of becoming what is referred to as 
a 'silent investor' i.e. you will be providing some or even most of the 
funding for the venture but wi l l not take an active part in the day to day 
running of the business. The Partnership relationship is never easy to 
maintain unless all the terms and conditions agreed between the parties 
are clearly spelled out in a document called the 'Shareholders 
Agreement'. I believe that investing in a Franchised Unit is a far safer 
route for the 'silent investor'. The Knowledge that the Franchisée has 
at his disposai a business opportunity which is proven in the market 
place, a System to opérate, and the back-up of the Franchisor's 
training, marketing and other HQ funetions is very good news for the 
investor. The 'silent investor' has to make sure that the business 
opportunity which is being proposed and the Franchise Company mect 
the business Standards required and that the profit expectations can be 
achieved through the Franchisées' efforts. It is also essential that the 
Opcrating Franchisée will have a sufficient stake in the business to 
make it worth his whilc to build it to success and also that he has the 
authority to run the business, manage the staff and interface with the 
clients and the Franchisor. 
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Q: I have just sold my business for a tidy sum and am no 
longer a Franchisée. However, I was wondering whether as a 
retired Franchisée there is something useful I can do within 
franchising? 

A : Firstly, please allow me to congratúlate you on achieving what most 
businessperson sets out to do i.e. build a successful business and 
eventually seil it for a capital profit. Business is about giving value to 
customers and creating wealth - evidently you have succeeded. Well 
donc. 

I can think of a number of options which are available to you. I am 
assuming that you are no longer interested in being engaged full-time 
in the running of any business. Because, if you were you could - of 
course - take up another Franchise possibly in another industry. 

The most attractive option for you would bc, in my humble opinion, to 
act as an investor/partner in new Franchisées within your 'old' 
Franchise. I don't know to which specific Franchise you 'belonged' but 
I assume that there are good people who are approaching the 
Franchisor but are rejected because they simply don't have the finance 
required. You know the business and you know what type of person is 
needed to meet the requirements of the Franchise. Why not become a 
partner with one or more such Franchisées and help them both 
financially and with expertise to become successful. You could agrée 
with them upfront the terms which you wil l expect in order for them to 
buy you out. If you plan to take this course of action make sure you 
have the agreement and support of the Franchisor and seek the input of 
a good solicitor and accountant. If you don't want financial 
involvement you could offer your services to your 'old' Franchisor as a 
holiday relief person for Franchisées or even a 'trouble shooter1 on 
behalf of the Franchisor. Naturally, the Franchisor is only likely to 
want to be associated with you if they think that you operated your unit 
in accordance with their Systems and are satisfied that you'll project a 
good image for the Franchise and encourage the Franchisées to co-
operate with the Franchisor and opérate the Systems as prescribed. 
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Q: You hear and read a great deal about thc wonderful bencfits 
which can be gained from owning a srnall business. Can you 
please detail the potential negatives and downside risks. 

A : Since at least half of ail new businesses are 'gonc' within a few years, 
you are quite right to ask about the risks and the downside aspects of 
owning a business. The main reasons new businesses [or evcn cxisting 
businesses] fail is cither their inability to offer a large enough customer 
base on-going reasons to buy from them and/or problems associated 
with the production of thc goods or services on time, at the right 
quality and with sufficient profit margin and/or ignorance of thc nced 
to hirc good employées and offer them on-going training and 
motivation and/or understanding of the financial needs of the business 
and the importance of managing the books and the administration. Lt 
should be clear from the above list that on-going success in business 
cannot be an accidentai event or just wishful thinking. Business, 
especially small business, requires from the individuáis involved not 
only lots of ambition, dedication and hard work; it also demands 
professional i sm and the understanding of a large range of commercial 
disciplines. Thc best answer to your question about the risk in 
business has thcrefore to do with the Ievel of expertise which the 
business owner has to offer. The greater the relevant expérience the 
lower the risk. The extra ingrédient which every business [small or 
large] must possess is the vision of the owner and the managers. For a 
business to really 'fly' everything has to bc glued together with a bit of 
'magie dust', Succcssful business people will understand what I mean. 

Ask yourself the following questions please: Having read the reply to 
your question do you think that the potential rewards of business are 
worth the hassle? Have you considered the option of taking a license 
from a successful Franchise Company? The support of the Franchise 
System should makc a big différence to both your level of expertise 
and the Statistical likelihood of success with your chosen business. 
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Q: If interest rates arc going to start to rise in the near future, is it a 
good time to invest in a business? 

A : The rcason the Bank of England îs talking, at any time, about raising 
the 'base rate' is becausc of its désire and détermination to keep the 
economy from overheating. At the moment inflation is low and the 
economy is supposed to be in a reasonably good state. 

The most important considération affecting a décision to invest in a 
business has to do with the specific business opportunity which you are 
considering. Even in the depth of a recession therc are lots of 
businesses making really good profits. It also dépends on how much 
money in absolute terms you are going to borrow. For example, a 1% 
inercase in interest rates wil l cost you £1000 in extra interest over a 12 
month period on £100,000 borrowing. When you arc preparing your 
Business Plan you should check how sensitive your project is to 
changes in cost by varying the interest rate and observing the impact 
on the bottom line. 

You must make sure that the business opportunity is a solid one with a 
long term prospect. Every Business Plan has to takc into considération 
some extra cost allowancc for unforeseen items or variation in 
estimated costs [such as interest rate]. Naturally, I am an ardent 
believer that the best way to proceed is to select a successful Franchise 
System which can meet both your fmancial and personal development 
objectives. Being a Franchisée does not remove ail the risks but being 
a Franchisée of a good and successful franchise System is a far more 
securc way into business success. 
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Q: Before l became a Franchisée I used to be a member of a 
board of directors and had the opportunity to learn the value of 
non-executive directors. I believe that Franchisors would greatly 
benefit from the contribution of independent non-executive 
directors. Do you agrée? 

A : Definitely. Most enlightened 'traditional' companies once they grow 
beyond a certain size [whcthcr private or public] recruit independent 
non-executive directors. Thèse 'outsiders' can bring spécifie expertise 
[financial skills, for example] but also contribute a cool, objective view 
of the way the Company is being run and how it hopes to develop. 
Many Franchisor Companies in the U K on the other hand are young 
and have entrcpreneurial origins [they have developed from the 
expérience of a 'small' operator who also had a vision which called for 
the sharing of the business opportunity which he/she had developed 
with individual Franchisées] and therefore may lack the breadth of 
business expérience which can be gained over long years in traditional 
management. The right non-executive director could provide this extra 
depth. I think that Franchisées too would feel more secure and might 
be better willing to follow the direction and leadership of their 
Franchisor i f they were more confident in the overall professionalism 
and expertise of the management and board of directors. 

U K Franchisors should definitely take on-board the idea and consider 
the potential benefîts of employing non-executive directors. Naturally, 
there is a cost involved both in terms of paying a fee for services 
rendered [about £5-10,000 p.a.] but even subtler is the subséquent 
restriction on the ability of the founder of the Franchise to call ail the 
shots himself. The process of selecting a non-executive director and 
adjusting to the changed operating environment is demanding but can 
be very rewarding. 
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Q: How soon can a new Franchisee expect to be in profit? 

A : Naturally, each Franchise System has a different investment level, 
different operating cost base and different breakeven and profit 
expectations. However, for a business to be successful it has to 
generate cash flow and profits to meet the needs of the Operation and 
its owners. In most Franchise environments the Franchisee wil l be 
expecting the business to Start meeting at least the modest needs of the 
owners, on top of the needs of the Operation, within 18 months. Some 
businesses take longer to build up and in these circumstances the initial 
working capital wi l l have to take that fact into aecount. 

It goes without saying that any business could breakeven and move 
into profit faster i f and when the owners operate it with greater skill, 
greater determination, greater energy and dedication. The closer the 
Franchisee follows the Systems of the Franchisor and the harder he/she 
work and the more satisfied the customers are, the faster the turnover 
wil l grow and with it the profitability. The answer, therefore, is that 
the time it wi l l take you to start making money depends on the 
Franchise Opportunity which you select and the quality and quantity of 
effort that you invest in the business. 
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Q: It is said that a Franchised business is likely to fetch more 
when sold than an 'independent' one. Why is it so if the 
Franchisee is committed to paying the Franchisor on-going fees 
forever? 

A : Let me say fírst of all that valuing businesses is a complex matter with 
many intangibles, and it is not feasible to explore all the issues here. 
Ovcrall, the "worth" of a business is related to future profit/cash 
generation potential, and the valué of the assets in a business. There 
may be generally an element of goodwill in any sale. The fact that the 
business is part of a successful franchised network rather than an 
independent may well influence the amount of good wil l a purchaser is 
willing to pay. This could relate to the following three reasons: 

1] the strength of the 'system', including training and support, 
which a new franchisee has access to. This wi l l enhance the 
chances of success. 

2] the brand and its recognition in the market place. 

3] the future "saleability" of a franchised business and access to 
* prospective Franchisees. 

When purchasing any non-franchised business, the incoming owner 
wil l either need to be an expert in the business, and as such reluctant to 
pay a premium for it, or the outgoing owner wil l have to remain with 
the business for some time in order to 'transfer' the expertise to the new 
owner. In a small business, it is very difficult for the new owner to pay 
the vendor an appropriate remuneration for the time required for this 
training period. Thercfore, the payment for the business may be 
mostly for this transition period. 

The most important question the prospective Franchisee should ask 
himself/herself before joining the Franchisc is whether they believe 
that likelihood of their survival in business and the likelihood of them 
achieving greater profits [after paying all the costs of running the 
business including the on-going fees] is enhanced by operating the 
business under the 'umbrella' of the Franchisor. If the answer to thesc 
two questions is yes, then the answer to whether the individual 
Franchisee wil l achieve greater financial security and success with the 
Franchise is yes as well. In general, the valué of every business sold -
especially small businesses - is very directly related to the profits and 
the cash flow. Therefore, every business owner needs to focus his or 
her efforts to achieving high but quality earnings [through repeat 
business from customers] and excellent cash flow. 
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Q: In a world of increased and increasing competition what are the 
disadvantages and advantages facing the Franchisor Company 
and the individual Franchisee? 

A : As far as the individual independent businessperson is concerned, it is 
my view that due to the turbulence in the current and future economic 
climates the 'writing on the wall 1 can only mean trouble. A l l product 
and service providers wil l have to be efficient, productive, work on 
lower margins and need to be able to anticipate swift technological, 
product and demand changes. How a small, independent business can 
cope with these substantial and ever present requirements is beyond 
me. Even a small business which has successfully identified a market 
need in a specific time frame may fail i f the owner gets too wrapped up 
with delivering the everyday detail which is required and thereby 
misses the one change factor which will destroy his business within 
say 24 months. 

The probable scenario of the harassed independent businessperson 
which I have described above is the same challenge which is facing the 
Franchisor Company. Most Franchise Companies are not huge 
organisations [and many giants - even I B M - have felt the pounding of 
rapid technological change] and therefore need to operate 
professionally and with vision in order to be able to provide the input 
which their Franchisees expect of them. Nevertheless, the ability of 
the Franchisor to observe the market place, to research technological 
change, to identify business opportunities, to devise marketing plans, 
to create educational programmes, etc, etc is vastly greater than those 
of the individual Franchisee. Therefore, I am personally convinced 
that the good and dedicated Franchisor together with the good and 
dedicated Franchisee can battle successfully against the tide of change 
which is ever surging towards us. Indeed, i f the Franchisor and its 
Franchisees work in great harmony 1 think they even have an 
advantage over the independent middle size and larger company. 
Why? Because together they arc able to combine the vision and 
creativity of the larger entity with the wonderful energy and dedication 
of the business owner who services the customer and is in a position to 
deliver world class value and build lasting quality relationships. 
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Q: Over the past couple of years customers have consistently 
been trying to get me to reduce my priées by quoting lower priées 
available from local competitors. Should I drop my priées and 
suffer the damage to my margins? 

A : It is generally acknowledged in the economy that since the recession 
customers have become much more cost and price conscious. This is 
not a bad development altogether i.e. as long as customers are Willing 
to pay for Service, Quality and Value. You wil l not be surprised to 
leara that the Marks & Spencer operating principies are service, quality 
and value. And M & S have proved again and again that their formula 
works. 

Every business has to find a way to differentiate itself from the 
compétition. We no longer live in an environment which is very 
tolerant of inefficiency and neglect. Corporate employment does not 
offer the security which it did in the past and most individuáis are 
occasionally examining the alternative of self-employment. This 
means that i f you opérate in a profitable segment of the economy 
others are likely to follow before long. This increased supply is certain 
to be reflected by lower prices. Only quality businesses offering a 
quality and value for money produet/service wil l be able to command a 
premium price. The premium price wil l not neecssarily mean a high 
price but it wi l l mean higher than the competitors who are only 
competing on price. 

In order to be able to compete on value the supplier has to have access 
to specialised skills such as training, product development, branding, 
marketing, etc. This is where I believe Franchising is scoring and wil l 
score cven more in the future. A l l good Franchisors understand and 
aeeept their responsibility to continue to develop the Business 
Opportunity and the System which is required to deliver it. A l l good 
Franchisors understand that for their System to sueeeed over time they 
have - together with their Franchisées - to deliver to the end user a high 
pereeived value. The power and impact of the 'partnership' between 
the good Franchisor and the good Franchisée is awesome when 
compared to the mcagre means of the independent small business. Tt 
is also very impressive when compared to the sprawling corporate 
owner ever struggling to motivate a large number of employées who 
are continually concerned about down-sizing and other employment 
related threats which have become part of the modern economy. 

The recommendation to you, therefore, is to speak to your Franchisor 
regarding the threats which you are experiencing and ask them to audit 
the way in which you interface with the customer. The good 
Franchisor's 'tool-box' is certain to contain remedies to deal even with 
price compétition. 
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Q: The papers write about 'the hésitant recovery' and 'the lack 
of the feel good factor'. Should I take thèse as signais that now is 
not the timc to become a Franchisée? 

A : Bad headlincs seil more ncwspapers and journalists sccm to find it 
easier and more 'professional' to write copy which is negative. Be it 
as it may, the U K economy overall at this point in time is said to be in 
fairly good shape. I have heard a numbcr of detailed talks by 
economists about the State of the U K economy and it seems that the 
good news far outweighs the bad. What we don't have is high inflation 
which increases the 'feel good' factor by boosting the value of real 
estate and the percentage of the pay increases. But, inflation damages 
people who are on fixed income [pensioners] and the increase in the 
costs of goods confiscates in reality most i f not all the higher salary 
awards. Britain is not an island anymore. In fact the European 
Union has to remember that it too [even though it's a market of some 
350m people] is not an island either. We live in a global economy and 
each country has to be compétitive i f it hopes to seil its products and 
services to others. We, in the U K , need the foreign currency frora our 
exports to buy the raw materials for our production Unes, pay for the 
food and other products which we import and scttlc the cost of the 
foreign holidays which we take. 

In fact, now is as good a time as any to consider our personal options. 
We are hoping that the Government wi l l be sensible and continue to 
manage the economy for slow but continuous growth. The U K is 
growing faster than many of our European partners and still enjoying a 
rclatively low inflation rate and fairly low interest rates. If you want to 
be in business, i f you want to invest in your future don't allow the 
headlines to hold you back. A good businessperson and a good 
business have to be tough enough to ride the economic cycle. There 
will be both better times and more difficult times during the ten ycars 
or so that you'U be a Franchisée. How successfully you'U be able to 
navigate the complex scas of business will dépend on the extent of 
your hard work, quality care for your customers and whether you 
selected a good Franchisor and a good business opportunity at the 
outset. 
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Q: 1 have a good job and enjoy good prospects for advancement in my 
Company. Should I, nevertheless, consider taking on a Franchise? 

A : The only person who could decide what is the best option for your 
career is yourself, with input from your family of course. If you feel 
perfectly happy and fiilfilled in your employment - why seek to 
change? However, i f you have been dreaming about owning your own 
business and taking the opportunity to test your skills and develop your 
personal resources to the füll and in the proccss try to build a valuable 
capital asset and an excellent stream of income - a business 
opportunity could just be what the doctor needs to prescribe. Since 
there is no longer such a thing as a 'job for life' or even 'job sccurity', 
each working person needs to take ùito considération the possibility or 
even likelihood of being made redundant - probably more than once 
over a 40 - 50 years working career. As long as our skills are in high 
demand and youth is on our side the 'idle' periods following 
redundancy are likely to be relatively short. However, it seems that 
corporate recruiters become shy of bringing in new people once they 
reach the 'mature' age of 40 or so. Therefore, what the ambitious 
individual needs to consider is whether he/she should wait for the 
redundancy notice to arrive to start planning for a better friture. 

M y personal view is that each working individual should re-examine 
periodically their career plans and evalúate to what extent self-
employment and Franchising could or even should be part of the 
overall strategy. Companies develop or stagnate, businesses thrivc or 
struggle, industries come and go, and nothing is 'fixed' anymore, 
Therefore, the individual needs to evalúate the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Company which he serves and decide whether it can 
offer him the rewards which he seeks in return for the high value input. 
Franchising offers an opportunity to créate wealth as well as an 
excellent current income. There is no need to abandon one career 
option for the other. There is no need to choose once and for ail 
between employment or Franchising. A business opportunity with a 
good Franchise Company can be a 5 - 7 ycars commitment and this 
should leave most Franchisées with the choice whether to return to 
employment or acquire another Franchise Opportunity or become a 
totally independent businessperson. The important aspect to keep in 
mind is the need to study the availablc options well and make a 
considered décision based on reliable facts. 
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Q: Over the past year my Franchisor had experienced a high turnover 
of corporate personnel. These changes have been unsettling. 
What can we, the Franchisées do to bring more stability to the 
Franchise? 

A: Please allow me to congratúlate you on your positive attitude. It is 
great to hear a Franchisée asking how can he be of assistance to the 
Franchisor. Franchising is about a 'partnership' of purpose. Only 
through a combined effort by both Franchisée and Franchisor can the 
Franchise System and the individual Franchisées bccome successftil. 
Change is inevitable. In today's highly compétitive environment we 
must be ready, Willing and able to embrace change. However, the 
question is whether the changes at HQ are as a resuit of planned 
dcvelopmcnts or the inability of the senior managers to retain quality 
staff. 

Managing the Franchise Relationship is not an easy matter. 
Sometimes, it is difficult for the Franchisée - who is a business owner -
to remember that the corporate représentative is an employée and not a 
principie of the business. The individual Franchisée because of his 
responsibility for the interface with the customers is often frustrated 
and irritable. The corporate employée is seen at times as a 'safety 
valve' for thèse feelings. The Franchisée takes out the frustration on 
the hapless employée without meaning to be personal. However, the 
individual employée has a problem dealing with such réactions. It 
takes a special breed of corporate employée to be able to deal with the 
complex relationship which exists within Franchising. Possibly, one 
of the reasons for the greater staff turnover at HQ is due to the way 
Franchisées deal with those employées. 

It is also possible that the Franchisor has decided to rc-allocatc the HQ 
resource in a différent direction. After all, Franchisors only receive a 
relatively small percentage of the sales turnover of the Franchisée and 
nced to makc sure that they use the income productively. The 
effective use of the HQ resources is essential to the success of ail the 
Franchisées. New products, new services, new marketing tools, new 
training modules, new communication ideas, etc are ail fmanced by the 
income received from the Franchisées. This is the second area where 
the individual Franchisée can help the Franchisor achieve greater 
operating efficiency. The franchisée should share with the Franchisor 
his/her ideas about client needs, product/service dcvelopmcnts and the 
more productive ways to influence the use of best practicc in the 
Franchise. Naturally, the Franchisée has to be able to provide the data 
with the Knowledge that the Franchisor wi l l collate the information 
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received from the whole Franchise and act according to the larger 
picture. 

The individual Franchisée should not feel let down i f he/she thinks that 
the Franchisor had not acted upon their recommendation. Sometimes, 
it takes a longer period for the input to be processed and asscssed. The 
Franchisée must have patience and understanding, but, only as long as 
the Business Opportunity when 'harvested' properly - as per the 
Systems provided by the Franchisor - delivers satisfactory rewards. 
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Q: I am thinking of buying an existing franchised business. The 
Franchisée who is planning to seil says he now wants to cash-in on 
his success. How can I make sure that after selling, this ex-
franchisée does not become my competitor in my market area? 

A : The question of 'vendors non-competition undertaking' in the purchasc 
of any business is a fundamental one and requires direct input by an 
experienced solicitor. Please don't try to eut costs on this expenditure. 
I can only offcr a fcw observations rather than specific guidelines. 
These you will receive from your solicitor. 

The contract for the purchase of the business should 
incorporate sufficient undcrtakings by the vendor not to 
competc within a designated area and for a dcfincd period of 
time. They must not approach your clients or your employées. 
You could also agrée on predetermined damages which the 
vendor will have to pay you should he/she breach the 
undertakings. 

It might be a good idea to retain some of the money due for the 
purchase of the business for a period of 12-18 months, as 
security to cover compliance with the non-competition 
undertaking. 

The Franchise Agreement which the former franchisée will 
have signed with the franchisor should contain a clause which 
requires some form of non-competition commitment. Ask your 
solicitor to explain the strength and enforceability of this clause 
to you. 
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Q: Should I join a franchise which secms to offer me an 
opportunity to indulge mv interest in travel or would I be better 
off to seek other opportunities? 

A : Many prospective franchisées seem to gravitate, at least initially, 
towards a business which somchow dovetails with a hobby or an 
existing interest. 

It is truc that it is essential for the franchisée to undertake a business 
opportunity which they feel confident about and able to deliver with 
pleasure. After ail, the franchisée will bc spending long hours, long 
days and long months in the business and it's important to bc able to 
enjoy the daily responsibilities and events. Naturally, we are, more 
effective at doing things we enjoy. However, investing one's life 
savings, the matrimonial home, aspirations, livelihood - even dreams -
is sueh a major décision that it must not be based on pursuing a hobby 
or a frivolous inclination. The proper course to take is to investigate 
the business opportunities for their intrinsic strength and eaming 
potential. Thc final sélection wil l dépend on your ability to finance 
your dream franchise, be accepted as their franchisée and whether you 
feel that your tempérament and aspirations could be achieved through 
your hard work and exploitation of the concept. 
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Q: What is the best way to fund a Franchise? 

A : I suppose that i f you had sufficient resources yourself, paying 'cash' 
for everything wil l be the 'best' way to fund the Franchise because 

this wil l reduce your 'breakeven point' and make you less dépendent 
on outside suppliers i.e. in this case the banks. Howcvcr, this scénario 
is not a likcly onc for most prospective franchisées nor is thcrc a need 
to be frightened of borrowing from the banks. Despite the bad 
Publicity the banks are getting currently, they are still offering a first 
class value to the prospective Franchisée. In fact, most businesses, 
especially small and medium size could not even gct started without 
accessing bank finance. Naturally, the level of gearing is an important 
aspect to consider. The most difficult scénario is to borrow everything 
and have none or very little of your own assets in the business. The 
banks will normally agrée to lend prospective Franchisées two pounds 
to every pound which you are ready to invest subject to the proviso 
that you are joining an approved Franchise System. Together with your 
Franchisor you should prepare a business plan and an action plan. The 
bank manager will want to satisfy himself that you are on the bail and 
ready to implement the System to the füll in order to maximise the 
Potential in the market and be in a position to service your debt. You 
can also avail yourself of HP or Lcasc or Rental finance on equipment. 
Note: Every good Franchise System wil l have sorted out the finance 
options and they should be able to offer a clear direction. If you start 
as a Sole Trader or in a Partnership you should be able to reclaim your 
P A Y E payments for the last three years by setting them off against 
your start up losses. (See your accountant). 
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Q: What is Factoring'? 

A: Factoring is, in its simplest form, an alternative source of raising working 
capital. In essence what happens is that the Finance Company [factor] buys 
the debts which other businesses owe to your Company and pays cash right 
away for them rather than wait until the customers settle them. Sometimes the 
factor would assume responsibility and take the risk for the potential bad debt 
but more often it wi l l be recourse finance [you are responsible for the bad debt] 
but wi l l take over the function of managing your debtors and the credit control 
aspects. You are not likely to get upfront much better than 80% of the face 
value of the debt which the factor finances and the balance less costs wi l l be 
paid when collected by the factor. 

The factoring Company wil l not take on every business application. They 
wil l want to see a certain volume, certain transaction value and reasonable 
record of bad debts. Also, you can't select which invoices you'll 'seil' to them, 
and you'll be expected to enter into a commitment for a specified period 
including a notice élément. 

It would be a good idea i f you consulted a bank or contacted your local 
Chamber of Commerce for a name of a reputable factoring Company. For 
certain activities there is much merit in the service. 
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Q: As more franchisors 'jurap on the band wagon' will the market 
become saturated? 

A : In the U.S.A. franchising [in the broad sensé] is a $700B p.a. 'industry' 
and covers over 40% of all retail sales. These numbers mean that the 
U K has a very long way to go. In fact, a large number of franchisors 
by yourself wil l not mean 'saturation'. On the contrary, the more people 
know about franchising the more people wil l use franchising as a way 
to personal development and wealth création. Saturation can take 
place within a specific industry. For example, i f there were too many 
flower shops which were franchised and they dominated the flower 
industry [don't forget often the independents far out number the 
franchised units] then we could have a situation whereby the new 
additional units do not increase the market but Start to take sales away 
from existing units. 

Another aspect of'saturation' could be that a specific franchise System 
will have established représentation in all of their potential markets and 
therefore no longer have new sites available. However, the prospective 
franchisée could always buy an existing unit from an existing 
franchisée who wishes to retire, move on, cash up on the value of the 
business, etc. 
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Q: Should I buy a computer to help me run the business? 

A : Very few businesses can today justify not buying a computer. The 
cost of the hardware and software is so low that it is a real folly not to 
takc advantage of the extra management information and marketing 
opportunities whieh the computer will provide. I trust that your 
Franchisor has either bespoke software or offers his recommendation 
as regarding the hardware and software which you should buy. Also, 
the Franchisor and his ficld pcoplc should be able to guide you how 
best to use the package and exploit the potential in your individual 
business. I find it incredible in this day and age when a most adéquate 
PC which a small business requires costs under £1000 that there is 
anyone who thinks it is a waste or unjustified expense. Business is 
about expertise and through the knowledge that we gain about the 
customers' needs we can créate the opportunity to meet and satisfy 
them. The modem computer and the Franchisons software are the 
tools each businessperson is required to use to enhance and capture the 
appropriate expertise. 
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Q: My Franchisor insists that we the Franchisées pay the weekly [on-
going] Franchise Fee on time [as per the Franchise Agreement). 
Late payment is being treated severely and an interest charge is 
applied. Is the attitude of the Franchisor reasonable? Considering 
that we, the Franchisées, have to wait for our money because our 
customers want to pay us as late as possible. 

A: Good Crcdit Control is one of the foundation stones of stable business. 
The Franchisor has planned for receipt of your income and is funding 
its activities from it. Without good cash flow your Franchisor's own 
Company will be de-stabilised and evcntually fail. The consequcnces 
to your Franchisc System wil l be diré. Your Franchisor should have 
advised you how to go about setting credit terms for your particular 
business. The Franchisor wi l l atso have advised you what proportion 
of business can be transacted with immediate payment. Each business 
needs working Capital - yours is no exception. The longer you allow 
your receivables to remain with your customers the more cash will be 
tied up in the business. YouTl be surprised how effective good credit 
management, control and collection can be. Your Franchisor can't 
become your banker. Collecting your money and paying your 
obligations is your responsibility. 
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Q: My Franchisen- insisls that ail its Franchisées and Franchisée 
employées wear the Corporate uniform every day. Is this the 
norm? Is it a benefit to my business? 

A: If you look around, you wil l surely see that many of the national and 
international chains incorporate either füll uniform or some form of 
Corporate clothing as part of their overall Corporate Image and 
Presentation. Corporate image is important in establishing and 
maintaining a strong Corporate identity and loyalry with the customer. 
There are few things which are more important in business than 
gaining a positive view of the business which directly inercases the 
likelihood of repeat business. Corporate uniform is a rclativcly 
inexpensive way of branding a product. It is a very worthwhile 
investment. Compare the complète and harmonious feeling which you 
get when you step into a well designed retail outlet where the 
employées wear cither a uniform or éléments of Corporate clothing. In 
a mobile business the uniform and the logo which is fixed to it give a 
message of professionalism and are a very cost effective advert to your 
business. 
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Q: How to select and motivate Staff? 

A : I am very pleased to deal with this question becausc in most Franchise 
Opportunities [except those which are referred to as Job Franchises] 
the Franchisée is expected to hire, employ and motivate employées 
whose contribution or otherwise to the business is going to have a 
crucial impact on the success of the business. 

Business success is largely to do with meeting a need of the customer. 
Once the need is identified a 'delivery' System is developed which 
includes 'bringing' the message to the attention of the potential 
customer. The customer will not buy even once if their perception is 
that their need is not going to be satisfied. Certainly, having failcd to 
satisty the customer once the likelihood of repeat business is almost 
nil. Since the business owner is only one part of the 'delivery team' the 
importance of sclecting the right employées becomes paramount. It is 
my view that the employer should invest the time and money necessary 
to hire the right employées and pay the price for the job. 
Once hired, the people require initial and on-going training. The 
employée wil l be able to dcliver better value for money to the 
employer and the business by being properly trained to meet the needs 
of the business and the customers. Even a well selected and trained 
employée needs leadership and motivation. This is the duty and 
pleasurc which is reserved for the owner of the business. Every one of 
us has the making of a leader. But, we need first to understand that 
leadership brings far more obligations than direct benefits. The best 
kind of leadership is by cxample and this means: hard work, quality, 
honesty, integrity, vision, compassion, as well as, good business sense 
and the willingness to take risks. 
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Q: In what time span could one expect to recoup the initial 
outlay? 

A : As in most questions which relate to spécifies each franchise 
Company has a différent formula and, therefore, there is no 
specific set date. However, there are some guidelines which 
you could and should consider. 

The length of the Franchise Agreement is very important in 
considering the retum on your investment. If the Franchise 
Agreement is only for say five years, it is not a good 
investment i f you recover your costs in year four and only 
have one year left for profit. 

The potcntial profits of the business [assuming you follow 
the system diligently] arc relevant too. If the profit potential 
is limited and the time it takes you to recover your 
investment is long, the risk/reward ratio is not good for you. 

Basically, you should décide how long you want to stay in 
the business, how much capital you want to accumulatc 
during those years [after recovering the initial investment] 
and how much on-going income you neeoVwant to eam. If 
the franchise which you are considering can offer you the 
above within the time frame which you have allocated to it, 
the décision is not difficult to make. 
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Q: What rights does a Franchisée have if the 
Franchisor goes into liquidation/receivership? 

A: Let's hopc that this is a thcoretical qucstion rather than one 
which reflects the situation you are in or facing. ln such 
circumstances you must take appropriate legal advice 
because I am not a solicitor and can only offer a 'general 
knowledge' reply. 

The question highlights the importance of doing your 
'homcwork' before deciding to join a specific Franchise 
System, lt's not enough if you Find the concept attractive 
and the executives of the Franchisor decent. The Franchise 
Company itself has to be properly funded and likely to 
survive the rigours of building and maintaining a Franchise 
System. From personal experience I can concur that to 
opérate a Franchise Company with a large body of 
Franchisees is a most exciting but very demanding 
experience. Therefore, the Franchisor must have the quality 
of management and the financial resources needed to mect 
the challengcs of the 'industry1. 

Once a Franchise Company has run out of money [hopefully 
before that happens] it is likely that it wi l l try to refinance 
itself by either selling part or most of its shares to new 
investors. Possibly, together with the new money new 
managers and better skilled managers too wi l l join the team. 
Even when the Company goes into receivership it is likely 
that the receiver wil l try to keep the Company going and sell 
it as 'a going concern' to new investors. As far as the 
Franchisee is concerned until such time that the Franchise 
Company completely disintegrates and no new buyers are 
found he/she are bound by their Franchise Agreement. 
Normally, the terms of the Franchise Agreement wi l l allow 
the Franchisor or its successors the right to transfer the 
benefit in the Franchise Agreement to third partics. If your 
Franchisor is having financial difficulties one way to assist 
would be for all the Franchisees to pay all the amounts owed 
to the Franchisor without delay. The additional cash flow 
might be enough to give the Franchisor a new léase of life. 
Remember, the receiver wil l be entitled to claw back from 
every Franchisee all the amounts which are outstanding to 
the Franchisor. 
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Q: I am considering buying a franchise and would like to knovv whether I 
can expect to have the freedom to charge my customers what I like, or do 
I have to follow precisely the priées fixed hy the franchisor? If I do have 
to charge his priées, how can 1 compote when my competitors eut their 
priées? 

A : On the whole the current policy of Government is to encourage compétition 
and discourage priée fixing; this is reflected in the relevant statutes. The view 
held is that the customer is entitled to more choice including access to a range 
of priée options. However, the fair trade législation was intended to foster 
compétition between différent supplicrs and not within the same organisation. 
A Franchise chain therefore, is an interesting case to study. On the onc hand 
it is composed of a group of independent businesses each owned by a différent 
set of individuáis whilst at the same time they are ail performing under the 
same Brand and Opcrating System, selling an identical range of products or 
offering a very similar range of services. In principie, most national chains 
would prefer to maintain a similar pricing structure nation-wide. This is not 
always possible because of either structural regional différences or temporary 
local price wars. A large Franchise chain, on the whole, would attempt to 
behave pricing wise in a similar way to the Company owned national chain. 
However, because each unit is owned by an individual Franchisée there wil l 
be the added pressure by the owner to meet the local challenges with greater 
flexibility. Each Franchise chain wil l have its own method of dealing with this 
pressure and the degrec of the pricing freedom which wil l be delegatcd to the 
Franchisée will vary. It should be noted, however, that cutting prices can 
simply be a Knee-jerk reaction which wil l crode Franchisée profit margins 
without necessarily increasing sales. Price becomes a major issue only when 
the business has failed to differentiate itself sufficiently from the compétition. 
The product quality, the service content and the overall customer perception of 
value- for- money arc the crucial factors. The Franchisor should invest in 
building the Brand image, in improving product quality and range, in training 
the Franchisée and his staff and in internai communication in order to direct 
Franchisée effort away from selling on price alone. 
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Q: Shoiild Franchisors capitalise the 'value' of the individual Franchise 
Agreements in their balance sheet? This will 'strengthen' the balance 
sheet of Franchisors but is it a practice that Franchisors should engage 
in? 

A: Because a Franchisor's business is very oñen about the provisión of serviecs 
rather than manufacturing. their balance shect could be seen as 'thin' and 
possibly a cause for concern to prospective Franchisees. Therefore, 
capitalising the 'valué' of a signifícant number of contraets with Franchisees 
could be thought to add 'substance' to the Franchisor's 'assets' section. 
Similarly, non-franchise companies sometimes bolster their balance sheets by 
valuing the brand or brands which the company owns and operates. 

Howcver, there is no generally agreed method of valuing franchise contraets 
for balance sheet purposes. One method would be to capitalise a certain 
number of years expected profits, but the number of years and the estimated 
profits for future years are obviously highly subjective matters too subjective, 
some would say, to be used for audited accounts. For internal management 
purposes capitalising a value could be an advantage in re-enforcing awareness 
of those valuable assets which are theirs to exploit. 

High brand or franchise valúes in the balance sheet are of much lcss 
relevance to the prospective or existing franchisee. What the franchisee 
wants/needs to see is a franchisor with sufficient cash reserves and a healthy 
balance between debtors and creditors to assure continuing trading. A 
valuable brand has value and importance to the franchisee as an indicator that 
there is good market awareness to the product/service and a valuable brand is 
more likely to be purchased by third parties should the business of the 
franchisor fail. The franchisee should do everything to avoid joining a 
franchise chain which is in a financial difficulties and likely to fall prey to 
cash flow problcms. A high brand value in the balance sheet is no evidence of 
solveney. 
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Q: As a Franchisor would I be correct in treating my eontracts 
with my Franchisées as 'income producing* assets of my Company, 
and as such should they hâve a place on my balance sheet? If this 
is the case, how can I calculate their value? 

A : Although I can understand the désire by some Franchisors to put a 
valuation on their Franchise Agreements, I am not sure whether the 
end justifies the means. I am not an accountant but l would assume 
that there is sufficient economic rationale and précèdent to assigning a 
monetary value to the Franchise Agreement which thcn could be 
reflected in the Assets section of the Franchisors balance sheet. 

The truth is that because Franchisors balance sheets are often very 
'thin' i.e. with relatively 'few' tangible assets, anything which can 
boost the Assets side and correspondingly the shareholders 'Funds' 
section would be welcome. The problem is that in reality the 
'goodwiir value of the Franchise Agreements cannot be used to pay the 
bills. If the Franchise is profitable the Agreements wil l have a 'value' 
but the Franchisor wi l l not need to rely on them, whereas, i f the 
Franchise was having financial difficultés the valuation of the 
Agreements would make no différence to the cash flow or the 
willingness of the bank to advance further loans. The fact that there 
were financial difficultés would suggest the Agreements had littlc 
value. There have been numerous examples of the precarious reality of 
Brands and goodwill being disclosed as assets. 

Tn my opinion, Franchisors should examine their liquid resources and 
financial structure. Too many U K companies are dépendent almost 
exclusively on overdraft facilities and short term bank loans. This is a 
very precarious structure and a recipe for disaster. Whenever the 
business either hits a setback or even Starts moving forward with speed 
it is restrained by the limits of its overdraft facility. 

Entrepreneurs are always very reluctant to give up equity in their 
business. However, the best way to assure that the business can grow 
steadily and become a significant eamer is to start with a solid 
foundation of long term capital and then retain most of the profits. This 
is the way the successful continental firms have operated. The name of 
the game is to build a solid, quality Company. Fire fighting because of 
constant cash flow problems créâtes the exact opposite climate. 
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Q: Some Franchisors are offering existing units up for sale. What are 
the reasons for thèse sales? 

A : Most Franchise Companies, cspecially thosc which 
have been in business for any length of time, wi l l 
have operational units up for sale. By définition each 
Franchisée wil l put his/her business up for sale at 
some point in time. The reasons why franchised 
businesses are being sold are many; the franchisée 
has made the money he has set out to accumulate, the 
Franchisée wants to up-grade and move to a more 
expensive and profitable franchise, the Franchisée 
wants to retire, the Franchisée does not like the 
specific business any more, duc to Franchisée health 
problems. Franchisée family problcms [divorce], the 
Franchisee/Franchisor relationship is not working, 
the Franchisée is not Willing to commit himself to the 
effort which is required to maintain the business 
success in a changing market, the Franchisées 
business has failed, etc. 
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Q: How will the price of an existing unit be 
calculated? 

A : Whatever the reason for the sale of an existing unit, it 
is worth your while to investígate the business 
opportunity which it open up to you. Clearly, you 
need first to decide which industry you wish to select 
as your 'playing ficlds' and which Franchisor 
Company you want to join. Thereaftcr, you can start 
to assess thc reasons why cach specific business is up 
for sale. Thc reasons should impact on thc price i.e. 
a profitable business will cost you a multiple of the 
profits whereas a failing business will require only 
the purchase of the assets and the client list. In a 
bcttcr-known Franchise, you wil l also be cxpected to 
pay for the goodwill which the Franchisée has 
developed, i f any. Separately, you wil l be cxpected to 
pay the Franchisor for a new Franchise Agreement, 
training, introduction fee, etc. 
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Q: Will the Bank be Willing to finance the purchase 
of an existing unit? 

A : The clearing banks are continually studying the 
progress of the individual Franchise Systems and 
form a view as to their stability and viability. Each 
investment is examined by the local Bank 
Manager to assess the likelihood that the individual 
Franchisée is going to achieve success and thereby be 
a good risk for the Bank. Therefore, in principle, 
Banks are pleased to finance resales/business 
transfers as long as the price you have agreed to pay, 
the assets you are buying and the business potential 
you are going for, are ail of sound value. It is 
imperative that you présent to the 
Bank a properly constructed and realistic Business 
Plan if you are to have any chance of raising the 
cash. 
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Q: So much is being written about starting your own 
business. I would like to know what makes a 
person 'have a go' at self employaient. 

A : Most people start a business because they feel a need 
to do it. There exists already in the person a désire to 
pick up an idea and run with it. The individual has 
often said to himself/hcrself at work that they could 
do it better than their boss. Another category of 
people who take up self employment are those who 
were made redundant and do not wish to go through 
this expérience again or who can't find a suitable job. 
A third group would be people who wish to improve 
themselves financially and make an Investment in a 
business for the financial rewards. 
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Q: What are the risks of seif employment? 

A: The main aspect to know is that the majority of new, 
independent, small business start-ups fail. Many fail 
within the first few months, few last a number of 
years. Therc are a very large number of reasons why 
people fail in their effort to cstablish an independent 
small business. The following are a small sélection: 

1. The owner does not have the skills necessary 
for the specific industry. 

2. The owner does not have the necessary 
general management skills. 

3. The business is under funded. 
4. The market has not been assessed properly 

for product demand, supply, compétition, etc. 
5. The owner is unwilling/unablc to commit 

himself to the hard work required. 
6. The owner does not use his time 

construetively. 
7. The owner does not know how to deal with 

both opportunities and problcms. 
8. The owner confuses cash with profits. 
9. The owner does not pay attention to the 

administrative side of the business. 
10. The owner does not build a reliable team of 

employées. 
11. The owner does not have the time or 

inclination or skills to anticípate change and 
how to take advantage of it. 
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Q: If indépendant small businesses fail so miserably, 
what can one do to reduce the risk of failure? 

A : Take the Franchising route. 

However, cven under the Franchising umbrella there 
is no absolute guarantee of success. Mainly because 
of the franchisée [the business owner], has to display 
a high level of commitment to the business and 
enthusiasm for success. Without hard work, it is 
impossible to expect long-term success. 
Another important aspect i s the sélection of the 
Franchise Company. If the Franchisor Company is 
inadéquate, it is more difficult for the franchisée to 
succeed because he loses many of the advantages of 
being in a Franchise. 

The Franchising Concept itself [when it is operated 
by a good Franchisor and Franchisée] takes care of 
many of the pitfalls which threaten the existence of 
the independent small business. 

The Franchisor wil l have dcvelopcd a business 
concept, tried it successfully and compiled a range of 
manuals which contain the information necessary for 
the franchisée to run a 'duplícate' of its successful 
units. This means that the Franchisée does not need 
to invent/discover anything new. The Franchisor wil l 
train the Franchisée and often his staff in the secrets 
of the business. The Franchisor will have designed 
also a distinct visual look to the business which wil l 
be attractive to the customers. Possibly, the 
Franchisor may be already well known to the public 
because the System has been in opération for some 
time. The Franchisée need only learn the formula 
and apply it diligently. Success should be achieved 
and its actual extent will dépend mainly on the 
degree of energy and professionalism which the 
Franchisée is investing on an on-going basis in the 
business. 
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Q: I am a new Franchisée füll of excitement, appréhension and 
hope. It may seem stränge, therefore, that my question is 
about 'selling the business'. However, I would like to ask for 
your opinion on hovv will I know when the time has come 
for me to seil the business? 

A : Your question shows a great deal of foresight and is truly 
critical to the overall success of your endeavours. The fact that 
you are talking about 'selling the business' rather than 'selling 
the Franchise' demonstrates qualities which wil l serve you well. 
My view is that Franchisées must decide before they start their 
investigativc work [to identify their preferred Franchisor 
Company] which financial rewards they require/expect from 
the business. This includes annual salary/benefits and the 
amount of money they wish to have saved by the time they exit 
the business. It is my recommcndation that the prospective 
Franchisée has to be ambitious as regards to thèse targets 
because unless they can achieve significant financial 
improvement compared to the alternatives available in 
employment they should not take the risks nor make the 
dramatic commitment which is required from running a 
business. In addition, it is my view that the prospective 
Franchisées should decide that if they can meet their financial 
target in say 7 years they should do so rather than plan for say 
10 years. The business environment is so compétitive today 
that only a business which pushes hard in its market place is 
likely to survive and thrive. Another suggestion is that you 
ignore in the target savings the re-sale value of the business. 
This does not mean that you wil l be unable to seil the business, 
it could mean at worst that if the market drops in your industry 
you still have your nest egg and at best that you have at the end 
of the day another substantial windfall. Using the above 
approach to the business will inevitably make those Franchise 
opportunities with the greater potential financial retum much 
more attractive. In addition, it's worth noting that this 
approach wil l require you to work in a very focuscd way every 
day of the years you'll be associated with your Franchisée. 
Your Franchisor should be able to help you put together 
business plans and marketing plans which wil l díctate the 
amount of effort you'll have to invest. 
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Q: My Franchiser charges me interest on late fee payments. I 
know that the Franchise Agreement gives thc Franchisor the right 
to do it, but 1 thought that the Franchisor would be more 
understanding. Is my Franchisor acting in a caring and 
responsible way? 

A : To answer this ínteresting question in full we need to tacklc two 
elcments: 

1. Why is it that you are failing to meet your payment 
obligations on time? 

1.1. Is your business performance under par? If so, are you 
following the Franchisor Business System to the full? 
are you implementing all the marketing and sales 
activities as prescribed? Are you taking advantage of 
the training and skill building activity which the 
Franchisor is making available to you? Are you 
aggressive in the market place? Are you offering your 
customers excellent service and valué for money? Are 
you spending enough time to meet your business 
management obligations? Do you have a current 
Business Plan, Cash Flow, Marketing Plans, etc? Do 
you collect your money from your clients? Are you 
paying too much for what you need to buy for the 
business? Are you paying yourself more than the 
business can afford? Are you working hard? Is your 
commitment what it nceds to be and your cnthusiasm 
showing? l f you did all the above you should have 
enough cash flow and profits [assuming you chose the 
right Franchisor and the industry] to meet your 
obligations to your Franchisor. 

1.2. Are you not meeting your fínancial obligations to the 
Franchisor because you begrudge what you have to 
pay? 

The 'greed factor' in business is constructive and 
neccssary but not if it becomes self-destructivc. The 
Franchise and the Franchisor make it possible for you to 
opérate successñilly within a certain nichc in the 
market. The valué you get from a good Franchisor far 
exceeds what you have to pay. What is important is not 
what you pay but how much is left in your own pockct -
assuming you actually implement to the full the 
Franchisor's Business System. 
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2. Why the Franchisor necds the timely payments: 

2.1. The Franchisor wi l l have his own overheads to meet. 
HQ will have technical, marketing and field support 
people as well as administra tors to manage the business. 
A i l thèse and other support activities have to be paid for 
on an on-going basis. 

2.2. The Franchisor does not want to be your banker. He is 
not in the lcnding business and really needs the cash 
flow to meet his operating, profit and reserve 
commitments. 

2.3. The Franchisors rate of interest wil l always be lower 
than unauthorised, unsecured borrowing from any of the 
Clearing Banks. The Banks are very hard thèse days on 
any business [or individual] that excccds the approved 
limits of their overdraft. The effective rates charged 
will be as high as those of your credit card. Therefore, 
the Torced lending' by your Franchisor is probably a 
relatively cheap source of finance. 

In conclusion: If you have genuine cash flow problems you should discuss 
them with your Franchisor as well as your Bank. With the Franchisor you 
should examine what you need to change in the way you are operating the 
business in order to improve the cash flow. Armed with a properly written 
projected cash flow your request to the Clearing Bank for further finance is 
likely to be more productive. The Bank may, nevertheless, ask for additional 
securities. 

In the meantime, i f you are dépendent on the Franchisor for 'bridging' fïnance-
you should be grateful and pay your interest charges with thanks rather than 
fccl 'hard done by'. 

Only. if you understand that your rclationship with your Franchisor is 
primarily a business one, and that you are responsible for building the success 
of your own unit do you have a good chance to achîeve success and 
profitability. 
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Q: I am concerned about the fin an ci al liquidity and viabihty of the 
Franchise under whose name 1 am currently trading. What, if 
anything, can be done by the Franchisées? 

A : It is unfortunate that you should find yourself in such a position. A 
financially impoverishcd Franchisor is less iikely to be able to plough 
resourccs into Research and Development, new training modules, HQ 
personnel, etc. I assume that originally - before you joined the 
franchise - you did your 'homework' i.e. read the Company accounts 
and were satisfied with their financial strength and viability. 
Therefore, the questions to ask are: 

1. Is the Concept commercially viable but because of the 
difficult économie environment the franchisées are not 
paying their fees on time and the Company is not 
applying a strict crédit collection policy? If this is the 
case each franchisée should hasten to meet their 
obligations. Bewarc, if your Franchisor went into 
liquidation the receiver wi l l collect the debt without 
mercy. 

2. Is the Concept incapable of meeting or developing the 
challenges brought about by time or market variations? 
This would resuit in low sales within the Units and 
therefore lower fee income, bad crédit collection, etc. 

Close co-operation between the Franchisor and 
Franchisées is quite Iikely to produce new ideas about 
customer needs and expectations. Thèse ideas should be 
tested in a number of Units and further refined 
according to response. With flexibility and lots of 
goodwill it should be possible to rc-focus the business 
and improve its customer appeal and margins. 

3. It is possible that the Franchisor wil l require a financial 
injection from either the existing shareholders or new 
equity investors. There are a number of Development 
Capital groups [including 3i] who would be interestcd 
to talk to your Franchisor. Possibly, the Franchisées 
could sharc their concerns with the Franchisor and 
encourage the directors and shareholders to recapitalise 
the Company. However, do remember that the 
Franchisor will not take kindly to comments about the 
financial state of the Company as long as there is a debt 
owed to the Franchisor from the Franchisées. 
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Note 

The last thing the Franchisées should seek at such time [or at any time] 
is a useless head-to-hcad confrontation with the Franchisor. As long as 
there is flexibility and goodwill from ail the parties concerncd, positive 
rcsults can 
and will bc achieved and thc Franchise and the Franchisées wi l l have a 
far bctter chance to thrive. 
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Q: Is thcre anything 1 can do tu check out the American parent 
Company before I enter into an Agreement with the Master 
Lácense Holder in the U K ? 

A : There arc a numbcr of reasons why a prospective Franchisée of a UK. 
Franchisor [Holding a Master License] would wish to check the 
credentials and pedigree of thc original US Franchisor: 

1. The UK. Master Franchisor is still a relatively new 
Company without much of a track record here. 

However, finding out that the U.S.A. Franchisor is a 
substantial Company wi l l not necessarily mean that thc 
U K Company is financially rcliable. A Master License 
is exactly what it says i.e. a license to operate in the U K 
and to license others to replícate the System. If the U K 
Master License Company is weak financially or in its 
management the U K Franchisée must not assume that 
the US 'parent' Company wil l step in and offer support 
services should the worst happen. 

2. To find out how successful the US Company is in 
exploiting thc business opportunity in its home market. 

l f the U K Franchisor Company is still in its infancy 
finding out about the sucecss of the US Company could 
indícate a possible parallel development in the U K . It 
should be noted again that a success in the US is no 
guarantee for an eventual U K success, although, it's far 
better to be part of a successful US chain than a 
problcm US chain. The best option is to join a 
successful U K Franchise Company. 

How to go about investigating the US Company? 

1. You could write to the International Franchise Association in 
Washington DC [the British Franchise Association can provide thc 
address] and ask for information. 

2. You could write directly to the US Company and ask them to send you 
their Accounts and Franchise documents. Your aecountant and 
solicitar could help you analyse the data. 
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Q: 1 hâve a successful business but I feel like doing more. 
Should I buy another Franchise? Should I buy the same 
business or try something eise? 

A : Running and operating more than one business requires a 
Différent set of skills. Furthermorc, the overall risk factor [and in 
every business including a successful one whether Franchised or not 
there is risk] increases substantially. When you opérate one business 
you can be evcrywhere. Even if you delégate in a small business your 
finger is on the pulse and you can tell in a glance how well the 
business is doing. If you expand ifs likely that you'll need managers in 
both businesses. This factor alone will increasc your cost base 
substantially as well as multiply your risk exposure. 

Nevertheless, many people have successfully operated more than one 
Franchise. Therefore, your question is a legitímate one. However, it is 
possible to approach it from a number of angles. 

The most natural expansion would be to acquire another Franchise 
from your existing Franchisor. Afterall, you know the business and it 
should bc easier for you to undertake the expansion. You could 
establish a new territory or you could buy an existing unit which is 
either doing well [this wil l mean a premium] or you could buy a 
problem unit and turn it around. There is a logic to buying a unit 
which is fairly close to your existing opération otherwise you'll have to 
spend improductive time travelling to and from your two units. 

You could seil your existing unit and either buy a larger area from your 
existing Franchisor [a problem unit and an adjacent market for a 
second opération - for example]. Alternat i vcly, you could even decide 
to re-examine thc market and see whether Franchising today is offering 
business opportunités which either did not exist when you started or 
which were too expensive for your financia! resourecs then. 
Franchising today has a lot going for it. Y o u are now not only better 
funded but also more experienecd. Maybe, you could find a far more 
rewarding Franchise opportunity. A Franchise which will offer you 
more profit as well as more challenging personal opportunity. 
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Q: I know that skill training is important to my employées. But, where do I 
take the time and what about the cost? 

A : It is interesting to note that research has demonstrated that most owncrs of 
small businesses quite openly State they believe in the value of skill and 
operational training. However, they also admit that they undertake very little 
training activity nor offer any of it to their employées because of time 
constraints. Running a small business is a very intensive affair and there 
seems to be very little time for the luxury of doing anything eise without a 
strong conviction that it must be done. 

Any good Franchise Company will have developed a comprehensive range of 
training and skill development programmes for its Franchisées and their 
employées. The training wi l l be focused on the needs of the business and the 
Franchisées have an on-going opportunity to influence the available training 
through their input to the Franchisor. This availability of focused training is 
one of the great benefits of being part of a Franchise System, tt is essential 
that the Franchisée recognises the need to take advantage of the training. Any 
business which is not updating its skill base and fails to recognise that in 
facing the customer it must have access to the latest selling and technical tools 
is putting its whole existence at risk. 

Although it scems a nuisance to have to take time away from the business or 
send a valuable employée to a training facility, the benefit which is gained 
from the improved skills and the interaction with other Franchisées, 
employées and the Franchisor personnel is enormous. Why be in a Franchise 
and not take füll advantage of its offering? Why not do everything necessary 
in order to maximise the commercial potential of your business? Your 
greatest asset is you and your staff - make sure ail of you work as effectively 
and productively as possible. 
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Q: Over the past couple of years customers have consistently 
been trying to get me to reduce my priées by quoting lower prices 
available tro m local competitors. Should I drop my prices and 
suffer the damage to my margins? 

A : It is generally acknowledged in the economy that since the recession 
customers havc become much more cost and pricc conscious. This is 
not a bad development altogether i.e. as long as customers are Willing 
to pay for Service, Quality and Value. You will not be surprised to 
learn that the Marks & Spencer operating principies are service, quality 
and value. And M & S have proved again and again that their formula 
works. 

Every business has to find a way to differentiate itself from the 
compétition. Wc no longer live in an environment which is very 
tolerant of inefficiency and neglect. Corporate employment does not 
offer the security which it did in the past and most individuáis are 
occasionally examining the alternative of sclf-cmployment. This 
means that i f you opérate in a profitable segment of the economy 
others are likely to follow before long. This increased supply is certain 
to be reflected by lower prices. Only quality businesses offering a 
quality and value for money produet/service will be able to command a 
premium pricc. The premium price will not necessarily mean a high 
price but it wil l mean higher than the competitors who are only 
competing on price. 

In order to be able to compete on value the supplier has to have access 
to specialised skills such as training, product development, branding, 
marketing, etc. This is where l believe Franchising is scoring and will 
score even more in the future. A l l good Franchisors understand and 
aeeept their responsibility to continue to develop the Business 
Opportunity and the System which is required to deliver it. A U good 
Franchisors understand that for their System to sueeeed over time they 
have - together with their Franchisées - to deliver to the end user a high 
pereeived value. The power and impact of the 'partnership' between 
the good Franchisor and the good Franchisée is awesome when 
compared to the meagre means of the independent small business. It 
is also very impressive when compared to the sprawling corporate 
owner ever struggling to motívate a large number of employées who 
are continually concerned about down-sizing and other employment 
related threats which have become part of the modern economy. 

The recommendation to you, thereforc. is to speak to your Franchisor 
regarding the threats which you arc cxpcricncing and ask them to audit 
the way in which you interface with the customer. The good 
Franchisons 'tool-box' is certain to contain remedies to deal even with 
price compétition. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE 
FRANCHISING CONCEPT 
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Q: Hou do Franchisors reconcile the fact that Franchisées 
have a short term view of their Franchise interest whilst 
Franchisors have to assume the responsibility for the long term? 

A : The whole subject of Franchisor/Franchisee Relationship and the way 
each party views the business is fascinating. I wish that the people 
involved in Franchising actually had a better understanding of the 
forces which impact upon their relationship. M y personal view is that 
the individual Franchisée should recognise that he/she have leased the 
Franchisons business System for a specific period of time with a 
commitment to use it to the füll on a journey intended to achieve a 
certain degree of financial and business success. The Franchisée is 
invited to add to the dcvelopment of the System by contributing from 
his personal expérience. However, the Franchisée should not be 
diverted from the main task which is building his own successful and 
profitable business. The moment the Franchisée has made the amount 
of money he has set out to accumulate and loses interest [or the 
challenge] in the business he should seil his unit and let another 
qualified Franchisée take over. 

The Franchisor has the long term responsibility to the Franchisées and 
the market place, as well as, to the HQ personnel and the shareholders 
to maximise long term success and value. I don't see a necessary 
conflict between the short term interest of the Franchisée and the long 
term view point of the Franchisor but inevitably some friction points 
could arise. Therefore, the Franchisor and Franchisée must maintain 
open Unes of communication to allow them the opportunity to discuss 
positions and understand the built-in division of responsibility which is 
the real strength of Franchising. It is my view that educational activity 
is necessary to assist ail Franchisors and Franchisées to understand 
better the dynamics of the Franchise Relationship. This extra 
knowledge will go a long way to reducing what could be perceived as 
a potential conflict of interest. 
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Q: How would a typical Franchisée express his sentiments about 
being a Franchisée? 

A : This question could bc classificd as being a tricky one to answcr. 
There are probably some 20,000 Franchisées in the U K and each one 
will have felt differently about being a Franchisée at différent times 
during their life span as Franchisées. I would hazard to say that on the 
whole Franchisées are satisficd with the choice they have made. 
Afterall, it is much casier and safer to become self-employed through 
the means of the Franchising Concept than opting for the 'independent' 
route. In exchange for the initial and on-going fees the Franchisor is 
pleased to offer a proven business System, a recognised brand, initial 
and on-going training, marketing concepts, marketing tools, trouble 
shooting staff, technical development, innovation, etc, etc. The 
Franchisée has more time to concéntrate on serving the customer and 
should see a better profit performance than competitors who are unable 
to tap into the Franchisors resources. The Franchising route is also 
proven to be a safer one to travel. It is said that amongst the 
independent business start up as few as one in ten businesses are still 
operating after ten ycars. It is also said that in a successful Franchise 
System the likelihood is that as many as 70-80% of the Franchisées 
wil l still be in business after ten years. Naturally, Franchisées who are 
losing money regret the décision to become enterprisers but they often 
recognise that the failure to build the business lies in their inability to 
adhère to the Franchisons System. 

At times Franchisées can fccl a bit loncly in their 'locations'. Even a 
good Franchisor cannot keep up a constant communication going. On 
the other hand, there are Franchisées who wish the Franchisor kept 
greater distance and left them more to their own devices. 

During the initial learning period Franchisées seek continuous contact 
with the Franchisor but later on whilst some become over dépendent 
on the Franchisor others may choosc to develop independently and 
seek in effect to re-invent the wheel. Clearly, the most effective way 
to maximise the potential of the business opportunity and Franchisées 
profit is to follow the Franchisons System and take advantage of the 
training and marketing tools which are available from the Franchisor. 
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Q: There is a general concern about the lack of skills training 
in the UK. Does Franchising contribute in any way? 

A : In the fast changing environment of modern business it is essential for 
any nation to invest in the development of the skills and aptitudes of its 
people. It is a pity that the U K has not allocated in the récent past more 
resources in this direction. There is, however, much greater awareness 
at présent of the risk and the damage which failing to improve the UK's 
skills and compétitive flexibility could cause our economy. The DTI is 
pumping money into the TEC's and others [amongst them the CBI] are 
trying to investigate and improve our understanding of how to use our 
human resources more effectively. 

Franchising could be a powerful player in the international war to 
maintain the wealth of nations. The whole concept of Franchising 
revolves around the transfer of expertise änd know-how. Therefore, 
part of the Franchisons responsibility is to create the training courses 
which will add to the skill base of the Franchisons personnel, it's 
Franchisées and often their staff too. As far as Franchising is 
concerned the Franchisée needs to understand this aspect of the 
business and take advantage of the training which is available. 
Unfortunately, small business people [even Franchisées] often fail to 
realise the füll extent of the value of skill and System training. The 
daily demands of the business always seem to take précèdent. 
Franchised businesses are supported by the Brand présence of the 
Franchisor. However, to maintain the integrity of the Brand the 
customer has to be offered consistent value for money and excellent 
service by each Franchisée. The Franchisor [the good Franchisor] wi l l 
invest a lot of effort and money in trying to maintain such integrity in 
the market place. This also means that employées working for a 
Franchised unit are likely to gain good grounding/training in customer 
service and adding value. 
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Q: Are the people who sign up for a Franchise the Tosers' i.e. 
those who can't do it on their own? Or does Franchising offer a 
real incentive to the 'winners' too? 

A : Readers of my Q & A columns or articles cannot corne to the 
conclusion that Franchising is for 'losers'. It is impossible to establish 
and maintain a successful and profitable business for any length of 
time unless you deliver perceived value to the customer. The end-user 
wil l not continue to buy your product/service in sufficient quantity to 
allow you to earn a décent profit unless they are satisfied with the 
overall value and service. A 'loser' for me is a person who does not 
understand, or want to understand, or refuses to make the effort 
necessary to meet the needs, wants and expectations of the customers. 
Franchising, good Franchising, offers the good and dedicated 
Franchisée an opportunity to concentrate most of his/her effort on 
meeting the needs of the customer i.e. selling the product/service at a 
reasonable priée and at a décent profit margin. 

The Franchisons ever developing Operating System wil l make it 
possible for the Franchisée to move with the times without having to 
invent by himself new tools, new marketing ideas, new products, new 
training modules, etc. etc. 

Franchising allows the Franchisée - the 'winner' Franchisée - to 
become an 'expert' in the new business within a matter of months and 
to 'get off to a quick Start and reach higher levels of success. The on-
going fees which the Franchisée pays the Franchisor should be 
rewarded with the availability of the Operating System and the ability 
to dedicate more - a lot more - of the daily time to servicing customers 
and generating turnover and profits. 
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Q: Are there in the Franchising Concept areas of built-in 
conflict between Franchisor and Franchisee? Is it inevitable that 
Franchisor and Franchisee will fall-out at some time because there 
is a basic conflict-of-interest between the parties? 

A : M y own personal view is that there is no inherent need for a good 
Franchisee and a good Franchisor ever to 'fall-out' with each other. The 
Franchise Concept offers a good Franchisee an opportunity to be self-
employed, own a business, benefit from the experience and scale of 
operation of the Franchisor and earn an excellent return for his time 
and investment input. 

The major areas of conflict are communication, payment, the 
interpretation of the Operating Systems and the extent to which the 
Franchisor continues to re-invest and develop the business. 

The individual Franchisee is committed to paying the Franchisor a 
percentage of the turnover for as long as he/she remain Franchisees 
and regardless of whether they are making a profit for themselves. 
Moreover, the Franchisee is paying mostly for the use of an 'Operating 
System' rather than for the provision of a specified quantity of services. 
This is a fairly abstract arrangement which at the outset is accepted as 
reasonable by the Franchisee who is starting from scratch but later on 
when he/she have acquired much of the skills needed to run the daily 
chores of the business seems to become a burden. 

For a Franchisee to maximise his benefits from the association with the 
Franchisor I recommend that the Franchisee [having first selected a 
good business opportunity and a good Franchisor] concentrate on using 
the Franchisor 'Operating System' to its maximum effect. As long as 
the Franchisor is meeting his obligation to continue to up-date the 
Business Opportunity and the Operating System and as long as the 
hard work which the Franchisee is investing in applying the Operating 
System in delivering a service/product to the customer results in an 
acceptable level of profitability [after meeting the Franchisor fees] the 
Franchisee should not begrudge the payments made to the Franchisor. 
Recognising that the Franchisor is the originator and owner of the 
System and the Business Opportunity is a healthy approach to the 
Franchisee/Franchisor relationship. Recognising that the Franchisor by 
leasing his System to the Franchisee is also sharing with the Franchisee 
his own business opportunity will help ease the pain of making the 
weekly/monthly payments. 
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Conflicts do occur in Franchising. Conflicts occur in most 
business relationships. In Franchising tnany conflicts would be 
avoided or minimised as long as people communicate and talk to each 
other. Neither Franchisor nor Franchisee should be grecdy. 

Greed is certainly not a good mortar for a lasting relationship. If both 
parties constantly keep in mind and fulfil the Division of 
Responsibility which they have undertakcn, their business success will 
be assurcd. 
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Q: What are the main éléments which détermine whether a 
business could be converted into a successful Franchise System? 

A: The most important initial factor is whether the business being 
considered for Franchising is profitable and whether the individual 
units which will be Franchised can demónstrate profitability. In the 
early stages, the profitability of the prospective Franchisor's business is 
less important as long as it has sufficient liquid resources and 
management skills to see its way to a profitable future. However, it is 
essential that the diligent, hard working and dedicated Franchisee 
should be able to work his way towards building a profitable future for 
his individual unit. 

The prospective Franchisor has to examine the profít margins in the 
business and determine whether the Franchisee can add-value to the 
overall economic picture. It has to be assessed whether the gross and 
net margins which wi l l be earned by the Franchisee wi l l allow him/her 
sufficient rcturn for the financial commitment, risk, personal labour, 
etc. At the same time i f the Franchisor docs not obtain sufficient 
income it will be unable to keep upgrading the System and Business 
Opportunity and provide the marketing, training and field back up 
services. The Franchisor must earn sufficient profits to be able to 
recruit, train and maintain a team of quality professionals at 
Headquarters. Without the profít incentive neither the employees ñor 
the shareholders of the Franchisor wil l retain their dedication to the 
business. 

To assure the long term profitability of the business - both for the 
Franchisor and Franchisee - the Business Opportunity which is being 
considered must have a real and lasting valué to the customer. Unless 
a value-for-money market need is being met, the business wil l be 
unable to build and maintain a customer base which wi l l provide it 
with profitable repeat business. 
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Q: 1 feel that my Franchisor should be do in g more to motívate me and 
the other Franchisées in our System. What words of advice would 
you give to my Franchisor? 

A : From your question it seems to me that a few words of friendly advice 
could prove useful to both Franchisees and Franchisors. 

To some extent it is surprising that a Franchisee should fccl so strongly 
that he/she nced to derive their motivation from the Franchisor. The 
Franchising Concept is founded on the energy and buming ambition of 
the individual Franchisee to achieve financial security and sustainable 
business success. It is assumed, therefore, that the Franchisee wi l l be a 
self-starter who does not need to be pushed or prodded to sct himself 
ambitious business targets. The economics of Franchising are 
structured to achieve greater efficiency in the management of the 
distribution activity through the reduction in the number of layers of 
supervisory management which had been typical of the corporate 
hierarchy. On the other hand, one of the functions of the Franchisor is 
to lead the System. AI1 successful Franchise Systems have received 
their sustenance from strong HQ management, co-opcration with the 
Franchisees and visionary leadership from the Franchisor. Only the 
Franchisor has the long term rcsponsibility and long term mission to 
navigatc the difficult seas of cconomic and business change and créate 
the infrastructure which will try to assure a smooth evolutionary 
development of the business opportunity and the management of the 
Franchise. This statement does not mean to undermine or 
underestimate the huge contribution which each individual Franchisee 
can make and should want to make to the progress of the Franchise. It 
does, however, highlight the división of rcsponsibility which exists 
between the Franchisor and Franchisee and needs to be recognised for 
the concept to opérate productively. It is a pity that your Franchisor is 
failing to establish an open and effective channel of communication 
with all the Franchisees. The Franchisor should seek to involve all 
Franchisees in the progress which is being made, without in any way 
diverting the individual Franchisee from the function of serving the 
needs of the customers. 
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The practical next step for you eould be to contact the Franchisor and 
fíx an appointrnent to go to HQ to meet with some of the sénior 
managers. Please share with them your desire and your colleagues 
wish to see closer working relationship between Franchisor and 
Franchisees and let them understand that you and your fellow 
Franchisees are seeking greater leadership from them. í agree with the 
sentiment that the Franchisor should be very ambitious for the success 
of his Franchisees. I also agree that the Franchisor should play a role 
in galvanising the Franchisees to greater and greater success. 
Nevertheless, we have to be careful not to confuse this role with 
another role which could be termed as being a nurse-maid to the 
Franchisees. I am sure that your preference is for a Franchisor who is 
passionate about his business, has a visión for the future and is 
ablc to carry the Franchisees forward through quality management, 
quality Systems and professionalism. 
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Q: In my Franchise the Franchisor supplies the Franchisées with 
ail the ingrédients and materials. Recently, I discovered that the 
Franchisor has a very high mark up on the supplies which 1 could 
purchase for less and with higher spécifications from a third party. 
What is the best way to deal with this problem? 

A : As with all matters of disagreement, question, dispute or outright 
conflict of interest - the best way and the most cost effective way, is to 
approach the Franchisor directly and discuss the problem openly and 
with good intentions. 

The Franchisor is entitled to charge on-going fees and the Franchisor is 
entitled to enjoy a mark-up on goods sold. In fact, thc Franchisor is 
entitled to exercise whatever terms and conditions are set, agreed and 
enshrined in the Franchise Agreement and Operation Manuals. 
Nevertheless, it is not always good business to be greedy and a good 
Franchisor, with a long term view of the business, is not likely to 
design a package which wi l l be unattractive to prospective Franchisées. 

Afterall, the basis of the Franchise Relationship is a successful 
business relationship too. Each party has to be able to obtain sufficient 
reward for its vision and effort. The Franchisor wil l be Willing to 
obtain less absolute profits from a Franchised distribution network but 
also expect to invest less in establishing it and monitoring its success. 
The Franchisée too has to be satisfied that as long as he follows the 
System of the Franchisor with dedication, détermination, energy, etc he 
wil l be able to secure profitable success. What the Franchisée should 
be looking for is his own bottom line. If this meets the business 
potential and the business potential meets his expectations - the 
Franchisée should be satisfied regardless of the perceived higher level 
of Franchisor income. 

The question of product spécification is very interesting. Is the 
Franchisor really at fault for acccpting lower spécification or in such a 
spécification adéquate in order to provide a quality product? You need 
to meet with the Franchisor and discuss your concerns with him. 

Every Franchisée should want to be part of a successful Franchise 
where the Franchisor has a good income stream. Only a successful and 
profitable Franchisor can support on-going R & D programmes, 
marketing initiatives, good quality support staff, etc. What is a 
reasonable margin? When you add up the total of the on-going fees 
and the product margin and relate them to System turnover docs it total 
around 15-20%. If so, I don't believe that this total gross income 
should be seen on its own as excessive. Naturally, if the successful 
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Franchisées arc unable themselves to achieve at least a similar net 
margin on turnover it may be that the business is not strong enough 
and wil l not attract new Franchisées. The best way to set your mind at 
ease is to communicatc your concerns directly with the Franchisor. 
Possibly, you could go to meet the Franchisor together with another 
successful Franchisée who shares your views. 
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Q: Our Franchisor is fairly active in producing marketing tools 
for the Franchisées to use, but, we the Franchisées do not agrée 
with the quality of the work on offer and many do not use it. What 
can wc do? 

A : The secret to successful Franchise Systems and profitable Franchisées 
is in an open and on-going communication and co-operation between 
Franchisor and Franchisée. Only through talking openly with the 
Franchisor and the sharing of ideas can matters and aspects of 
disagreement be settled constructively and positively. 

It is important, however, to restate here that it is the Franchisor who is 
in-charge of the System and thereforc it should be the Franchisors 
overall vision for the business which drives it forward. The leadership 
for the Franchise should corne from the Franchisor and it should be the 
Franchisor who understands the greater potential of the market and 
delivers the tools necessary to capture the desired share of the market. 
Nevertheless, it goes without saying that the individual Franchisée has 
a most valuable rôle to play in understanding the needs of the local 
market where he opérâtes and the impact of the marketing programme 
on it. 

One way to move forward is to suggest to the Franchisor the 
establishment of a small advisory group of Franchisées 
[preferably successful franchisées] with a proven marketing flair [or 
even previous professional marketing expérience], This group 
could meet with the Franchisons marketing staff to discuss the 
marketing vision of the Franchisor and examine in detail the 
productivity of existing marketing tools. Hopefully, a spirit of co-
operation and constructive input wil l be established. The Franchisor 
must not be made to feel threatened by the approach from the 
Franchisées. The attitude should be one of greater'partnership'. It 
may be useful to invite third party advisors [if such are being used by 
the Franchisor] because their présence may offer a wider dimension to 
the gathering. Franchisées should remember that the Franchisons tools 
are expected to meet the needs of a wide variety of locations and 
différent stages of development of Franchisées. Therefore, 
not all the tools wil l be suitable for ail the Franchisées ail of the time. 
The important aspect is that therc should be enough diverse tools for 
Franchisées to use in order to mect the changing needs of their markets 
and their own growth. 

Please remember that a great dcal of stress and strain is creatcd in 
Franchise Systems because of the différent perceptions of Franchisées 
and Franchisors regarding the use of the marketing funds. It is ail too 
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easy to damage or even destroy the good yet fragile relationship which 
has been established between Franchisor and Franchisée over the 
Franchisons marketing activity. Therefore, both Franchisées and 
Franchisor need to take extra care not to allow minor différences of 
opinion or rather lack of clear communication to deteriorate into open 
conflict. 
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Q: Can a Franchisée make 'real* money or are the scales tipped 
substantially in favour of the Franchisor? 

A : In many Franchise Systems the scales arc in fact 'tipped' to the bencfit 
of the Franchisée. This does not mean that the Franchisor is not intent 
on making real money. It means that the Business Opportunity is 
good, the Operating Systems are good, the training and marketing 
services are good, etc. Thc rest is up to the Franchisée himself/hersclf. 
For a Franchisée to be successful in business hc needs to examine, 
understand and emotionally accept the following éléments: 

1.1. The Business Opportunity - thc Franchisor is responsible for 
identifying a profitable business opportunity. The Franchisor is 
expected to test the concept in the market place and prove that 
it can meet customer needs and expectations. The Franchisor 
has to prove that money can be made by delivering a 
servi ce/product to the end user. 

1.2. The Franchisor has thc responsibility to develop an Operating 
System which wil l have captured thc method of doing business 
and delivering satisfaction to the customer. The Franchisor is 
responsible for up-dating both the Business Opportunity and 
the Operating System which helps the Franchisée deliver it. 
The Operating System includes training both for the Franchisée 
and when applicable his/her employées. 

1.3. The Franchisée has the responsibility to absorb, digest and 
implement the Operating System developed by the Franchisor 
and thereby deliver a valuable service/product to the customer. 
The real test whether the Franchisée will make 'real' money 
therefore dépends only on him and whether he has done his 
homework. As long as thc Franchisée has invested the time 
necessary to investigate and sclect the appropriate business 
opportunity - the one that matches his skills, financial resources 
and ambition - the opportunity to make real money is there. 
The second part is the extent to which the Franchisée is going 
to implement the Operating System of the Franchisor. The 
energy, dedication, détermination and professionalism of the 
Franchisée at the sharp end arc the determining factors in thc 
eventual success. The Franchisor has 'delegated' the activities 
at the customer interface level to the Franchisée. It is the 
Franchisée who will 'bond' with the customer [or not as the case 
may be]. Therefore, as long as you have taken the processes of 
selecting thc Franchise Opportunity and delivering customer 
satisfaction seriously - you should have little worry about 
making 'real' money by being a Franchisée. 
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Q: What are the three most important aspects which will 
décide the success or failure of a Franchisée? 

A : As in all business activity the most important element in the success of 
the enterprise is the attitude of the owncr himself. If the Franchisee is 
lacking the 'can-do' mentality or is unwilling to invest the enormous 
amount of cffort which will be required to build and maintain the 
business or is incapable to learn the systems and method of operation 
and keep adapting as they change or simply does not understand that 
the most important person in the world is the customer - evcrything 
else becomes simply secondary and of fairly little signifícance. 

Therefore, I would list the 3 most important elements as follows: 

3.1. The Franchisee and his attitude. 

3.2. The business opportunity - thc industry which you have 
selected [for example Printing, Hamburgers, Drain-clearing, 
etc]. 

3.3. The Franchise Company - The Franchisor, his Systems, his 
attitude, the quality of management, his visión, the Franchisees 
they select, etc. 
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Q: Who can I turn to for advise before making thc décision 
which Franchise to join? 

A : The most important person in the selection process of a prospective 
Franchisor is actually you, the prospective Franchisee. It's your ability 
as a budding Enterpriser which is being tested to the full. You will 
have to assess the people you meet, understand the business 
opportunity, read the documentation, seek references and talk to 
existing Franchisees. It's your money and your future which is being 
put at risk and you must assume full responsibility for the decision 
making process. Having said all of the above I agree that you must 
also seek input and advise from third parties. You can get free 
booklets from most of the Clearing Banks and some bank managers 
may be able to offer a knowledgeable view of Franchising and possibly 
comment about specific Franchise companies. However, more often 
than not unless the Bank Manager asks for current written input from 
the banks' Central Franchise Unit the information which you may 
obtain will be flawed. In order to understand the business opportunity 
better it wi l l be very useful i f you asked a knowledgeable accountant to 
look at the estimated potential projections which the Franchisor may 
make available. The accountant could also analyse the Franchisor's 
own Accounts in order to assess the viability and financial strength of 
the Company. A financially weak Franchisor may not be around to 
give you the benefits of the economies of scale and thc on-going 
updating of the Systems. A knowledgeable solicitor, especially one 
with previous experience in Franchise matters, wil l guide you through 
the maze of the Franchise Agreement. A good Franchise Company 
will have a strong Franchise Agreement which will give it the muscle 
to keep the standards of the Franchise high and restrain recalcitrant 
Franchisees from damaging the credibility of the whole chain. A n 
experienced solicitor should be able to highlight the benefits and warn 
you about suspect practices. 
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Q: Can a Franchisée become a Franchísor? Should a 
Franchisée aspire to become a Franchísor? 

A : Many Franchisées think that the life of the Franchísor is much easier. 
As a Franchísor, the argument goes, you don't need to serve customers 
all day long and all you have to do is collect and bank the fccs which 
the Franchisées send in. Well, life is not that simple for any of the 
Franchi sors. 

A good Franchísor with a substantial Franchised network is constantly 
busy dealing with Franchisée enquiries, helping Franchisées with 
problem solving, visiting Franchisées in the field, updating the 
Operating Systems, coneeiving and implementing marketing concepts, 
hiring and training corporate staff, training Franchisées and staff as 
well as engaging in the multi faceted work which is associated with the 
recruitment and launch of new and/or replacement Franchisées. From 
personal expérience I can say that being a Franchisor is the most 
complex, time consuming, exhausting and exhilarating job I have ever 
donc. A Franchisor nceds to bc an expert in many ficlds including, 
finance, marketing, training, property, the specific product knowledge 
of the industry and not least in the dynamics of people relationships i.e. 
what makes people opérate within a Team successfully. 

There is no reason why a successful Franchisée could not invent a new 
Franchise Concept or acquire from the U K or abroad a proven 
Franchise Concept. The expérience of being a successful Franchisée 
wil l have inercased your financial resources and has given you an 
insight into what is needed to build a successful Franchise. The scale 
of the activities of the Franchisor, however, is much wider than that 
required from the Franchisée and this fact should be taken into 
considération. 
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Q: I have been investigating a new Franchise Opportunité whîch 
looks interesting. However, the 'Franchiser' Company is so new 
that it does not evcn have a pilot unit in opération. Although therc 
are a number of independent businesses offering a similar product 
there is no Franchise Company in the field other than the one 1 
have been investigating. Should I take a Franchise from them? 

A : The essence of Franchising, from a prospective Franchisée point of 
view, is the Knowledge that the Business Opportunity which they are 
considering is proven and successful in the market place. The 
prospective Franchisée should be ready and willing to pay an on-going 
fee for the use of the Franchisons System because it is a successful and 
profitable System. The prospective Franchisée should be able to 
determine for himself that as long as he/she are ready to follow the 
System as prescribed by the Franchisor i.e. with energy and integrify, 
they are likely to be as successful as other Franchisées who are already 
operating within the Franchise. Lfnfortunately, the situation which 
you are describing does not match those expectations. 

The position which you describe seems to be one where a business 
person has identified a market niche wherc non-franchised businesses 
are already operating and where they 'think' a Franchise opération 
could be successful. Although they might be correct with their 
évaluation of the opportunity, how can they prove to you without a 
pilot unit that the end resuit wil l offer the margins required and bottom 
line profits needed? How wil l they bc ablc to offer you the opportunity 
to duplícate the Systems already in use if they have yet to develop 
them in the first place? 

We must not confuse the situation which you are describing, where 
your décision should be not to proceed, with the circumstances of a 
new indigenous Franchise or an imported concept from abroad. At 
times prospective Franchisées wi l l be attracted by new concepts and 
new ideas. Franchising is an industry which is led by enterprise and 
energy. The dreams of Franchisées and the visions of Franchisors 
when joined together make new business opportunities matérialise. 
However, in each instance the prospective Franchisée must be able to 
examine the record of performance in the local market place. 
Naturally, joining a new Franchise Company, even i f it's one which 
has taken a Master License from a successful foreign Company, carrics 
with it a greater risk. Tt is never certain that even i f the concept has 
been proven through at least one Pilot Unit in the U K that the 
Franchise management wi l l be ablc to attract enough good quality 
Franchisées, or compete successfully in the market place with the 
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independents or manage the complex Franchise Relationship 
succès s fully. 

The U K requires a successful small business community and 
Franchising is certainly an excellent way for individuals to become 
successful in business. But, i f the 'Franchisor' has not yet been able to 
demonstrate success it should be looking for equity partners and not 
Franchisées. 
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Q: What are the three most important aspects in the Franchise 
Agreement from the Franchisées point of view? 

1.1. The Franchisée has to satisfy himself that the license which he 
obtains from the Franchisor grants him the right and privilège to use 
the Franchisons succcssful Systems and Business Format for a definitc 
period of time in exchange for a one-off up front fee and an agreed 
percentage of the sales turnover. To makc sure that the Franchisée wi l l 
be able to opérate the System professionale and profitably, the 
Franchisor should undertake to make a training programme available 
to the Franchisée and possibly some of his staff too. 

1.2. In order for the Franchisée to be able to continue and develop the 
business opportunity in his market and enjoy the fruits of his labour in 
füll the Franchise Agreement should offer the Franchisée the option to 
renew the Agreement for a further period on reasonable commercial 
terms. The Franchisée needs to recognise that the Franchisor is likely 
to refuse the exercise of the option i f the Franchisor wil l have judged 
that the Franchisée has either brought the Franchise into disrepute or 
failcd to implement the Systems and Business Format properly or 
rcgularly failed to meet his contracted obligations to the Franchisor -
which includes paying the fecs on time. 

1.3. At some point in time all Franchisées wish to exit the System. At the 
very least it wi l l be the passage of time which wil l dictate the need to 
move on. The Franchise Agreement must State clearly that the 
Franchisée has the right to seil the business to a willing buyer and 
rctain ail the proceeds except for a payment of a reasonable fee to the 
Franchisor for the administration of the sale and a commission for the 
introduction of a buyer [if applicable]. This right to seil the business 
will be subject to the Franchisor retaining an effective veto over the 
sale because of the need by the Franchisor to investigatc the 
prospective Franchisée and assess whether he/she qualify to join the 
Franchise. The criteria which the Franchisor wi l l apply to ail 
prospective Franchisées should bc, as far as possible, identical. The 
Franchisor may rctain a 'right of first refusai' to buy your business. 
Howcvcr, the Franchisor wil l then be required to pay the same price as 
a willing and able third party buyer has contracted to pay. 
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Q: It seems that the Franchisee-Franchisor relationship 
undergoes periodic tensions and strains, is there sufficient effort 
being undertaken to study and understand why this is happening 
and how best to deal with it? 

A : It is interesting to note that despite the fact that Franchising is such an 
important economic development tool the académie interest in 
Franchising has been rather limited. Even in the U S A where 
Franchising is said to have ercated direct employment for 5 million 
people the quality and Span of research into Franchising is tiny. 
Possibly, the reason has to do with funding. Much of US académie 
research is either sponsored by companies and/or Government. Most 
Franchise companies by their very nature are fairly small 
entrepreneurial organisations with neither the vision nor the resources 
to sponsor Franchising research. They are busy trying to expand, face 
the compétition and deliver quality service to their Franchisées and the 
market place. The giants of Franchising, on the other hand, are 
probably only interested in their own business and possibly not keen to 
share their expertise with their competitors - whether they compete for 
Franchisées and/or in the market place. 

I agree that it is imperative that in-depth objective yet informed 
research into Franchising should take place. I am convinced that much 
of the tension and conflict which does émerge from time to time is a 
resuit of misunderstandings and misconeeptions about Franchising. 
Both Franchisors and Franchisées need to understand their respective 
responsibilities and how best to discharge them. Franchising is about 
sharing markets, risks and responsibilities. Once mature business 
people understand the formula it is easier for them to stick to it. 
Conflicts arise from frustration and frustration is orten the result of 
false expectations. Research will be able to tell us how current 
Franchisées and Franchisors see their roles and why they sueeeed or 
fail to maximise the potential benefits. On the basis of this information 
new behaviour rules and more productive activity plans could be 
devised. I am very optimistic that with the proper study and research 
we can move Franchising forward at a great pace. 
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Q: What is the 'secret formula' for success in Franchising? 

A : lt's difïïcult to talk about a 'secret formula' because everything in 
Franchising is quitc transparent. However, there are a number of 
éléments which the Franchisée and Franchisor need to deliver in order 
to succeed and to maintain the pleasure and benefits of success over 
time. The Franchisors responsibility is to conceive and structure the 
particular System which wil l allow the Franchisée to deliver the 
services which the particular business opportunity spécialises in. The 
Franchisor will develop marketing tools and training modules to be 
exploited by the Franchisées. The Franchisor wi l l also have HQ 
pcoplc with the skills to interface with the Franchisées and act as 
guides to the System. 

The individual Franchisée wi l l only succeed i f he/shc understands that 
to succeed they must employ the Franchisons given System to the füll. 
They must use the marketing tools, they and their staff must take 
advantage of the training and they must enjoy providing, servicing and 
satisfying the needs of the customer. The 'secret' of Franchising 
success is that therc is no 'secret'. 

But ultimately the degree of success is almost solcly based on the 
Franchisées Willing to follow the weit proven System - which the 
Franchisor must continue to Upgrade. The whole concept is based on 
the division of responsibility between a good Franchisor and a good 
Franchisée. Whcn both parties widerstand the 'bargain' which they 
have Struck and deliver it with energy, enthusiasm and responsibility -
success is almost inévitable. 
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Q: I prefer to use my own marketing ideas rather than those available from 
the Franchisor. Am I wrong? 

A : Your marketing ideas could be real gems, but, this is not the main issue here. 
As a member of thc Franchise System you are expected to broadcast the füll 
Corporate message to your local market place. One of the main strcngths of 
the Franchise is the Branding and branding is established only through the 
provision of a consistent message. This does not mean, however, that the 
Franchise System stiflcs creativity or that Franchisées are not encouraged to 
expcriment and scck to contribute from their creativity. What is needed is an 
open Channel of communication between Franchisée and Franchisor so that 
ideas will flow in both directions. Nevertheless, the Franchisée must use the 
Corporate marketing concepts and tools in order to maintain the consistency of 
the message. The Franchisée can experiment with ideas but without diluting 
the overall corporate image. When the Franchisée identifies a new and 
improved way of doing things the best way forward is to share this with the 
Franchisor so that the HQ personnel could invest in testing it on a larger scale. 

There is no question that the input from Franchisées about thc needs of the 
customer and the tools which could help meet those needs is an essential part 
of the success of the Franchising Concept. Yet, it certainly does not mean that 
each Franchisée should go his own way. A balance must be maintained 
between the corporate marketing products and the local experiments. If you 
are a professional marketing person or especially gifted with practica! 
marketing ideas, hopefully, your Franchisor wi l l have idcntified the talents and 
wil l have established a close working relationship with you in order to tap the 
value for the benefit of the whole Franchise. 
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Q: A h and ful of Franchisors are offering a red ne in £ scale of 
Management - Services fees [on-going Franchise Fees]. It sounds 
attractive to a prospective Franchisée. What is your view? 

A : A very small number of Franchise Systems offer to reduce the scale of 
fees which the Franchisee pays them cither after a few years of 
operation or once the level of sales generated by the individual 
franchisee gocs over a certain threshold. M y personal view is that the 
Franchisee should be less concerned by how much he/she are paying 
the Franchisor and be more interested with how much is left in their 
pocket. This means that the prospective Franchisee should examine 
the business opportunity overall rather than be attractcd to a lower fee 
structurc. The nct profits which the business can genérate for you is 
the crucial factor. 

The questions you should ask yourself are; wi l l I be able to make more 
proftt overall by choosing one business opportunity over all the others? 
What are the additional risks I am taking by choosing the lower fee 
operation? Is this Franchisor as powcrflil as the others in his industry? 
Sometimcs you wil l find that the people who are offering the lower fee 
scale have to do so because they are the weaker players in the Industry. 
It is important for the long-term success of a Franchise System to have 
a successful and profitable Franchisor. Only a profitable Franchisor 
wil l have the cash to re-invest in the business. Every business needs to 
invest in research and development. Building, protecting and 
expanding the Brand is an on-going responsibility of the Franchisor. If 
the Franchisor cuts/reduces the level of income which it obtains írom 
the System that Franchisor wil l have less cash to pay for HQ 
personnel, marketing, R & D, etc. Choose your business opportunity 
by reference to the industry, the market place, the valué of the 
product/service, the strength of the Franchisor and your profit 
opportunity. Don't worry about paying lots of Franchise Fccs as long 
as you are left with lots of profit too. Sincc the Franchise Fcc is always 
only a small perecntage of your sales the more you pay the more 
profits you should be retaining too, if you opérate the business 
professionally. 
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Q: Apart from the initial franchise fee what are the hidden 
costs, if any? 

A: The initial fee charged by the franchisor is normally only a one-time 
payment and is seldom (in absolute) a very large amount. It is also 
legitimate for the franchisor to eam further income from the sale of 
items which constitute the initial package purchased by the franchisée 
from or via the franchisor whilst setting up the business. 

It is important, however, that this income does not makc the cost of the 
equipment higher than that which the franchisée would pay were 
he/she to purchase it on the open market. The franchisor should be 
able to negotiate bulk discounts and be in the position to pass valuable 
discounts/savings to the franchisée whilst still carning some income for 
to set up a head office opération and offer support resourccs to its 
franchisee's. It is unlikcly the individual franchisées wi l l receive 
support services directly from the foreign franchisor nor have recourse 
to it should the local Master Licence holder or Master Franchisor fail. 

Therefore, it the Company which you are approaching is a young 
Master Franchisor you would be wise to enquire about the success of 
the foreign franchisor too. In fact, a new Franchise Company 
operating under licence from a succcssful foreign franchisor is in 
theory in a better position to offer value for money than a new local 
franchisor with no access to the pool of expertise which should be 
available to itself. You could ask the franchisor for the détails of their 
policy on income to be earned on equipment and supplies which are 
provided to the franchisées. You should also ensure whether you are 
free to buy équivalent products on the open market if you choose so to 
do because of cost savings. 
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Q: Some people portray Franchising as an 'umbrella' which the 
Franchisor opens, to protect the Franchisées. Is this your vicw 
too? 

A : Every enterprise has to face the 'cléments' of business iife. 
Franchising is no exception. The Franchisor, cvcn the best one, is 
unable to impact, for example, the level of intercst rates which The 
Bank of England and the Chancellor of the Exchequer agrée to enforce. 
Nor can the Franchisor shelter the Franchisée from législation which 
aims to protect the environment, or, labour législation [such as the 
European Social Chapter] etc. 

What the Franchisor can and should do is develop a Business 
Opportunity which is successfiil in the market place. The Franchisor is 
responsible for identifying and constantly updating the product/service 
which the customer [end user] is willing to purchasc repeatedly and at 
a price which allows the Franchisée to make a décent living. The 
Franchisor wil l produce the System and tools which the Franchisée 
wil l need to use in his/her daily interaction with the customer. The 
Franchisor wi l l further train, educate and motivate the Franchisée to 
ever more professional and productive effort. 

In other words, the Franchisor wi l l not be able to shield the Franchisée 
from the 'éléments' but wi l l be willing and able to train the Franchisée 
and provide him with the tools which wil l allow the Franchisée the 
skills and expertise to face the 'éléments' with greater professionalism 
and confidence. Therefore, as far as I am concerned, in Franchising the 
good Franchisor wi l l be 'implanting' a small pair of invisible wings to 
each and every one of his Franchisées. Thereafter, the Franchisor wil l 
try his best through continuous éducation, leadership and motivation to 
help the Franchisée leam how to stretch the wings, build the muscles 
and learn to fly. The good Franchisor when provided with a good 
Franchisée, wi l l help the Franchisée aim higher and reach higher. The 
combination of a good Franchisor and a hard working, hard leaming 
and customer oriented Franchisée wi l l resuit in a far greater and more 
lasting business success. 
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Q: My Franchisor produces marketing tools and concepts 
which he expects the Franchisées to implement and use. Is this the 
norm? 

A : One of the strengths of the Franchising Concept is the centralised 
marketing activity which is conceived by the Franchisor. A Franchise 
System is basically a distribution network which is distinguished from 
the competition by its branding, imagc, quality of service and 
marketing. A onc unit independent businessperson rarely has the 
fmancial resources or the skills needed to make an impact on the 
markct whcrc hc/she operates by way of consistent market building 
and professionally created activity. 

A good Franchisor wi l l be investing moncy and management time ín 
determining the market position the Franchisee should oceupy and 
develop long, médium and short term policies to deliver it. The 
Franchisees have a crucial role to play in the overall context of 
building the brand because of local activity which they are expected to 
carry out and the importance of how they incorpórate the standard 
Corporate Image into their local activity. 

A good Franchisor wi l l seek input from his Franchisees for a wide 
range of actívities including Marketing. The ideas and comments 
received from the Franchisees will be assessed by the Franchisor and 
when appropriate incorporated into fiiture programmes. The 
Franchisee should not feel aggrieved, however, if his ideas are not 
utilised right away. It is the responsibility of the Franchisor to decide 
the direction of the Franchise. Some Franchísors wi l l agree to 
Franchisees originating their own local activity as long as they 
implement all the Franchisor 's marketing tools too and as long as their 
'own ideas' are not in conflict with the long term visión and image of 
the Franchisor. 
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Q: What is the rôle of the Field people my Franchiser employs? 
How should I view them? 

A : The good Franchisor wi l l be developing the System of his 
individual Franchise and offer training opportunities to allow the 
Franchisées to acquire the understanding and skills to implemcnt them. 
In addition, the good Franchisor wi l l invest in trained field people 
who'll contact and visit the Franchisée on location to add some on the 
spot training but mainly to assure themselves that the Standards of the 
System are being maintained. In some Franchises e.g. Fast Food, the 
Franchisors' réputation can quickly be destroyed by onc Franchisée 
failing to keep to the required hygiène standards. A Franchisée who 
fails to adhère to the System in a good Fast Food opération is likely to 
be disenfranchised very quickly i f the required remedial action is not 
implemented forthwith. 

The field people are there to help you maximise your business 
opportunity in the specific market. They are trained to understand the 
business and spot irregularities. It wi l l be a mistake to see them as 
spics and view them as protagonists. It is true that occasionally they'll 
call to your attention transgressions in the way you operate the 
business. However, what they are trying to do - on behalf of the 
Franchisor - is help you take the course of action or actions which is 
more likely to guide you to greater stability and profitability. It is 
important to remember too that the field people arc employées of the 
Franchisor and not independent business people like the Franchisée. 
Thcrcfore, treat them with professionalism and respect. 
Good people wil l respond to this approach and be even more dedicated 
to guide you to success. 
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Q: It is my feeling that our Franchisor is not intcrested in 
input from the Franchisées. Is this the norm? 

A : The norm in a good Franchise is that the Franchisor seeks to encourage 
the Franchisées to contribute ideas and 'best practice' expérience. The 
Franchisor will only be able to update the System and the tools used to 
deliver value to the customer by referring to the expérience of his 
Franchisées. At the same time the individual Franchisée should not 
expect that every idea offered to the Franchisor wi l l necessarily be 
taken up and implemented right away. Some ideas wil l never be 
implemented. Other ideas wil l take time to fdter their way into the 
System. The Franchisée, each Franchisée, should share his ideas and 
'best practice' expériences with the Franchisor as a matter of routine 
and forget about them. The mere fact of sharing the idea should give 
the Franchisée the satisfaction of a partnership, when an idea is 
actually adopted it wi l l be a second and equal pleasure. 
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Q: When visiting Franchisors [during the research phase| the 
prospective Franchisée is able to discuss potential profits. Docs 
this mean that the Franchisor is legally committed to the 
achievement of thèse potential profits by cach of his Franchisées? 

A : The answer must clearly be no. A n ethical and professional Franchisor 
can't be held responsible for the specific profit performance of each or 
any Franchisée in the System. What an ethical Franchisor would do 
during the research phase is share with the prospective Franchisée 
some data on performance achieved by some Franchisées and possibly 
provide numbers which show possible relationships between sales and 
the various costs associated with delivering the suggested sales. The 
Franchisor should accompany each such sharing of information with 
written disclaimers which make it clear that the Franchisor is not 
claiming that the Franchisée is likely to achieve thèse numbers. It is up 
to each individuat Franchisée and his advisors to study the information 
and décide whether they are confident that the individual Franchisée is 
willing and able to invest the effort and quality of effort required in 
order to generate the desired sales and the cost ratios which wil l be 
needed to resuit in the targeted profits. The prospective Franchisée 
must also meet with operating Franchisées and confirm with them that 
the proposed financial goals are feasible and being achieved in the 
Franchise. The Franchisor is only a facilitator. The Franchisor is 
unable to force the Franchisée to employ the System to the mil , to hirc 
the best employées and offer them the training and leadership required 
to generate the quality of service and product which in turn wil l meet 
and exceed the expectations of the customer. The only person able to 
détermine this is the Franchisée himself and therefore it wi l l not be the 
Franchisor who will détermine the level of profitability. Naturally, 
Franchisors who suggest unreasonable targets [as apposed to 
ambitious] and unrealistic potential wi l l find that the prospective 
Franchisée will be told by the operating Franchisées that the 
expectations are too high and wil l either décide not to join the 
Franchise or wil l scale down the suggested potential projections. 
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Q: What are the most fréquent points of contention berween 
Franchisor and Franchisée? 

A : I would like to be in a position to be able to say that there are hardly 
any conflicts or points of contention within good Franchise Systems. 
Why? Because I believe that in theory the Franchise Concept shares 
the responsibility for delivering a product/service to the end user in 
such a 'perfect' way that conflict should not arise. However, life is 
never perfect and certainly could not be in business. 

The reasons for conflict are mostly related to failure or success. 
Naturally, if a Franchisor is unable to build a good System and is slap-
dash in the way Franchisées are recruited and trained, the business 
Problems which the Franchisées wil l expérience wi l l bring about a 
great deal of conflict and contention. However, even within a 
successful Franchise System failure and success are the reasons for 
occasional contention. 

Failure: Even within very successful Franchise Systems there are 
problem and failing Franchised Units. For some reason individual 
Franchisées are unwilling or unable - despite ail the input, guidance 
and support from the good Franchisor - to meet the challenges of 
serving the needs of the customer and Rinning a business. It is 
impossible for the Franchisor to weed out thèse situations altogether. 
In fact, sometimes individuals who did reasonably well when starting 
change their attitude and the business déclines fairly rapidly thereafter. 
A Franchisée who is not doing well can occasionally blâme the 
Franchisor rather than himself - which makes it ail the harder for the 
Franchisor to offer further guidance and direction - and seems 
determined to select a course of action which wil l lead to conflict and 
even litigation. When a Franchisée is not running the credit control 
and collection side of the business professionally [in say business to 
business activities] and fails to pay the on-going fees on time, the 
Franchisor wi l l start putting on pressure for seulement. The request for 
payment and the imposition of interest on late payment are also 
éléments which at times inflame the Franchisée and impact on the 
relationship with the Franchisor. However, the Franchisée must 
widerstand that the Franchisor can't be expected to act as an unsecured 
bank and needs the cash flow in order to manage his own business 
professionally. 
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Success: It may seem surprising that there is a risk that successful 
Franchisees - especially those who have been with the Franchise for 
many years - wil l start feeling that they are no longer getting 'full 
valué' for the on-going fees and start resenting having to make those 
substantial payments every week. 

It is casy for a successful Franchisee to forget that the System which 
he/she are using in the running of the business and the Brand under 
which they are trading are what they pay for. A good Franchisor wi l l 
never stop making slight modifications and improvements to the 
System. Often, it is done in such fashion that it might be almost 
imperceptible as such to the Franchisees. And, yet, over time these 
changes wil l accumulate and determine the continuing success of the 
Franchisees and the Franchise. 

As part of the process of change the Franchisor wil l introduce 
modifications to the Brand, the packaging, the marketing etc. Not 
always all Franchisees understand the full reason and rationale for the 
changes or agrec with them. But, to get a large group of individuáis 
with a vast diversity of backgrounds and skills to fully agree on 
complex issues such as branding and marketing is too ambitious. The 
Franchisor must, therefore, get on with the work - having consulted 
and obtained input from the Franchise and individual Franchisees -
making the decisions and implementing them. In the long term the 
results wil l speak for themselves. However, Franchisees of long 
standing can be offended when changes take place which either 
unsettlc their long established format of trading or when it seems to 
them that their individual views have not been given sufficient merit 
i.c. adopted. The Franchisor needs to try to understand these feelings 
and deal with them professionally but not allow the process to drag too 
long because it consumes fínite resources and slows the ability of the 
Franchise to move forward and compete in the market place. 

This particular point re-enforces my personal view that 
Franchisees should only stay in any particular Franchise until they 
have fulfilled their targeted financial objectives. Too often being part 
of the Franchise becomes an end in itsclf. A small business - and all 
Franchisees are running small businesses even when very profitable -
can't afford the luxury of forgetting how competitive and merciless the 
market place is. 
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Q: What kind of a relationship is the Franchisée expected to 
have with his Franchisor? 

A : This is probably onc of the most involved and important aspects of the 
Franchise Concept or the Franchise Relationship. For the individual 
Franchise System to succeed the Franchisor must fïrst establish a 
relationship of mutual trust and respect with his Franchisées. The 
economies-of-scale and the accumulation and dissémination of 
knowledge/expertise which the Franchise Concept embody matérialise 
well only when the Franchisée is eager to lcarn, absorb and follow the 
Franchisor with confidence and trust. Naturally, the relationship 
undergoes a number of changes and stages over the years. Initially, the 
Franchisée is likely to be highly dépendent on the Franchisor through 
the initial training and the opening séquence of the business. Over the 
years as the Franchisée will have achieved a higher degree of expertise 
as well as financial security the perceived level of dependency on the 
Franchisor wil l diminish. Howcvcr, the Franchisées must not let 
themselves fall into a trap. The trap of conceit. For the duration of the 
Franchise [as long as hc is operating under license from the 
Franchisor] the Franchisée is expected to continue to cmploy to the füll 
the System and business tools of the Franchisor. A good Franchise 
System wi l l continue to develop and expand the System to meet the 
current needs of the customer. The Franchisée has to watch out that he 
wil l not allow the passage of time lull him into a false sensé of 
security. The market place is a tough, demanding and fast moving 
arena where only the best players survive and thrive. Only by 
continually following the Systems and guidance of the Franchisor wi l l 
the individual Franchisée assure that his success wil l continue until the 
time to seil the business and maximise the profits has arrived. 
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Q: What kind of prcvious cxperience a Eranchisee should have? 

A: Every Franchise Company has its own individual Profile for its 
Franchisées. This profile wil l have evolved over time and is constantly 
examined in the light of past successes and failures, as well as, the 
changing nature of the business. Some Franchise Companies require 
previous expérience in the particular ficld of opération although on thc 
whole Franchisors prefer recruits without thc 'baggage' of 
preconceptions and trade préjudices. The main personal attributes 
which the Franchisée must possess in order to succeed in business are: 
integrity, honesty, enthusiasm, willingness and ability to work 
extremely hard, team spirit, leadership, commitment, energy, ability to 
follow the System. 
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Q: What is the most crucial function of the Franchisée? 

A : The Franchisée is basically expectcd to undcrstand. adopt 
and operate the Systems of the Franchisor. In most businesses it 
means the recruitment, training and motivation of staff and the build up 
of the customer base. If 1 had to choose one single aspect as the crucial 
élément which is the responsibility of the Franchisée I would not 
hesitate to say that it is the acquisition and rétention of the customer. 
The Franchisor wil l have assignedVtransferred this 
function/responsibility to the Franchisée as part of the bargain which 
had been struck between them. By allowing the Franchisée to share 
his business opportunity in the spécifie market the Franchisor has cast 
his vote of confidence in the ability of the Franchisée to seek, service 
and meet ail the needs of the customer. Without a solid base of repeat 
customers in each location the Franchise will simply fail. 
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Q: How do I know if the franchiser is 'playing fair' when 
dividing territories? 

A : Not every franchise company actually grants a fixed 
territory. The more important aspects are whether within the 
area where y ou are going to operate [either from a retail unit 
or employing a mobile concept] there is a sufficient 
customer base for your product and/or service. Each 
franchise System has a différent way to measurc the number 
of potential customers which their franchisées are expected 
to market to. Once again the success of the individual unit 
wi l l not dépend only on the size of the market but on the 
market share which you manage to capture. The extent to 
which you manage to penetrate the market wi l l dépend 
directly on the quality and quantity of your marketing and 
sales efforts. 

If the franchisor is willing to discuss with you the formula 
which he is using to develop markets, and if, the existing 
franchisées are able to confïrm that it works [even though 
some franchisées would like to have larger marketing areas 
to compensate for lack of marketing effort] then you could 
assume that the franchisor is 'playing fair'. 
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Q: Can ont- have a significant say in the siting of unes' 
Franchise? 

A: A good franchisor wil l always be Willing to hear your 
conccrns and would be able to offcr answers which are based 
on past expérience. At the same time you need to realise that 
you can't have the same relevant expertise as the franchisor 
and you need to listen to the points made by him. If we are 
talking about siting a ncw rctail location cspecially fast food 
the answcr is that although thc franchisor wi l l listen to your 
commcnts the location has to be right and availability of 
good locations is scarce even in a recession. If you are 
purchasing an existing retail opération, relocation is very 
expensive and has to be justified. If you are not happy with 
the location, you can always ask to bc offered an opportunity 
in another market. However i f the franchisor concludcs that 
your réservations are not founded and the way in which you 
express doubts about their expertise is unhelpful, he may 
décide to reject you application Nevertheless, i f you believe 
you are right be strong enough to accept the conséquences 
and look for another franchise opportunity which wil l meet 
with your lcvcl of undcrstanding. 
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Q: I am a relatively new Franchisée, and have been approached to 
join a Franchisée Association. The forming of any such 
association is very much against the Franchisor's wishes. Will 
joining bring me any be ne fit s and from a légal point of view 
can the Franchisor stop me? 

A : You must always remember that your franchise agreement is a 
direct, individual and personal contract between you and the 
Franchisor. You should also décide whether you want to join a 
Franchisée Association against your franchisor's wishes. But, why 
is the franchisor taking this négative attitude towards the 
Association? 

If there is nothing explicitly written into your franchise agreement 
and associated documentation regarding Franchisée Associations 
then I wouid say that your Franchisor cannot stop you from joining 
such an association. I would be surprised to find that kind of 
condition/requirement in any Franchise agreement. I am not a 
lawyer but I would think that the courts might interpret a 
restriction as an unreasonable and unenforceable provision. 

Franchisée Associations should bc set up for the sole purpose of 
working together with the franchisor in partnership for the benefit 
of the franchise System 'as a whole'. It is important for the 
individual franchisées to remember that it is the Franchisor who is 
the ultimate custodian of the System, franchisées have différent 
needs and expectations at différent stages of their growth and life-
span within the franchise. It is only the Franchisor who has the 
on-going responsibility to look equally after the interests of ail the 
Franchisées. A well-structured Franchisée Association can play an 
important supporting rôle to the franchisor. A Franchisée 
Association should be a consultative body - not a contentious or 
confrontational grouping merely putting forward [in an aggressive 
posture] claims for and on bchalf of Franchisées, taking the présent 
perspective as the only reality. The Franchise has to grow and 
develop and it's the responsibility of the Franchisor to move the 
Franchise in the perceived direction - even i f it's against the view 
of individual Franchisées who are happy with the status quo. 

Personally, I would not join a Franchisée Association which 
adopted a confrontational approach to the franchisor. Makc 
enquiries to establish their credentials and criteria. Ask for a copy 
of the constitution of the Association. What are the aims and 
purposes of the Association? 
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A number of Franchises run both company-owned and 
franchised outlets. Is it true that the more lucrative sites 
are the company-owned sites leaving the Franchisées to 
scrape a living in the less profitable areas? 

In principle there is a possible risk that a Franchise which 
has a large number of company-owned outlets wil l tend to 
select prime locations for itself. However, a responsible 
Franchise company which plans to be in business into the 
future is unlikely to recruit Franchisees successfully i f it 
offers them only inferior locations which do not allow the 
development of a successful business. You as the investor 
will have investigated the available options and wil l have 
decided against joining them. 

If we talk about retail-based operations it can be that the 
Franchisor is willing to take on the heavy cost-burden of 
prime sites which most individual Franchisees could not 
afford. In this case the Franchisor wil l be doing the system a 
favour by extending the exposure of the brand into high 
visibility sites. A Franchise company which operates a small 
number of company owned outlets cannot, and should not, 
be seen as withholding opportunities from their Franchisees. 
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Q: I have recently been looking into the possibility of 
franchising and have been surprised to find the fee is 
renewable after a number of years. Is this normal? 

A: In the context of franchising the Yenewable' fee is normally 
the on-going fcc which is also called the Management 
Services Fee. This levy is appüed to the sales turnover of 
the individual units and is paid Torcver' either weekly or 
monthly. 

The Franchisec is best advised to see it as another cost of 
doing business. A fee which is paid to the Franchisor as a 
lump sum at the outset of the relationship is the initial fee. 
The amount varíes from franchise to franchise and is 
intended to contribute to the recovery of the costs incurred 
by the Franchisor in setting up the system and, the offsetting 
of expenditurc associated with the process of recruiting new 
Franchisees. 

The Franchisor wi l l extend to the Franchisee a licence to 
opérate the business [Franchise Agrcement] which wil l 
normally be for approximately 5-10 years duration, with an 
option to renew [subject to satisfactory performance by the 
Franchisec]. 

In instances where the Franchisor Company is properly 
constructed and is able to genérate sufíicient income from a 
substantial body of successful Franchisees there is no need 
for the Franchisor to charge a new initial fee from existing 
Franchisees upon the renewal of their licence. If the rencwal 
of the licence is involved in specific costs which are incurred 
by the Franchisor there could be a justification for the 
recover of same, as long as the Franchisor is prudent in its 
expenditure. 
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Q: I bave been with a successful Franchise Company for m an y 
years and have operated profîtably without adopting the computer 
System which the Franchisor has subsequently introduced. Now, 
the Franchisor is applying friendly pressure on me to 'join' the 
ranks and incorporate its propriety software into my opération. I 
am successful and profitable running the business my way why 
should I have to comply with the Franchisons requirement? 

A : It seems to me that you have bcen very fortúnate. You have joined a 
successful Franchisc Company and are yourself making good money. 
Your Franchisor is not resting on his laurels and continúes to invest in 
the business and produce new Tools to be used by its Franchisees. It 
also seems that the computer software has been around for a while but 
you have been reluctant to make thc necessary investment in time and 
money. 

My personal opinión is that you have been unwise to rcfiise to embrace 
the software and that your Franchisor has been too lax in enforcing the 
changes on his Franchisees. I am quite sure that your business will 
have been even more profitable with the use of the appropriate 
software. It is likely that you would have more relevant information at 
your fingertips regarding thc performance of the business. It is quite 
likely that you could improve your operating margins and ovcrall 
bottom line. I don't know whether you have any computer system at 
all and how you are tracking your customer datábase, doing your 
accounts and producing your management information. If you are still 
driving the business by looking at thc rcar view mirror I am delighted 
for you in the knowledgc that you are still profitable. This may not last 
for Iong. Computers are part of our lives and are here to say. Thc 
skills required to opérate modem software is not very difficult to 
acquire. I am confident that your Franchisor provides the necessary 
training packages. Take the plunge and I promisc you a great deal of 
benefit. In addition, the Franchisor personnel are trained to assess the 
performance of your business by reading thc financial reports produced 
by their software. Sincc you can't provide the Franchisor with the 
relevant information the Franchisor is unable to make thc máximum 
input building the profitabílity of your business cven ftirthcr. 
Furthermore, the Franchisor needs to accumulatc operating data from 
all his Franchisees in order to be able to assess trends, developments 
and identify worthwhilc ncw ideas. If you are such a good operator thc 
Franchisor and the other Franchisees are entitled to learn from your 
experience. One of the strengths of Franchising is the pooling of 
success and best practice. Pleasc rejoin thc club. 
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Q: The Franchising Concept seems to be built around the expectation that 
the quality and integrity of Che individual Franchisee will assure the high 
value which the end user can expect and is entitled to receive. Isn't this 
expected strength also the potential weakness of Franchising? i.e. when 
the Franchisor is not selective enough either in the initial recruitment of 
its Franchisees, or when allowing the Franchised Unit to change 
ownership. What do you think? 

A: Your view of this particular strength and weakness of Franchising is 
correct. Franchising, like any other business concept, is totally dépendent on 
the quality of thc pcople who operate it. Moreover, bccause in Franchising the 
Franchisor transfers the dury for building demand in the local market place to 
thc Franchisee it is essential that each individual Franchisee both Widerstands 
the weight of responsibility which has been placed on him/her and is Willing 
and able to carry out thosc duties to the highest standards. I am not convinced 
that all Franchisees actually widerstand that the obligation to find customers 
and build a lasting relationship with them is theirs to carry out and not the 
Franchisors. No business can succeed without having sufficient numbers of 
repeat customers Willing to buy sufficient quantifies of product/service at 
sufficient frequency to allow the Franchisee the opportunity to generate 
adéquate turnover at adéquate net margins so that he/she can enjoy a quality 
standard of living. 

The Franchisors duty is to help protect the value of thc individual Franchisees 
business through selective recruitment and by inviting into the System only 
those Franchisees who are judged to have the expérience and personal 
attributes which are required for the specific Franchise. The Franchisor is 
under an obligation to apply these stringent recruitment and sélection criteria 
equally when it is a new unit, a resale of an existing unit to a new owner i.e. 
new Franchisee, or even when deciding whether an existing Franchisee should 
bc allowcd to acquire another unit [new unit or onc already in opération] or 
even when an existing Franchisee expresses a wish to transfer the ownership 
of his business to a son or daughter. 

Your question is onc which goes to the core of the integrity of any Franchise 
System. A good Franchisee will not be able to maximise the benefit of his/her 
excellent work i f the other Franchisees in the System do not offer the 
customers an equally high quality value and service. The réputation of the 
Brand will be affected/impaircd/wcakencd by the non-performing Franchisees. 
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Franchisor to be vigilant and 
thoroughly professional when deciding which individuals to take into and/or 
keep within thc Franchise. 
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Q: Do executives of différent Franchise Companics ever get 
together to share ideas and learn from each other's 
expérience? Do Franchisées? 

A : The Franchising Concept itsclf works best whcn Franchise Companies 
involve their own staff and Franchisées in an on-going process of 
searching for 'best practice' and appropriate 'new ideas' which can be 
incorporatcd into the individual businesses in order to assure a higher 
degrec of cfficiency, productivity and customer service. Within 
specific Franchise Companies ail parties conccrned [Franchisor, 
Franchisée, Staff] should have a mutuality of interest and ail stand to 
gain from the improved communication and business growth. 

Différent Franchise Companies can leam from each other, or at least 
discuss aspects to do wifh the establishment and maintenance of 
effective and productive relationships with their Franchisées, effective 
Franchisée recruitment avenues, availability of Rinding for 
Franchisées, how to recruit and train corporate personnel, how to offer 
effective support to Franchisées and still earn a profit, etc, etc. The 
Franchisors which are members of the British Franchise Association 
have many opportunities to meet during B F A Functions, the Annual 
B F A Convention, Franchise Exhibitions and Seminars put together by 
various firms of solicitors and accountants. Most B F A member 
companies know each other [the total membership is only 150 strong] 
and could in theory arrange to get together as often as they wish. 

Whether in practice the British Franchise community is benefiting 
from 'best practice' is a very good question. Personally, I am of the 
opinion that neither Franchisors nor Franchisées stop long enough to 
completely widerstand the 'the division of responsibility' which is 
really the hallmark of the Franchising Concept. Both Franchisors and 
Franchisées success rates and satisfaction rates would be much higher 
i f both parties understood and aeeepted in füll their respective 
responsibilities. Franchisors are responsible for the updating of the 
'business opportunity' and the System which the Franchisée uses to 
build his local business. The Franchisée assumes the responsibility to 
utilise the System to its füll potential in building the market 
pénétration, market share and customer relationship which is necessary 
for any business to succeed. I agrée that more planned activity could 
and should be taken so that UFC Franchisors could improve their 
understanding of 'best industry practice'. 
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Naturally, in this proccss successful Franchisées of différent Franchise 
companics should be invited to participate and offer their views, input 
and share their expérience. How much "cross fertilisation" is going 
on at présent between Franchisées of différent Systems is an unknown 
factor to me, The question which could be asked is whether the 
individual Franchisée has the time to mcet people from différent 
Franchises and whether he/she will gain more from spending this time 
with successful Franchisées from their own System. 1 would like to 
hear from Franchisées who have made business contact with people 
from other Franchises. This wi l l help us to gain some insight into their 
own expérience. 
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Q: In last months' issue of Franchise World there was an article 
about the sale of a Franchise Company. What is the position of the 
Franchisées? 

A: Every prospectivc Franchisee needs to assess both the strength of the 
individual business opportunity which various Franchise Compames 
are offering and the viability and stability of the specific Franchise 
company itself. A new Franchisee who chooses to go with a young 
Franchise company because of the 'exciting' 'business opportunity' 
which it is offering is making a business decisión which could prove to 
be a very succcssful one in the long term or vcry painful in the short 
term. Franchisor companies run the same commercial risks of success 
or failure which other companies are exposed to. The Franchisor has 
to invest in the management of its internal administration as well as 
develop and maintain the support systems to guide its Franchisees. 
This is one reason why it is so important that Franchisees and 
Franchisors maintain an open, honest and constructive communication. 
If there are problems they should be discussed in a professional and 
unemotional way so that minor irritations wil l not develop into major 
and costly confrontations which can put the whole System at risk. 

Thc other aspect of which both the prospective and existing Franchisee 
need to be aware is that in the same way that the Franchisee wi l l want 
to 'exit' the business at some time in the futurc so wil l the 
founder/sharcholders of thc Franchise Company. One 'exit' route for 
Franchisors is to 'float' the Company on a recognised stock exchange. 
This wil l allow the original shareholdcrs to sell their shares in an 
ordcrly way over time. Normally, a Company which has its shares 
traded on a recognised stock exchange will also have a professional 
team of managers to ensure the continuity of the business and its 
leadership. 

Another way to 'exit' the business would be by way of a 'trade sale', 
which means thc Franchisor Company is sold to another Company 
which wants to either enter the specific business or expand its activitics 
within it. Usually, when a business is successful i.c. the Franchisor 
business is profitable; the sale of the Company should not mean a 
major disruption for thc Franchisees. The rationale is that i f someone 
is paying good money for the business and its profits, they should be 
reasonable and responsible about maintaining the rclationship with thc 
Franchisees. Nevertheless, in such circumstanccs it is only natural that 
the Franchisees should fcel anxious about thc nature and culture of the 
people who are about to take over their Franchise System. 
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From the legal point of view the new owners cannot change the 
existing Franchise Agreements for existing Franchisées until such time 
as they corne up for renewal [or earlier if the existing Franchise 
Agreement allows it undcr certain circumstanccs]. This fact should bc 
a good reason for the Franchisées to be lcss apprehensive in the short 
term. Nevertheless, the best way to make sure that the future is just as 
bright [if not brighterj than with the previous Franchisor is for a 
deputation of successful Franchisées to meet with the new Franchisor. 
Sometimes, the new owners are in fact bettcr funded and better placed 
to guide the Franchise and its Franchisées to greater succcss. I would 
recommcnd for the Franchisées to keep an open mind, meet with the 
Franchisor as soon as possible and listen to what they have to say and 
what they are preparing to do. In my view open communication and 
professional input from successful Franchisées is likely to encourage 
the new owners to invest more in the business in order to gain more in 
return. 
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Q: I have recently been to my first Annual Conference. I found 
it well worthwhile. How comc a substantial number of Franchisees 
did not artend? Will this attitude äffe et the development potential 
of the Franchise and its Franchisees? 

A : Building and maintaining mutual respect and trust within the Franchise 
are essential to its smooth funetioning. How eise wil l the Franchisor 
be able to obtain 'best practice' input from its Franchisees and 
disseminatc improvements to the System and new Marketing tools? 
Meeting Franchisees face to face needs to be an on-going 
responsibility of the HQ personnel and thc Franchisees themselvcs. 
The meetings can take différent formats i.e. visits by Field peoplc to 
the location where the individual Franchisée opérâtes, Seminars and 
training sessions [either at HQ and/or locally], regional meetings, and 
National Conferences The National Conference can take différent 
forms too. 1t can be annual or bi-annual. It can be a one day affair or 
extend over a few days - including a weekend. It can be totally 
dedicated to seminar sessions or it can be afmost exclusively for 
socialising purposes or it can combine both. A well prepared National 
Conference which extends over a couple of days is a very involved and 
costly affair for the good Franchisor. It requires an enormous 
commitment in management time to develop the concepts, seminare 
and social activity which wil l be taking place. The planning of the 
National Conference requires a substantial financial commitment by 
the Franchisor and the expenditure of large amounts of money over an 
extended period of time. 

The committed Franchisée wi l l come to most [if not all] the on-going 
meetings arranged by the Franchisor. Düring thèse meetings not only 
wil l he benefit from the in-put provided by HQ personnel but also the 
value of the interaction with other Franchisees is enormous. 
Franchisees who do not come to the National Conference [or other 
funetions without justified reason] are less likely to widerstand the 
System, comc to grips with the changes in the System, develop their 
relationship of trust with thc Franchisor and eventually be less 
successful than their potential. As a resuit, i f a substantial number of 
Franchisees fail to particípate on a regular basis the whole Franchise is 
going to suffer and its overall development impaired. 

Franchisees who are concemed about the well being of their Franchise 
System should consider talking to absent collcagues and explain to 
them thc importance of regular and whole hearted participation in 
activities laid out by the Franchisor. 
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Q: The Franchise I am considering charges royalties and an advertising levy, 
as well as a mark-up on the product. Is this considered to be ethical? 

A : When entering into any business relationship it is the responsibility of the 
parties to assess the benefits and risks associated with the transaction. On the 
assumption that the parties have done their homework, enjoy a good reputation 
and enter into the discussions in good faith the principle that should guide the 
prospective Franchisee is basically 'what benefits and profits can 1 gain from 
operating this specific Franchise opportunity successfully". Although product 
mark-ups by the Franchisor have received "bad press' at times I don't believe 
that these are unethical in principle. What is cither 'unethical' or rather 
'unacceptable business practice' is to offer a Franchise Opportunity where the 
Franchisee despite all his hard work and energy operating the System is unable 
to cam a decent return for his effort and risk. A Franchisor becomes 
'unethical' when the concept is knowingly structured to offer the Franchisor a 
profit opportunity but not one for the Franchisee. The questions which a 
prospective Franchisee should ask the Franchisor are 'what are the product 
mark-ups'? 'what effect wi l l they have on my cost-of - sales compared to the 
competition?' As long as the Franchisee feels comfortable with the overall 
package and the profit potential the question of product mark-up becomes 
academic. 

It should be remembered that it is in the interest of Franchisees that the 
Franchisor is successful and profitable. A successful Franchisor can re-invest 
in building the Brand, in developing the Operating Systems, in product 
Research and Development, etc. The Franchisor wil l either get the revenue by 
way of fees, mark-up or other charges. As long as the Franchisor income 
formula is clear, allows the Franchisee a profit opportunity, is understood and 
spelled out by way of full and frank disclosure when the Franchise is set-up 
there is less room for friction and a reduced risk of mistrust. 
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Q: What recourse does a Franchisée have if the Franchisor does not 
provide on-going assistance or support to the level that was 
identified at outset? 

A : AU quality Franchisors are pleased to consider and respond to 
reasonable requests for support and assistance from their Franchisées. 
In fact, often you'll hear Franchisors complaining that too many 
Franchisées are refusing to take the Franchisors advice and guidance 
in the employment of the System of the Franchise. At the same time 
some Franchisées forget that the responsibility for developing the 
business in their location/area is vested in them and in their staff [if 
applicable]. The Franchising Concept is entirely dépendent on the 
'division of responsibility' between Franchisor and Franchisée and can 
only succeed when both parties fulfil their respective obligations. 
However, if wc assume that in your particular case the expectations of 
on-going assistance or support which you have from your Franchisor in 
order for you to be able to develop your business [whether or not thèse 
wcrc discussed in detail at the outset] are reasonable may I propose the 
following course of action: [I am assuming that you have already 
discussed your disappointment directly with the Franchisor]. 

1.1. Discuss your views and problems with a fellow 
Franchisée. I recommend that you seek the opinion of one who 
is successful and able to generate the kind of profits, which you 
would like to have. This person will have learnt how to exploit 
the 'business opportunity' and should bc able to help you on 
your way. May I suggest that before you go to the meeting that 
you list in writing and in detail the kind of assistance and 
support activities, which you feel you, are in need of. It wi l l 
help both you and your fellow Franchisée have a productive 
meeting. A succcssftil Franchisée will not invite you again i f 
his/her time will be spent on listening to your unidentified 
complaints vis the Franchisor. 

1.2. Following the meeting with your successful colleague and 
assuming he/she wil l have agreed even in part to your list of 
reasonable needs [did you also make a list of the reasons why 
he/she is successful?] may I suggest that you ring your 
Franchisor and ask to set up a meeting. A i l quality Franchisors 
will welcome such a request and will listen carefully to the 
arguments which you will be making in support of your views. 
The fact that you have met with and obtained the support of the 
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successful Franchisée [even to a reduced list] wi l l help yow 
Franchisor widerstand the problem. Tf your Franchisor is one 
of the quality Franchisors, 1 can't see that you wil l have a 
problem gaining support for your reasonable requirements. 

1.3. In the unfortunate and very unlikely event that your Franchisor 
is unwilling to listen to yow reasonable requests [or even 
refuses to meet with you] may 1 suggest that you ask a few 
successful Franchisées to agrée to join in with yow pétition to 
the Franchisor. Should the Franchisor refuse to meet with this 
group you'll need to ask yow accountant or solicitor to first 
try and ring the Franchisor for a meeting and i f unsuccessful to 
writc and request it. Subsequently, either the Franchisor wi l l 
agrée that your expectations are reasonable and offer the 
support required or you wi l l need to décide whether you wish 
to exit the Franchise or take legal steps to try and enforce your 
expectations. On the whole, I am afraid that i f you need to sue 
your Franchisor in order to get a reasonable level of on-going 
support the future prospect for you in this specific Franchise 
System does not look especially promising. 
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Q: What should I realistically cxpect my Franchisor to provide in 
further training and support? 

A : [ am pleased that you are using the word 'realistically expect' 
because the success of the Franchise Relationship is based on 
realism and the reaiisation that there is a División of Responsibiiity 
between Franchisor and Franchisee. 

The Franchisor is fully responsible for the developmcnt and 
updating of the System [which is what you carne to him in the first 
instance for] utilising input from a whole variety of sources and 
foremost from its operating Franchisees. The Franchisee is 
responsible for the implementation of the System in the individual 
market where he/she are operating and the developmcnt of a 
relationship with the potential customer base. In order for you to 
take full advantage of the System the Franchisor should put together 
and in place the necessary training modules and manuals to assist 
you. Whether the training courses will include a facility to train 
your stafftoo will depend on the Franchisor and the complexity of 
the business. The Franchisor cannot be expected to provide on-
going training always free of charge and always by HQ personnel. 
Sometimes, it is more cost effective for the Franchisor to nomínate 
third party training organisations [especially in management 
training]. The extent to which the on-going training [or further 
training as you refer to it] is made available totally free of charge or 
partially subsidised by the Franchisor will depend on the 
profitability level of the Franchisor. However, one problem which 
Franchisors who are willing to provide a grcat deal of further 
training on HQ premises and are willing to sponsor the cost have to 
contend with the sometimes cavalier attitude which the Franchisees 
take to last minute cancellation of attendance. For the Franchisee 
who wishes to encourage the Franchisor to offer more on-going 
services to the body of the Franchise there is nothing better than to 
attend the courses in substantial numbers and then implemcnt the 
System as prescribed. Such co-operation is certain to assure a 
successful and profitable Franchise and Franchisees. 
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Q: I have been advised to contact existing franchisées for 
information before buying. In my case there are no 
existing franchisées as it is a new opportunity. What 
more should I do? 

A: The Franchising concept is not only an excellent vehicle for 
the prospective franchisée it is also ideally suited to help 
new entrepreneurs start new franchise companies. However, 
although a new franchise concept could offcr the opportunity 
to start on the 'ground floor' and have a wide sélection of 
geographical areas to choose from, the problem could be the 
vérification of the economic viability of the business and the 
financia! integrity of the franchisor Company. 

You wil l need to examine the business concept in greater 
detail, ask for substantial data to verify the success of the 
pilot units and rely more heavily on the advice of your bank, 
solicitor and accountant. But, in the end you will have to 
make a décision based on the total input obtained. With a 
new franchise the fact that there are no operational 
employées mcans that you have to be more entreprencurial 
yourself. It is also likely that the franchisor wi l l be going 
through a steep learning curve himself and wil l be testing 
new ideas to evalúate the response of the market place. You 
need to be strong enough to say no even to an attractive 
concept, if the évidence suggests that the franchisor and/or 
the business are not sufficiently prove. 
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Q: What is a Master Licence? 

A : A franchise company wishing to expand the network beyond 
its country of origin can do so mainly using three formats: 

1. It can establish its own franchise operation in the 
country of destination. 

2. It can cntcr into a joint venturc with a local partner. 
The local company will become the franchisor by 
way of a Master Licence granted by the original 
franchisor. 

3. It can seek a local person [reprcsenting both the 
management and financial rcsources] and agrcc a 
Master Licence Agreement [normally for a country]. 

This Agreement will be rather lengthy, as it needs to 
reflect the requirements and expectations of the 
original franchisor from the local franchisor. 
Remember, the franchise system in each country is 
cxpccted to be very similar, if not identical, to the 
onc which succeeded in the first place [allowing for 
cssential differences as long as they do not conflict 
with the original concept]. 
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Q: Is thcre a maximum level at which royalties can be 
charged? 

A: The payment which the individual franchisee is contracted to 
make to the franchisor for the duration of their Agreement 
are more often referred to as management services fees or 
on-going fees rather than royaltics because of the on-going 
element of service or support facilities which are made 
available to the franchisee by the franchisor. 

The actual level of fees is specific to each franchise system, 
although the majority wil l fall around ten per cent of 
turnover, [including the promotion/advertising element]. 
Deciding whether a specific level of fees required by an 
individual franchise system is appropriate has everything to 
do with the specific business opportunity being discussed 
and very little with the 'average' rate charged by others. 
However, a good business person is always investigating 
alternative options and as such you need to be convinced that 
the return and income opportunity available to you after the 
payment of the fees to the franchisor is adequate for the 
investment and effort which you are expected to make. For 
example, a very low on-going fee could still mean very little 
income to you i f the business opportunity is a weak one, 
whilst a much higher fee paid for a superior business 
potential could result in a much better income for you. 
Remember, the franchisor is sharing the market opportunity 
[his market opportunity] with you and will want to obtain 
sufficient income from the business. You need to be 
satisfied that after paying all operating and capital costs 
including the fees you are left [potentially] with an adequate 
income and return on investment, including the likcly 
increased valué of the business which you should be able to 
realise at the end of the day. 
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Q: I an swe red an advertisement in a national daily for a 
franchise opportunité. After some discussion with the 
company they have said they would like to seil me a 
Licensing Agreement. What is the différence, if any 
between franchising and licensing? 

A : The definition of franchising is not to the best of my 
knowledge a legally binding term. Therefore, the reader is 
likely to come across many 'flexible' users of the concept 
[e.g.. the franchise which the electorate has to vote for one 
party or the other or abstain, the franchises which the 
Government has 'sold' to operate radio and television 
stations, the franchise which Ford grants to sell a specific 
rangę of its cars from a specific location, etc], l too am 
concerned with the lack of clarity and to assist developed the 
idea of system leasing which, in my opinion, is a more 
appropriate expression for the business relationship and 
contractual interaction between franchisee and franchisor. 

However, strictly and legally speaking the franchisor always 
grants a licensc [limitcd in time and areaj to the franchisee to 
employ, operate and cxploit ccrtain 'rights' which the 
franchisor owns and which the franchisee seeks to benefit 
from. In this sense there need not necessarily be a problem 
regarding the specific transaction to which you are referring. 
Ncvertheless, I believe that when we are talking about a 
business format form of franchising the description of the 
Agreement as one in which the franchisee is leasing, from 
the franchisor [for a defined period] a proven system for 
achieving business success is relevant. The franchising 
relationship to which we are referring is one where the 
franchisee is not simply being 'sold' rights or is allocated a 
gcographical area within which it can distribute at wi l l a 
physical product supplicd from a single manufacturer. 

We are talking about a detailed 'formuła' of doing business 
which the franchisee is expected to follow diligcntly to the 
letter and where the franchisor invests in a qualified team of 
people dedicated to developing the system, to answering 
franchisee problems and to the monitoring of franchisee 
adherence to the dclivcry of a complete 'product' ąuality to 
the end user. The interdependence of the partics is greater in 
the business franchise format concept and the proper 
employment of the system by the franchisee is crucial to the 
success of both partics. 
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Q: What is the minimum Investment fee and how is it 
calculated and how does it compare to the actual 
investment? 

A : Each Franchise System sets its own initial Franchise 
fee [upfront payment] requirements. Therefore, it is 
impractical to talk about a minimum fee for the Franchise 
'industry' as a whole. In principle, the initial Franchise fee is 
calculated to recover for the Franchisor a proportion of the 
costs incurred in establishing the Franchise in the first place. 
The expenditure required to evaluate and process the new 
Franchisée and a profit élément to covcr the fact that one 
more locati on/territory/opportunity to open a Company 
owncd unit has bccn forgone. Remember, the Franchisor 
has agreed to share the market with you and has given up a 
commercial opportunity to exploit it himself. 

The 'actual Investment' I assume to mean the total 
investment required to set up the opération wi l l once again 
dépend on the spécifies of the Franchise. Some Franchises -
such as restaurants - could require many hundreds of 
thousands of pounds, whereas, some of the 'job Franchises' 
will only call upon a few thousand pounds in total. A i l the 
Franchise companies hâve produced leaflets and brochures 
which describe the scope of the investment required and the 
cash contribution which the prospective Franchisée is 
expected to possess. Furthcrmore, the face to face interview 
with the prospective Franchisor is the best opportunity to 
check out all the numbers. Make sure that you understand 
the extent of the commitments. Your accountant and 
solicitor should be ablc to re-check your figures and verify 
the information. 
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Q: I am a Franchisée and have signed a Five year contract in 
which my designated area was clearly defined. However, 
the Franchisor is allowing another Franchisée to operate 
within my area. What course of action can I take? 

A ; The question of territory/designated area could be a 
complicated onc bccause there are so many opporrunities for 
misunderstanding and disappointments. 

The Franchisor does not agrée that he has granted 
exclusive tcrritories or exclusive designated areas. 

The Franchisor actually authorises other Franchisées 
[new and existing] to trade in the disputed area. 

The Franchisor has 'given' very large areas in the 
early days of the Franchise, which the Franchisée is 
unablc or unwilling to develop which leads the 
Franchisor to approve other Franchisées to trade in 
the area or parts of it. 

A ncighbouring Franchisée encroaches on the 
'designated' area because he belicvcs it's within the 
area allocatcd to his Franchise. This could happen 
when the 'désignation' is imprécise. 

A Franchisée décides to trade in the 'designated' area 
without the approval of the Franchisor because he 
perceives the operating Franchisée to bc complacent 
and because he secs a business opportunity being 
wasted. 

The Franchisor is too weak to tackle the 'overly 
ambitious' neighbouring Franchisée and curtail his 
activity and possibly is pleased to sec you being put 
under pressure to exploit your area and its potential 
much more aggressively. 
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Q: What is an appropriate term for an [Franchise] 
Agreement to run in order to see some return on my 
investment? 

A : The cost of the Licence-Fee itself witl vary between the 
différent Franchise Systems [Companies] as well as the 
overall investment required to set up and develop the 
individual unit. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to try 
and quote a spécifie length of time which the Franchise 
Agreement must offer in order for you to see a return on 
your investment. However, you should ideally see a good 
return on your investment, as well as, good compensation for 
the effort which you will be expected to pour into the 
building of the business. 

The ethical Franchisor wi l l have taken thèse considérations 
into account when deciding on the initial term of the 
Franchise Agreement plus the further option [s] to renew 
which are written into the contract. However, you need to 
realise that the Franchisor is basing everything they put in 
front of you on the assumption that you the investor/operator 
wil l adopt the Operating System of the Franchise in rull and 
implement it with energy and enthusiasm, irrespective of the 
daily trials and tribulations which running a business wi l l 
throw at you. Therefore, thc actual return which you wil l 
eventually obtain from the business wil l dépend to a large 
extent on the way in which you will operate it. In fact, i f 
you set yourself not only annual sales and profit targets but 
also overall profit/capital targets for the years which you 
want to dedicate to this particular business opportunity, you 
should have no problem in assessing for yourself whether 
you can gct the desired rewards within the term of the 
Agreement. Finally, by visiting operating Franchisées you 
will be able to find out whether they believe the estimated 
projections discussed by the Franchisor are realistic. [Here 
too you will necd to assess for yourself whether thèse 
Franchisées are following the prescribed System with energy 
and dedication]. 
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Summary 

1. Normally an ethical Franchisor is unlikely to dispute 
a designated area i f the Franchisée is doing a very 
good job exploiting the potcntial of the market there. 

2. It should not always be assumed that the Franchisor 
is actually in collusion with the other Franchisée; it 
could be that he simply docs not have the Systems to 
stop it. 

3. If you have a valid contract [i.e. your five years have 
not run out or you qualify and applied for a renewal] 
which clearly sets out the designated area under 
contention you should take it up with your Franchisor 
first. If the response from the Franchisor is not 
satisfactory you should consider taking legal advice. 
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Q: I am told that Franchisors should not talk too mue h about 
potential profits [in the U S A they are forbidden to do so by law|. 
Existing Franchisées are naturally reluctant to talk to a total 
stranger about their profits. How can I - a prospective Franchisée 
- find out the potential profit of the various Franchise 
Opportunities? 

A : There is no simple answer to this particular question. I suppose the 
best approach is something of a compromise or finding a balance 
between total silence and uncontrolled exubérance. 

The Franchisor could consider asking existing Franchisées to allow 
him to share with prospective Franchisées [without identifying the 
location] the audited results of the business. The existing Franchisées 
are likely to be more fortheoming too about their business success 
when the prospective franchisée has done his homework and is seen to 
be serious about their specific Franchise. Howcver, the prospective 
franchisée is not likely to be able to obtain from existing franchisées 
exact and complète numbers in a format which could be examined by 
his professional advisors. 

The more practical way, therefore, is to ask the Franchisor to provide 
[at a more advanced stage of the discussions] the prospective 
Franchisée with a detailed 'Standard Estimatcd Projection'. This wi l l 
be a calculation which will show [without any warranty from the 
Franchisor] a potential profit based on a 'relationship' between sales 
and the estimated costs associated with the acquisition and processing 
of this turnover. Naturally, the Franchisor wil l have to make certain 
assumptions cspccially on the effectiveness of the Franchisée but with 
an established Franchise Company it should be possible to find a 
satisfactory 'relationship' between thèse éléments. The prospective 
Franchisée could then ask existing Franchisées whether they believe 
thèse figures to be realistic. The prospective franchisée wi l l have, 
however, not only to listen carefully to what the existing franchisée has 
to say but also to assess whether he/she will be able to operate as well 
or better [or worsc] than the existing Franchisée which they are 
interviewing. So much in Franchising and its success dépends on the 
on-going commitment and détermination of the Franchisée himself. 
In good Franchise Systems, failure of Franchisées is almost exclusively 
traced back to that Franchisées failure to follow the System and to heed 
the good advice of the Franchisor. 
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Q: To what extent should the individual Franchisée seek to get 
involved in Franchisée committees or orner Franchise wide 
activities? 

A : In principle, it's important for a Franchise System to enjoy the trust and 
support of its individual Franchisées. Enthusiastic Franchisées who 
contribute thcir expérience and Tjest practice' to the System wil l assure 
faster growth and development of the Franchise. However, the 
Franchisée has to watch out for two aspects which could become 
detrimental to the growth of his own unit and the Franchise as a wholc: 

1. The Franchisée has to dedicate ail his available time 
to the building of the business and to meeting the 
customers needs. Spending time on Franchise 
activities has to be rationed otherwise therc is a 
substantial risk that the Franchisée wi l l take the eye 
'off the bail' as far as his unit is concerned and his 
business will suffer. 

2. The Franchisée has to be very careful not to be caught in 
'internai politics' in the Franchise. Internai politics may sound 
incompatible with the basics of the Franchise Concept and yet 
it does exist in many, if not ail, Franchise Systems. The extent 
of the pénétration of the politics varies and individual 
Franchisées should do their utmost not to allow it to spread. 

It is very easy - ail too easy - for individual Franchisées to seek 
reasons and cxplanations why their own unit is not performing 
as they would like it to. Reasons which are divorced of 
anything to do with them and their own effort and focus or lack 
of it. 

A U criticism in a Franchise has to be constructive. There is no 
value in creating divisions and or confrontation between 
Franchisées and Franchisor. The Franchisées spend more time 
away from their core duty - Servicing the Customer - and the 
Franchisor spends huge amounts of time dealing with émotions 
instead of developing the System. Be careful not to allow 
individual franchisées with their own personal agenda to 
conscript others to their cause. Others, who may misunderstand 
the real and hidden agenda. Unfortunately, once the 'poison' of 
politics enters the veins of a Franchise System it wi l l eat at the 
mortar which binds Franchisor and Franchisée together and i f 
allowed to fester wil l certainly affect the ability of the 
Franchise and its individual Franchisées to maximise the 
potential of the business and its contribution to the community. 
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Q: In your opinion, how many man-days of support should ne provided by a 
Franchisor to their Franchisées within a monthly cycle? 

A : A successful Franchise System is one where the established Franchisée does 
not need nor dépend on the Franchisors support in the way that you describe. 
Naturally, a new Franchisée wi l l require a closer working rclationship with the 
Franchisor because the initial training will only have laid the foundation of 
skills and expertise. Through the regulär contact with the Franchisor [by way 
of the téléphone, Workshops, further training, conférences, newsletters, local 
visits, etc] and practical expérience at the sharp end the Franchisée wi l l gain 
confidence and expertise. 

The established Franchisée should still seek regulär exposure to the Franchisor 
but more by way of refresher training, new marketing ideas work shops, 
technical expertise, and occasional [in a structured way] meetings with the 
Franchisor to assess progress, go over the business plan and agrée the course 
of activity for the next period. 

It is impractical and unnecessary to try and specify the number of man-days of 
Franchisor support per month or even per year. The needs will change from 
System to System and from Franchisée to Franchisée. Also, it is improductive 
for the Franchisée to try and calculate how many 'man-days' the on-going fees 
should buy him. The important question is whether the Franchisée has 
sufficient expertise to service the customers well and profit from the exercise. 
The Franchisor should always be available both in a pro-active and re-active 
capacity to offer guidance and training to each individual Franchisée, as 
required. 
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Q: With no previous expérience in business, would it be 'safe' 
for me to become a Franchisée? 

A : Assuming that you are ambitious, cncrgctic, determined, hard working, 
honest, enjoy serving customers, are Willing and able to follow a 
System and have the required funding Franchising has 'almost' been 
invented for you. Naturally, you'll still have to spend a great deal of 
time and some money in asscssing thc various business opportunities 
which are being offered by the multitude of Franchise Companies that 
operate in the U K . I can't say which Franchise Opportunity will be best 
for you without having access to your particular circumstances and 
previous gênerai expérience. However, I have little doubt that at least 
one of the existing Franchise Companies should be able to meet your 
expectations. You need to have business acumen more than specific 
business expérience, but, as far as the Systems for doing business, 
thèse wil l be provided by the Franchise Company which you select. 
Don't forget to consult an accountant and solicitor. Also, you can refer 
to the Franchise departments of NatWest, Royal Bank of Scotland and 
Midland Bank. 
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Q: The training offered by my future Franchisor seems 
insuffle ion t to me. What should I be expecting from 
them? 

A : Did you speak to the Franchisor? Did you express your conccrns? A 
quality Franchisor wi l l be pleascd to talk to you about their initial and 
on-going training programmes. A quality Franchisor will offer the 
new Franchisées an induction programme which will meet the needs of 
the business. I assume that you have donc your 'due diligence' and 
investigated the Franchisor's pedigree before you signed the Franchise 
Agreement. 

On the basis that you have joined a quality franchise you should not 
panic. Please speak to the training department/person of the Franchise 
and share your concern. They should be able to put your mind at ease. 
Once you have completcd the initial training you have another 
opportunity to express your views. Should you need further training 
the quality Franchisor wil l always makc that available - even on a one 
to one basis. What you should try to avoid is allowing yourself to 
confiront and distract the Franchisor without good reason. 
The Franchise Relationship is built on goodwill. Only i f there are real 
problems should you confront the Franchisor with them. Being a 
Franchisor is a very demanding occupation [as much as being a 
Franchisée] and it's important not to waste the Franchisors time 
unnecessarily. Howcvcr, if you have persistent conccrns it's better to 
discuss it with your contact person to avoid a rift building up. 
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Q: After successfully running a franchise outlet for some time, my 
market is shifting slowly but surely t o ward s a différent type of 
service. How should I cope with this, particularly if the Franchisor 
does not agrée to incorpórate the new services? 

A : The question of 'change over time' in any business is a crucial one. No 
business can survive without sensitivity to the needs of the market and 
the individual customers. Therefore, I am concerned that either your 
Franchisor is failing to observe the changes or that you are 
exaggerating the perceived impact on your own business. I assume that 
you have spoken to your Franchisor and that they have tried to re
assure you that the existing format is working well. It is not unusual in 
Franchising for an individual Franchisée to form an opinion which is in 
conflict with the Franchisor regarding the specific business proposition 
which the Franchise is offering. At times the format of the Franchise 
is flexible enough to accommodate both opinions and the conflict is 
resolved. However, at times the Franchisée decides to concéntrate his 
efforts on parts of the business which the Franchisor knows arc less 
profitable in the long run or put the Franchisée in direct 
conflict/competition with other more specialised players in the market 
place. 

The best way to résolve your concern is to talk to the Franchisor's 
marketing people. Please collect data and market information which 
will support your point of view. Have an open and positive discussion 
and try to make the case for allowing you to test the new product 
and/or service. You have to be careful that your business and your 
profitability do not suffer in the short term as a resuit of the effort 
which you put into proving your opinion. 

However, you might be right that your Franchisor is slow to move. 
Often ifs easicr for a single Franchisée to be 'nimble footcd' than for 
the Franchisor to move the whole System in the new direction. Ask 
the Franchisor to support your test marketing for the benefit of the 
whole Franchise. Co-operation i s the best way to achieve results in 
any partnership. Franchising too is a kind of a partnership [not a legal 
one of course] as the Franchisor and Franchisée are both sharing in the 
same business opportunity. 
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Q: This question is from a Franchisor. We have invited a number of 
Franchisées to serve on an Advisory Committee. One Franchisée 
is being very difficult and disruptive. What should we do? 

A : Firstly, please allow me to compliment you and your Franchise on 
taking the dcmanding but rewarding approach that Franchisée 
participation is essential to the development of cvery good Franchise 
System. Only through close association with the individual 
Franchisées can the Franchisor capture most of the Best Practice 
expérience which is gained by the Franchise. As you have discovered 
it's not an easy process. Often, Franchisées who are 'political' in their 
orientation seek to be involved in the Advisory Committees. It takes 
them away from the demands of the daily routine and for some reason 
they seem to enjoy giving the Franchisor a hard time. However, i f you 
select your committee members well and use their time effectively, 
you wi l l find that better quality Franchisées wi l l make themselves 
availablc too. Atter all, time which the Franchisée is spending on 
committees is time away from the customers and it costs them money. 
It is the responsibility of the Franchisor to prépare well for the 
meetings by way of a well thought out Agenda and chair the meetings 
effectively and professionally. 

If you have chosen badly and the individual Franchisée is not Willing 
or able to become productive [I assume you have spoken to him in 
private about the problem] it is your duty to remove him from the 
committee. I suggest you speak to the other committee members first 
so that your action wil l not corne to them as a surprise. They, too, wil l 
have noticed his unreasonable behaviour and wi l l not side with him i f 
you handle the disengagement well. 
Unfortunatcly, this Franchisée is not going to stop being disruptive 
within the Franchise. Therefore, it would be best i f through discussion 
he would agrée to try to become more co-operative. 
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Q: What is the most practical way for our Franchise to bette fit from 
the practical expérience which has been gai ne d and accumulated 
by the Franchisées over the years? 

A: The Best Practice expérience which has been gained by thc 
operating Franchisées is extremely valuable. Every good Franchisor 
has to try and capture it. However, this may not be as simple as it 
sounds. Individual Franchisées are not always aware of the slight 
nuances which they have developed within their own Opérations. 

I am assuming that on the whole each Franchisée is following the 
Systems as prescribed by the Franchisor. However, even when 
operating standard equipment one finds ways to achieve greater 
efficiency through some operating practices. Sometimes, ways of 
approaching customers, ways of storing supplies, etc. can enhance 
productivity and profitability. 

The Franchisons ficld people have to be encouraged [by the Franchisor 
and Franchisées] to be on the watch for ail Best Practice which they 
can observe and to capture the relevant information. It is up to thc 
Franchisor to assess the information, possibly test it with a few 
Franchisées and if proved to bc correct incorporate it in thc System and 
advise the whole body of Franchisées. It is also very positive i f the 
Franchisées themselves try very hard to capture such Best Practice. 
Each individual Franchisée could contribute i f only he/she were keen 
on the idea and willing to write information down and send it to the 
Franchisor. 
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Q: ï want my son to take over my Franchisée! Unit. However, for him 
to become the Owner the Franchisor requires my son to be 
qualified and approved just like any new Franchisée. Is this 
right? After all, I am the owner of my business! 

A : The strength of any chain is measured by the strength of its 
weakest link. This means that despite the sympathy which the 
Franchisor wil l have for your désire to pass-on the business to 
members of the family your planned withdrawal from the day to day 
responsibilities wil l trigger a situation similar to any resale or proposed 
transfer of ownership. Your son, assuming he has been working 
successfully in the business, wil l have the advantage of knowing the 
business, being familiar with the system and having built a relationship 
with some of the people working for the Franchisor. Nevertheless, the 
Franchisor should give your son the opportunity to be intcrviewed and 
assessed on his own mcrits. In addition, the Franchisor wi l l want to 
ascertain that your son sincerely wants to take over the business for his 
own sake rather than to please you. The Franchisor wi l l also want to 
find out whether your son understands the disciplines and 
responsibilities of a Franchisée. After all, when you made the original 
décision to approach a specific Franchisor and apply for a license to 
duplícate the business it can be assumed that you have done your 
'home work' and came to the wise conclusion that owning a smali 
business under the umbrella of a Franchisor is a far superior 
proposition to being on your own as an independent business person. 
The Franchisor wi l l also want to know the terms under which your son 
is acquiring the business and to satisfy himself that the business will be 
viable following the acquisition. As long as the Franchisor is offering 
your son an honest opportunity to présent himself and his credentials 
you should not worry. Because, i f the décision of the Franchisor is that 
your son can not assume the Business at this time it may be that an 
additional period of training wil l do the trick or possibly it would be 
better for you to seil the business and help your son take up appropriate 
employment or if he still wants to be in business to direct him to join a 
Franchise where his skills and aptitudes arc more in line with the nceds 
of the business. 

Many Franchisors have a clause in the Franchise Agreement which 
allows them the option to acquire a Franchised Unit when it is being 
offered for sale. I believe that when a sibling désires to acquire the 
family business hc/she should be given the opportunity to do so as long 
as they prove to the Franchisor their ability to take over on their own 
and build the business to greater heights and demónstrate their 
understanding and aeeeptance of the disciplines which Franchising 
expects the Franchisée to assume. 
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1. Questions to ask yourself-

Do I really want to own and opérate a business 
Do í know why I am considering taking this step 
Have I considcrcd thc pros and cons seriously 
Do I want to givc up my job for the business 
A m I only considering taking up a business because I have been made 
redundant 
Is it only because I have no job and my job prospeets are not good 
A m I angry at my previous employer and don't want to go through the 
same experience or is it because I see real advantages for me and my 
family 
A m I willing and able to take the financial risks 
Do I understand the risks involved 
A m I ambitious, do I want to achieve financial success? Have 1 
quantified what financial success I want? 1 need? Wil l the business 1 
am considering allow me to develop the earning potential I am after 
A m I really a hard worker 
Do I have the health and stamina required 
A m I a self starter 
What are my skills 
Am I good with people 
Wi l l [ enjoy looking after customers - even when they seem to be 
difficult 
Do I understand that 'the customer is king' 
Wi l l I do everything necessary to delight customers and exceed their 
expectations 
A m l a quick learner 
Do I enjoy learning new things 
W i l l I be able to pick up all the business management tools which are 
needed to manage the business and its finances 
W i l l I be able to hire and firc employccs 
Wi l l the employees accept me as their leader 
Wil l I be willing and able to lead the employees by example i.e. 
demónstrate and live by the same rules J will expect from them 
W i l l I co-operatc with my Franchisor 
W i l l I co-operate with my fellow Franchisees 
Wil l I opérate an ethical business with a view to building real success 
based on so lid foundations 
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2. Questions to ask your family -

Do they understand the risks associated with the proposal to undertake 
the Franchise investment? 

Do they understand the potential benefits? Do they think the benefits 
outweigh the risks? 

Do they understand fully what you wil l need to do to make the 
business successful and to maintain its success? Without continuing 
success the business will not deliver the potential benefits. 

Do they think that you are a hard worker? 

Am I capable of undertaking a task and 'sticking' to it irrespective of 
the challenges. 

Am I customer friendly? Wi l l I be willing to serve customer needs? 

Can I assemble, motivate and lead a small team of employees? W i l l 
people be willing to work with me for longer periods? 

Is the family ready to make the initial sacrifices which wi l l be required 
i.e. take the risks, reduce spending, possibly sacrifice the annual 
holidays for a couple of years, etc. 

Are my health and energy levels up to the demands of running a 
business? 

A m I likely to feel confident within the Franchise environment? Where 
it is necessary and beneficial to co-operate with the Franchisor and the 
other Franchisees. 

Wi l l I begrudge paying the on-going fees to the Franchisor? Wil l this 
undertaking cause me difficulties? 

Do I really want to own and operate a Franchised business or am I only 
considering it because I need a new job? 
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3. Questions to ask your friends -

Would you buy a product/service from me 
A m I customer oriented 
Do I have the patience to dcal with peoplc 
Wi l l 1 be able to lcad a number of employées 
Wi l l I be able to 'put up' with the need to delight customers 
Do I have staying power 
Do I have the energy required to work hard 
A m I a hard worker 
A m I a fast learner 
A m I open to suggestions 
A m I fixed in my ways 
Do I have sales skills 
Do I make people want to be with me? Can \ build relationships 
A m I i l l at ease when I first meet new people? Does it take a while to 
see through to my positive characteristics 
A m I ambitious and success oriented 
W i l l I make the sacrifices in the short term to gain the long term 
benefits 
W i l l my family be Willing to share my ambition 
Wi l l my family give me the support I need 
Do they think l will be successful 
Is taking up a Franchise a good idea 
Wi l l I be able to manage the stress 
Do you think thc 'business opportunity' I am considering is a good one 
W i l l you even consider making an investment in the proposed 
business? Do you think that overall it's a good risk? 
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4. Questions to ask the Franchisor -

The following are some of the questions any potcntial Franchisée should aitn 
to have answered through face to face discussions with a Franchisor before 
making a commitment 

• How long has the Franchise been established? 
• How many Franchised units are currently operating? 
• Is it possible to talk freely to any existing Franchisées? 
• What does the Franchise Headquarters Organisation consist of? 
• Can the Franchisor demonstrate its capacity to provide necessary initial 

and on-going support services? 
• Is it possible to takc Up trade and bank références? 
• Are the Company accounts up to date? Wi l l a copy be made available? 
• On what basis are Franchisées selected and how sélective does the 

Franchisor appear to be? 
• What is the business background of the directors and executives of the 

Franchisor Company? 
• How long have they been directors and executives of the Franchisor 

Company? 
• What is the initial cost of the Franchise, what does this include and 

what additional capital costs wi l l be incurred in addition? 
• How much working capital is required? 
• What are the operational cost breakdowns, the gross margins, and the 

possible net margins? 
• What Franchisée earnings arc allowed for in thèse figures? 
• What funding programmes are provided through arrangements made 

by the Franchisor? 
• What rate of interest is allowed in the calculations and what level of 

securities needs to be available to back up the borrowing? 
• What fees are chargea by the Franchisor? 
• Does the Franchisor operate company-owned units? 
• Does the Franchisor takc commission or mark-up on goods or 

materials supplied to Franchisées? How much? 
• What promotional and advertising support wi l l be provided by the 

Franchisor and can this be demonstrated? 
• What level of initial training is provided and what is the Franchisor's 

on-going commitment to training? 
• Where is training provided and what does it cost? 
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• What continuing services arc provided by the Franchisor? 
• Is the Franchisor a member of the British Franchise Association? 
• How many Franchised units have failed and ceased trading in the past 

2-3 years? Why? 
• Does the Franchisor have on-going communication with Franchisées 

through an independent Franchisée Association or similar? 
• How long is the period of the Franchise Agrccmcnt? Can it be 

renewed? 
• If the Franchisée is to takc a lease of retail premises what is the period 

and what is the liability of the leasc? 
• Is it possible to take independent advice regarding the Franchise 

Agreement prior to signature? 
• Does the Franchise Agreement permit the sale of the business and what 

restrictions are placed on this? 
• What happens at the end of the Franchise Agreement? 
• What support is provided in the sale of the Franchisées business? 
• What rcgular communication is there between Franchisor and 

Franchisées in the form of conférences, seminars, newsletters, etc? 
• Is the Franchisée restricted to purchasing on-going supplies from the 

Franchisor only? 
• What assistance does the Franchisor provide in the negotiation of terms 

with suppliers? 
• What restrictions are placed on what products or services can bc sold 

by Franchisées? Does this differ to industry standard? 
• WTiat is the Franchisor doing about updating and upgrading the 

Concept and Systems to mect the challenging needs of the future? 
• Tell me about the compétition: From franchised and non-franchised 

organisations 
• What are your plans to meet the challenges of the future? 
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5. Questions to ask existing Franchisees -

• Are you pleased with your decisión to join the Franchise? 
• Has the business and your lifestyle lived up to expectations? 
• What are the most enjoyable aspeets of the business? 
• What are the áreas of thc business which cause the most concern to 

you? 
• What have you found to be the most effective methods for building and 

developing new business? 
• Are you making the profits you anticipated or were projected to make? 

If not, why do you think you haven't achieved them? 
• Did you fínd the level of initial training and start-up support provided 

by the Franchisor satisfactory? Did you do it all? 
• How confident in thc business did you feel when you first began 

trading? 
• What would you do differently with the benefit of hindsight? 
• What, in your view, makes a successful Franchisee in this business? 
• How has the business affected your family life and to what extent is 

family support required? 
• What are your views about the quality and quantity of on-going 

support provided by the Franchisor? 
• What elements of thc support provided have you made most use of or 

found most beneficial? 
• How well do you get on with your neighbouring Franchisees? 
• What are the factors which, in your view, most effect the profitability 

of the business? 
• What motivates you? 
• Do you think you will achieve your ambitions in this business? 
• How would you describe your relationship with your Franchisor? 
• Why is this typc of business better than others I might consider? 
• How would you describe the professionalism and quality of the sénior 

management of the Franchisor? 
• How would you describe the professionalism and quality of the support 

staff of the Franchisor? 
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• Do you think the Franchisor has the vision and the skills to develop thc 
business and the Franchise Systems further to maximise the potential 
of the business in thc years' to corne? 

• 1s the management of the Franchise stable? 
• How well do you cope with the compétition? 
• If you had a friend looking at going into business, would you 

recommend they seriously considcr the Franchise system that you 
have? 

• Would you do it again? 
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6. Questions to ask the Franchise Solicitor -

How much previous experience have you had with Franchising? Do 
you have Franchisor clients? Which companies? Are you affiliated 
with the British Franchise Association? 

Do you know the specific Franchise Company \ am interested in? 
What is their standing and reputation like? 

Are the Franchise solicitors advising the Franchisor a well known and 
respected Franchising practice? Did they prepare the current Franchise 
Agreement? 

What is your fee structure? How much do you estimate will you charge 
for advising me on the Franchise Agreement? Can we agree a fixed 
fee? 

Is the duration (number of years) of the Franchise Agreement 
reasonable? Is it different to industry standards? 

Do I have an option to extend the Franchise Agreement? What are the 
conditions? Are they reasonable? Are they different to industry 
standards? 

A m I entitled to sell my business at any time? At the end of the 
agreement? Are the terms reasonable? Are they different to industry 
standards? 

What are the on-going fees payable to the Franchisor? What are the 
marketing fees payable to the Franchisor? Arc they reasonable? Are 
they different to industry standards? 

A m I obliged to buy all my supplies from the Franchisor? If yes, are 
the terms and conditions reasonable? Arc they different to industry 
standards? 

A m I being granted an exclusive trading territory? If not, are the terms 
and conditions reasonable? Are they different to industry standards? 
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Has the Franchisen* got an Option to buy the business from me? Can the 
Franchisor only exercisc the Option when I want to seil? Are the terms 
of the Option reasonable? Are they different to industry Standards? 

Is the Franchise Agreement overall a professional and well written 
document? Are there clauses which 1 need to be concerned about? 
Which onc? Why? 

Are the Franchisee undertakings in the Franchise Agreement 
reasonable? Are they different from industry Standards? 

Are the Franchisor undertakings in the Franchise Agreement 
reasonable? Are they different from industry Standards? 

Considering that a professional Franchisor wi l l not amend his 
Franchise Agreement to suit the comments of the potential Franchisee 
do you advisc me that the Franchise Agreement is within good industry 
Standards. 
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7. Questions to ask the Accountant -

How much prcvious expérience have you had with Franchising? Do 
you have Franchisor clients? Which companies? Are you affiliated 
with the British Franchise Association? Do you have Franchisée 
clients? From which companies? 

Do know the specific Franchise Company which I am interested in? 
What is their standing and réputation like? 

Is the firm of accountants looking after the Franchisor known and 
rcputable? 

What is your fee structure? How much do you estimate you wi l l charge 
me for commenting: 

1. On the financial viability of the Franchisor 
2. The estimated Financial Projections 

From reading the Report and Accounts of the Franchisor Company (are 
thèse current enough to be useful?) can you tell whether it is a 
profitable and viable concern? Can you tell whether they arc re-
investing in the business to secure its future? Who are the 
shareholders? Do they have institutional investors? Do the 
shareholders seem committed to the business? 

On the basis of the published Accounts, in your professional opinion is 
the Franchisor Company viable enough at this point in time for the 
purpose of my becoming their Franchisée? 

On the basis of my financial resources and on-going financial needs do 
you think that I can afford to commit myself to this particular business 
opportunity? 

Having studied the estimated revenue and cost projections do you have 
comments to make? Do they seem realistic? Are the assumptions being 
made reasonable? Are therc issues which you wish to discuss with me 
concerning the estimated business plan for my unit? 
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Are the loans and overdraft facilities which the Clearing Bank (s) 
willing to make available sufficient to allow for the 'incvitable 
hiccups'? Are the funding terms reasonable? Are they difTerent to 
industry standards? 

Are the securities which the Bank expects reasonable? Are they 
different to industry standards? Do I have sufficient securities to offer? 

Do you think that the potential incomc and capital growth, as seen 
from the business projections attractive? Do they meet my stated 
needs? Do they differ from industry standards? 

Is the Accounting System which the Franchisor recommends for the 
Franchisees to usc an effective one? Does it meet regulatory 
reąuirements? 
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8. Questions to ask the Clearing Banks -

8.1. The Franchise Department during a Franchise Exhibition: 

Does your Bank have a financing scheme for the 
specific Franchisor Company I am intercsted in? Why 
not? 

Has your Bank financed any of their Franchisées? Can 
you tell me about their track record? 

Wil l you in principle be Willing to finance me, were I to 
become an approved prospective Franchisée of theirs, as 
long as 1 meet your Bank's lending requirements? 

What are your Bank's lending requirements for 
Franchisées? 

What are the terms of the lending i.e. lending ratios, 
charges, fees, interest rates, securities, etc. 

Do you have Franchising related literature which I can 
have? 

1s your Bank keen on 'small business'? Is it keen on 
Franchising? Why? 

Is there practical advice which you wish to share with 
me on this occasion? 

8.2. Your Local Bank Manager: 

Would he bc interested in principle in funding a 
Franchise business opportunity? 

(It is worthwhile exploring what is his/her opinion on 
Franchising? Is the approach supportivc?) 

Has the branch/the bank had previous expérience with 
Franchising? With the specific Franchise Opportunity? 
Can the officiai discuss with you the expérience? 
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W i l l the branch be W i l l i n g to approach the Bank 
Franchising départaient to seek input regarding the 
specific Franchise opportunity which you are exploring; 
has the Bank arranged a funding scheme for this 
Franchise? Why not? 

On studying the proposed Business Plan/Investment 
Presentation is the officiai inclined to support your 
request for funding? 

What are the terms and conditions which wi l l apply to 
the loan and overdraft facilities? Securities necded? 
Etc. 
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